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Misogyny in the early Third Republic vitally affected educational legislation.

The Loi Camille See, signed into law December 21, 1880,

incorporated contemporary prejudices against women and was designed to

preclude female entry into the professions.

Employment statistics did

not support fears that women with degrees would engulf male purviews.
The politics of prejudice evident in passage of the law were heightened
by partisan politics, although French legislators shared more as men

when dealing with female education than they disputed as ideological

enemies

u

Revival of the classics and the Catholic heritage played an

important role in French misogyny.

Primary sources selected for this study include the works of
Felix Dupanloup and pseudo-feminist Ernest Legouve; articles on women
and education, plus short stories from the moderate Catholic monthly

Le Correspondant

;

debates on the Loi Camille See as reported in the

Journal Officiel

;

the feminist monthly the Droit des Femmes

;

and the

works of major 19th-century Republican educational theorists Octave
Greard, Gustave Compayre, and Paul Rousselot.
It was found that, with the general exception of Droit des

Femmes publicists, French attitudes toward women combined ambivalence,

fear, and hostitility.

These attitudes were consciously enshrined in

government policy and rationalized as being fully consonant with women's nature and the public good.

The Saint-or-Sinner model of woman,

so obvious in the seminal works of Fenelon, dominated all publications

reviewed as well as the debates on female secondary education. One facet of this model was the presentation of women as the perpetuators and

shapers of mores and of the men who ran (or mis-ran) the State,

Na-

tional preoccupation with order and unity after the debacle of the

Franco-Prussian War, predisposed those in charge of forming public
opinion or making public policy, to endorse existing misogynist stereotypes

-

most often articulated as the femme libre and Amazon

tray women as destroyers or saviors of France.

-

and por-

This preoccupation led

to reiteration of female seclusion in the home and enhancement of the

mystique of the foyer as means to ensure the public good and restore
national glory.
style were,

Women who did not adhere to the mystique or the life

in essence, presented by Republicans and anti-Republicans

alike as traitors and unnatural monsters.
The rhetoric of chivalry used during the debates accentuated

national anxieties, capitalized on views of women as "other," and
underscored consensus in the legislature that women of all classes

constituted a new and dangerous proletariat.

French feminists disa-

greed vehemently with prevailing views of women, their nature and their

proper sphere.

But they exploited what seemed like favorable stereo-

types, i.e., women as natural teachers, to push for broadening female

opportunities for employment.

Like their detractors, the feminists

considered the woman question a problem of morality.

vii
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PREFACE
With the rebirth of the women's movement in the last decade,

historians have begun to acknowledge the failure of traditional scho-

larship to, in Abigail Adams' words, "remember the

Ladies."''"

The "La-

dies" and their less affluent sisters are now being considered, and to

historians falls the task of defining what indeed should be remembered.
Each academic profession has need of historians

0

research as its own the-

ses are re-examined in light of the new perspective.

Thus, to the his-

torian qua historian falls the ultimate responsibility of sounding, then

beginning to fill, the cultural lacunae which exist because of centuries of neglect of the records of half the human race.
Every generation reconstructs history to some degree.

But this

generation of historians is faced with a construction project hitherto

unprecedented in its scope.

Routine tasks of asking the right questions

of past and present, of digging into supposedly familiar territory for

clues which might shed light on old and new "woman questions," turn out
to be anything but routine.

Where does one start a re-codification of

Is there any one aspect of the problem which sheds maximum

culture?

landlight on myriad excavation sites beginning to dot the historical
scape?

problems
Modern usage of the term "woman question" indicates that

of basic definition and reflected images

dice

-

-

the building blocks of preju-

might serve as useful tools for the historian.

Perusal of titles

as cited
Letter of Abigail Adajns to John Adajns, 31 March 1776,
From Adams to de BeauPapers:
by Alice S. Rossi, ed., in The Feminist
voir (New York: Bantam Books, 197^) P- 10
1

»

-

ix

in

^men Studies Abstracts suggests

that one path of exploration, the

study of prejudice against women, or "sexism," 2 has been
particularly

exciting during the early stages of historical reconstruction.

Cent-

ral to the study of sexism are the many images which surround
the to-

pic "woman.

11

The importance of cultural images to history was keynoted by

Joseph N. Moody of the Catholic University of America a full decade

before

those responsible for the rebirth of feminism^ rephrased sex

prejudice as "sexism."

In prefatory remarks to his Church and Soci -

etx (l953)i Moody addressed the question of images in a manner which

prompted this writer to see the study of sex images as a sturdy cor-

nerstone for the study of women in history.

Moody expressed the hope

that "the whole process of image formation might become increasingly

interesting to historians, for it operates at the vital nerve center

2

As used in this paper "sexism" is understood to be both the
fact and the system of thought associated with prejudice based on sex.
Although used primarily in discussion of prejudicial assumptions about
females, it implies correlative stereotyping of males. A functional
working definition of "sexism" was developed by Dr. Jo-Ann Evans Gardner for a December 16, 1970, presentation at the Open Plenary Session
of the White House Conference on Children. Sexism is:
(l) a belief
that the human sexes have distinctive makeups that determine their respective lives; usually involving the idea that one sex is superior and
has the right to rule the other; (2) a policy of enforcing such asserted right; (3) a system of government and society based on it. To this
concept has been added the descriptive term "sexist," one who believes
in or practices sexism.
-^Charles Fourier coined the term "feminisme" in the second ediFourier potion of his Theorie des quatre mouvements (Paris, l84l).

sited equality of the sexes before the law and adopted a single moralFollowing this train of thought, anyone who believed in
ity for both.
a double standard, such as Ernest Legouve, could only be termed a "pseudo feminist " if he/she claimed to be an advocate of women's rights.
f

vital nerve center of social experience." 4

The intensity of responses,

both positive and negative, to the recent growth of feminism
in the United States and abroad attests to Moody's insight.

It further indicates

that assessment of the nature and weight of images of women^ at
various

times and places
history.

is of critical importance to understanding women's

This writer has accordingly been drawn to investigate the

images of woman in France during the first decade of the Third French
Republic.

The Loi Gamille See (see Appendix A), passed 21 December 1880,

offers a convenient focal point for the study of women in the early

Third Republic.

Until its passage, the French government had not of-

fered French girls secondary instruction.

important to the considerable population

Thus, the law was singularly
-

daughters of the classes

dirigeantes (businessmen, professionals, civil servants)
signed to serve.

- it

was de-

The National Assembly itself was reasonably represen-

tative of the diversity of French opinion in 1880, at least of the opi-

nion of those who were empowered to shape the thought and institutions
of the young republic.
In late 1880 the influx of amnestied communard(e)s had not yet

appreciably affected the tenor or composition of the Assembly, although
fear of what the returnees represented did enter into the debates on fe-

Joseph N. Moody, Edgar Alexander et al., eds., Church and SociCatholic Social and Political Thought and Movements, 1789-1950
ety:
Arts, Inc., 1953) P- ii.
(New York:
i

^Correlative images of man are assumed as a by-product of such
investigations.

xi

male secondary education.

Seize mai (l6 May) 1877 was selected as the

earlier time limit of this study because it signaled the launching of
the last major Republican offensive against remnants of the Old Regime
and occasioned yet another round of partisan argumentation focussing,

among other things, on educational policies and the role of education
in French life.

Resolution of the 16 May crisis resulted not only in

permanent Republican control of the National Assembly, but in the ascension of Jules Ferry to power.

Ferry's comprehensive educational re-

forms and the bitter controversy surrounding them formed the milieu

within which the Lo Gamille See was first proposed, then considered,
then finally signed into law.

The Loi Gamille See served as a major primary source for this
study ^
0

Selection of the Gorrespondant and the Droit des Femmes as

the remaining sides of a triangular comparative study was somewhat more

arbitrary than obvious suitability of the debate transcripts.

Both pa-

pers were selected for the contrast they offered to the Republican norm.
o

On advice from Professor Moody,

the Gorrespondant was singled out as a

6

See below, Chapter V, and the Journal Officiel
9 December 1880.

,

20 November and

?The debates were reproduced in the Journal Officel a privatewhich overly printed paper reflecting the sympathies of the governments
saw it from 1869-1880. The Journal was charged, as a condition of its
franchise privilege, with carrying officiel reports, documents and verbatim coverage of the Assembly debates. For a full account of the hiset
tory of official publications in the Third Republic, see Bellanger
Presses univeral., Histoire ggnerale de la presse francaise (Paris:
sitaires de France), Vols. II and III
,

0

interview with

Dr. Moody,

Catholic University, ^pril 1973.

xii

solid piece of journalism representing moderate Catholic thought, a

publication which could be expected to deal in a fairly sophisticated

manner with contemporary issues.

The Gorrespondant

.

a bi-monthly jour-

nal, appealed to a select population which, though partisan, prided it-

self on balanced consideration of important social issues.

Equally im-

portant, its numerous novella and serials contained much indirect, un-

guarded testimony pertinent to prevailing images of woman.
the intimate, domestic, nature of these stories

-

In addition,

similar in many ways

to those found in contemporary French and American press

-

indicates

that they were included in the Gorrespondant especially for its fe-

male readers.

9

In contradistinction to the Gorrespondant

,

the Droit des Femmes

was selected for study because of its focus on women and women's problems, and because, as an almost totally ignored but impressively impor-

tant resource tool, it deserves ressucitation.*^

^Evelyn e Sullerot, La Presse feminine (Paris: Armand Colin,
1963) has written a most useful work on French women's magazines in which
she makes the helpful distinction between works addressed to "dames",
those carrying homilies and short stories, and those from 1830 which were
addressed to "femmes" and occasionally commented on women's rights.
10

A good example of the disuse into which the Droit des Femmes
fell after Dzeh-Dzen's 193^ thesis, La Presse feministe en France^ is
the failure of compilers to include it in the recent Histoire generale
de la presse fran caise. The Histoire shows similar lack of concern for
It gives only cursory mention to Saint-Simonian
all feminist journals.
and Fourierist publications of the July Monarchy period, and only footnote reference to Marguerite Durand's influential La Fronde . The Droit's
long life (10 April 1869-20 December 1891) alone belies its exclusion
from the Histoire as an ephemeral publication. Though the authors of
the Histoire cite Sullerot when dealing with the female press, they
paspass up her coverage of the Droit entirely and fail to give even
sing mention to Dzeh-Dzen's seminal work.

1

CHAPTER

I

HISTORIANS AND HISTORICAL IMAGES

In the last year of her life, wearied by the legacy of discord

left France by the Revolution and Napoleon, disheartened by the repressions of Charles

X,

Claire de Remusat turned her failing energies to

educating French women.

De Remusat hoped to reorder French society by

fostering maternal ministrations to future citizens and statesmen.

Her

faith in the benefits of good education and fervent belief in domestic
education"'" of children aligned Remusat squarely with her predecessor

epecially in respect to girl's education.

Fenelon,

With her successors,

including those who debated the Loi Camille See, De Remusat shared the
conviction that the futures of the nation and girls" education were in-,

extricably intertwined.
,

2

Claire de Remusat' s posthumously published Essai sur

18

education

des femmes (l82l) showed the mark of exposure to arguments about women's

nature which had typified the "Querelle des Femmes."^

The Essai also

1

As used by French pedagogues, "education" encompasses the learning of morality, religion and ethics, as well as specific knowledge neces"Instruction," on the other hand, pertains
sary to acquiring life skills.
only to the knowledge necessary to mental acuity, acquisition of trade
skills or preparation for a profession. "Domestic education" is here used
as an umbrella term for educating and instructing children in the home.
Unless the French term is implied by context, "education" is used below
as the omnibus English term for all learning.
2

V.

especially, remarks of Emile Keller and Camille See, 20 Jan-

uary 1880, Chajnber.
frequent^The "Querelle des Femmes" was a protracted, passionate,
sixteenth
scurrilous dispute about equality of the sexes. It spanned the
Revolution,
and seventeenth centuries, surfaced briefly during the French
Barre's proto-femiand was raised sporadically thereafter. Poulain de la

debates.

In her work de Rlmusat implicitly
criticized French educators

for their neglect of female schooling.
she was, as a woman, disturbed by

Although socially conformist,

questions of female potential and

asked when woman would be able to:

s'etudier elle-meme, d'interroger son experience et sa
nature pour connaitre les carac teres, les facultes, les droits
de ses pareilles, pour etablir enfin plus nettement qu'on
ne
la fait encore, ce que sont les femmes et ce qu'il semble qu'
elles pourraient devenir?^
.

.

.

Passage of the Loi Gamille See by the National Assembly on 21

December 1880

initiated the first concerted effort by a French govern-

ment to reply to de Remusat' s query.

The law mandated the founding of

state-sponsored girls' secondary schools and served as the "female"

plank in Jules Ferry's educational platform.

It functioned as the sta-

ging from which he and other left-center Republicans launched their
final campaign for the secularization of French education.

Speaking for

the bill in the Senate on November 20 of that year, Henri Martin (Aisne)

grappled with the possible impact of non -passage on secularization.

nist De l'Efialite des deux sexes: Discours physique et moral ou l'on
voit 1' importance de se defaire des pre.juges (l673) vied with treatises
by Bossuet and othes in its use of superlatives. The former praised women; the latter derogated them.
For fuller discussion of the dispute,
Paul Rousselot, Histoire de 1' education des femmes 2 vols. (New
see:
York:
Burt Franklin Reprint, 1971 ), Vol. I, Gh. IV; and Gustave Reynier, La Femme au XVIII e siecle:
ses ennemies et ses defenseurs (Paris:
Librairie PI on, 1933) especially Ch. XII.
T

>

Claire de Remusat, Essai sur I 'education des femmes new edition (Paris:
Gharpentier, 1842), p. 32. Hereafter cited as Essai
For almost identical sentiments see Ernest Legouve, Histoire morale
Legouve* s Histoire appeared
des femmes (Paris: G. Sandre, 1848).
in 1846, the same year it was delivered as a series of l ectures to
students at the College de France. For still stronger seconding of
Remusat, see letter of Roman correspondant to Dupanloup, Ch. II below.
,

.

3

Asked Martin of his colleagues:

Croyez-vous que notre France puisse redevenir ce qu'elle doit
etre, si la femme fran^aise ne partage pas les sentiments, ne
s°associe pas aux idees de l'homme? Si vous avez la discorde
au foyer, comment voulez-vous avoir 1* unite dans l fitat?-5
B

Senator Martin did not, properly speaking, address himself to what women were or could

"be.

Rather, he recast the question of female iden-

tity in terms of what a woman ou^ht to be qua citoyenne
effect that she should be a Republican.

,

answering in

Martin" s inability to sustain

a sharp focus on women as individuals was endemic among legislators.

The linking of France with "la femme fran^aise"

and the pre-

scriptive "ought" ("doit") which lay the foundation for Martin's buil-

ding a case for passage of the Loi Gamille See, raises the question of
what place the concept of moral obligation had in the formulation of

nineteenth-century French images of woman. ^

Why, too, did Martin and

his contemporaries so naturally link the idea of country to the question of female education?

nal expansion

- ie.,

Why,

in brief, was a question of institutio-

the extension of the lycee system to girls

-

gener-

ally approached so obliquely?

^Henri Martin, Journal Officiel de la Republ ique francaiset
Hereafter cited as J.O. Senate or
Senat, 21 Nov. 1880, p. 11313.
same
Chamber. Martin also stated, ibid., that women should share the
following
patriotic ideals as their husbands, sons and brothers. The
Church as
day (JjO., 22 Nov.) he juxtaposed the State to the Catholic
of the bill's partia moral entity, giving short shrift to discussion
culars.

with female
For precedents linking the question of morality
Remusat's |ssai and Marie
education, see Legouve's Histoire morale de
autrefois (Pans: Plon, lttoj;.
E. Cave's La Femme au.jourd' hui: la femme
below, Chapter IV.
For feminist treatment of the same topic, see
6

,

'

Other questions raised by study of the Loi Gamille See
debates

and contemporary French thought on woman arej

why did the French gov-

ernment lag so far behind other European and Western
countries in pro-

viding public secondary institutions for girls? 7

And, what, if any,

aspects of Third Republic French thought on women were ueculiarly
French?

Following Moody's cue, to what "vital nerve center" of the

French social experience did the late nineteenth-century French image
of woman lead?

How did that image, or images, affect formulation and

implementation of the Loi Gamille See?

Lastly, how did French feminist

views on women differ or compare to prevailing mainstream views, and did
these views in any way contribute toward the relative failure of the
French woman movement?

Interest in female education during the early Third Republic ran
sufficiently high to prompt scholarly consideration of the topic „

g

It is

probably correct to see such interest as one aspect of the general French
preoccupation with education, a preoccupation characterizing Republican

regimes in particular.

Two politician-educators, Octave Greard and Ga-

briel Gompayre, wrote extensively on female education and were intimat^y

involved with the development of Republican curricula and institutions

during the Third Republic.

7

A third educator, Paul Rousselot, never en-

A touchy subject for Martin s contemporaries, although no European government was exceptional in its haste to promote secondary and
post- secondary female education.
0

8

Third Republic debates on the topic were in part a product of the
Dupanloup-Duruy controversy of I867. Dupanloup's opposition effectively
blocked widespread acceptance of Duruy's proposed conferences, public lectures which were designed to lay the groundwork for nationwide secondary
See Sandra Horvath, "Victor Duruy," Chapter VII.
instruction for girls
0

5

joyed his more political colleagues' reknown, but wrote the major work
on French female education, the two-volume Histoire de 1' education des

femmes en France (l883). 9 Greard, who was forced by ill health to abandon the rigors of scholarly life for more routine employment as an edu-

cational administrator, put out a memorandum on secondary instruction for

girls after passage of the Loi Gamille See and dealt with principles of
female instruction in his summary Education et Instruction (1887) and in
the monograph Education des femmes par les femmes (l88?) 10 Gompayre
0

wrote primarily on educational philosophy and pedagogy, paying particular
attention to child psychology and morality.

critique des doctrines de

published in 18?9«

1"

His opus was the Histoire

education en France depuis le XVI e siecle

.

Gompayre enjoyed a good measure of notoriety in 1880

because of publishing his Manuel

d°

instruction civique et morale

,

a work

which fanned partisan discussion of education by outlining an "independent," i.e. non-sectarian, course of morality to be taugnt by lay instruc-

tors throughout

the

University system.

11

Gompayre was elected to the

Larousse Grande Encyclopedic makes no mention of^Paul Rousselot (1833 - ?). However, his position as "inspecteur d'Academie" suggests he moved in the same circles as Compayre and Greard.
•^The

10
Part II of the Education et Instruction "Enseignement secondaire," contains Greard' s overall views on female secondary education.
His published works on female education were based on memoranda and studies written during his long career as an educational administrator based
He edited an edition of Fenelon's Education des
in Paris (l865-l8?9).
filles (1885,1886) at the time of his^election to the Academy (I886).
was placed on girls' lycee curriculum.
This tract
,

n For

instrucreflections of the controversy on independent ^moral
and See's reply (JjOy
tion, see Keller's keynote speech in the lower house
Senate, 22 Nov.
20 Jan. 1880 ); and Jules Simon and Henri Martin ( J. 0.
,

1880).

6

National Assembly In 1881 as Deputy from Tain.
city until 1889.

He served in that capa-

12

Greard, Compayre, and especially Rousselot, share the distinction

of having had their works remain essentially unduplicated, if for no ot-

her rea.son than failure of scholars to attempt revisions of their particular texts.

All three delve more deeply into the role of prejudice

over time in the inhibiting of female education than do later scholars,
although Rousselot clearly outdistances his peers in this respect.

Twentieth-century works have amplified the factual knowledge about the
Loi Gamille See
annees de

1*

,

for example Gaston Coirault°s Ginquante premieres

enseignement feminin, 1880-1930 (Tours, 19^0);

and have

delved into public opinion and a Masonic connection (Evelyn Acomb,
as it related to the law, but with

The French Laic Laws, 1879-1889 )

few exceptions, recent scholarship has failed to link prevailing male

supremecist views with educational policy.

13

Volume II of Louis Caperan's His to ire con tempo rain e de la lai

cite frangaise (i960) offers an excellent straightforward account of the

debates and notes the importance of the measure to Church-State relations,
but

goes no further in analyzing the social goals of the Loi Gamille

1
See's creators. ^

Mona Ozouf's more recent (1963) L'ficole,

12

lfo ise.

et

Gompayre received the Prix Bordin in 1877 for his Histoire^
He also helped organize the normal schools for female lycee
critique
and taught
teachers at Fontenay-aux-Roses (l88l) and Saint Cloud (1882)
at the latter.
.

"^Acomb, French Laic Laws

l4

,

p. 117.

Gaperan, Vol. II, pp. ^7-63-

la Republique, contains extensive and useful reactions of
the press,
educators and politicians to the Gamille See proposal.

Furthermore,

Ozouf leads her readers to conclude that sex prejudice functioned
in
all segments of society to inhibit advances in female education by op-

posing the law.

But, Ozouf s republican sympathies prevent detailed
0

treatment of republican prejudices against women. 1 ')

Taken as a trio,

the works of Caperan, Ozouf and Acomb yield a wealth of background material for the study of women's image in the era of the Loi Camille See.
In addition,

servatism.

Caperan sheds some light on Ernest Legouve's essential con-

16

With the exception of Gaston Goirault's monograph on the first

half -century of female secondary education in France and the very recent work done by Sandra Horvath on the Duruy controversy,

17

however,

the topic of female education per se has been generally glossed over

by scholars purporting to write comprehensive histories of French edu-

Antoine Prost, who gives the greatest attention of the group

cation.

1

^0zouf, L'ficole, l'felise et la Republique. 1871-1914 (Paris:
Librairie Armand Colin, 1963), pp. 104-107.
1

*

6

Caperan, II, p. 62 cites Legouve's memoirs on his tenure as
inspector general at Sevres, noting that Legouve was taken aback by the
appointment of a female director and institution of the internat or lay
boarding school, as well as disconcerted by the broad scope of teacher
Although his
training, which approximated that at male ecoles normales
statement that Legouve at 74 was not the same man who wrote the Histoire
morale is open to question in re Legouve's views on women, Caperan 's gen
eral evaluation of Legouve's social conservatism is correct.
,

.

17

Horvath, "Victor Duruy and the Controversy over Secondary
83"
Education for Girls," French Historical Studies _ 9(Spring 1975), PPla
Jean Rohr, Victor Duruy. Ministre de Napoleon III; Essai sur
104.
S.

,

8

to female secondary education, touches only
briefly on the tradition of

neglect which prompted Rousselot to write his
comprehensive work.
Both Prost and P. Ghevallier et al 18 touch on the
influence of preju.

dice on female education only tangentially

,

spending much more time on

the spread of the kindergarten movement than on innovations
in the lycee
system.

They may simply have been reflecting societal expectations of

females when they wrote on the nineteenth century, but they should have

paid homage to Goirault's work and to the implications for society and
education of advanced female instruction.

Similar criticisms apply to the wrok of Felix Ponteil and Paul
Gerbod.

19

Ponteil, in his Histoire de

grandes etapes

,

1'

enseignement en France:

Les

mentions reforms pertaining to female instruction with-

out discussing the underlying predisposition of hommes politiques and

educators to slight female schooling, especially in the upper grades.
Gerbod' s institutional emphasis seems to have precluded examination of

politique de 1' instruction publique au temps de 1' Empire liberal (Paris:
R. Pichon et R. Durand-Auzias, 196?) briefly examines female secondary
education while discussing the Duruy-Dupanloup controversy, but fails to
note the precedent-setting omission of Latin and Greek from the confe rence curriculum.
18

Antoine Prost, Histoire de 1' enseignement en France 1800Colin, 1968); and P. Ghevallier, B Grosperin, J. Maillet,
1967 (Paris:
L Enseignement francais de la Revolution a nos jours 2 vols. (La Haye:
Mouton, 1968-1971)/
,

0

1

,

"^Paul Gerbod, La Condition universitaire au XIXe siecle (Paris:
Presses universitaires de France. 1965) and La, Vie quotidienne dans les
lycees au XIX e siecle (Paris: Hachette, 1968); and Felix Ponteil, Histoire de 1' enseignement en France: Les grandes etapes. 1789-1964 (PaFor more detailed criticism of current scholarSirey, 1972).
ris:
ship on French female education, see Chapter V below.

.

9

the reasons why such educational facilities were not considered for

girls until the late l8?0

B

s.

Furthermore Gerbod ignores the female

lycees after their institution.

Coirault's thesis remains the single

best critical record of the Loi Camille See's development, passage and
i mpl em en t at i on

Biblical precedents

.

There is little direct mexition of He-

braic or Old Testament thought on women by publicists considered in
this study.

But the patriarchal faunily was specifically endorsed

tandem with the Roman paterfamilias

optimum social building block.

19

- on at

-

in

least one occasion as the

On that occasion a contributor to the

Gorrespondant called for a return to strict paternal authority in a
rural setting in order to recapture the presumed secret of the longe-

vity of the Old Regime in France.

"The Law," he wrote,

"

equals the

Ten Commandments plus the supreme teachings of the father as guide.

.

," 20

Behind this explicit reference to Jewish teachings, strained, it must
be added through the Gallo-Roman tradition, lay the pervasive myth of

origin found in the second and third chapters of Genesis.

Central to

the Genesis II and II tale of the Creation was the story of Eve's secon-

dary creation from Adam's rib, her cause of the Fall, and her subsequent

1

^Hene Lavollee, "La Vieille France,"" Gorrespondant
July 1877), PP. 77-78.
20

,

108(10

Throughout his article Lavollee stressed a male
Ibid., p. 77.
to
chain of command in the family and society. Power flowed, according
thence to
this view, from God the Father to man as husband and father,
consi^
matured son. No mention was made of daughters and mothers were
Lavollee
dered only implicitely in conjunction with honor owed parents.
refurbishing
noted the debt he and his contemporaries owed LePlay in
patriarchal codes of behavior.

10

subordination to Adam.

21

An opposing tradition, based on Genesis
1:26-31,

egalitarian.

22

is essentially

It places the sexes on the earth simultaneously
and com-

mands them simply to be fruitful and multiply.

In the more familiar

guise of inalienable natural rights, this tradition is implicit in all

Western feminist writings, but nineteenth-century French feminists were

generally anti-clerical and most unlikely to quote scripture directly. ^
Both Genesis traditions were incorporated into the New Testament, embodied in Church doctrine, and made part of the whole cloth of European
culture.

24

In the New Testament the Pauline epistles furnished argu-

21

-

Lavollee promoted this idea in a rather crude form. A more subtle
variant can be found in Compayre's Histoire critique
On p. 3^1, Compayre railed against "excessive subordination" of women, but had no problems reconciling the doctrines of spiritual equality with social inequality.
Speaking of the female-male relationship he wrote: "En droit naturel, elle est son egale, bien qu'il soit juste et necessaire que,
dans la vie sociale et en fait, elle lui soit subordonne3"(p. 3^3).
An important corollary of Eve's or "woman's" subordination to man
was the idea of eternal enmity between the sexes after the fall (Genesis
For nineteenth-century French versions of the battle of the seses,
3:15)
see Richard Bolster, Stendahl, Balza,c et le feminisme romantique (Paris:
Lettres Modernes, 1970), Gh. I; the remarks of Jenny Touzin, Ch. IV beGh. V. below.
low; and Camille See on the "two Prances,"
.

•

22

"Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, after our likeness;
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he
.
."
created him; male and female he created them.
•

•

.

2

typical French feminist anticlericalism, see Maria Deraismes,
"Lettre au clerge francais" (Paris: Dentu, 1879). This work also falls
under the rubric of rationalism, noted by Edwin R. Hedman, "Early French
Feminism From the Eighteenth Century to 1848" (NYU, Doctoral Thesis, 195*0.
p. 4,' as a major feature of French feminism.
2

-^For

\

good, though highly selective, overview of the development^
in Julia 0'
of ideas toward women in Western Civilization, can be found
in History
Faolain and Lauro Martines, eds., Not in God's Image: Women
From the Greeks to the Victorians (New York: Harper & Row, 1973).

"

11

ments for either view.

Galatians 3:28 laid the basis for secular demo-

cracy by positing the equality of souls in Christ. 25

But pronouncements

similarly attributed to Paul 26 upheld the dogma that women's
proper

place was subordination to man in all matters. 27
men's natural inferiority

The premise of wo-

therein espoused was used by clerical and

anti-clerical alike during the Third Republic's consideration of female

secondary education. 28
The Classical legacy

,

Rousselot began his Histoire de

1'

educa -

tion des femmes en France with apologetic discussion of the positive

25

"There is neither Jew nor Greek* there is neither bond nor
free, there is neither male nor female:
for ye are all one in Christ
Jesus.
;

26

In all fairness to Paul, theologians disagree on what he actually wrote or said himself and what is pseudo-Pauline, or simply attributed to Paul.

27

The most notable are found in the Epistles. I Corinthians 11
contains the doctrine that women are subject to husbands. Husbands are
wives "heads" just as God is the "head" of Christ. The same chapter
states that woman is the "glory of man," not the reverse, because woman
was supposedly derived from man's rib. Thus, woman was created for man
in an altogether different spirit than he for her.
Yet the same passage
suggests all are reborn in Christ.
Ephesians 4:21-24 reiterates the idea of "headship" by admonishing:
"Wives, be subject to your husbands." A command that all be subject to
one another out of "reverence for Christ" is translated into examples of
wively subjugation and husbandly love and sacrifice.
I Timothy 2: 8-1 5 forbids women to "teach or have authority over men,"
after ordering them to be silent in Church. It also contains the statement
that women are to be saved through childbearing, if they keep the faith
and remain modest and holy*
28

below; Compayre, loc. cit; the pre-1880 work
of Alexandre Duircas, fils; and the debates on the Loi Camille See, Ch. V
below. Felix Dupanloup's theories on female pedagogy also serve as
a prime example of the careful perpetuation of earlier Judaeo-ChristiaiiClassical myths of female inferiority. For detailed discussion of Dupan-

E.e.g.

,

Ch.

II,

loup°s thought on women, see Ch. II, below, "Dupanloup."

12

influence of Christianity on the condition of women and on female
edu29
cation.
But, properly speaking, the Christian complex of ideas
on

woman was grounded in Greco-Roman and Jewish thought.

The whole

inter-related system of thought became the educational legacy of those

men

-

politicians, clergy, pedagogues and scholars

-

who were raised

in the Catholic seminary or University systems of 19th-century France.

With qualifications according to the double standard, it was also the
tradition within which women were raised.-^ 0
Gabriel Compayre demonstrated his familiarity with classical

thought on women when he labeled Xenophon's 4th-century

Economist

,

a "charming sketch of fajnily life,^

1

treatise, The

and suggested, in es-

sence, that its precepts were as applicable to the Third Republic as

29

Rousselot

,

I

,

pp. ^-5.

Of]

Greard, for example, wrote extensively on Plutarch and Seneca.
In hie fiducation des femmes par les femmes p. 2, he demonstrated a thorough familiarity with Roman and Greek thought on women by noting that
Musonius and Plutarch made no distinction between moral instruction of
the sexes. Greard also praised Plutarch for encouraging men to pass on
the "best", i.e. most ethical, parts of their studies to their wives,
fimile Deschanel, publisher and politician, also considered Plutarch
pro-woman, V, Deschanel' s Le bien et le mal qu'on a dit des femmes ^th
Michel Levy fre res, I858), pp. 124-126. Deschanel called
ed. (Paris:
Homer, Plutarch and Sophocles exceptions to the general imle of Greek
misogyny, ibid.
p 0 124,
,

,

,

3^-35. Fenelon may have had
Xenophon's Economist in mind when he praised the Greeks and Romans for
spending so much time instructing women in "economy." Rousselot introduces Fenelon s remarks to this effect with the remark that Fenelon, "est
alle plus loin que ses precurseurs et que ses contemporains, en insistant
sur le rapport qu'il y a entre la prosperite ou la ruine des families
C'est
due aux femmes, et la ruine ou la prosperite de l fit at tout entier.
pourquoi il compte "l 1 economie', 1 au sens large du mot, paxmi leurs jlus
neessentielles obligations" (Rousselot, Vol. I, pp. 412-413). Compayre
with Fenelon - or Rousselot s - assessment of the rela-

^Compayre, Hjstoire critique

,

pp.

1

1

1

ver takes issue
tionship between domestic and national housekeeping.

13

they presumably had been to ancient Greece.

"

Xenophon' s

influential

mise-en-scene deserves citation, for it seems as appropriate for the
students of Mme. de Maintenon and Mme. de Gampaii as to his Attic bride,

although its suitability for
puted. 32

their upper-class sisters has been dis-

Isomachus, a well-established young man, speaks in the Eco -

nomist to his child-bride of fourteen, recalling that she:
had been under careful supervision and meant to see, hear
and ask as little as possible.
She had been taught to moderate her appetites, which to my mind, is basic for both men's and
women's education.
•

.

.

.

.

He then advised her on her role as wife:

...

it seems to me that God adapted women°s nature to indoor
and man's to outdoor work. . , As Nature has entrusted women
with guarding the household supplies, and a timid nature is no
disadvantage in such a job. . . It is more proper for a woman
to stay in the house than out of doors and less so for a man
to be indoors instead of out. 33

Not only did Xenophon uphold separate spatial spheres

exterior respectively

-

11

interior and

for women and men, but he extrapolated a code

of social morality from the dichotomy.
"disgrace,

-

It was, he said,

a positive

for men to be concerned with household matters.

*

the impact of young marriage on women
Anne Liot Backer's Precious Women: A
Louis XIV (New York: Basic Books ; Inc^
Mme. de Rambouillet and Mme. de Sevigne.

For a thorough study of
of the upper classes, see Dorothy
Feminist Phenomenon in the Age of
1974), especially the sections on

^Xenophon, The Economist

,

Ch.I, as cited in O'Faolain and Mar-

tines, p. 20.
What Xenophon described was, essentialfor respecly, the institution of the gyneceum, or domestic seclusion
for latable Greek women. Since the gyneceum has been a pivotal focus
tieatment by schoter evaluations of Greek attitudes toward women, its
toward women.
lars and publicists is a good index for authors' attitudes
affected historiAn interesting example of how the gyneceum question

^Ibid., Gh. VII,

p.

16.

Ik

Like his contemporary Xenophon, Plato (ca. 427-3^7 B.C.)
dis-

cussed female education.

the same as

his peer, i.e. women should be raised solely to fulfill

domestic duties.

position

11

His emphasis seems to have been essentially

Like Xenophon, Plato

was concerned about a "predis-

to "weakness" in females, a weakness which fostered "undue

secrecy and craft" and led Plato

- and

discuss the "management" of females.

later Fenelon and Michelet

- to

When Plato addressed himself

to general educational precepts in the Republic (Books I-IV), he was

somewhat more generous to

the "home" sex.

"The same education which

cal interpretation can be found in H.D.F. Kitto s The Greeks (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1951 )• Kitto asked his readers not to take too
literally the Greeks own remarks on the "interior" life of women.
He noted that community-minded Greeks were prone to address themselves
more to affairs of the polis than to domestic matters /"why not, if
women were excluded from the polis and written records were set down
by men?/ and that Greek women attended the theater and played a vital
role in an economy not favored with pre-packaged goods. Furthermore,
according to Kitto, Greek vases testify to many touching family scenes,
to the fact that Greek women were often much loved by their husbands
and that, no doubt, that love was reciprocated (pp. 219-236).
Yet,
Kitto overstates his case. He protests too much. For, after acknowledging that real political, legal and social discriminations existed
against Greek women, he yields to a "vague uneasiness" about his own
conclusion that "in a pre-eminently masculine society women moved in so
as a
restricted a sphere" that they could be "resonably regarded.
'depressed area I" Kitto's reason for self-doubt? What was wrong with
the picture of the Athenian woman is "the picture it gives of the Athenian man" (p. 222). He makes similarly unscholarly comments when indulging in club humor at the expense of haeterae (p. 235) and discussing
1

1

.

.

1

the Economist (p. 206).
-^Plato, The Laws Book VI, as cited in O'Faolain and Martines,
Plato criticizes Spartans for leaving wome "unregulated." Fenep. 7.
lon s feminine psychology addressed the need to control female weaknesses such as curiosity, imagination and passion (v. Roussalot, I, p. 39*0*
Michelet, in his vitriolic Romish Confessional (Philadelphia: T.B. Peused the term in quotes to describe Jesuit control of
terson, 1851),
women and suggested by implication that Republican control would be
better for women, men and France (p. kl-kj a™* PP- 179 ff.).
,

1
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makes a man a good guardian will make a woman a good guardian; for

their original nature is the same."-^
Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) dispensed with Plato's civility to-

ward women when discussing formal education.
only to citizens, i.e. to propertied men.^ 7
to Xenophon's

He would grant schooling
He also added a new twist

analysis of female capabilities when he developed his

theories of social politics, i.e. control, by linking slaves, women
arid

children as objects of (free male citizens

1

)

management.^

Aris-

totle posited that:
Rule of mind over body is absolute, the rule of intelligence over
desire is constitutional and royal.
as between male and female.
The former is by nature superior and ruler, the latter inferior and
subject.
And this must hold good of mankind in general.
.

.

.

.

Plato's star pupil recommended any well-run state should institute the
office of "controller of women or children,
things, supervise life in the gyneceum.

40

1

which would

beyond the pale of civilization.

^Plato, Utopia
sophy (New York:

,

Simon and Schuster, 1945)

Penguin Books, 1962)
38

implies such

fe-

41

in Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philo -

37 Aristotle, The Politics

timore:

among other

He considered it futile to

attempt to regulate lower class women, a judgment that

males were

y

Ibid., pp. 26-27.

,

p.

.

»

P-

HI*

Trans., intro. by T.A. Sinclair (Bal26.

39 Ibid.,

p.

33.

^Ibid.,

p.

183.

Lack of interest in either proper upbringing,
marked
i.e., "education," or literacy among lower class females was a
and
feature of educational literature until well into the modern era
similar socio
lagged behind recognition of the need to school males from
Dupanloup
economic circumstances. For examples of the education gap, see
education.
and the Loi Camille See debates on comparative male-femala

^Ibid.,

p.

244.
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The haetera tradition.

Alongside mother and daughter in the

gyneceum and the relatively unsheltered slave
or lower-class woman,
there existed a third type of female recognized
by Greek society
the haetera or courtesan.

-

Alone among Greek women the courtesan, or

upper-class prostitute, was well-educated.

She was trained to be a

2
fit intellectual as well as sexual companion for
men.^

The courtesan, or mistress, as she is more familiarly known
to 20th-century minds, received special attention from
19th-century

French publicists, both in her highly educated Grecian phase and
as
the less intellectual

fils

maitresse of the Second Empire.

Alexandre Dumas,

Dame aux camelias (1848) romanticized the institution of mis-

'
.

tress by immortalizing his own model, Marie Duplessis, as a beautiful

victim of circumstances and tuberculosis,

Smile Deschanel, norm alien

and later professor of Greek Literature at the E*cole normale superieure,
took a more scholarly approach to the topic than did Dumas, although he,
too,

indulged in a bit of romantic overstatement from time to time.

42

Sappho of Lesbos (fl. 6th century B.C.) remains the model of
sophisticated female sexuality. Scholarly and critical literature on
Greek women is scarce. Most of what is generally available today dates
from the late 19th and early 20th centuries. E.g., James Donaldson,
Woman:
Her Position and Influence in Ancient Greece and Rome and Among
Early Christians (London; Longmans Green, 1907). Balsdon' s more recent
Roman Women (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962) and Slater's The Glory of Hera
(Boston
Beacon Press, 1968) rely heavily on literary and legislative
sources. Vern and Bonnie Bullough provide a useful summary of attitudes
toward women in their Subordinate Sex (Urbana: University of Illinois
In his introduction, Vern Bullough provides a good overPress, 1973).
view of theoriests who have disputed patriarchal ideologies in the last
two centuries and Gh. II contains helpful comparative sketches of philosophical, religious, legal and social views on women in the early Near
Eastern and Mediterranean cultures. He reaches the same evaluation of Kit
:

to as did

I

(independently).

17

In his SSHrtlsaaeg

^ecques (1855), Deschanel concluded

that,

unlike her socially proper sisters in the
gyneceum, the courtesan of
Sappho's day was free to pursue the life of the mind.

paid for this privilege

-

prostitution of her body

-

The price she
was no greater

than that surrendered by the wife, who bartered her
soul and body for

economic security, Deschanel implied.

Forced to choose between nar-

rowly defined virtue and the intellectual life, the courtesan opted
43
for the latter.

Deschanel buried his most explosive commentary in footnotes,

wherein he spoke through Eugene Pelletan^ for reforms which would
"join the courtesan

(

hetaire ) to the wife."

Upgrading female education

and instruction would, according to Pelletan, who tended to skirt inno-

Deschanel, Les Courtisanes ^recques pref. Jules Janin
(Paris:
Michel Levy, freres, 1855), p. 195. Deschanel (1819-1904)
taught at the Lycee Louis-le-Grand and the ficole normale, in the years
from 18^5-1850.
He was suspended from his teaching duties for writing
" Gatholicisme et socialisme" in 1850 and expelled from France the following year (2 December 1851). Amnestied in 1859» he re^urned to his
native land and became editor of the Journal des debats
Elected Deputy from Seine in 1876, he became one of the 363 voting no confidence
Reelected in 1877 be
in the Broglie government after Seize mai
served in the lower house until being elected lifetime Senator in 1881.
Deschanel supported the Loi Camille See, but did not figure prominently
Besides books on the "bien" and "mal" said of women,
in the debates.
he wrote La question des femmes et la morale laique (I876).
,

.

.

»

Pelletan (l8l 3-1884) was a publicist and politician. He campaigned for universal suffrage and freedom for teachers, was once editorin-chief of Lajnartine's Le Bien Public and was one of a- group of influential Protestants in the late Second Empire. As a Senator, Pelletan
was a major force behind the liberal publication law of 1881 ajnong
whose provisions was the striking of the requirement that all journal
or periodical directors be male. For more on^Pelletan* s career as a
Histoire ^enerale de la presse franpublicist, see Bellanger et al
c aise
vols. 2 and 3,

1

.

,

,
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vation, destroy an "unmentionable something" (sex discrimination?
es-

trangement of the sexes?) which had subsisted from the old into the

modem

world. J

Pelletan' s analysis of education available to women in

France was somewhat at odds with Deschanel

1

s

more freethinking approach.

Pelletan was primarily interested in preparing young women for future

domestic and maternal duties,

^6

while Deschanel envisioned educating

women for the sake of education itself,

Pelletan wrote:

La veritable education de la femme a I'heure qu'il

ne
consiste pas precisement dans le plus ou le moin des connaissances qu'elle peut donne a son esprit pour la vocation severe de
la maternite. .
Notre education apprend surtout a la jeune fille
a tenter un fiance.
Notre siecle corrigera, je l'espere, cette
education de passage. .
La femme doit recevoir une instruction
qui rayonne egalement sur toutes les heures de sa destinee.^7
est.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pelletan concluded that French mistresses might well fit Proudhon's
stark description of women as "courtisan ou menagere," if only because

they gave their bodies to men for want of anything else to give.

eschanel,

Courtisanes, p. 195*

us

Pelletan' s views on women remained essentially unchanged two
decades later. Writing in the Avenir des femmes of 3 June 1877 he reiterated the idea that women should be raised for the careers of wife and
mother.

^Pelletan in Deschanel,

cit ., pp. 197-198.

op.

Prostitution in France rose with industrialization as
factory labor for women returned increasingly low relative wages, forcing many young women into prostitution to make ends meet. A major work
on prostitution, De la Prostitution dans la ville de Paris was first
authored by A.-J.-B. Parent-Duchatelet in I836 and expanded in 1857.
Julie Daubie, the first Frenchwoman to receive the baccalaureat degree
docmade similar points, with more biting feminist criticisms, in her
romantoral thesis, La Femme pauvre au XIXe siecle (1866). Wichelefs
women from factotic solution to lower class prostitution was to remove
pay to support
ries and marry them off to husbands who brought home enough
Deschanel, Michelet
a legitimate family, La Femme (1859) Ch. II. Like
may have alerted him
wrote about women as a political exile, a fact which
to female alienation in modern France.
Ibid.

,

.
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The Church Fathers updated.

Although his ecclesiastical station

predisposed Felix Dupanloup of Orleans

(v.

Gh.

II below) to cite Chris-

tian sources when discussing woman, he too felt compelled
to comment on

the gyneceum.

But he linked it to the harem to cover the full pagan

scene in his indictment.

Dupanloup felt that the two institutions

might serve some social-control function in pagan societies, but were

totally useless for the "femme chretienne."

utter depravity of the human spirit.^

Dupanloup was in many ways typ-

ical of those who published on women,
ical or anticlerical

tic terms.

-

For him they symbolized

who generally

-

be they pro-cler-

discussed female history in exceedingly simplis-

They tended to ignore the Roman experience, except as it

touched on the family structure, until the Christian Era.

From that

time forward they chronicled female saints, talked of martyrdom, and

presented women in a monotonously dualistic style:
or sinner (Eve).^

^9

woman as saint (Mary)

Within this formula some latitude existed

-

espe-

*

Dupanloup, Lettres sur 1' education des filles et sur les
Chas. Douniol,
etudes qui conviennent aux femmes dans le monde (Paris;
Du-panloup had keynoted his Femmes savant es et femmes
1879), p. 11^.
studieuses (1867) with a citation from Tennyson's The Princess," penned in 1847:
.For women, up til this/ cramped under worse than
South-Seas Isle Taboo,/ Dwarfs of the gynecium." More favorable reference to the gyneceum - as an alternative to liberated women - was
given in the Correspondant of 25 December l8?8 "Les femmes et le baccalaureat."
F.

11

.

.

1

f

superb example of the "either-or" typology of woman^may be
education, influence, ^caracteres et
found in Jean Darche's Feminiana:
devoirs des femmes 4th ed. (Paris: Librairie de Gh. Bleriot, 187^?),
"la
Bk. Ill, which lists fourteen categories of woman, among them:
femme parfaite, la femme imparfaite; la femme pieuse, la femme impie;
la femme douce, la femme colere; la femme devote, la femme bigote; la
bonne mere, la mechante mere."
,

cially for pre-conversion Gallic heroines, but even
a "moderate" like

Dupanloup succumbed to the either-or- interpretation
of female nature. 51
Work needs to be done on the relative views of women
held by

celibate and non-celibate populations to see if celibate
bodies, priest-

hoods in particular, have been more predisposed to misogyny than
their

non-celibate contemporaries.

But undoubtedly one of the most destruc-

tive invocations of patristic misogyny was that given by Father C.A.

Ozanam (older brother to the founder of the Society of Saint Vincent de
Paul) in a series of public lectures published in 1870 as the Femme

chretlenne et la societe moderne
rome and Ghrysostom.

.

Ozanam relied heavily on Saints Je-

52

In the twelfth lecture of the series,

vent recevoir les jeunes filles:

"L' Instruction qui doi-

les cours publics," Ozanam lashed out

at the remnants of Duruy's conferences

.

Reminidng his audience that men

were made for public, women for private or interior concerns,

the good

Father disavowed any intent to actually ban women from intellectual pursuits and then went on to second de Maistre's fatherly advice to a stu-

dious daughter:

make your mission the creation of children, not litera-

ture or philosophy.

J

V.

Aspire to those careers, i.e. maternity and home-

below, Gh. II,

"Dupanloup."

Works by the Church Fathers were reissued with some regularity during the nineteenth century in
E.g., the Oeuvres of St. John Chrysostom, translated by Jeannin
France.
Bar-le-Duc (Nantes: L. Guerin, 1866). Translation form the Latin or
Greek made a work like this quite accessible to any literate layperson
dit des
or priest. Works like Deschanel's "Le bien ou le mal qu'on a
patristic
femmes" furnished handy compendia to challenge - or uphold -

^Published in Paris:

misogyny.

V.

Palme, 1870.

21

lectual work and even

take a "certain part" (researcher, clerk, copy

editor, ghost writer?) in it

0

^

Ozanajn cited New Testament sources to remind his listeners that

good women acted as "auxiliaries" to Saints Peter and Paul, visiting
the sick and teaching religion at home to women, i.e. "personnes de

leur sexe," thus sparing aspiring celibate men some degree of temptation!

The women whom he cited for having "une sorte de passion" for

learning were widows (e.g. Paula), their daughters (e.g. Eustochia) and
,

virgins (e.e.g. Fabiola, Asella) who had banded together to embrace the
monastic, celibate life.

Ozanam, true to his patristic models, devoted

much cf his lecture to virginity, chastity and the related "virtue" of
He castigated Empress Eugenie of France for setting

womanly silence.

the dangerous precedent of accompanying her daughters to the Duruy
courses.

Ozanam ended his presentation by reading a letter from Pope

Pius IX on the Dupanloup-Duruy
shop,

controversy.

Writing to a French bi-

the Holy Father stated that "la modestie du sexe le plus delicat"

would be irreparably compromised by exposure to the University curricu-

lum.^

Ozanam praised Fene116
lon and Dupanloup for their strict advice on raising girls, p. 120. He
suggested
also revealed a kinship to his republican opponents when he
pursuits.
educating women to understand and aid husbands' intellectual

^C.A. Ozanam, Femme chretienne

,

p.

.

^Ibid.,

p.

55 Ibid.,

Letter dated 25
p. 129.
audience
Ozanajn suggested his middle and upper class

124.

November 1868 to Bishop Francis

of Montpellier."
servants and ouuse their energies in the good work of Christianizing
vrieres.
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The advent of Christianity was interpreted by 19th-century
French historians of education much as it was by their
ecclesiastical
compatriot, Dupanloup.

Rousselot spoke for his colleagues when he

claimed that Christian doctrine, by recognizing the co-equality of
souls, immeasurably improved female social status by guaranteeing

women qua Christians the respect of the Christian community.^ But,

Rousselot distinguished quite clearly between abstract theory and concrete social practice when he discussed the bleaker side of Patristic
thought,

i. e.

,

Chrysostom and Origen's view of woman as

c<?rnal tempta-

tion, personification of sin and original sinner.

Rousselot criticized the premium placed by early Christians on
virginity, noting that the celibate ideal demeaned wives and mothers.

57

Chrysostom and Paul were most stringently criticized, however, for their
views on female education.

Rousselot took issue with Chrysostom' s alle-

gation that Eve's only piece of advice to Adam was "catastrophic,

and

And he took ex-

that women, therefore, should not be allowed to teach.

ception

"

to the related idea (Paul in II Timothy) that neither should

woman be taught, except in the home by their husbands.

^Rousselot,

I,

pp.

9-20.

V.

58

also Dupanloup, Lettres

,

8th Letter,

"Les grands principes."

^Rousselot, Ibid.,

p.

^ 8 Ibid.,

16.

The full text of Chrysostom' s "9th Homily on I TimLes grands
othy 2:11-15," is available in F. Quere-Jaulmes, La Femme:
(Paris;
textes des Peres de 1' false preface by Francoise Mallet-Joris
contains no criEditions du Centurion, 1968), pp. 1?8-184. This work
which leads one to betical commentary on patristic misogyny, a fact
sanctioned by the booK s
lieve the Church Fathers judgments on women are
,

editors.
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The French and female education

The Christian connection be-

.

tween salvation and learning, i.e. the study of Christian doctrine and
its exegesis, as the main body of instruction for females, persisted

from Jerome's day to Dupanloup's.

Indeed, Rousselot demonstrated that

with very few exceptions Church hegemony over female instruction characterized the French experience in particular.

In addition to determi-

ning dontent for female instruction, the Catholic Church established a
virtual monopoly on the site of that instruction.

Up to and including

the greater part of the 12th century, wrote Rousselot, the spirit, aim
and procedure of feminine education was "exclusivement religieuse" and

cloister-centered.
as Michel et noted,

The central image inspiring female instruction was,

"T imitation

*

de la Vierge."

59

Rousselot accounted for the single-mindedness of female education not only by its grounding in the celibate asceticism of the early

Church fathers, but by the perpetuation in Christian doctrine of the
Greco-Roman idea of woman as an essentially private person.

Writing

about the Chanson de Roland and its paucity of references to females,

Rousselot

reached the intriguing conclusion that despite the fact that

Christian doctrine provided women with greater spiritual status than they

may have enjoyed as Greeks or Romans, in social practice the Christian
woman "ne compte pas encore comme etre social."

60

Rousselot believes that Michelet did not exaginstruction in the Gallogerate the influence of the Church on female
arisInstructed women were almost always of the
Roman and Medieval eras.
restricted book list. V. p. 1/.
tocracy and received tutelage from a highly
59 Ibid.,

60

p.

36.

Ibid., p. 37.
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Rousselot posited

that Christian doctrine "separated" woman

from man, thus freeing her from spiritual bondage.

Yet the idea of

separation, he went on, was "excessif et imcomplet tout a la fois."

For to it was added the Germanic ideal of woman as "extra-feminin.
etrange, presque un homme, et final ement.

.

.

un homme inferieur."

.,

.

The

Celtic ideal, to which Rousselot opposed the Germanic devolution, added
the ideal of the secular lady sometime in the 12th century according to
Rousselot.

Rousselot described the new woman, or "dame" of the Trouba-

dor as allied to the Marian ideal according to which "la femme non-seulement est

*

1'

egale de

1'

<»6l

homme, mais lui devient superieure."

During the

high Middle Ages, believed Rousselot, the exalted tradition of Lady
and Knight was debased with general manners as secular institutions sup-

planted ecclesiastical as arbiters of taste.

At that point the great

universities arose, an event of drastic consequence to female education.

Monks deserted cloisters for the new scholarship.

The level of

instruction at female monasteries dropped with their exodus.

Women were

excluded from the universities and the penetration of their cloisters by

the vernacular spelled the end to a female scholarly, i.e. Latin, tradition.

An attempt,

ca. 130?,

by Pierre duBois, to reform female schooling

by training a cadre of female religious to follow the Crusaders and peace-

ably complete the conversions their male compatiots had forced at swordpoint, failed miserably.

6l

62

Only with the mushrooming of religious orders

Ibid., pp. 37-39.

scholar^of the law and
Ibid., pp. 41-43. DuBois (ca. 1250 -?),
a plan in a "Memo ire sur le
retainer to Phillipe-le-Bel spoke of such
before the death of Edouard I
recouvrement de la Terre Saint e," written
62

,
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during the Reformation and Post-Reformation eras, did duBois' idea find
any fruition,

but it may

tie

possible to trace the idea of women as

saviors of a country (in this case God's kingdom through France) to

DuBois

1

project.

Through the Renaissance and Reformation cultural rejuvenation in
Europe was accompanied by the expansion of schools and universities, but
the vast majority were designed to educate males who could pay their own

way or were preparing for Church offices.

Rudiments of instruction were

available to urban French girls in the Ikth and 15th centuries, but again, the price of instruction limited the clientele to aspiring bour-

geois families or to children of the nobility.

Segregation of the

sexes was universally enforced by the Catholic Church.

Even when Mar-

tin Luther prompted Europeans to educate the bourgeoisie as well as the
aristocracy, the question of female instruction continued

outside

elementary cathecism.

to be ignored

Erasmus and Juan Vives offered the only

exceptions to the rule of omission which Rousselot, writing from a 19th-

century vantage point, found "astonishing."
Although

the

mainstream of Renaissance and Reformation intellec-

tuals ignored female education, some few lesser-known thinkers wrote

especially the Ursulines, founded in 1606 by Anne de Xainct
onge, and the religious trained at Port -Royal by the Arnauld family.^
Missionary activities were predominantly domestic, geared to combatting
Protestantism, but later spread overseas.
-V.

^Rousselot,

I,

p.

29^.

Petrus Ramus disdain for instructing females
^Ibid
p 113.
was commonplace. Women
beyond essentials of religion and domesticity
they were not expected to
were not banned from universities because
6

attend.
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expressly on that topic.

66

Jean Bouchet (late 15th c.-ca. 1557)

and Henry Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheim

tative of that small coterie.

(lW-1535) were represen-

The unpopularity of their cause is

evidenced by the fact that they wrote as defenders of female literacy and not as educational theoriests.

Bouchet, a Frenchman,

composed a eulogy to a literate woman's husband, Le Panegyric du

chevalier sans reproche (ca. 1557 )» ad used it to justify female education as a safeguard of feminine virtue and an aid in childrearing.

The more cosmopolitan Agrippa wrote a celebrated work

-

the Declama -

tion sur la noblesse et la precellence du sexe feminin (1529

dedicated it to Margaret of Austria.
Bouchet.

- ajid

His arguments were echoed by

Agrippa touched on the sanctity of the human spirit and

the imperative to use God-given talents as well.

Erasmus and Vives

68

67

followed their predecessors in seeing

study as a preservative against women's tendencies to stray from the

straight and narrow path of Christian virginity and chastity.

They

added little except intellectual status to Bouchet' s central thought:

The "invisibility" of female education as a topic is appacenrent from Fenelon's lack of familiarity with his predecessors. A
was
tury after Bouchet and Agrippa Fenelon could write that "nothing
to his two
so neglected as the education of girls," and omit reference
fellow writers. V. Greard, Education et instruction II, p. 91.
,

6?

in
Rousselot, I, pp. 108-113, discussed Bouchet and Agrippa
Tremoille, the "chedetail. Gabrielle de Bourgon, wife of Louis de la
They were
vallier sans reproche," authored works herself on devotion.
circulated at court.

the Learned
especially Erasmus' colloquium, "The Abbe and
Institut ion de la femme
Woman," in Rousselot, I, pp. 129-15? and Vives'
at.
chretienne, written for Mary Tudor. Loc.

68

V
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upper-class ladies, freed from manual labor by servants,
doivent mieulx appliquer leurs esprits, et emploier le
temps a vacquer a bonnes et honnestes lettres, concernant
choses morales qui induisent a vertus et bonnes moeurs, que a
oysivete, mere de tous vices, ou a, dances, convis el banquets.
.

.

.

Bouchet reflected the contemporary academic scene when he advised
that "curious" theological questions should be left to prelates,

rectors and doctors of philosophy, i.e., to men

0

The ultimate aim

of ladies' education was not, according to Bouchet, simply female

morale improvement, but also proper childcare:
les enfans nourris avec telles meres sont volcntiers
plus eloquens, mieulx parlans, plus saiges, et mieulx disans,
que les (uns) nourriz avec les rustiques, parce qu'ils re^iennent toujours des conditions de leurs meres ou nourrices. '
.

.

The

o

chivalry of Bouchet and Agrippa notwithstanding, not all

Renaissance and Early Modern women were content to sit back and let
men fight their intellectual battles for them.

Christine de Pisan

(ca. 1364-ca.l430) was the first major female apologist for her sex's

Like her 17-century successor, Anne-Marie Schur-

right to education.

mann (1607-I678), Christine adopted France as her intellectual homeland.

The issue of maternal breastfeeding ("l'allaitement maternel") has frequently become entangled with all aspects
of the woman question. Though it would seem to be^a matter of health
and hygien, it crops up in discussions of female "education," e.e.g.,
Rousseau and Bouchet. Rousselot interjected (pp.^ll6-l?.0) a section on
maternal nursing in his first volume, noting: "presque tous ces ecrivains /~Piccolomini, Roger Asham, Cardinal Sadolet et. <i±J ^ et avec eux
les moralistes et les publicistes dont nous avons deja. parle, Charron,
ils reprennent apres Favorinus et Plutarque la
Bodin, Marnix.
these de V allaitement maternel." Feminists in the 19th century acknowledged the superiority of breast over artificial feeding but cautioned
that development of artificial feeding was vital to lower-class women
who worked outside the home.
^Ibid.

,

.

109.

p.

.

,
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It was from France that Christine de Pisan addressed herself as cham-

pion of women*

s

education to Jean de Meung

(

Roman de la, Rose

.

1377).

Pisan anticipated later Enlightenment arguments against privilege and

prejudice when she opposed misogynism with reason.

Writing in the Cite

des Dames (ca. 1^00), she observed:
Je me merveille trop fort de l°opinion de/s/ aucuns hommes, qu'il
ne vouldroient point que leurs filles, femmes ou parentes, apprenissent science, et leur/s/ moeurs en empireroient. Par ce
peuz tu bien veoir que toutes opinions d' hommes ne sont pas fondees sur raison et que ceulx ont tort; car il ne doit mye etre
presume que de s^avoir les sciences morales, et qui apprennent
vertu, les moeurs doivent empirer, ains/i/ n'est point de doubte
que ils anoblissent.
Gomme doncques est-il a penser que bonnes
lemons et doctrines les peut empirerer? Gette chose n'est pas
a soustenir.
Je ne dis mye que bon fust qu'aucune femme estudiaste es sciences de sorts et def endues /i.e. the occult/, car
pour neant ne les a pas l'figlise ostees du commun usaige; mais
que les femmes empirent de s^avoir du bien n'est pas a croire.?0

Though the 17th century saw an increase in the dimensions of
the debate on female education, no really new elements were added to

the standard arguments for or against women's instruction.

The ele-

ment of reason, the need for females to be rational, did however take
on new importance

as women began to participate in French intellectual

life through their sponsorship of salons.
Catherine de Vivonne (1588-I665), the Marquise de Rambouillet, was largely responsible for the development of the peculiarly fem-

inine institution of preciosite

,

a phenomenon which Dorothy Anne Liot

lifestyle
Backer has studied as a proto-f eminist attempt to fashion a
male domination.
within which women were able to be relatively free of

?°Rousselot,
71

I,

p.

7

76.

York:
D.A.L. Backer, Precious Women (New

Basic Books Inc., 197^)

.

.
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Preciosltg

was essentially a secular phenomenon, but co-existed with

mushrooming girls

1

convents and the founding of female teaching oixiers

dedicated to instructing children in Christian doctrine, to nursing,
and to good works. 72
Although scholars remember practitioners of preciosite

spectacular precieuses

.

,

the

primarily for their refinements of taste and

language and their affectations of speech and dress, the salons they
inhabited were the breeding fround for the Querelle des femmes (cf

footnote 1, above).

The Querelle spilled over into Boileau, Racine

and Moliere's works as affectation and female pedangry were satirized.

From there the terms "femme savante," and

fl

bel esprit

11

spread into

the vernacular as pejoratives along with the derogatory "precieuse."

They furnished men debating the Loi Gamille See with a ready-made
set of references for learned women, to which was added the relative

latecomer, "bas-bleu" (Bluestocking) which became current in England
in the last half of the 18th century.

By the last quarter of the 19th

century any one of these terms was employed only with extreme caution
by defenders of female education, so great had become their pejorative

burden

72

See Howard G. Barnard, The French Tradition in Education;
Cambridge Univ. Press
Rajnus to Mme. Necker de Saussure (Cambridge:
Reprint, 1970), Ch. II for the history of the French female teaching
orders.
73Moliere's "Precieuses ridicules" (l659) struck a damaging blow
His satirizing of their excesses became in itself a
to prgciositg
in preventing
cause cglebre and the play's opponents almost succeeded
By the time his "Femmes savantes," which contained favorits staging.
.
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Fgnelon, master peda^o^ue.

The main thrust of the Querelle's

anti-woman faction was not simply the question of female
tutelage, but

of allowing females entry into post -primary instruction.

The century

of Francoise d°Aubigne, Marquise de Maintenon (1635-I719), founder
of
the girls' convent school of Saint-Cyr (1686) and of Fgnelon (16511715), the first major theorist of female education, generally offered

upper class girls some opportunity for schooling.

Howevar, Fenelon

clashed with his pupil the Marquise over the particulars of the female

curriculum at Saint-Cyr and vigorously objected to its students

1

staging

of Racine s 'Esther" (1689) and "Athalie" (1691) on the grounds that the
1

plays were dangerous to female morality and modesty.

The Marquise

fought Fenelon, but eventually followe his will and submitted to ex-

tensive revamping of the curriculum.

Secular elements like the plays

and contemporary literature were excised, to be replaced by more reli-

gious instruction and wider offerings in the domestic arts.

Fenelon

remained the undisputed theorist of female pedagogy throughout the next
two centuries.

His seminal treatise, De l'fiducation des filles (1687)

held stage center even after Rousseau developed Sophie as an alternate

able as well as negative comments on female erudition, was staged (1672),
the stereogype presented in the first play could be ridiculed with impuThe Grand Larousse de la langue
V. Backer, op. cit.
nity.
pp. 259-263.
fran q aise Vol. 3, p. 1742, attributes initial pejorative use of "bel
esprit to La Bruyere (1645-1696), and notes that Rousseau later used the
term to describe women who aspired to great learning, calling them the
scourage of their husbands, children, friends, etc.
,

,

For a detailed account of Fenelon' s influence on pedagogy at
Saint-Cyr, see Rousselot, II, pp. 3-16. Rousselot agrees with Fenelon
the plays
that "pride" ran rampant at the school because of reception of
monastic.
and notes that after 1693 the institution became regrettably
?/4-
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model for female behavior in the fimile (l?62).

Rousselot was typical of his colleagues in turning to Fenelon
as the major theorist of "feminine psychology," of
it - "the delicate and profound" in the female

-

as Rousselot put

soul.^

Fenelon fell

easily into the ranks of those interested in children as natural innocents,

76

if one discounts his multiple allusions to the natural

depravity of female beings.

He shared with Mme. de Maintenon a com-

passionate concern for the plight of upper-class women

,

who were

raised haphazardly for their predetermined vocation as mothers.

And,

he was genuinely interested in the spiritual health of his charges.
But,

for all his positive attempts to ameliorate women's lives by

upgrading their instruction, Fenelon must be placed in the mainstream
of Judaeo-Christian misogyny.

He echoed and refined the Aristotelian

tradition, transmitted through Aquinas (1225-1274), that the relative

physical strength of the sexes corresponded to like differences in

Rousselot, befitting his republi385-389.
was distressed by ecclesiastical cloistering^of girls.
can sympathies,
But he endorsed Fenelon* s pedagogy, as did Greard and Compayre. The
latter took issue with the wisdom of offering girls Latin, as did Fenelon, prefering to second Rollin's restriction of Latin to the instruction of nuns, virgins - spinsters - or widows.

^Rousselot,

I,

pp.

"^On the child as natural innocent, see Philippe Aries, CentuRandom House, 19o2), pp.
A. A. Knopf &
ries of Childhood (New York:
118 ff. Aries also treats the emergence of the idea that children
in its
must be taught to be reasonable, a concept possibly related
sex-role
application by teachers to women to the need to conform to
Jane
expectations to secure one's personal future by a good marriage.
notes that
Abray, "Feminism in the French Revolution," AHR 80:1, p. ^5,
to prepare them tor
Mme. de Genlis urged "women's education be organized
Claire de Remusat wrote essentially
•a monotonous and dependent life.'"
the same thing in 1821.
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spiritual and moral aptitude. 77
Fenelon' s students and admirers learned from their
mentor that

female children were born defective.

Fenelon wrote that at "birth

they possess a violent desire to please." 78

As tots and little girls,

he noted, females were correspondingly "art if icual" in
manner because

they were naturally "feeble and timid."
men

-

That is, only the strong -

were naturally direct in thought, manner and action.

The prime

object of educating females, according to Fenelon, was then the mini-

mization fo natural female defects.

Especially, the elimination of

the "artificial" which tended to manifest itself in manipulating others,

turning a weakness into unfair "advantage'. " 7 9

The specific advantage

of which Fenelon spoke was, of course, power over men, who supposedly

possessed greater physical, moral and intellectual powers. 80

77

Solid

for example, Hippocrates' unflattering theories of male
vs. female generative abilities in O'Faolain and Martines,
pp. 118,
123-12^ for the classical precedent. Aristotle likewise considered
women defective and deemed the female state as a whole "deformed.
on
account of the female inability to concoct semen." He added that women
were "passive" and men "active" agents in creation. Ibid., pp. 119Aquinas argued against the semen theory but came out with the same
120.
judgment on women. Women were in his view passive but still important,
as important as the field to the seed, in creation. He preferred to cite
Genesis to prove female inferiority. V. Bulloughs, pp, 1?^~5. Michelet
in La Femme held similar views, despite the fact that Leeuwenhoek had
earlier established the complemtary relationship between ovum and sperm.
See,

.

?8
8

Rousselot, I., p. 396.

79 Ibid.,

p.

.

292.

°Fenelon in Rousselot, I, p. 399. Rousselot also accepted ithe
Citing Malebranche (1638idea that female minds were inferior to male.
"Les femmes ont les fibres du cerveau infiniment
1715), he wrote that:
delicates, comme les enfants." Rousselot concluded that women were born^
"ni pour la science, ni pour la philosophie, ni pour les grandes choses."
Ibid., pp. 23^-255.
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intellectual sustenance, he hoped, would

undercut female dissimula-

tion by leading female curiosity and "constantly
wandering imaginations" away from "vain and dangerous things." 81

Apart from improving female honesty and morality by curbing

what he considered excessively excitable imaginations in girls,
Fenelon prescribed two practical goals as the chief ends of female edu-

cation.

The first was ecclesiastical:

salvation of female souls,

which like male, were "bought with the blood of Jesus Christ and

destined to life eternal."

The second was essentially identical to

%

Moliere's "pot-au-feu" argument: 82

earthly life would be Improved

by the production of women who would fulfill their duties

to

"regulate

their houses, make their husbands happy and raise their children. " ^
An added benefit to Catholicism would be the strengthening of ortho-

doxy

by combatting the "too credulous" tendencies of females, ten-

dencies, Fenelon feared, which predisposed women to accept heresies.

The curriculum which Fenelon prescribed for girls underwrote
his goals of slavation and domesticity.

Reading, writing, grammar,

arithmetic, a smattering of law and religion head his subject list,

with piety considered the over-arching concern.

Some literature, care-

fully selected from classical translations, religious readings, and

equally limited historical texts (to guard against females' credulity),

8l

Ibid., p. 389.

that his
From the"Femmes savantes," wherein Ghrysale complained
schooling, if
stomach would not be empty if women's heads were emptied of
below.
the "pot-au-feu" were well tended. See Chapter V
8 3ibid., p. 398.

8W.,

P.

HI.

3^

plus enough Latin to understand the Mass, rounded out the intellectual gruel Fenelon served his female students as spiritual health food.
A touch of music and painting were added as dessert, but the master

added that exposure to the arts should be limited, lest sensuous passions be unbecomingly aroused in virgin breasts. ^
Two hundred years after Fenelon s seminal treatise, Gompayre,
1

Greard and Rousselot repeated his female curriculum with minor changes
It goes without saying

reflecting their increased secularization.

that the domestic arts Fenelon included in his study plan were re-

tained by his latter-day colleagues.
gogues

criticized

All three 19th-century peda-

Fenelon s plan as somewhat inadequate to the greater
1

knowledge of their own time, although Rousselot was more industrious in
amplifying the curriculum than his two colleagues.

More a partisan of

Enlightenment doctrines which elevated the individual to a hitherto un-

precedented status, Rousselot criticized Fenelon for a sin of omission.
The bishop, he said, instructed women in their duties as Christian wives
and mothers, but he neglected their "personnalite distincte et indepenQry

dante de la qualite d'epouse et de mere."
Rousselot here placed his finger on the feminist's raw nerve:

stereotyping of women according to biological and spousal roules.

^

-^Rousselot

,

I,,

p.

the

Yet,

398.

86

See Gompayre, History of Pedagogy pp. 174-2^1; Greard, gducalion des femmes par les femmes pp. 15-^9; and Rousselot, I, pp. 3B5-3*L.
On
Rousselot, I, p. 412.
,

',
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he himself endorses what he theoretically
criticizes by constantly

reiterating in his own work that the prime consideration
of both
females and their educators should be preparation
of all females

for domesticity, a process he fears may be threatened
by a "regret-

table excess" of intellectual training in France of his
own time.
Rousselot concluded his Histoire by borrowing the

encomium "femme

instruite" from Dupanloup and defining their mutual model as:
ce qu'on appelle la femme essentielle, celle qui entend
le menage et les affaires; la femme agreable, celle qui plait
dans e monde la femme d esprit, celle qui sait lire et cauQJ
ser. 88
•

•

•

1

5

The French Revolution;

"Plus ga change

.

There had

.

been little theoretical or institutional innovation in education
since Fenelon which could have produced an alternate model for 19th

century educators to follow when dealing with female schooling.

For,

although Jean-Jacques Rousseau revolutionized general educational

theory by focussing so heavily on natural innocence in the case of
Smile, he did nothing to specifically advance female pedagogy.
fact, the contrary seems to be the case.

In

Rousseau reached into con-

temporary culture for prejudicial images, polished them a bit, and
inculcated them into Sophie, the model female in Book V of the flmile

88

89
.

Rousselot, II, p. 439.

^Rousseau was roundly ciriticized for his attitudes toward
women, even by those who embraced his general educational philosophy.
for creSee, for example, Claire de Remusat's indictment of Rousseau
ating the "perfect" woman and then allowing her to dishonor Emile by
lapsing into infidelity. The Essai, pp. 33"39. V. also Legouve, Moral
for
History p. 21; and Greard, Education et instruction pp. 171-172
,

,

similar criticism.

.
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Rousseau paid lip service to Enlightenment
theories of Natural Rights
in the gmdle,

but he managed to endorse the double
standard with no

remorse and preached inequality of the sexes. 90

Rousseau paid rather

less attention to women's mission as childbearer
than did those later

writers who were distressed by a shrinking birthrate.

On balance, he

paid more attention to producing docile, pleasing, dependent
women
than did other major theoriests of education from Fenelon
to Com-

payre
The only major 18th-century intellectual who contributed sig-

nificantly to discussions of female education was Gondorcet.
of the philosophes

.

He,

alone

could be allowed into the fold of feminism. 91

In her examination of feminism in the French Revolution, Jane Abray

notes the "almost total failure" of revolutionary feminism in face of

overwhelming societal and political opposition. 92

Her observation is

particularly appropriate to the history of female instruction.

A stal-

wart group of women had joined Gondorcet in calling for educational

Q0_

Rousseau fits easily into the main body of the philosophes in
this regard. Peter J. Millar proposes that Enlightenment thories of human perfectibility were applied imperfectly to womankind. Consequently,
the p hilosophes reinforced prejudice by endorsing "restrictive" naturalistic theories for woman. They endorsed a double theory of Natural
Law:
one "nature" applied to men, another to women. "Nature, Education
and the Natural Woman," Paed. His .,l4:2 (l9?4) pp. 385-403.
f

91

Jane Abray, "Feminism in the French Revolution," AHR, 80:1
(February 1975), p. 44. Abray notes that the vast majroity of those
involved in feminist and anti-feminist debates during the Revolutionary
era have passed into obscurity exceedingly quickly. Rousselot disapproved of what he considered Gondorcet s extremism.
0

92

Ibid., p. 59.

>

37
^ but their hopes were dashed to the ground when
rights for females, 93

his plan for

mixed primary and secondary schools was rejected.^

In their stead Talleyrand's 1791 proposals were accepted for debate.

The plan for primary schools which resulted, but was never put into
effedt, consigned women to

11

so ins interieurs. " J

Talleyrand ad-

mitted his proposition was prejudicial to women, but dismissed possible accusations of unfairness with the thought that it was good

public policy, simple scruple, to ensure the greatest good for the
greatest number by restricting women to the private sphere

denying them the vote as well as full instruction.

and

96

The Loi Lakanal of 27 Brumaire, Year III (17 November 179^)

which was set aside by Robespierre, mandated schools with separate
sections for boys and girls be established for each town of 1,000 inhabitants.

It was supplanted by the Loi Daunou of 3 Brumaire, Year

IV (24 October 1795), which omitted any refernce to girls!

Lakanal

managed to append a Rousseauean formula to the law as its last para-

whose Vindication of the Rights
of Woman (l?92) made her an overnight celebrity and one Mme. Mouret,
who spoke to the Assembly in 1790 on that issue. On Mouret and femiand
nist agitation during the Revolution, see Abray, op. cit., p.
For a complementary look at early French feminists, see
in passim.
Olwen Huftan, "Women in Revolution," Past and Present No 53 (Novemocber 1971), pp. 90-108. Hufton notes that women could attend and
were bancasionally participate in legislative discussions until they
after women's
ned from parliamentary meetings on 23 May, 179^, shortly
revolutionary clubs were disbanded.

^Notably Mary Wollstonecraft

,

,

^Bousselot,

II,

pp.

303-320.

9

W.,

pp. 299-300.

entirely the TalRousselot, II, pp. 297-303 reproduces almost
cutting indictment of women who
leyrand report, including Talleyrand's
on^the rights^ted men.
would supposedly sabotage society by insisting
deranger le plan general de la nature.
a
Autorisent-elles
»
asked:
He
96

38

graph read:

"Les filles apprendront a lire, ecrire, compter, les ele-

ments de la morale republicaine; elles seront formees aux travaux
manuels." 97

Daunou°s law succumbed in turn to political turmoil, and followed the Gondorcet, Talleyrand and Lakanal propositions to the scrap
pile of history.

But, the Revolution had proclaimed the principle of

freedom of instruction, according to which private schools could be
opened for both sexes. 98

All that was required of prospective direc-

tors were certificates witnessing to their patriotic spirit ("civisme")
and morality.

Mme Jeanne Genest de Gampan (1752-1822), an impover-

ished noblewoman, took advantage of the legal loophole implicit in the

"freedom to learn" decree to open a private school

girls on 28 July, 1794.

(

pensionnat ) for

Her Saint-Germain facility attracted two of

Napoleon Bonaparte's nieces.

They brought the school to his attention

and he was so impressed with Gampan that she was placed at the head of

the school he founded at ficouen in 1808 to prepare daughters of dead

or disabled legionnaires for careers in marriage.
mained director of ficouen from 1808-181^.

Mme. de Gampan re-

It and her private school in

Saint-Germain became the models for lay schools for girlr. founded after
1795.

Most pensionnats

resembled convents.

Students were usually boar

ders, although some day students were accepted.

^Ibid.,

p.

335.

99

^Decree of

2

December 1793.

"Externats" or "external status applied to the institutions servicing day students or to the
imstudents relationship to the school. Both concepts were of utmost
portance to the Loi Gamille See debates. See Chapter V, below.

"i.e., the schools were "internats."

,

Internats and convents generally provided post-primary
instruction geared to producing future wives and mothers to the
more affluent
classes.

Gampan emulated the Saint-Cyr curriculum, recommending that

girls be taught until the age of 18 subjects like religion, domestic
arts,

French, history (highly censored), geography, reading aloud and

mathematics.

Although life in the pensionnats a la Gampan was highly

structured, teachers were enjoined to act as affectionate surrogate

parents.

prizes

Gampan added one curricular innovation

-

competition for

which became a prominent and controversial feature of girls

-

schools during the 19th century.

1

1 ^0

Gompayre noted that Gampan once entertained the notion of pur-

suing a sterner intellectual curriculum for women, toying with the
idea of

"a university of sorts for women" similar to boys

1

lycees.

She was, according to the same authority, dissuaded from such a project by none other than Napoleon."'^"'"

Mme. de Gampan did, however, re-

cognize the right of all children to some degree of literacy.

Thus she

addressed herself to educating lower-class girls in a series of little

tracts outlining the duties and responsibilities of those girls by the
trade in which they were employed.

1

Her advice ran as following:

Eousselot,II, pp. 338-359 on Gampan. See also Gh. Ill below for conservative criticism of girls' academic competitions; and
l'Avenir des femmes 156 (5 August 1877), p. 135 for the opposite view.
V.

,

101

Compayre, History of Pedagogy p. 486; Prost, p. 268, Doccites
ument 60 note Napoleon's relationship to female education. Prost
education
documentation substantiating Napoleon s misogyny, i.e. iemale
social des
should be suited "to the weakness of their brains," and their
tiny of "wife and mother."
,

1

.

40
On peut, mes chers enfants, dans tous les
etats, s'attirer la
benediction du ciel et meriter la consideration du
monde;
mais, il faut, en prenant un etat, se penetrer de
tous les de102
voirs qu'il impose.
.

,

With these tracts in mind, Eousselot credited Mme.

Gajnpan

with con-

ceiving the ideal "femme moderne," a woman he described as
being "in
harmony" with the needs of the 19th century. 105
If Mme. Gampan was responsible for initiating the "modern

woman" type, Claire de Remusat, according to Rousselot, "understood"
and "defined" modern woman's role and place in society:

Gompagne de l'homme, elle existe cependant pour son propre
compte; elle doit etre au second rang, mais elle a un rang;
elle n'est pas un reflet, elle est un individual it e, a laquelle le demi-jour convient mieux ^ue la pleine lumiere,
mais qui n'est pas faite pour les tenebres.^^
Remusat s portrayal of women as figures in a bas-relief overshadowed by
0

more fully-sculpted males, as it were, repeated centuries of predecessors in its message:

the destiny of a woman is to be wife and mother.

Remusat added "mere d'un citoyen" as a qualifier and insisted that

Rousselot, II, p. 355.
10

-^Ibid.,

p.

352.

^Ibid., pp. 378-380. De Remusat seems to have resigned herself to seconding Mme. de La Fayette's: "le caractere d'une femme est
de n' avoir rien qui puisse marquer." The persistence of this ideal
of womanly behavior in France is obvious from Lanson and Tuffrau's
use of La Fayette's observation to keynote their analysis of her life
They refer to the sentiments it reveals as indicative of the
and work.
"reserve exquise" and "jugement tres sur" possessed by her. G. Lanson,
P. Tuffrau, Manuel illustre d'histoire de la Litterature fran chise (PaClassiques Hachette, 1953), p. 227. Backer. Precious Women, ^p
ris
Gleves
281, notes that the character of the author of the Princesse de
"eludes us," a related observation. But La Fayette's production of a
in
famous novel did "mark" her as a singularly outstanding participant
her words.
the literary life of her time. Her actions spoke louder than
:

4l

women lay some residual claim on existence for
105
themselves.

She

did, therefore, move beyond the minimal
female pedagogy of her time

and tacitly question the spirit of the Code Napoleon,
whose central

ruling on male-female relationships, Article
213, read:

"Le mari

106
doit protection a sa femme, la femme obeissance a son
mari."

But Remusat accepted the ideal of dependence immured in the
Code's

restrictive clauses as a social ideal.

A few of her contemporaries

and successors refused to follow suit.

It was their more feminist

actions and theories which completed the intellectual mise-en-scene
of the L 0 i Gamille See debates.

Although the term "feminism" was not coined until 1841, the

phenomenon and theory were afoot in the proceeding decades.

Both

developed in the context of failures of the French Revolution and
repressions of the Code Napoleon, and both were part and parcel of
the evolution of socialism.

105

107
'

Charles Fourier (1772-1837), had as

Ibid., p. 280.

Remusat did so as a criticism of Rousseau,
who excluded women entirely from public life.
1 06

Alain Decaux, Histoire II pp. 609-699 dwells at length on
the evolution and effects of_the Code Napoleon. Briefly, the Code
greatly restricted divorce /it was outlawed to all intents and purposes
in 181 6/; sealed female dependency on males by Article 213; forbid
separate domiciles, excluded women from joint administration of common
property; disallowed female administration of dowered goods; and forbid
women to appear in court without their husbands authorization, unless
they were criminally charged. Women became legal minors under the Code.
Feminists considered the Code Napoleon their bete noire v. Ch. IV below.
,

>

t

1

,

107

There were two socialists traditions, one theoretically proand the otherwoman - i.e. that of Saint-Simon and certainly Fourier's
French
Proudhon's - misogynist. The latter enjoyed more currency with the
labor movement in respect to women, a fact bitterly noted by feminists
involved in lower-class causes.
;

42

early as 1805, theorized that the status of women in a given society

served as an accurate measure of that society's progress or decadence.

X08

Fourier also believed in the liberating influence of hu-

man passions and urged demolition of the double sexual standard.

The

idea of the "femme libre," that ideological thorn in feminists' flesh,
can be traced to Fourier's theory of passions as well as to his views
on the rights of women to choose their own professions and to receive

equal wages for equal work.

The key to the success of Fourier's so-

cialism was to be full implementation of the principle of organization.

Riazanovsky notes a direct influence of Fourier on French education,
which, in turn, ties him directly to feminists connected with the

Droit des femmes ."^^
If Charles Fourier's

theories of rational reorganization of society

were the main building blocks of modem feminist thought in France, the
chief architects of French feminism were Flora Tristan (1803-1844), the

redoubtable and flamboyant pioneer labor organizer, and Henri de Saint-

108 For a thorough exposition of Fourier's teachings, see Nicholas V. Riasonovsky, The Teaching of Charles Fourier (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969). Riasonovsky doesn't give the date of
this theory, but notes it was a major feature of Fourier's philosophy
of social change. Evelyn Sullerot, Woman, Society and Change (N.Y:
gi ves the date "1805."
World Univ. Library, 1971 ), p.

^

109

"Fourier et les questions
Lautry,
60 (1962), Riasonovsky
d' education," Revue international e de philosophie
initiated by Elisa
notes that the first modern preschools in France were
were the
Lemonnier "and her friends of Fourierist inspiration." These
s
ecolesmatemelles. Eugenie Niboyet, feminist publicist from the 1W0
Morellets, whose daughon wrote warmly on Lemonnier and her family, the
school for girls.
ter associated with Lemonnier to found a professional
of the same social
Mme. Jules Simon and Emile Deschanel were members
circle.
Ibid., p. 210, citing

J.

,
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Simon (1760-1825) and his followers,
notably Prosper Enfantin. 110

Tristan is noted mainly for her extraordinary
insights into the
relationship of women and the lower classes,
whom she linked as
a proletariat in her journal,

1'

Union ouvri R r*

.

which documented

the rigors of the workers' lives and lay the
basis for all-en-

compassing feminist ideology. 111

As a woman who almost died from

an assassination attempt by her husband,

when she

she knew whereof she spoke

inveighed against institutionalized male tyranny.

As a

member of the proletariat, gathering her copy firsthand, she spoke
and wrote convincingly of the need for radical social reform.

Enfantin headed the shortlived communal experiment at Menil-

montant in Paris in 1832.

The forty "brothers and sisters" in his

experiment in life styles lived the doctrine of free love, outside
the bonds of holy or civil matrimony.

They so shocked their contem-

poraries that the epithet "femme libre" haunted feminists thereafter
by equating female liberation with sexual promiscuity.

Decaux disputes

On Saint -Simon ism, Fourier and French feminism, see Decaux,
op. cit., pp. 764-766.
Decaux doesn't note that early French feminists
were not as
anti-clerical as their successors. Saint-Simon posited
a Nouveau Christianisme in 1825, and feminists didn't openly challenge
political institutions until the late 1840's. Thereafter they mirrored
Left Republican sentiments in respect to the Catholic Church and went
beyond their brothers in invective against institutionalized Catholicism.

in 0n

Tristan, see Decaux, op. cit., pp. 770-773; and Tristan's
own life story as chronicled in her Peregrinaciones de una paria trans,
notes by Emilia Romero. Intro, by Jorge Basadre (Lima: Edition cultura
antartica S.A., 1946). Tristan set a precedent apparent in the relative
recognition by middle and upper-class French feminists of the ties between women and economics. Her class analysis of social oppression pre,

dates Marx's.

44

Enfantin's claim that women were equal to men within
Saint-Simonian
communities, noting that no woman ever advanced to
a position of lea-

dership co-equal with a male. 112

Yet,

if fact did not approximate

theory within the Saint-Simonian fold, the contrast between
the 'Tree"
status of women inside the movement and those living under the double
standard and the Code without, attracted enough female converts and

fellow travelers to considerable stir in a disapproving France in the
1830' s and 1840's.

George Sand embodied the free spirit of this brand of Saint-

Simonian radicalism.

An underwriter of Tristan, refugee from marriage,

and free spirit, she furnished her era with a real heroine, herself, and

enough fictionnal personnae to give new and scandalous meaning to the

term femme savante

113
.

Sand died in 1876, but continued to inspire

generations of feminists, both political and literary.

Her image as

an outrageous femme de lettres merged with memories of female political

activists of 1848 (those women Honore Daumier satirized with acid pen)

112

Decaux makes the interesting observaDecaux, pp. 765-766.
tion that Fourierist feminists were more outspoken on issues related
to women than their Saint-Simonian counterparts, a theory that S. Joan
Moon upholds in her "Social Relationship and Sexual Liberation Among the
Utopian Socialists," paper read at 3rd Berkshire Conference, June 1976.
Perhaps the looser structure of Fourierist groups allowed less domina"Elles
tion of women by men. Of Fourierist feminists Decaux writes:
savent tres exactement ce qu' elles veulent." He notes that they were
particularly intent on achieving economic self-sufficiency, a trait
shared with feminists on the Droit des femmes
.

Sand
^E.g., Agathe Perier Audley's dissapproving portrayal of
Ill below.
in her serial, "Frederic Chopin" ( Correspondant 18?8), Ch.
printed a
The D roit des femmes on the other hand, broke precedent and
picture of Sand with her obituary.
i:L

,
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the petroleuses

ilk

of the Commune, to create a symbol of the fe-

male activist which horrified or inspired the onlooker, according to

her/his social ideology.

Sand was the very antithesis of the resigned

woman proposed by Remusat as a "realistic" object of female emulation.
She was also the logical result of the self- education of which Claire

de Remusat wrote, and perhaps dreamed.
Two of George Sand's contemporaries, Ernest Legouve (18071903) and Felix Dupanloup (l802-l&79), addressed a significant part

of their lives and work to sifting out ideal types of woman from the

various models furnished them by tradition and their own times.

They

represented main currents of 19th-century thought on women and education.

It is to their diagnoses of women's condition and to their per-

sonal perceptions of female destiny that most persons involved in dis-

pute and legislation on women and their education turned for guidance on
the eve of the Loi Camille See.

It behooves us to do the same.

during
The petroleuses were women who mounted the barricades
demanded^ rights. See,
the Commune, fought "like men" and, like men,
Editions Gal(Paris:
Edith Thomas, Les Petroleus **-. T,a Suite du temps
women republicans
limard, 1963). They loomed large as examples of "free"
V. ChaptersIII and IV below.
in the minds of conservative politicians.
llZj
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CHAPTER TWO
A MORALIST AND A BISHOP:

ERNEST LEGOUVfi AND FELIX DUPANLOUP

Comparative biographies.

Ernest Legouve" (I8O7-I903) and Felix

Dupanloup (l802-18?8) served as sources of inspiration
and authority
figures for those who deliberated or sought to influence
deliberations
on the Loi Camille See in the late l8?0's.

Both men brought a lifetime

of writing and rhetoric to the grist mills of public and political
opi-

nion on the eve of the debates. 1

Earlier in the century Dupanloup, as

Bishop of Orleans (from 1849), and Legouve, as author of the Histoire
morale des femmes (1848), had shared in the honor of presenting female
education to the general public as a matter worthy of serious discussion, both in its own right and in relation to broader topics such as

the family, social welfare and the national future

0

The two publicists

sustained their earlier interests in female education over the decades

Dupanloup' s major work was his De 1' Education (Paris:
Chas.
Douniol, 1850-66), of which Vol. II, "De l'Autorite et du respect dans
1' education, " is of particular importance to his views on women.
Works
specifically dealing with female education include: La Femme savante
et la femme studieuse (1867); M. Duruy et 1' education des filles (i860),
firsx published in the Revue Catholique (Dec. I867); and the retrospective Lettres sur 1' education des filles et sur les etudes qui convien nent aux femmes dans le monde published posthumously in Paris in 1879.
Excerpts from these and other works on female education can be found in
Dupanloup* s Nouvelles Oeuvres choisies Book III, "Controverse sur l'education des filles" (Paris: E. Plon et Cie, 1874); and Henri-Edouard
Dutoit's Dupanloup: Les meilleurs textes Part VIII, "Education des
Desclee de Brouwer & Cie, 1933).
femmes" (Paris:
A cross-section of Legouve' s thoughts on education, the family and
woman may be obtained from perusal of his Histoire morale de s femmes;
le
his Les Peres et les enfants au 19 e siecle (Paris: J. Hetzel et C
J. Hetzel et Cie,
18670: and his Soixante Ans de souvenirs (Paris:
speeches
1888). Legouve produced innumerable plays, poems, homilies and
pertinent to the image of woman in 19th-century France, all of which
morale.
remained true to the sexual ideology exposited in the Histoire
,

,

,

,

4?

spanning the Second Eepublic, the Second Empire
and the early Third Republic.

During the mid-1 9th century the names "Dupanloup"
and "Legouve" becajne synonymous with discussions of education
and the family, topics of vital interest to contemporary France.

Both publi-

cists were recognized for their work in education by election to the
French Academy; Dupanloup in 185^ for his De l Education
y

.

Legouve the

following year for the earlier Histoire morale des femmes and his historical dramas.

Of the two men, Dupanloup enjoyed greater fame, both

in his own time and after his death,

a fact explained in part by his

greater taste for controversy and his ecclesiastical career.
despite Dupanloup* s reknown, source material

-

Yet,

with the exception of

Christianne Marcilhacy s excellent monograph on his episcopal reign
1

is partisan rather than scholarly.

-

2

It reflects institutional affilia-

tions of its Catholic authors to the detriment of objective inquiry.
In contrast to Dupanloup, Ernest Legouve s star declined
1

ra-

pidly after his death and both he and his works fell into general ob-

Christianne Marcilhacy, Le Diocese d' Orleans sous l'episcopat
de Mgr. Dupanloup, 1849-1878. Sociolop;ie religieuse et mentalites collectives (Paris: PI on, 1962). Marcilhacy' s study offers little on Dupanloup's views of women, though it deals with the campaign to canonize
Joan of Arc.
Mgr. Dupanloup (Paris:
Hachette, 191*0;
A. Favre, 186?); Emile Faguet's Mgr. Dupanloup (Paris:
Charles Smile de Vineau s Bishop Dupanloup' s Philosophy of Education
The Catholic Education Press, 1930); and Sister Maiy
(Washington, D.C.:

%ee, for example, Eugene de Mirecourt's
1

Albert Lenaway's Principles of Education According to Bishop Dupanloup
Catholic University Press, 1949). No comparable
(Washington, D.G.I
body of work exists on Ernest Legouve.

scurity by the First World War.

During his exceedingly long lifetime,

however, Legouve became known not only as author of the Histoire
morafe

.

but also as the creator or co-creator of a prodigious number of plays,

poems and books.

Most of the Legouve opus deals with family life and

is reminiscent of earlier morality plays, although some first works

written in collaboration with other dramatists (for example, the play
"Adr3 enne Lecouvreur" co-authored with playwright Eugene Scribe in

18^9), had overtly political overtones.

Biographical material on Ernest Legouve is available in standard pre-191^ reference works, but it generally lacks the flavor of

commentary accorded him by his greatest admirers, persons associated

with the French woman movement.

Nor does standard reference material

convey the impact Legouve s work and public speeches had on partisans
8

of female emancipation.
Femmes

Li Dzeh-Dzen, in her chapter on the Droit des

indicates the true dimensions of Legouve s impact when she re1

,

calls that Leon Richer selected the Academician as a major contributor
to the initial issue of the Droit

5
.

General reference works note Legouve s work as not only author
1

but public servant, citing his appointment as Director of Studies and

^1 am indebted for this observation to Karen Of fen, ^"Patriarchal
Feminism in 19th-century France: the Case of Ernest Legouve," paper delivered at 3rd Berkshire Conference, Bryn Mawr, 1976. I do take issue
with Ms. Off en's use of the term "patriarchal feminism" as a contradic-

tion in terms.
(Pa^Li Dzeh-Dzen, La Presse feminist <?n France de 1869 a 191^
Librairie L. Rodstein, 193^). P- 51. Hereafter cited as Presse
ris:
In the years 1877-1880 articles or letters by Legouve apfgministe
peared in the Droit in issues No. 146 (Jan. 1877); No. 156(Nov. 1877);
.

and No. l6l (Apr. 18?8).
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Inspector General at Saint-Sevres, a normal school established
in 1881
to train teachers

(

institutrices ) for the new female lycees.

Scho-

lars like Gabriel Compayre, Octave Greard and Paul Rousselot cited

Legouve frequently.

Rousselot, author of the comprehensive Histoire

de 1' education des femmes en France

ty

-

,

with Jules Simon and Jules Ferry

named Legouve as one of a trini-

of "apostles" of female instru-

ction, and granted him just slightly lower status than what he accor-

ded Dupanloup as theorist par excellence of female education.^

Both Legouve and Dupanloup enjoyed notoriety as well as fame.

Legouve capitalized on his father Gabriel's reknown as author of the
controversial poem Le Merite des femmes (l80l).

The Merite argued

women s cause at a time when Napoleonic misogyny set the tone for di6

minishing discussions of the woman question.

It went through 40 edi-

tions in the 19th century, the vast majority within the first decade
of its publication.

Young Legouve took pride in his father's achieve-

ments as a member of the Academy, but also felt the sting of criticism
directed at the Merite as extravagant in its praise of women.

Le-

gouve pere died in 1812, two years after Mme. Legouve, leaving Er-

nest a lean inheritance in addition to a dubious literacy heritage and
a mission:

the vindication of the Legouve name and the Werite. Remi-

niscing in his later years about his difficult childhood, Legouve fils
recalled that publication of his own Histoire morale des femmes and

6

Paul Rousselot, Histoire II, p. ^37. Despite his republican
"dansympathies, Rousselot considered Dupanloup s appreciation of the
peers.
ger" of popular education greater than that of his republican
stressing
Rousselot promoted a strict religious education for women,
female duties.
,

9
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and other writings on women were in part an act of
filial piety, a "dif-

ficult work" in whose doing he was "upheld" by feeling
himself the "son

and heir" of Gabriel Legouve. 7

Like Legouve, Dupanloup suffered from parental deprivation.
The bastard son of a Savoyard woman, he never knew his father, although

his mother followed local custom in giving him his father's surname. 8

Through sympathetic relatives, Dupanloup' s mother found a position
in Paris with a wealthy Catholic family and took her son to live in

the capitol city when he was 7 years old.

his way to the ficole

Young Felix eventually found

Sainte-Barbe, a free Catholic school.

There his

intellectual talents were quickly recognized and, sponsored by interested priests and the Due de Rohan, his mother's employer, the adolescent Dupanloup decided to enter the priesthood.
As a young priest Felix Dupanloup distinguished himself while
a teacher of catechism at the Madeleine in Paris (1826-1829).

Thereafter

he moved swiftly upward in the Church's administration, becoming Father

'Ernest Legouve, Souvenirs p. 251 and Ch. IX, "Mon Pere," pp.
238-251. Legouve may have sought to immortalize his father, too, in the
theory that all the "revouvellements" of the 19th century were dwarfed by
the changing parent-child, especially father-child, relationship from
authoritarian to more tender parenting. Legouve could also have been
descriging his own sense of loss of fathering. V. especially Peres et
enfants pp. 1, 171-211.
,

,

8

Some dispute exists over Dupanloup' s origins. Catholic sources
skim over the question of his legitimacy and differ on who raised Felix
immediately after his birth. Faguet claims Dupanloup p ere was Francois
FranDupenloup, tailor and son of a singer at the Cathedral of Annecy.
agree
cois was, to quote Faguet, "un assez mauvais sujet." All sources
emthat in 1809 Anne Dechosal moved with Felix to Paris and into the
a
ployment of the illustrous Rohan-Chabot family. Anne later spurned
name.
narriage offer from Francois and took "Dupanloup" as her own

,
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Superior of the

We

St. Nicholas du Chardonnet in I837.

The next year

Dupanloup established his credentials as a
spiritual advisor to the up-

per classes

-

where his clientele was predominantly female

ing the death-bed conversion of Talleyrand.

-

by achiev-

By the 18^0' s Dupanloup

was also becoming widely known for his criticisms
of Voltaire and for
his work with Montalembert

,

Eavignan

-

and other Catholics on the liber-

alization of government attitudes toward Catholic participation in

French education.

Dupanloup' s efforts in the latter cause were rewarded

by passage of the Loi Falloux in 1850, the year after he was elevated to
episcopal rank.

By mid-century Dupanloup' s association with liberal Catholics

had gained him access to the revised Correspondant (18^9), a vehicle

which he used to combat Louis Veuillot's more vitriolic Catholicism.
Dupanloup made a grand entry into academia at the same time with the

publication of his De
tellectuelle.

"

1'

Education and the essay, "La Haute education in-

During the Second Empire and the first decade of the

Third Republic, the Bishop of Orleans was consistently first into the

breach against secular education.

Because of this opposition in 186?

Victor Duruy failed in his attempt to initiate secondary education for
9
girls through state -sponsored conferences or public lectures.

There is general consensus that Dupanloup' s activities on be-

half of Catholic education did as much or more than those of the less

y

For full treatment of the Duruy-Dupanloup controversy, see
Sandra Horvath, "Victor Duruy and the Controversy over Secondary Education for Girls," French Historical Studies 9:1 (1975), PP- 82-104.
,

influential Veuillot to deepen Church-State misunderstandings
and ha10
tred.
Dupanloup's career in the National Assembly - he was
elected

Deputy in 18?1 and Senator in 1875

-

carried his advocacy of Catholic

interests into the National Assembly and direct opposition
to equally
adamant Republicans led by Jules Simon and Jules Ferry.

Within the

Assembly the moderating voice of Legouve was muted, as tne peaceable
Academician declined requests to stand for election to the Senate in
I876.

Thus, debates on female education took place against the back-

drop of decades of gathering political storm centered on the general
topic of Catholic vs. State control of instruction.
Given Dupanloup and Legouve' s

prominence in political and

educational circles in the 1870' s their views on women are useful
tools with which to define contemporary images of women.

Dupanloup's

direct connections to the National Assembly, coupled with his ecclesiastical position make his views on women vital to the study of the
Loi Camille See debates.

His death on the eve of the debates helped

focus pro-clerical disputants' attentions on his particular contribu-

tions to the discussion at hand.

11

The bulk of this chapter will be devoted to critical analysis

of both publicists* major works on women and education.

Definition of

See especially, the review of Dupanloup's Let ores sur 1' education des filles by the Comte de Champagny, Correspond ant Ilk (25
March 18?9(, pp. 1112-1121; Senator Richemont's invocation of Dupanloup
in the Senate on 20 November 1880; and Deputy Camille See's remarks of
20 January 1880. Death of their chief spokesman at such an inopportune
time must have brought home to Catholic Loyalists the extremely precarious nature of their position. They could not hope that Ferry would
yield to them as Duruy had yielded to Dupanloup.
,

,
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their respective positions on female education will
necessarily raise
questions which go beyond simple description to
treat substantive issues.

For example, what judgments should be made of
Dupanloup's and

Legouve's typologies of womankind?

Are there any significant differ-

ences or similarities between these typologies?

Does the quality of

Legouve' s thought on woman merit Jenny d' Hericourt s lyrical descrip1

tion of the Histoire morale as a work from "whence exhales a perfume
of purity and love which refreshes the heart and calms the xoul?" 12
Can Legouve really be considered a feminist?

Does Dupanloup's thought

shed any light on the vehement anti-clericalism of 19th-century French

feminists

,

a trait which was noticeable by its relative absence from

J
contemporary American feminists' thought? 13

Ernest Legouve on woman

.

Legouve initiated a long career as

a teacher and public speaker by accepting an offer to lecture at the

College de France in 18^7.

12

During the tumultuous spring of 1848 he

+

Jenny d Hericourt, A Woman's Philosophy of Woman; or Woman
An Answer to Michel et, Proudhon, Girardin, Legouve, Comte,
Affranchised.
and Other Mod ern Innovators (New York: Carleton, Publ., 1864), p. 154.
Published first in Brussels, i860 as La Femme affranchie etc., because
of interdiction in France. D'Hericourt appealed directly to Napoleon
III and the interdiction was lifted. D'Hericourt (1848-1 91*0 was a major figure in the woman suffrage movement in France and the inspiration
for Maria Basillevna Trubnikova. On d* Hericourt' s contribution to Russia's woman movement in the 1860's see, Rochelle Goldberg Ruthchild's
paper, "The Russian Women's Movement," paper read at 3rd Berkshire Conference (June 1976).
1

"^Note especially, the close ties between the American women's
movement and the Society of Friends; the career of Rev. Antoinette Blackwell Brown; and the loyal opposition of Elizabeth Cady Soanton in her
1898 Woman's Bible.

"
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delivered the series of lectures on women that was
published later that

year as the Gours d'hi stoire morale des femmes

.

There is nothing in Le-

gouve' s later works, be they plays, one-act dramas,
public lectures,

articles or monograph on the family and woman, that betrays an
essential shift in his thoughts on the woman question.

Legouve took on

the less flowery style of professional feminists like Richer and d'Hericourt and shortened his prose to accomodate the press, but he always

retained the stance of sympathetic advisor, looker-on and spiritual

counselor when he dealt with others.

Legouve maintained his distance

while sharing his prestige.
During the three months he lectured at the College de France, 1 ^

Legouve furnished his young male students with a Weltanschauung for

their future wives.

He impressed France's future leaders with the fact

that the home was the primary teacher of morality, and noted that women
as arbiters of the home were the nation's first teachers.

Females, ac-

cording to Legouve, were to be raised as domestic missionaries to preach
enlightened patriotism to their families once their own education pro-

vided them with the means to achieve a measure of civic equality with
men.

They would in the hoped-for future be able to teach John's dictum

that we love one another as God loves us (i John 4:7) as "fraternite.

Women would thus unify France, completing the great work begun in 1789,

1

Legouve had Jules Michelet (1798-1874) as a colleague at the
College de France. Michelet' s La Femme et la famille (1845) and, more
the
importantly, La Femme (1859) can be profitably read as a contrast to
Both, however, reveal a romanticized view
more liberal Histoire morale
Woman's
of women. On both authors, see d' Hericourt' s imaginary dialogue,
Philosophy pp. 200-208.
.

,

5
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once they

attained civil emancipation and fully realized expression of

the generic female self. 1 J

Legouve" s definition of what was "female"

will be treated more fully below, but it is here appropriate to note
that the paradigm fostered by Legouve as domestic teacher-missionary
too closely parallels Saint-Simonian and Fourierist thories of the

female role in social reorganization to discount the influence of socialist thought on Legouve s own work.
1

M. le professeur Legouve might

rial at the femme libre and sternly remind his audiences that Saint-

Just s "All who love each other are married /'^
1

was missing the sanc-

tifying element of Christian duty, but he shared the socialist vision
of harmony between the sexes.

Furthermore, Legouve internalized the

Saint-Simonian-Fourierist doctrines which S. Joan Moon has succinctly

paraphrased as "domestication of the public sphere" and "socialization
of the domestic sphere."

17

In the preface to his Histoire morale

,

Legouve protested vi-

gorously that he did not subscribe to social revolution and disclaimed

1

^Legouve, Moral History

,

pp. 18-19.

l6

Ibid., Gh. VII, "Free Love," pp. 208-211 discusses the femme
libre at some length. Legouve* s earlier statement that the husband
had the duty to teach the wife "liberty" was accompanied by the corolin
lary that women could exercise a salutary influence over men only
was no
marriage and that marriage was necessary to complete men. There
He also, p. 19
place in his schemata for the unattached femme libre
slave to her
cit., proposed that the femme libre was by definition
.

op.

own "body."

Liberation
Joan Moon, "Social Relationship and Sexual
3rd Berkshire ConAmong the Utopian Socialists," p. 3- Paper read at
of sex roles in Utoference (June 1976). Moon notes the perpetuation
pian thought and practice.
17

S.
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any intent to threaten male life styles.
valent.

But his protests were ambi-

On the one hand he called for female emancipation and on the

other he upheld the existing patriarchal order.

Examination of the in-

terrelated disclaimers in the preface serves as a useful yardstick against which to measure Legouve' s image of woman and to evaluate his re-

lationship to French feminism; for both the Histoire and the preface
remain unchanged in later editions of the Histoire morale

.

Legouve opened the Histoire morale with the statement that his
chief source of inspiration in designing the College de France course

was his firm belief in the "religion of the family."

He hoped, he

said, to reconstitute French society on the basis of families whose

women had been upgraded by education to enjoy greater participation
in family affairs and in the community at large.

But, he begged men's

paidon before spelling out his program, for he didn't wish to slight
men as he defended the "rights and interests" of women.

19

*

Legouve

i.20
talked, he claimed, not so much of women's rights as of "men's duties."

The shift in gender from woman to man continued when Legouve chanced to

raise the question of women's mission, which he defined negatively.

Woman was "not to depose man," but to "aspire to vacant places," and
21

to represent female influences (again a vague term) in the community.

18

Legouve, Moral History

19Ibid.,

,

pp. 13-14.

20
P . 13.

Ibid., p. 14.

mission more
On p. 26 Legouve stated women's
Ibid
p. 25.
word being fraternite
positively as "missionaries of the word," the
21

.

Still, the course was on women, so between
talk of men's duties and
females' aspiring to "vacant places" Legouve"
summed up his preface

by restating his original demand for women's
rights
"The hour has come,

"

he wrote,

-

with a twist.

"to demand for women their rights,

and above all their duties." 22
Prom women's rights to men's rights to men's duties to

women's duties, "above all."

Does this progression faithfully mir-

ror Legouve's conceptions of woman or that of the contemporaries
he
sought to mollify in the preface?

The answer to this question as well

as the evaluation of Legouve's feminism lies in the text of the His -

toire morale

,

and in later speeches and publications dealing with wo-

men and the family.

L'Histoire morale des femmes

.

Some remarks in Legouve's

preface indicate that the course and the book were intended for general
consumption.

For example, he expressed concern that some subject matter

(gynecological, sexual, obstetrical) might verge on the "indelicate," a

fear he allayed by noting that honorable intentions would permit broaching topics that otherwise might offend "modest" women.

In actuality

very few "delicate" topics, i.e., sexuality in any form, were treated
in the Histoire morale. The two major concerns of its author were the

22
2

Ibid.

,

p.

18.

Delicate and its variations were used to
veil discussions of sex and sexual morality in the 19th century. Legouve was particularly offended by suggestions that women participate
Dupanloup carried
in the sex education of their sons. Ibid., p. 2^5.
fears of sexuality into fears of coeducation and argued that such would
jeopardize respect for females. "M. Duruy et 1' education des filles," p.l
-^Ibid.,

pp. 14-15.
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exposition of the condition of women in contemporary France and the ex-

amination of female roles, both actual and ideal.

Elucidation of the

condition of women entailed occasional digressions into female history (in Pre-Christian, Christian and Modern eras), and a more detailed

examination of women's legal status and educational opportunities.

Legouve was particularly interested in present and future
conditions for women, which he hoped to influence by a gradual elimination of existing prejudices and legal strictures (i.e. the Code NaHis reformist program was first outlined in 1848 in general

poleon).

terms, then restated more succinctly for the initial issue of the Droit

des Femmes in 1869, when he advised women in France to set as their pri-

mary goals:
1- une serie de majorites pour la femme qui l'initie peu a
peu au gouvernement de ses affaires, et des affaires de
la communaute;

and
2- la creation d'un conseil de famille auquel la femme aurait
droit d'en appeler contre l'imperitie, la tyrannie, la brutalite et parfois 1' avarice d'un mari ou d un pere.2o
f

his
As he approached his reforms in the Histoire morale Legouve divided

work into five books.
childhood to maturity.

2

V

The first four recapitualted female growth from
In keeping with his purpose of discussing female

Book
especially pp. 20-22 of the Preface and Ch. I-IV of

I.

25Legouve's analysis of the Code Napoleon may well have inspired
." See Appendix II for the
Leon Richer' s "Programme du Droit des femmes
Program.
1. ** cited in
Legouve, Droit des Femmes (10 April I869), p.
Presse feministe, p. 51-

26
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roles. Legouve entitled his sections in
Book

"Wife," and "Mother."

Chapter V of Book

I,

I,

"Daughter," "In Love,"

"Woman," was designed to

summarize women's progress through history, a
companion piece of sorts
to recapitulation of female ontogeny.

Generally speaking, the different lif estage-roles
received
equal treatment in the first four parts, with one
notable exception.

Chapter II, "In Love," was granted a mere 14 pages, as
opposed to the
6-80 pages granted the other four topics.

Legouve perceived adoles-

cence as the peiod of emerging female sexuality and became bogged

down in "In Love" in opposing the courtesan, whom he abhorred as much
as

"the

femme libre

.

to Dante's Beatrice.

Caught between the Scylla of

female sexuality run wild and the Charybdis of the unfulfilled young
woman, Legouve exited swiftly into Chapter III, where he reconciled

flesh and spirit in Christian matrimony.

"Inamorata" and "mistress"

were both allowed their due in the young wife. 27
pect of Legouve'

s

The most positive as-

young girl's sexuality was that it precipitated her

engagement and marriage.

Interestingly, Legouve first referred to his

girl as "woman" when she pledged her troth, signaling her initiation of

the rite de passage into wedlock.

28

Legouve' s use of history was similar to Michelet's:

cated the triumph of "Liberte, Fraternite and figalite."

both vindi-

Legouve expected

his own century to witness the full flowering of the Revolution as eradi-

on

Legouve, Moral History

^Ibld.,

p.

Il6

,

p.

129.

6o

cation of restrictive clauses in the Code Napoleon freed women from un-

due bondage to men. 29y

Enlightenment themes, faith in reason, natural

law, were invoked by Legouve in a key passage dedicated to female edu-

cation (Chapter i):
The woman of our time still bear traces of the intellectual
servitude to the past.
but when once the potent breath
of liberty shall have passed over the race, and quite regenerated it; when, the exception of today becoming the rule of
tomorrow, science shall be the dower of some, instruction the
portion of all, then daughters and wives, throwing off, without even knowing it, those displays of pedantry, which are but
the airs of slaves become masters, and moving freely in the
new ways as in their natural paths, will bring science to the
support of their delicacy, and perha;s, lend the support of
their delicacy to science. 30
.

.

If Legouve's stated aim in the Histoire was didactic, i.e., the exposition of female progress through history, and his stated desire was the

reconstitution of society through female emancipation, his means to
social reform was education.

In that respect he was most certainly a

man of his time and a republican.
It is not surprising, then, that the most significant section

of the Histoire morale is Book I, wherein the development or morale

education of girls is treated.

Legouve firmly agreed with Dupanloup

that the bending of the twig determined the lifelong posture of the
during the
tree, and frequently interjected commentary to that effect

^Ibid.

,

pp. 21-22.

"Delicacy" in this context refers both to
spiritualism. The
supposed female physical debility and ineffable
bit more cryptic. The
reference here to "slaves" and "masters" is a
dramatics - he was noted
passage may reflect Legouve' s penchant for
designed to convey mastery of self,
as a speaker - or it may have been
members.
of knowledge, or of family and family
3 °Ibid

p

61.
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course of the Histoire lectures. 31 His continual projection
forward of
the implications of each facet of female education thus
furnishes excellent raw material from which to fashion an image of woman.

serves to explain the brevity of Chapter II.

For

,

if

It also

all that is

ne-

cessary to complete female preparation for maternity is the addition
of reproductive capability to "education" and schooling, and if that

capability is developed in a relatively brief puberty, there is no need
to dwell at length on female adolescence.

Legouve' s theories of female education were developed in the

context of what he termed the Law of Differences, a concept appropriated from popular culture and academic tradition hailing back to Xenophon.

Peter

In essence Legouve espoused the naturalistic double standard which
J.

Miller discusses in "Nature, Education and the Natural Woman."

Legouve s version of the law was first proposed in the Histoire morale
1

"Education," of Book II and recapitualted at some length

in Chapter III,

in the sexual typologies presented in Book II,

Chapter

V.

32

As promul-

gated to students at the College de France, the law read:
Just as two beings do not assimilate the same substances
from the sajne articles of food, but seem totake from them
only that which agrees with their respective constitutions,
so the woman and the man will not profit in the same manner
from a lesson.
.

,

31

See Dupanloup, Lett res Part I, 8th Letter, "Les grands principes," and 12th Letter, "A une religieuse institutrice dans une bourthe ways
gade." Legouve s strongest statement about training girls in
they should go as women is found in Chapter II of Book I, pp. 57-5°,

1

32

Legouve, Moral History Book V, Ch. II, pp. 284-299.
men, "internal
ample, Legouvl considered courage "external" in
and possessed
men; women as sovereign over the heart and soul
in love.
men as superior in intelligence and possessors
,

m

for ex
in wolove,
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That the Law of Differences was itself based on traditional
sex role stereotypes common in Greco-Christian dualism is evidenced

by Legouve" s expansion of the idea that men and women are constitu-

tionally incapable of deriving the same intellectual sustenance from
identical studies:
she will not learn from them /history and sciences/ the
same things; that which in his case will be converted into
reason and strength will cultivate in hers sentiment and refinement.
.

.

.

Lest any lingering doubts be left as to the possible blurring of sex
roles by female education, Legouve restated his Law yet a third time.
"Women," he taught, "will be so much the more women as they shall have
33

been more masculinely educated. " JJ

No equal and opposite law was posi-

ted for men who might be "femininely" educated.

Legouve

1

s

rationali-

zation of the Law of Differences left the way open for his endorsement

of female lycees.
The mechanism used by Legouve to expound his theories of educa-

tion for women was a dialogue between the enlightened father of a pubescent girls and the backward conservatism of an aristocrat.

Legouve, as

third party to the conversation, supposedly witnessed the conversation.
The father's girl, or "Host" functionned, however, as Legouve s personna,
1

allowing him to expouse without hesitation the theme of female emancipade France
tion he had gingerly raised at the beginning of the College

course.

is cast as a disIn the dialogue the aristocrat, or "Count,"

believing antagonist of female instruction.

Ibid., p. 59.

He is, predictably, converted

63

to the Host's point of view.

It is not difficult to see the Host-as-

Legouve projected forward as the father, if not the grandfather, of
the Loi Gamille See, for his ideas are mirrored quite faithfully in
the project to which Gamille See dedicated a great part of his own
life.

Legouve set the scene for confrontation between conservative
and more liberal theories of female education, as did Rousseau in his

Smile

on a country estate 0

,

There a friend is raising his children,

among them a fourteen year old girl.
one day,
girls.

1
'

Legouve repairs to the estate

"preoccupied with the delicate question of the education of
He walks into the garden just as the girl "springs" into her

father's presence to ask him a question about measuring the distance
between Saturn and Uranus.

The girl's mother, too embarrassed to ad-

mit ignorance of the calculation, has sent the child on an intellec-

tual errand.
The Count, a "born enemy to every idea of reform," is aston-

ished that his friend encourages the girl's interest in astronomy.

He

quickly learns, to his increasing distress, that the girl not only stu

dies the stars

(

a fact which conjures up visions of Moliere's Femmes

savant es ) but she also eagerly devours texts on history, philosophy
and chemistry'.

Not to mention Latin, at which she is so proficient

though still a beginner

-

-

that she understands the Mass perfectly.

The Count is horrified by this last revelation and declares that La-

delitin, with its "infinitives and supines" will deform "the most
cate work of nature," i.e, "womanly character."

He asks, most serious

ly,

"Gail

sence,

a woman who knows Latin love?"

"Heloise did/'

To which the Host replies in es-

Legouve ducks the implied sexuality of the Count's

query, however, as he notes that Heloise "wrote
to Abelard only in Latin."

The Count persists with his protestation that conjugal
love, not conjugations, should be the primary goal of female instruction.

He dismisses

Mme. de Sevigne as a "writing mother."

Legouve-as-Host posits that if women write it is better for
them to base their works on knowledge rather than on imagination.

He

moralizes a la Fenelon that instruction is a cure for natural female
defects of mind.

Imagination, he notes while elaborating a dark corol-

lary of the Law of Differences, is all-powerful when associated with na-

tures "too strong and active" (i.e. male minds); but it is "fatal"

when

associated with natures too "fanciful and feeble" (i.e. female minds).

Continuing this depressing thought, the father speaks, saying that an
imagination gone wild could destroy his daughter, entering as she is on

her teenage years, a period replete with "the lightnings of the stormy
J
soul of women. "

The father prefers to discover in his daughter the

malleable "soul of daughters, of wives, and mothers.," and avoid making
of her a woman who would appeal to a "man who dreams only of "pleasure

and seduction."

"Because woman is

He reiterates Legouve and Fenelon:

a mobile creature,

impressible, with qualities easy to turn to good or to
•I

evil, she needs as a counterpoise an earnest and solid education."

35

Faced with this either-or image of woman the Count begins to

3

\bid.,

pp.

56-57.

35 Ibid.,

p.

58.
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reconsider his stand on female education and asks
just how much the Host
is willing to allow women to study.

His friend replies in a manner which

allows him to permit differences among individual
women but group all
women as generically other than men in respect to
intellectual capacity.

Legouve

permits to women "all the sciences and all the arts" ac-

cording to "the particular bent of each mind."

The Count objects stren-

uously:

That is likening women to men, and disregarding the law of difference, which makes all the charm of life and all the opulence of
nature
How can you believe that the same studies can be suitable
for two beings so different? That delicate and graceful head, can
it contain the same brain as this masculine forehead and bearded
face?
One of two things is certain;
either the young woman
will not be benefitted by your education, or she will be; if she
is not benefitted, she will be rendered stupid by it; if she is
benefitted, she will cease to be herself, so that in either case
she will perish. 3°
.

.

.

.

Then follows full exposition of the Law of Differences, introduced by

the stirring declaration that education will cause women to be "born
again," a statement which casts the father (Legouve) as midwife for

generations of born-again Frenchwomen.

Swept up by his own hyperbole,

Legouve continues, claiming that a woman needs all the sciences "in order
to be a woman at all."

The particular science in point, chemistry, cements Legouve s
1

curriculum to the production of wives and mothers as follows.

Health

and beautiful linens demand a knowledge of chemistry, for bleaching and

preserving the flavor of james is applied chemistry.
ministration of antidotes to poison.

'Legouve, Moral History

,

pp.

So, too,

is the ad-

Another science, geometry, posits
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Legouve, provides a corrective to that "general defect" in women, i.e.,

lack of "force in logic and solidity in argument."

Natural history, for

its part, teaches the domestication of animals, an art "natural" to women, who are said to possess powers of observation of the concrete,

practical minds, neatness, patience, gentleness, and an "instinct" for
education of others.

Medicine should be studied to produce a "nurse"

for every home and a very few widows and single women to practice the

unnamed specialities of obstetrics and gynecology.
To the Count's objection that teaching women sciences would pro-

duce pedants and "destroy" women, Legouve replied that that point
could not be demonstrated and asked the stirring question:

herself yet?"

"Is woman

A lengthy exposition on the history of womankind as un-

fulfilled potential followed, leading into yet another case in point
to prove the Law of Differences.

This time the subject matter was as-

tronomy, the contemplation of the infinite.

A sister and brother were

described gazing on a chart of the heavens for the very first time.

Both contemplated the same material but reacted to it in totally different ways.

The boy "wished to comprehend" the heavens, while the

girl "could only feel."

Explained Legouve, faced with infinity the

girl
pale, with nostril quivering, and eyes filled with tears.
arose in spite of herself and advanced towards the master, as fascinated by the very terror /"of the infinite^. . . The lad looked for
God; she saw Him.
.

.

.

.

.

mission"
Legouve concludes from this scenario that women have the "pious

of being "apostles of reason and apostles of the heart."

They will, in

"

6?

short,

inspire a nation of men to action.-*?
What Legouve described in this passage
approximates the mysti-

cal experience in which reason is transcended
or transmuted into purely

spiritual comprehension.
in the female,

He grasped at the union of reason and spirit

a gesture which could be seen as an attempt to
end the

schism between body and soul which had epitomized Christian thought
since the Early Christian E r a.

Yet,

seen in another light, Legouve

entrusted the educated female with both exemplifying the unity he sought
for France and teaching it

to

others.

He continued the story of the

girl who saw God by noting that the peculiar genius of woman" suf-

fused everything with "inspiration and sensibility."

"every scientific study is one step nearer heaven."
the task of maintaining religious ideas by
reason

For women, he said,
Thus to them fell

"arming their faith with

.

In essence, Legouve relegated women to a lifetime of education

of forming civil souls and moral beings.

,

This theme of the mere educatrice

dominates the remainder of the dialogue and develops into a defense of
women's right to intellectual and domestic emancipation as a precondition
to fulfillment of her "pious mission."

test with talk of women's rights.

The Count interjects one last pro-

He anticipates the "pot-au-feu" argu-

ments common in the Loi Camille See debates by asking who will watch the
children and the kettle if women gaze at the stars.
first
At this juncture Legouve steps into the dialogue in the

sacred brand."
person, accusing the Count of "immolating the victim with a

Ibid., p. 63
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In the name of the home and the "venerable
titles.

ther"

.

.

of wife and mo-

Legouve declares that edicuation of women is a
social necessity

and that it will not produce female astronomers
and physicians, but

instead "render their minds vigorous.

.

.

and prepare them to partici-

pate in all the thoughts of their husbands and all the
studies of their
children."

In short, female education would unify, not destroy the
fam-

ily by ordering the female mind according to reason rather than to the

dictates of fashion and vanity. 38
Legouve anticipated arguments in the National Assembly against
the pot-au-feu logic when he translated female schooling into healthier,

happier homes and marital bliss.

He also preceeded See and other propo-

nents of female secondary education by arguing for public female tutelage
as a matter of simple justice.

Justification for development of the fe-

male mind had been previously expounded in terms of use of God-given potential and was not unique to Legouve or to his era, but the lyrical for-

mulation of the rights of females to education apparent in the following

passage could only endear Legouve to feminists.
Above the titles of wife and mother, titles transitory and accidental, which death forfeits, obscures, and suspends, which belong
to some and do not belong to others, there is for woman one title,
eternal and inalienable, which precedes and governs all the rest.
It is that of HUMAN BEING.

Nowhere else in the Histoire morale did Legouve state as clearly
the idea that women were first of all people and secondly females.

But

work
if the idea was not clearly articulated elsewhere it did pervade the
to a decent degree.

38

The remainder of the work developed or reiterated

Ibid., p. 63.

39 Ibid.,

pp.

65-66.

.
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in Book I.

Much of Book III, which focusses on
the young married woman,

40
criticizes male tyranny and patriarchal
theory.

The either-or approach

apparent in so much of previous discussion
of female education is con-

tinued in Book III as the disadvantages of
wedding slave (female) to
tyrant (male) 41 are juxtaposed
tween spouses.
life,

to a more egalitarian relationship be-

Marriage is seen by Legouve as yet another
school of

a "school for mutual improvement," in
which woman is usually cast

as teacher and man and children as students, all
in the domestic en42

vironment

Books IV and V treat the maternity for which the girl is educated, although throughout the books Legouve' s use of the term

"daughter" to refer to the grown woman reflects his general difficulty
in clearly delineating the concept of "female" from the parenting sit-

uation.

Evelyn e Sullerot, in her Woman. Society and Change (1971)

speaks to Legouve* s general problem of separating individuals in a sex
group from the concept of social sex.

She labels as "generic fallacy"

^As

Legouve qualified his remarks on women's rights with remarks on men's duties and rights, so, too, he qualified remarks on inequities in the Code. Although he noteid that it was patently unjust
for women to bear the brunt of punishment for crimes of passion, he concluded that unchastity in a woman was more degrading than dishonesty in
a man.
In addition, he said that women's role in adultery was worse than
man's, partially because women "believe and know themselves" to be more
culpable.
4l

"Slave" in this context means one lowered by law and custom to
a position of subservience, not a slave to physical passions.
42
Legouve, op. cit., p. 1?4. The husband, for his part, is to
teach the wife "liberty," p. 191. This concept is restated with a feminist difference by Jenny Touzin in her exposition of greater male apprenticeship to freedom. V. Gh. IV, below.
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the predisposition to treat men as individuals
and women as part of an

undifferentiated whole.

Her thesis bears citation as it admirably
des-

cribes Legouve's own ambivalence toward women.

Writes Sullerot,

Man is always seen and recognized as an ambivalent
being, torn
between freedom and conformity, between pleasure and
morality,
between his spiritual and his animal nature. Each individual
is
both Jekyll and Hyde; his impulses are diverse and often
contradictory.
On the other hand, it is womankind and not the individual female, who is considered to be divided in two; wives and
mothers are distinguished from goodtime girls so that both aspects of man's nature can be satisfied. In most countries each
woman must be one or the other - and it is almost impossible to
pass from the latter to the former category. ^3
,

Legouve struggled in the Histoire morale to categorize women
more humanely than did his contemporaries.

But his results were mixed.

For example, he could proclaim women first and foremost human beings
and term the titles "wife and mother" transitory, but go on to promote

the single title "mere de famille" as semi-divine, a "public and private" career, and to priase self-effacing devotion to the family and

husband as woman's greatest merit, her "most beautiful destiny."

He

could on the one hand clamor for women to fully develop their own minds
as girls, and on the other to subordinate the self to one man as women,

allowing the self to disappear

...

in a glory or a virtue of which she is the spirit, to shed
blessings and conceal the benefactor, to learn that another might
know, to think that another may speak, to seek for light that an-

other may shine.

^Evelyn e Sullerot, Woman
World University Press, 1971 ),

p.

^Legouve, Morale History

Society and Change (New York:
t

38.

,

pp.

301-304.
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Legouve was no trendsetter in this respect.

He merely kept up with a

large group of writers on women who engaged in similar
stereotypical
rhetoric.

Interestingly, no similar statement was made about
the

title "pere de famille" although Legouve did promote
humanization of

male parenting in his long lifetime. 46

He may have used himself as a

model when he noted that men were more eager tosee their daughters
eman-

cipated than their wives. 4

''7

Although Legouve duplicated much of his previous sentiments on
women and maternity in Book

V,

he also used that segment of his work to

raise the question of female participation in public life, thus posing
the problem of how to integrate women into extra-domestic activities.

Legouve positied, somewhat speciously, that the only theater for women's
development in the past had been the family.

Men, on the other hand,

he saw as ruling outside the home throughout history, a fact that accor-

ding to him demonstrated not female inferioty, but again "differences."
Woman, he concluded, without offering a complementary masculine thesis,

are "other than man."

That "otherness" he exposited in a rather benign

manner (he would have been shocked by the vehemence of Simone de Beauvoir
on the same topic).

4

Legouve granted the sexes similarities in the nature

for example, Michelet in La Femme Aime Marin in his 183^
Essai
De 1' Education des meres de famille and Claire de Remusat, in her
sur 1' education des femmes
^See,

;

;

.

46

E.g.

f

the Peres et enfants

,

pp. 171-211.

emancipation and husThe idea that fathers favor daughters'
the Moral History
bands oppose their wives emancipation was voiced in
Femmes (7 April I878), p. 61.
p. 131; and in Avenir des
4?

,
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of their Immortal souls and relative (intra-sex) physical
strengths and

weaknesses.

But he developed the differences to the exclusion of ba-

sic similarities, reviving the Law of Differences to rebuke those
who

would try to emancipate women to be more like men.
The following elaboration of different manifestations of the same

generic quality complements Legouve

8

s

earlier exegesis of the idea that

women assimilate different intellectual elements from tutelage than do
men.

In the weaker sex,

argued Legouve, Reason manifests itself as prac-

ticality, the ability to deal with day-to-day problems.

While, on the

other hand, in the stronger sex it manifests itself as speculation.

kg

Women, he claims, are motivated by sentiment and "passion" (whether

sexual or spiritual he does not declare); men, spared domination by passion because of a ruling rationality, are motivated by calculation and

personal interest.

50

Men, therefore, are better able to deal with the

"species," i.e., understand generalities and abstractions;

whereas

women being intuitive deal better with particulars, with individuals.^"
"Metaphysical systems, abstractions, generalizations and political ideas
of country and equality" are, according to Legouve, comprehended by wo-

men in their "hearts" but not their heads.

The author of the Histoire

morale cannot see his way clear to discussing woman suffrage or the

politicization of women because of his polarization of mental-sex capacities.

Like some later American suffragists, Legouve could countenance

maintain the
sending women out to domesticate the public sphere and to

^Ibid.,

p.

5 °Ibid.

p. 287.

285.

^ Ibid "
51

f

P-

286 -

Ibid., p. 288.

ex-
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terior world, but not to tread paths which
were convergent to those
walked by men.^ 2
The Law of Differences applied to temperaments
as well as to intellects.

Women's temperaments, according to the ironclad
rulings of

Nature a la Legouve, were "unequal" because of a
native deficit of synthetic powers of mind, a theory alluded to when the Host
proposed education as a corrective to female imagination.

The implication of this

theory of temperament (or mind, or body) is that no "norm" for female

behavior or morality can be derived from female behavior qua female except that of difference from males.

Proudhonian misogyny:

much worse than men.

Legouve

thus found himself echoing

"Women," he concluded, "are either much better or
v

The relative superiority or inferiority of the sexes and the
moral judgment it implied were the kernel of the morality exposited in
the Histoire morale

.

Social application of such a morality was spelled

out in Book IV, wherein Legouve proclaimed that marriage made men and

women generally equal by furnishing each strengths and qualities
access thereto

-

inherent in sexual natures.

-

or

His theory of comple-

mentarity approximated the Saint-Simonian formula paraphrased by Moon

^2

Thus Legouve promoted matermity as the female career and
marriage as the best female profession.
Legouve made this statement in the
295.
course of a discussion on sexual dispositions, a discussion itself
found within consideration of the theory that moral vigor in women
flourished as did training of the will. Training of the will he believed possible only as the female imagination was curbed and directed to domestic application of knowledge.
~

^Moral History

,

p.

as the socialization of the domestic sphere
and the domestication of

the social sphere.

It also echoed the Utopian idea that one
woman

plus one man equaled one social individual, a
romanticized version
of love's healing powers at the most and probably
at the least, an

adjustment of theory to the facts of female dependency in
post-Na-

poleonic France.

This pre-1950 version of togetherness served for

Legouve as a partial rationale for censoring married women working
for wages outside the home.

Only "incomplete" women, single women,

widows, divorcees, were accepted as wage-laborers outside the home
by the author of the Histoire morale

.

Legouve' s early domestic emphasis was continued undiminished
in his later works.

berceau,"

In the I876 one-act morality play "Autour d'un

Ernest Legouve drew his audience's attentions to bear on

the overwrought imagination of a young wife, without, it is interes-

ting to note, speculating on how education might be employed to correct his star's shortcomings.

The play revolved around a fake love

letter written by the wife's (Marie) husband to expose his spouse's
jealousy and give her an object lesson in wifely trust.
In "Autour d'un berceau," Marie is presented as child-like,

ethereal, mercurial being, totally preoccupied with tending her son
and anticipating her husband's needs.
of the picture.

The child is the silent star

Galled "monsieur"by a doting and anxious mother, he

for children and
is a good example both of the respect Legouve promoted

the era's preference for sons.

Legouve presents the male child as the

Moral History, pp. 31 0-311.

"
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more desirable of the two sexes.

He has Marie note that she always

envisioned the child she carried as a boy.

Marie voices too the sen-

timent that women are "incomplete" without children as she
solemnly

declares to "Monsieur le bebe," "Je ne sais comment font les
femmes
qui n'ont pas d' enfants."-55 The play ends as Marie begui^ingly
seeks

her husband's forgiveness for her unfounded jealousy at the child's
cribside.

Legouve did occasionally use the morality play format to present the question of women's inferior condition to academia and to the

general public,

56

but he continued throughout his life to sustain

the major tenet of the Histoire morale
home.

:

women belong to and in the

Correlative changes sought by Legouve

women within marriage

grading woman

-

-

expanded rights for

were designed to shore up the family by up-

as its chief architect and maintainer.

He envisioned

no changes in the male breadwinner role, although he strongly urged men
to demonstrate more open affection

-

especially toward sons

-

to family

ouve, "Autour d'un berceau, " from Theatre de Campagne
Title and setting probably
6th edition (Paris:
?, 187?), p. 154.
V. Eugenie Pierre, Part IV of "L* Institutrice,
taken from Michelet.
"II y a des specDroit des Femmes (2 March, 1879), citing Michelet
tat eurs sutour d'un berceau, et cependant la scene est solitaire, tout
entr'elle et lui." Legouve hoped to cut down on parental abuse of authority by use of titles for children. In Peres et enfants "Messieurs
les enfants," he revealed more respect for the male than the female
Were his title truly democratic, he would have written," Meschild.
used for
dames et messieurs les enfants." The term "mademoiselle" was
,

I

:

,

girls.

the Theatre de
the play "Ma Fille et mon bien," in
^'abbreviated version of the play, "A propos d'une dot,
Gampagne.
Theatre, p. 57.
was read to the French Academy, no date given. V.
56

E s
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members.

Though he never really articulated it,
Legouve did grope to-

ward the feminist doctrine of humanizing
both sexes by encouraging the

development of characteristics in each thought

-

even by Legouve - to

be exclusive to the other's nature (reason
in men, affections in women).
Yet, he was so uncomfortable dwelling on
intra-species similarities

that he routinely

fell back on the Law of Differences.

Legouve as a pseudof eminist

.

Legouve' s traditionalistic ad-

herence to the Law of Differences opened him to serious criticism by
more radical theorists of female emancipation.

For example, Caroline

de Barrau, an outspoken feminist, educational theorist, and director

of the Society

for Released Female Prisoners of St. Lazare, called

Legouve' s thesis that similar education of the sexes would result in

dissimilar learning patterns, "purement gratuite,"^

Speaking to is-

sues raised by Legouve in a public speech ("Les Filles a la maison) de-

livered in I869, de Barrau argued that he, Fenelon, Dupanloup and others,
spoke too much of women's duties and too little, if at all, of their
rights.

She saw the Law of Differences as part of the pattern of
Wrote de Bar-

female

subordination within both the home and society.

rau:

"II faut renoncer absolutement a feminiser pour la femme la nour-

Librairie Joel Cherbuliez, 1870), pp. 23-24. De Barrau' s comments were mirJorored in the later judgments of Theodore Joran, an anti- -feminist
reminded his feran termed Legouve' s ideas on women "reasonable," and
them "limitmale admirer's that Legouve' s vision of women did not^admit
feminisme, 2nd series
less possibilities." Joran, Les Feminist s avant le
Joran spoke to the
G. Beauchesne et ses fils, 1935), P- 173(Paris:
Ibid., p. lo2.
Academy of Moral Sciences against woman suffrage in 1913.
in the above-cited
De Barrau refers to Legouve' s talk at Marcy in I869

^Garoline de Barrau, La Femme

et 1' education (Paris:

.

passage.
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riture intellectuelle qu'elle doit
S ex G i

•

s*

assimilier; la science n'a pas de

•

Beyond Legouve'

s

version of complementarity of the sexes with-

in the home, de Barrau saw a "profound immorality

dividuals.

Sex,

11

of prostituted in-

she said, was swapped by women for financial security

within marriage.

Under the Law of Differences, women were in justly

denied access to development of their individual talents.

De Barrau

did not share d' Hericourt' s unqualified endorsement of Legouve as a

defender of women's rights.

He was, she allowed, an "eminent profes-

sor," to whom "women were otherwise indebted."

59

But, she could not

forgive him for promulgating the Law of Differences as an antidote to
the Code Napoleon.

Nor could she square her ideas of wholeness of life

with Legouve s theories of the eternally parallel lives of the sexes,
1

lives which converged in the home alone, but even there rarely partook
of true equality.

De Barrau s critique of Legouve is feminist and ac1

cording to her critique Legouve cannot be considered a real feminist.
His theories of social justice and legal capacity suggest he might fit
the category of "pseudo-feminist."

His belief in the equality of souls

gives some basis for placing him on a feminist spectrum.

^De

But his trans-

Barrau, p. 28.

De Barrau' s views on the state of marriage
in France were most likely the reason for Rousselot's labeling her
b.
stand on female emancipation "vulgar," though he complimented J.
Mill's identical arguments for the "vigorous intellect" therein disRousselot, II, pp. 435-436. As might be expected, de Barplayed.
rau was very concerned with the lack of wage-labor opportunities for
On this, see her "fitude sur le travail feminin a Paris," a
women.
memoir written for the economic section of the Geneva Congress of

^Ibid., pp. 25-26.

September 187?.
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lation of dualist theories of human nature into social sex roles aligis
him with anti-feminists.

Legouve* s impulses were humanistic,

was motivated by a love for humankind.

for he

But his social theories were

tarnished by the misogynist tradition which defines woman as "other,"
a view he did little to revise.

Still another facet of Legouve'

the mainstream of French feminism.

s

thought separated him from

He was not alienated from religion.

There is little or no outward anti-Catholicism in Legouv^'s works:
simply clothes religious sentiments in republican garb.

there

he

Similarly,

is little or no anti-clericalism in his opus, a fact which,

along with his personal tradition of apoliticism, accounts for his

being left unscathed by critics of secular education,

Legouve

1

s

praise of religion is so braod that he could be called a Deist, but by
the same token, he cannot be considered anti-Catholic.

His broad ap-

peal in his own lifetime may be explained by just these factors plus

his benign paternalism.

Legouve was a staunch enough republican to

strike a resonant chord in the breasts of those who worshipped the

ideals of 1789; hut enough, too, of a Christian moralist to gain an au-

dience with those whose religious ties defined their socio-political
loyalties.

He was enough'

of an advocate of women's rights to catch

the attentions and spark the imaginations of women, but enough of a

traditionalist to be acceptable to traditionalists of either sex.

Le-

gouve questioned his society's norms, but did not challenge them.
Felix DupanlouD on woman

.

Despite his death in October I878,

Felix Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans, Academician and politician, was a

living presence during the debates on the Loi Cajnille See.

His works

79
and his political activity (the two were inseparable) are an important

primary source for historians of women's image in Thiixi Republic France.
Dupanloup is of particular interest to historians of women because of
his long career as spiritual director to upper-class Catholic women.

There is a bias in his works similar to that in Legouve's opus:

Dupan-

loup generally ignored lower-class women, although he occasionally ex-

pressed strong views on the need for their limited primary and domestic education.^

0

Perhaps even more than Legouve, Dupanloup approached

women generically, an approach quite apparent in his admonitions to
the

director of a pensionnat:
Ne l'oubliez pas, mon enfant, la mere en elevant ses filles ne
travaille seulement pour elles; elle fait plus, elle prepare
des meres futures qui, a leur tour, perpetueront de generation
en generation, la bonne et forte education qu elles auront recue
... La vocation commune des femmes,
est de devenir des
meres et des nourrices robustes.
1

.

.

.

•

If Dupanloup s avocation of spiritual advisor afforded him ea^y
1

access to upper-class women, his vocation of educator furnished him

with a unique perspective on their problems and his priestly vows impelled him to ease their spiritual torment.

The women he was most

likely to counsel were deprived of formal opportunities for study and
locked by custom into the roles of producer of heirs (male), socialite

6

"X une reli°E.g., Dupanloup, Lettres Part I, 12th Letter,
gieuse institutrice dans une bourgage. Des families populaires."
,

61

Ibid., Part II, 8th Letter, "X la directrice d'un pensionnat.
Les soins physiques et hygienique dans 1" education des jeunes filles,"
deliIn this letter Dupanloup makes much of the supposedly
p. 436.
without
cate nature of women, referring to members of the female sex,

exception, as "freles organisations."

I

^
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lady bountiful,

;irui

rolun portrayod

frequently

tho

In

(Jo r

respond ;ui

.

Dupanloup s works mention many more female than male correspondents,
1

especially outside religious professionals,
by

hir,

eg

vrui\\w\\di\i\

Tho confidence displayed

U\s in Dupanloup s counseling abilities seems to
1

be merited, at least within the given framework of the Catholic aristocracy.

Dupanloup* s works reveal occasional extraordinary flashes

of insight into women's spiritual problems qua women.

His insights

at their best fall just short of describing what Betty Friedan has la-

belled "the problem
ation

I'rom

lu;"J

that has no name," and explained as female alien-

f

The personal correspondence Dupanloup used as his raison d'etre
Tor*

l.he

Ij^LU'c:; :;ur

1
1

edutwl on
i

de:;

I'll lr:;

(

1

My

1

))

•

po

i

r;n^Ji 1

1

y

ill nr.-

trates the needs he filled for his female correspondents and attests
to a sincere desire on his part to meet those needs.
letter

I'rom

;i

Roiikui

woman, dated

1867,

In an anonymous

the year- of the Dw ruy-])up;mloup

controversy, a young matron poured out long-suppressed frustrations.
She referred to horso'J

f

Dupanloup' a oar ior work
I

V.

as an "aim; ^lessee" who had been emboldened by
In

tho Co rror.pondan t

64

to write him oorieurnintf

below, Chapter III.

first published 1963
l'Vlednn further define:-,
Dell Publishing Co., 1964), p. ?'? .
(Now York:
the problem as the voice within women, especially those with access to
"1 want r.om.d.h nr. more l.han
which r.ayr.:
oduoalion t)oyond hir;h nehool,
my husband and my children and my home."

%etty Frledan, The Feminine Mystique

,

1

For example, "Les Kommo::; navante» et les fommes studieuses,"
Vol. 70 (April I867), pp. 7^5-797! and "Le Mariage chretion," Vol. 71
Dupanloup also wrote widely on aid to the
(May I867), pp. 258-261.
douLHu'.o, (diajnpi oniric; flu; Irir.h in part, leu ar.
1
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her "reelles et vives souff ranees." 5

The Roman woman further identi-

fied herself as but one of many "studious women" whose souls
had been

touched to the very quick by Dupanloup's treatment of "brulantes
questions."

She suggested that even Dupanloup didn't realize how

much power he had to "vibrer certaines ames," that is, to quicken
the
souls of women.

The Roman supplicant reached the height of her an-

guished crescendo of frustrations when she cried:
II faut etre femme,

avoit souff ert et souff rir encore cette
horrible compression intellectuelle dont on nous ecrase, pour
avoir, dans toute sa plenitude, 1' intelligence des miseres morales, dont vous n'avez eu, Monseigneur, au'une lointaine in-

tuition.""

Having thus humbled the good Bishop in the face of the enormity
of his ignorance of the woman problem, the writer generously credited

Dupanloup with understanding the frustrations of enforced domesticity.
But she went on to plead the inadequacy of traditional Catholic palliatives, palliatives which Dupanloup subscribed to, of prayer and good
works, to effect a state of spiritual well-being in women.

She wrote:

Vous avez compris que ni les charges d'une maison, ni les caresses des enfants, ni 1' amour d'un mari, ni meme parfois la priere, trop imparfaite souvent, et les bonnes oeuvres trop rares
ne pouvaient apaiser cette soif de l'ame, qui veut trouver quelque chose de plus grand qu'elle meme, pou s'y elever par 1' effort et le travail.
,

'

.

.

^Dupanloup, Lettres p. 16. This story is accompanied by a
companion letter from a young American woman, who draws a parallel
between Dupanloup's many anti-slavery publications and his defense of
female rights to education, referring to his work in the Gorrespondant
,

66

Ibid., p. 17.

This passage calls to mind Emma Goldman's
dictum that women's emancipation "begins in woman's soul." V. Goldman,
Traffic in Women (New York: Times Change Press, 1970), p. 15.

^Ibid., pp. 17-18.
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Hinging at the price she and others paid for suppression of their intellects, the Roman correspondant continued:
Vous avez compris que le fleuve detourne ainsi de son cours naturel, peut en debordant causer de sinistres ravages, et ces memes
aspirations si^pures et elevees, ne tourvant pas leurs voies, entrainer 1'ame a sa perte.°8

Dupanloup was next asked a question which he and the vast majority of
his fellow educators never answered to feminists

1

satisfaction:

N y-a-t-il donc^aucun remede efficace a ces souffrances morales,
ni contre ce prejuge qui^exclut la femme de tout travail intel-

lectuel^ et la laisse s'epuiser seule dans de steriles et impuissants desirs? '
Dupanloup' s answer to his supplicant's qustion, his reply to

her summary of her studies as a "cause presque desesperee,"? 0 was to
compile and edit the Lettres sur I education des filles in the last
1

year of his life.

The Lettres furnish scholars with a uniquely per-

sonalized retrospective view of Dupanloup'

s

life as priest-educator.

Their personal aspect, the one-to-one confessional tone which predomi-

nates all, results in the projection of an extremely coherent, though
mult i- faceted, image of woman.

This image in turn serves to summarize

and pull together previous treatments of women by Dupanloup, treatments

which were submerged in general works on education

68

(

Del' Education

)

or

Lettres p. 18. The sexual misconduct and promiscuity hinted
at in this passage and the real problems of repression of sexuality
and mind herein alluded to are treated by Phyllis Ghesler, Women and
M adness (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1972), pp.
91-96.
Ghesler notes that Freud, Reich and Lang described the price
women pay for repression of native talents, but did not detect sex-role
stereotyping as a major contributor to the psychic toll of repression.
Similar remarks could be made about Dupanloup.
.
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Ibid., p. 18.

?o

Idem.
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highly politicized

(

Femmes savant es

.

"M.

Duruy et l education des
1

filles").

The Lettres also underscore the consistency of Dupanloup°s

thought and the total integration of his views on women with his in-

terpretation of his role as an ecclesiastic.

No part of Dupanloup's

thought, be it social, relgious, educational, or political, is in-

telligible outside the Catholic tradition of Christian patriarchy.
That tradition predicated social, spiritual and political stability
on respect for authority.

Authority in turn emanated from God the

Father to the Holy Father in Rome, was transmitted from the Holy See
to lesser "fathers" within the Church hierarchy, and from thence ac-

cording to a secular order of correspondence to all males, especially
to heads of state and to fathers of families.

The keystone of Dupan-

loup's educational theory was, then, paternal authority in all its manifestations.

The cornerstones of paternal authority were respect and

1

The goal of education was to instill respect and obedi-

obedience.^

ence in all persons.

Within the patriarchal schemata for world order Dupanloup dis-

played considerable sophistication of thought when acting as an educa-

tor of females.

He internalized the concept of equality of all souls

and argued, as had Christine de Pisan, that all gifts of God, among

^Dupanloup's patriarchal phitoscphy of education is best expof

d ans l ed
sited in De 1' Education Vol. II, De l'Autorite et du respect
theories to famiucation, pp. 106-150, in which he applies patriarchal
the authoritarian
lial relations. Pp. 106-10? contain descriptions of
For contrast with Legouve's more loving male
father's ideal behavior.
in which God
parent model, see Legouve, Nos Filles et nos fils. p. 67,
For a mirror
famille."
is depicted as the ideal, loving "bon pere de
Houssaye, La Femme
image of Dupanloup' s male parent model, see Abbe
chretienne," Corres-pondant (Feb. 1880), pp. 6IO-633.
.
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which figured intellect, ought to be cultivated as Christian duty.
Oui, c'est pour les femmes un devoir d'etudier et de s'instuire; et le travail intellectuel doit avoir sa place reserver parmi les occupations qui leur son properes et parmi
leurs obligations, dans le mesure ou elles en ont la possibilite et 1* aptitude, 72

More significantly, Dupanloup diagnosed important aspects of the suffocating "ecrasement" of mind to which women were subjected in his day.
Dupanloup* s analysis of women's intellectual condition

.

Fe-

lix Dupanloup inveighed against Count Joseph de Maistre for treating
women as beings set on earthy only to please men.

He protested that

to treat women as fascinating creatures to be adored and frivously

used by men was to treat them as though God had no greater goals for
one half the human race, as though, in Dupanloup

1

s own words,

women

had neither "souls, wants, faculties, aspirations, in one word, rights
as well as duties."

Dupanloup, the celibate, went further and declared

Christian woman was created first for God, next for herself and her own
soul,

73
f>
and lastly for her husband and children.

He objected strenu-

ously to what he termed "absorption excessive de la personnalite de la
femme dans son epoux," noting that such

a spousal relationship was,

perhaps, necessary in pagan societies, but useless in lanis where

Christian doctrines of marriage applied.
If Dupanloup relegated the gyneceum

'Dupanloup, Lettres

,

pp. 107-108.

^Dupanloup, Studious Women
^Dupanloup, Lettres

,

and harem to the past, he

,

pp. 20-21 and 133; Lettres, p.

pp. 144 f.

IE.
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detected some elements of barbarian behavior in contemporary males.
Those men who wished to "conserver leur superiorite a bon marche,"
he considered lazy

r

-^

at best and tyrannical at

worst/

The Bishop

of Orleans was quick to lay the blame for continued suppression of
female potentail at the doorstep of prejudice.

The term "preju-

dice" occurs frequently in his writings in close juxtaposition to

descriptions of the effects of prejudice, effects which Dupanloup
catalogued variously as "etouffement," "mutilation," and "repression."

77

However, lingering barbarisms and prejudice were not sufficient, according to Dupanloup, to totally account for contemporary

prejudices against female education.

To his mind secularization of

French society, starting with degenerate court life in the 18th century, more adequately explained prejudice "against the intellectual ele7ft

vation of women."

Dupanloup s antipathy toward secularization
1

more accurately toward decreased ecclesiastical influence

-

-

or

found

full expression in his opposition to the University, especially to the

Duruy proposition to afford girls some state-sponsored secondary insDuring the Duruy controversy Dupanloup equated the

truction (1867).

moral ruin of French women with public lay education and the salvation

75 Ibid.,

p.

115.

7

^Such a picture emergedfrom Dupanloup s comparison between
pagan and christian eras, Lettres pp. 113-11° and criticisms of de
Maistre.
1

,

77 E.g., Lettres
I, pp.
pp. 12-15; "Le Plan divin," in Part
1^4-1^5; and Studious Women pp. 27-29.
,

,

78 studious Women

,

pp. 23-2^; Lettres

,

pp. 117-118.
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of France

with the re-Christianization of French mothers.

Woman as missionary:

la femme chretienne et forte

.

Writing

to a colleague during the Duruy controversy, Bishop Dupanloup bared

his fears that a nation of girls raised according to republican precepts would be the ruination of true, i.e., Catholic, morality.

He

indicated that "education" not "instruction" was what motivated him
to oppose the Duruy plan and described girls

1

convent education as

morally superior to that received by their male peers in the lycees,
superior because Catholic.

The conclusion Dupanloup drew from his

comparison of convent and lycee was:
%

est sauvee par les meres."

"La verite est que la France

79

The development of the idea of mother-priest cooperation
in French salvation

(woman had to be saved by the Church before she

could save France) was not simply a function of Dupanloup

Victor Duruy,

8

s

clash with

It dated from the era of the Education and before.

Volume II of the Education

,

In

Dupanloup had treated the interrelation-

ships of God-family-father-mother-children-social order as aspects of

Christian education to respect duly constituted authority.

80

For

Dupanloup the family incarnated divine power, wisdom and love.

Within

the family the father represented power, for he "created and institu-

Abbe Houssaye, writing for the Cor
this sentiment in his "Femme
echoed
(Feb.
respondant
1877), p. 616,
chretienne."

^Dupanloup, 'Duruy,"

p.

9.

In the De l'Autorite et du respect dans l'education pp.
106-150 this series of relationships is ordered on the light of
,

patriarchal theory.

-

s
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ted" the family.

8l

That is, he was the active principle in society.

The mother, on the other hand, served the more passive function of

acting as a conduit for God's love and "being the moral educator of

Together the parents represented wisdom, nut the actual

the family.

burden of family care and religious training was the mother's and

both these tasks were to be carried out in the privacy of the home.
Specific extra-domestic

(

ecole libre

,

pensionnat or convent)

instruction of women, according to Dupanloup, should fit women for
the "vie privee," and will be dealt with below as a function of

training women to be saviors of Catholic France,
Dupanloup lauded the strong woman of Proverbs 31

wife "more precious than jewels,"

Within the family
»

"the

who in 19th-century France became

the priest's auxiliary in the reconversion of France.
*

praise of the "femme chretienne et forte"
a fact of French religious life:

the Church than men.

hardworking

82

Dupanloup'

might have reflected

women were more pious and loyal to

But it also reflected his admiration for un-

stinting maternal love, such as his own mother's, an admiration which

81

Dupanloup, De l'fiducation

,

II,

pp. 107-113

chretienne et forte" reThe "forte" in the phrase "femme
writings OH KOj« «ldMOUl
curs with great frequency in Dupanloup's
La lemme forte
Ecclesiasticus (26:2):
to be based on a text from
remplira de Jltt iM «nj*
est la joie de son epoux, et elle
B
Also
vie." Lettres p.
h
82

£
P
P
ti™ 26:2^1^
afare?BccleSiS
ft? lifSl^lml f4
Other
as a moral judgment.
M.

^^^i^i ^^%^

thus re inforcing "forte"
qualities of
plssa ges -from the" apofry^hafS? tings praise the moral
In writings published
women, goodness, discreteness, and fidelity.
one finds the adduring the time of the Duruy-Dupanloup controversy
qualifying "femme chrejective "francaise" more often than "forte"
subsumed in the natienne." The context allows one to see "forte"
patriotism.
tional assignation, identifying it with Catholic

I

1

*

W

e

"

88

spilled over into Dupanloup' s recommendation taht priests be mothers
as

W(;ll

as lathers

their relations to God's children.

in

B'i

While Dupanloup' s views on maternity and the maternal mission might seem to elevate women to heights undreamed of by courtly

poets, they were based on an image of woman which revealed a darker

side to the Christian mother.

France might be saved by women, but

women themselves had to be first saved "en mettant des enfants au

monde."

84

demption.

Dupanloup seconded Paul's precondition for female reBy the same token he revealed a misogynist preference

for males as the more valuable members of society.

The primary

earthly aim for women was, he wrote, not only to bear children, but
to bear male children.

85

The cross women bore, post part urn as it

were, was to raise sons within and for the Church and to lead hus-

bands and fathers back to the Faith.
this,

8<

>

But before they could do

themselves that
the daughters of Eve had to be so educated

they could not become libres-penseuses

83 De

87
.

Examination of the natural

8
1'

Education

,

II,

p.

152.

Ibid.

as well as in the Education
female child only in reand lesser writings, Dupanloup talks of the
of natural tegard to her training to be a mother and correction

^Throughout the Studious Women

rn

,

ale faults.

^ Studious

Women

,

p.

37.

libre-ponseuse,
George Sand was Dupanloup' s model for the
with freethinklng
Lett res p. 14?. He equated republican education
clear of drawing
especial ly in regards to women. Legouve steeredand women. Fbr Dupanrelationship between secullr tutelage
th? saSi
f = development of the 1 ibre-penseuse as antitype, see Nouvelles
contre la
Oeuvres choisi es III "Conspiration des libres-penseuses
"Duruy" for
femme chretienne et franchise," pp. 110-174. See also,
invective on the topic of the libre-penseuse.
87

,

,

lX

,

,
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heritage of women as Dupanloup perceived it, explains to a great
degree his sheer panic and fierce opposition to Victor Duruy's
rather modest educational proposal.
Dupanloup* s typologies of woman
Sin and its consequences for Eve, i.

e.,

.

The doctrine of Original

punishment through the pain

of childbirth, atonement and salvation through childrearing, has

already been noted.

In the Lettres

.

"Le Plan Divin.

Dessin de Dieu

dans la creation d'Eve," 88 Dupanloup recapitulated the story of Eve's
creation to an unidentified friend.

His first point was that Eve

was created out of man and for him in marriage.
to Adam.

Eve was "given"

Made from God's superior creation rather than gross clay,

she was destined to greater spirituality than her mate and possessed

fewer propensities toward material things.

Moreover, as did Legou-

ve's woman, Dupanloup s Eve more easily ascended toward the "ideal
1

et I'infini" than did Adam and his descendants.

Like Legouve, Du-

panloup allowed a measure of likeness to the sexes.

Similarly, he

perceived a Law of Differences, although he based his educational
theories on role onlys

"elle a en meme temps des traits et une phy-

sionomie personnelle qui la distingue."

8Q

Dupanloup set woman off from may because of a sapposedly "delicate" nature.

The Bishop of Orleans surmised that men abused fe-

male "delicacy" until Christ, through Mary, taught humankind to re-

Dupanloup, Lettres

I

8 9ibid.

f

p. 133

,

pp. 129-2^9.
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spect women, or at least taught practicing Christians to respect women.

for Dupanloup the reverse side of

Yet,

a general "faiblesse."

blesse,"

Dupanloup

spiritual delicacy was

From the thesis of female weakness, "fad-

progressed to

a cataloguing of all female

traixs, noting in the process that the essential difference between

the natural woman (Eve unredeemed) and the ideal woman

(

tienne et forte ) was the type of education received, lay

mer instance, Catholic in the latter.

femme chre in

The typology given here is

fleshed out with traits drawn elsewhere than the Lettres.
Natural Woman

Vain
1

s

90

Ideal Woman

Frivolous
Weak
Soft
Changeable
Impressionable
Curious
Dormant good sense
Intuition
Morally frail
Slothful
Impious
Man's slave
Man's inferior
Passive, subalternate

Dupanloup

the for-

Firm
Serious
Grave
Generous
Physically weaker than man
Reflective, reasoning
Good sense
Directed intuition
Delicate, yet strong in character
Energetic
Pious
Man°s companion
Chaste, more spiritual than man
Long-suffering, enduring
Selfless

basic typologies were not purely equivalent, with

each good balanced by an equal and opposite evil, or the reverse.
Rather, they were somewhat vague, a fact quite in keeping with his

general approach to female schooling and consonant with the idea that

women were to be educated to serve others than themselves, i.e, the
family and the Church,

90

In Studious Women

Ibid., pp. 133-139.

,

Dupanloup observed:

s

91

The amount of Intellectual cultivation which may be lecessary
to a woman is not defined as in the case of a man, and this
makes the especial difficulty in women's education. Their
intellectual cultivation ought, when required, to enable
them to undertake everything, and to be ignorant of nothing,
without having, however, a direct and Immediate use /i.e.,
extra-domestic interests or job/ for their attainments as
q
in the education of men.
Women, Dupanloup observed during his struggle with Duruy, "sont

elevees pour la vie privee, dans la vie privee."^

So closely

did Dupanloup identify the milieux of home and sanctuary that

he never considered convent education as essentially different
Both were, after all, supposedly to-

from domestic education.

tally female environments,

Dupanloup took for granted that the

instruction gained under the careful supervision of female religious would, like that gleaned at home from a mother, produce

meres de famille who would be a credit to home and Church.

mothers would be "instruites," but not "savantes. "

Such

The instruc-

ted woman, according to Dupanloup, saw to the particulars of daily life and greased all social wheeles.

She was the "femme essen-

tielle;"

celle qui entend le menage et les affaires; la femme agreable,
celle qui plait dans le monde; la femme d esprit, celle qui
sait lire et causer. 93
1

for marriIn short, the essential woman was the perfect candidate

Studious Women pp. 72-73- This conclusion of Dupanloup'
corroborated by
was the "profoundly" noted by Frederic Godefroy and
educated woman should
the same with Mme. Guizofs statement that the
should possess an
not know how to "vaincre les circonstances, " but
a toutes.
"ingenieuse docilite qui sait se plier et s'accomoder
Gaume et de,
(Paris:
Godefroy, Histoire de 1 *. UttSrature franchise
1897), pp. 697-698.
91

,

92,, Duruy,

M

p.

27.

^ Femme

studieuse

,

in Rousselot, 11:^39.
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age,

especially if she could produce sons who would lead France

back to the Church.

Beyond supervision of the household and participation in
social life

the benefits to women of schooling were supposedly

most apparent in the maternal role of teacher.

Good mothers a

la Dupanloup helped their children with their lessons and

-

this

point can never be overemphasized when dealing with Dupanloup s
1

educational theories

-

kept sons (daughters were taken more or

less for granted) on the beaten Catholic path, even if they
had to temporarily disobey their husbands to do so.

Dupanloup

expounded on this later point in a letter entitled "Avantages
du travail intellectuel chez les femmes, pour la famille, pour

la societe et pour tous:"

C est

surtout pour les fils que la capacite d'une mere
aurait les plus grands avantages, et que son inutitlite
a de bien plus tristes suites. Pour les gar^ons, non
seulement le mari, sans consideration pour sa femme,
ne la consult e pas, mais si elle veut faire une objection
contre une ecole impie, on lui repond: "Je veux que mon
fils ait une carriere. Vous ne savez pas seulement le
premier mot, pas meme les connaissances que Von exige.
Laissez-moi done diriger 1' education de mon fils. "9^
The advantages of study for women themselves were not

treated by Dupanloup in this letter, a fact which may in part be
explained by his continual emphasis on the private display of fe-

male talents, but which seems more plausibly understood as a func
nature of study as a female
tion of his strong emphasis on the

9k
/
Lettres, p. 226.
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duty

his equally intense desire to preclude any career aspi-

.and

rations for women other than mere de famille (or nun).

introductory remarks to Studious Women

,

In his

Dupanloup explained

that women achieved status indirectly, through their children,

especially through their sons, and more immediately, through

their husbands.

Citing scripture to his advantage, he went

on to say that a woman's education served as a ticket to this

status, to assure fame outside the hoem as "worthy and intelli-

gent companion of a husband.

,

."known in the gates when he

sitteth among the elders of the land."

95

Fame on her own in-

tellectual merit was allowed woman by Dupanloup only if reSuch a female was in direct conflict with

ligious or sainted.

the "spirits of darkness," or the libres-penseuses of the modern era.

96

As for the dimensions of contemporary female

minds, Dupanloup likened women's intellectual achievements to

"little flowers," men's to "forest trees."

God, he said, wa-

tered both.

This theory of vicarious living
for women closely parallels Legouve's educating women so that men
might shine and women reflect their glory.

^Studious Women

96

,

p.

5.

Ill, "Examples, " pp. 8-15 chronicles the intellectuals among Christian female saints, from the patristic era
After that period some secular, Catholic, woto the Middle Ages.
Catherine of
men are added to the list of female notables. E.e.g.,
Pp. 15"!/
Pisa, Mary Stuart, Mme. de Sevigne, Mme. de Lafayette.
libres the secular opposites of Catholic women, i.e. the

Ibid.,

Gh.

deal with
Dupanloup may have had Leon Richer' s 1866 conferences
pen seuses
Grana Orient,
of libres-penseuses held in Paris in the Salle du
Dzeh-Dzen, p. 11, for more
in mind when he wrote this letter. V.
receptive to anticn Richer' s relationship to fomenting spirits
in
Dupanloup never mentions the Droit des Femmes
Catholicism
his major publications on women.
.

,

.

9^

Food for the "little flowers" and future
mothers was the

Fenelon curriculum, the three R s plus selected
translations of
1

pious works, the classics, classical French literature
and a

smattering of sciences.

Novel reading was to be avoided at all

costs as a polluter of the mind and corrupter of morals.

House-

hold management, domestic and child care skills, arts and
music
were also sanctioned by Dupanloup. 97

Those women who found the

leisure time and possessed native ability were encouraged to
continue study of serious pious works in their spare time.^®

Dupanloup concluded that female education could never be too
"consecutive," i.e., planned and constant; "to masculine," i.e.,
too rooted in the clasics and logic; or "too serious, "i. e.

,

too

centered in elevated subjects such as the grand scope of the Greek,
Latin and French classics. 99

Above all he stressed that education

should strive for the cultivation of piety in women.

Dupanloup s preoccupation with study as duty saved him
1

from having to engage in the type of apologetics for female study
as a right which plagued Legouve at the beginning of the Histoire

morale

.

Speaking to the grand principles of female education, the

97

Studious Women Gh. X, "The Practical Part," contains the
basic Fenelon curriculum updated to fit the 19th-century and amplified by students keeping pious private diaries, Gh. XI, pp. 103104 suggests women adopt Mme, Swetchine's morning study plans as
spiritual preparation for the day's work.
f

,

1

^8

The general rule of thumb was to be 2-3
Ibid., p. 76.
If domestic duties precluded that women
hours of daily study.
were to make use of the "art of utilizing lost moments," an art
Dupanloup failed to explain. The side effect of such study was
to keep women home, p. 99 •

"ibid.,

p.

22.

s
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Bishop summarily dismissed any discussion of women's rights
other
than reiteration of the duty of women developping their
minds as
a means of better service to God and family.

Dupanloup wrote:

ne demandons meme plus quels sont ici les droits,
voyons ce que sont les devoirs, car c'est la le vrai terrain de la question.
Oui, c'est pour les femmes un
devoir d' etudier et de s' instruire. 1 ^ 0
.

.

.

.

.

Dupanloup never strayed from this stand, although his discussion
of female education became increasingly doctrinaire in tone as

he moved from liberal support of expanding women's educational

facilities in the era of the Loi Falloux to active opposition
of the same programs when administered by Duruy or by Jules
101
v
Ferry.

Conclusion

.

Comparison of Dupanloup with his milder-

mannered contemporary Ernest Legouve reveals that both conceived
of women as either saints or sinners, although Dupanloup preached
a more somber version of this theory.

Consequently both shared

the idea that female educational programs should be designed to

compensate for'^atural" female deficiencies of mind and spirit.

Both perceived woman as "other" than man, rather than kin within
humankind.

And both predicated life roles as much on presumed

100
Lettres,I, "Moliere.
studieuses, " p. 107.
101

Les Femmes savantes et les femmes

Horvath, "Duruy and Secondary Education for Girls,"
Dupanloup'
p. 93, notes this transition and attributes it to
growing - and correct- conviction that convents were the source
of those French, Catholic women, upon whom hopes for re-Christianization of France rested. Given that assumption, Dupanloup's
complaint that Duruy' s program "jaillera au fond des choses"
2^'Duruy, p. jj was a statment of fact, not an exercise in hyperbole.
S.

psychic otherness as on biological roles.
Conuitfimunt

h .V

both publicists or women Lo Lhu private,

men to the public spheres, reflected the contemporary
idea that

women were and should be alien to men's world.

But Legouve al-

lowed some convergence of activities between the sexes, whereas

Dupanloup's more authoritarian Weltanschauung; did not permit
much demonstrative love in fathers or ultimate power in mothers.

Dupanloup's spehres were somewhat more clearly drawn than were
those of Legouve.

Legouve, for example, allowed more extra-do-

mestic activities to women and countenanced, albeit with some
discomfort, limited enlargement of career opportunities for women.

Dupanloup, on the other hand, was so alienated from the

Prance of his time

- a

fact that Daniel Halevy has singled out

as the Bishop's essential characteristic

102

—that he sanctioned

growth for women only within their "proper" domestic sphere. Conversely, Legouve s delight in his own era fostered optimistic con1

templation of female intrusions into the public sphere, at least

of unmarried women, and hoped for more male emotional involvement
in family life.

In the final analysis, however,

both educators con

sidered femme, foyer and devoir inseparable and upheld the female
status quo.

Daniel Halevy, La Fin des notables
lique des dues pp. 1 9^-195*
,

,

Vol.

II,

La Repub -
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CHAPTER

III

WOMAN IN THE GORRESPONDANT

The dominant tone of Correspondant contributors'
writings on
French political, social and religious affairs in
the late 1870'

s

was

one of deep malaise, a malaise fully reflected
in their comments on

women and in their vehement anti-Republicanism.

C orr espondant

obser-

vations on women and the Republic were joined in a handful
of articles which dealt specifically with female education and in the
jour-

nal's more plentiful short stories, serialized novellas and historical sketches.

1

The novellas and stories play a preponderant part in

the present analysis of impages of woman in the Correspondant

.

They

constitute idealized solutions to the woman question through disposition of their characters' own problems.
A major element in conservative Catholic uneasiness during

the late 1870'

s

was the feeling that the world, or the particular

Examples of those articles, in chronological order, are:
Abbe Houssaye, "La Femme chretienne" (25. Feb. I877); G. d'Hugues,
"Une Signe des temps:
les Femmes et le baccalaureat" (25 Dec. I878);
le comte Frederic de Champagny, "Lettres sur 1* education des filles"
(25 March 1879); Auguste Boucher, "Quinzaine politique" (10 July 1879);
Abbe Martin, "L' Enseignement en Angleterre" (10 July I879); H. de Lacombe, "La Liberte de 1' enseignement devant le Senat" (25 July 1879);
le pere Douhaire, "Revue critique" (25 Aug. 1879); Abbe Sicard, "Les
Destructeurs" (10 Jan. -25 Jan. 1880); Sicard, "La Politique dans 1' enseignement de 1762 a 1808" (10 July-25 Aug. 1880); Victor Laprade,
"La Musique et 1' education" (10 Nov. 1880). Outstanding examples of
historical sketches include: A. Dantier, "Les Correspondantes de
Bossuet" (25 Apr. -10 May 1878); and Mathurin de Lescure, 'Les Femmes
philosophes" (25 Aug. 1878-25 March 1879). Short stories and serials
There was a marked tendency in
will be treated in the text, below.
the Correspondant to draw examples for female behavior from pre-Revolutionary nobles and religious figures.

world so devoutly desired by Catholics in France,
was fast being

turned upside down with the advance of republican
2
secularization.
To a great extent Correspondent writers in the late
I870 s shared
f

Dupanloup' s frenzied and furious reaction to Duruy' s
attempted re-

forms a decade earlier.

Dupanloup had warned that the Duruy con -

ferences "struck at the very root of things." 3

If Duruy s limited
1

'

reform drew such criticism, Ferry's more far-reaching female lycees and talk of free and obligatory primary instruction for both
sexes were guaranteed to tear those very roots from the firm ground
ing of Catholic doctrine and transplant them to alien fields.
A great part of the conservative objections to the Ferry

reforms stemmed from Catholic opposition to Positivism.

The dy-

namic Pere Didon spoke for his peers, including Dupanloup, when he
challenged the University for control of the French soul in the mid
70 f s.

Said Didon:

"La lutte est ouverte; le champ clos, c'est le

2

Though the Correspondant was moderate in relation to the
broad spectrum of French Catholic social and political thought in
the last half of the 19th century, it was conservative in relation
The term "conservative" is used
to the total national spectrum.
throughout this paper relative to the larger category, notwithstanding the fact that to followers of Catholics like the vitriolic
Louis Veuillot, the Correspondant might be considered liberal.
Commenting on a Duruy
"Duruy," p. 1.
circular of 30 October 186?, Dupanloup wrote that the conferences
".
il jaillera du fond
would be fundamentally destructive:
des choses," wrote Dupanloup of Duruy, "il viendra de lui-meme sur
les levres des peres et des meres de families qui savent le respect
." Louis Liard, in his L'En delicat que meritent leurs filles.
seignement superieur en France vol. 2, p. 302, considered the Duruy plan to be one of the "fortes secousses" he delivered to the ed
ucatlonal status quo in France during his tenure as Minister of Pub
Reaction of Catholic opponents justifies this
lie Instruction.
judgment.
-^Felix Dupanloup,

.

.

,

.

«
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pays; l'arme, les universites; le catholicisme
et le positivisme vont
se disputer l'ame de la France. 4 Given
the highly doctrinaire stance

of not only Didon, but of Dupanloup and his
colleagues

or'

the Cprres-

pcndant, it is not difficult to detect the major
targets of the anti-

positivist forces:

free-thinkers, female emancipation, feminists and

republican leaders identified with those factions were
the predictable betes-noires of C orre spondant publicists.

uation pose no problem for the scholar.

The givens of the sit-

Rather the challenge to his-

torians studying the Correspondant and women's image in

,n

hird Republic

Prance is the unravelling of the fabric used to fashion that publica-

tion's image of woman, and the identification of the basic elements
or strands, used to weave the image.

Verification in its pages of

the prejudices against sex decried by Poulain de la Barre is a simple

staging platform.

5

The immediate framework upon which the image of French woman
in the Correspondant was worked was the complex French social, cultu-

ral and political scene in the l8?0's.

To the already noted malaise

Henri -Martin Didon, cited in Liard, Enseignement superieur
II, p. 322.
Citation dated 1876 as reaction to an 1875 law on higher
education.
Didon was an exceptionally influential Dominican preacher
who, from the late l860's on, became a prominent popularizer of Catholic social doctrine. Marie Baskirtseff in her Journal (Chicago and
New York: Rand, McNally & Company, Publishers, 1908), pp. 459-460,
"Wednesday, December 25, 1879," describes a personal visit with Didon
She was similarly
and notes his personal dynamism and growing fame.
Didon
1880).
impressed by Hubertine Auclert ("Wednesday, 1 December
was featured in the Correspondant as an important element in the Catholicization of a fictional heroine. V. Alfred de Courcy, "Une lie deserte aux Champs-Elysees, " November-December 1879. For Correspondant
recognition of Auclert' s impact, see Ch. Ill, below.
,

,

^V.

above, Ch.

I,

footnote 1.
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of anti-Republicans must be added some specific concerns.

First, the

humiliation at Sedan was still a cause for general worry, although

pride at France's economic recovery, symbolized by the Exposition of
18?8, somewhat assuaged patriots' hurt feelings.

The French were de-

termined to vindicate their educational and industrial systems in the
eyes of the world after defeat by the upstart and more highly indus-

trialized Germans.

Aristocratic hopes of stemming the tide of bour-

geois influence had dimmed after the initial resurgence of aristocratic power early in the Third Republic, but they had not yet flickered out entirely.

Darwinian theories of origin and still pervasive

Positivism vied with the Syllabus of Errors and the infallibility of
the Pope for definition of ultimate values

systems.

These factors

converged by the late 1870' s to throw social conservatives into deep

despair and kindle eleventh' hour hopes of a reprieve for the old
ways.

6

Order and the paterfamilias

The conviction that the center

.

was not holding, that social anarchy was imminent, haunted some who

wrote for the Correspondant

.

"X notre epoque, il n'y a plus de chefs!"

complained one author, blaming the state of affairs on
tion of universal (manhood) suffrage.

7

18**8

institu-

Another contributor digressed

For a comprehensive look at the cultural -political milieu of
essay, "From
the Third Republic in the 1870' s, see A.F. Thompson's
France:
Restoration to Republic," in Wallace-Hadrill and McManners,
Methuen & Go.
Government and Society/ An Historical Survey (London:
Ltd.), pp. 207-225.
Foblant, "Les Reactionnaires liberaux," Gorr
1880), pp7~l-2.
?

#

.

(10 Jan.
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from his nominal topic of music education to bemoan
the loss of bet-

ter times to revolutionaries whose motto was:

^8

*

les superioritesi"

"Perisse/nt/ toutes

Still another, one Abbe Houssaye, carefully ex-

plained that adoption of Dupanloup's precept that all societies rested on authority would be the first step toward the recorstitution

of French society.

Houssaye

1

s

g

analysis of the general crisis of authority in his

time was directly related to views on women expounded in his 25 February 18?? article, "La Femme chretienne."

The "Femme chretienne" also

served as a rather full-scale reiteration of Catholic views on the family, as Houssaye therein reviewed recent Catholic literature on mo-

therhood and the family.

Housaye and those he reviewed cited Dupan-

loup and Bossuet extensively on the need for parental authority as the
only basis for temporal order.

Dupanloup, Houssaye related, had been

first into the breach agains the loss of paternal authority threatened
by the Duruy conferences .^

Writing the same year in a more nostalgic

vein, a colleague singled out Jewish and Roman fathers as particularly

noteworthy parents and intimated that pre-1789 French men were their
spiritual descendants and the secret strength of the Old

8
p.

Victor Laprade, "La Musique et

1'

Regime."'""'"

education" (10 Nov. 1880),

5^8.

^Abbe Houssaye, "La Femme chretienne" (25 Feb. I87?),p. 6l4.
10

Ibid.

,

p.

615.

n Rene

Lavollee, "La Vieille France" (10 July 1877), p. 78.
He euloLavollee neglected mother-daughter^relat ion ships in toto
gized LePlay and criticized Legouve's stress on paternal affection
as detrimental to "auto rite paternel."
.
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He was seconded In 1879 by former Deputy Claude-Marie
Raudot (Yonne),

who prophesied widespread social anarchy if urbanization
and the revolt of French youth against paternal authority were to
continue:

"Qu'allons-nous devenir," Raudot asked, "les jeunes ne voudraient
plus cultiver la terre et obeir?" 12
Raudot' s concern for domestic and social order was apparent
in the upper reaches of conservative society.

Count Francois de

Champagny quite naturally appropriated Dupanloup's aristocratic imagery when reviewing the recently deceased Bishop's Lettres sur
cation des filles

.

edu -

1'

The father, wrote de Champagny, is the natural head

of the domestic monarchy.

Obedience to a father's will, or to the

king's in the case of society at large, was, her surmised, an excellent indication of a family's state of health.

A peer agreed:

La societe domestique est l'exemplaire de toutes les autres
societes, il s' en suit que la moralite publique depend absolument de la moralite privee, et que les vertus or vices qui
^
existent au sein de la famille rayonnent sur le corps social.

The author of this social manifesto, one Comte de Conestabile,

explicated his own text by noting a source of revolt not cited by
Raudot

-

wives:

Aujourd'hui, sous 1' influence des doctrines revolutionnaires et
anti-chretiennes /"Positivism, Freemasonry, etcJ, e'est la

12

Claude-Marie Raudot, "La Verite sur 1' agriculture et la population agricole de la France" (10 Jan. 1879), P. 59.

"^Francois de Champagny, "Lettres sur 1' education des filles,"
with eulogy to^Dupanloup (25 March 1879), p. H20. V. also E. Demolins,
"M. Le Play et son oeuvre de reforme sociale" (10 Dec. 1879), P» 869.
l%,e comte de Conestabile, "Leon XIII et la situation de
glise" (25 Oct. 1878), p. 195.

l'fi-
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femme qui meconnait l'autorite du chef de
la famille et qui se
livre a tous les reves malsain d'une fausse
emancipation^
Interestingly, Gonestabile mentioned sons and wives,
but not daughters,

in his liturgy of rebels,

a fact which may be taken to indi-

cate belief in the lesser worth of daughters, a point
which will be

considered below.
The issue prompting Gonestabile s fears of loss of
male
1

authority was the admission of women to lycees and possibly
to
still higher education.

The L 0 i Gajnille See was about to enter the

legislative hopper (it was deposed 28 October I878).

Gonestabile

was unwilling to address the subject directly, so he offered the
example (fictional?) of an unnamed young woman who scorned her own

mother because she "knew no Greek or Latin."

Such a girl, he

wrote, had been lowered by the "revolution" of female emancipation
to a point "beneath human dignity."

Her pride was so "monstrous"

that Gonestabile abandoned her example of disobedience to deal with
a more congenial topic - urban workers.

Gonestabile decried loss of urban workers to the church,
a state of affairs he blamed on the ouvrier s worship of material
1

goods.

Workers, like women, he suggested, were born to a life of

obedience and the social health of France depended on their keeping
1
to their stations and to their prayers. ^

Though linkage of women's

revolt to the obstreperous behavior of the working classes is germane
to our topic,

it will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter V,

15 Ibid.,

pp. 196-197.

l6

Ibid., p. 197.
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below.

The issue of necessary female subordination is, now ever, a

central strand of the Correspondent image of woman.
The Salutary yoke

.

It goes without saying that ecclesiasti-

cal pronouncements on the superiority of paternal authority were bol-

stered considerably by the Civil Code of Napoleon (v. Gh.

I,

above).

Though the effect of Napoleonic domestic legislation on the daily
lives of women has yet to be thoroughly explored, judging from the
Gorrespondant Napoleon's unequivocal intent

husbands

-

was overwhelmingly approved.

-

subordinating wives to

Jules DuBern's opinion that

Napoleon had replaced the shaken social structure on its proper base
by severely restricting the possibility of divorce was backed up by

Gorrespondant commentary on the indissolubility of marriage, com-

plete with a fictitious case history of a woman who revolted from
her husband on passage of Naquet's proposed divorce law."

1

"

The

virtues portrayed as ideally feminine in the Gorrespondant are di-

rectly related
bands.

to women's status as subordinates to their hus-

They are corollaries to the cardinal virtue of obedience.

Pious self-denial or abnegation (the relinquishing of rights of
self-control) and self-sacrifice loom large in the pages of the

Gorrespondant

.

Martyrdom is seen as the natural state for women.

Gorrespondant educational theories faithfully mirrored the
"ideal" female qualities of obedience and abnegation.

Houssaye spoke

when he stated that women
for his peers, both lay and ecclesiastical,

17

Jules DuBern, Influence des femmes sur les dest inees de
the issue of
la France (Paris: Dentu, 1867 ), pp. 275 and 279. On
Perret,
indissolubility of marriage, and divorce, see also Paul
de Gourcy's
"Les Demi-mariages" (10 March - 25 Apr. 1880); Alfred
lie deserte."

should be raised to submit to the authority of their husbands and,

with their children, to know "dignified, disinterested, submission."

18

He was seconded by a colleague, Alphonse Dantier, who

took the occasion of writing on Bishop Bossuet's female correspon-

dents to proclaim that (female) abnegation and sacrifice were "vertus non moins necessaires dans le monde que dans le cloitre."

Dan-

tier, homme de lettres and archaeologist, urged full integration

of pious abnegation into the female curriculum via reading matter

incorporating such ideals.

He further indicated that such a curri-

culum would have practical effects:

it would prepare females "a

soutenir plus facilement le labeur ou les peines de la journee,"
and,

in contrast to "impressions penibles ou dangereuses" gleaned

from novels or daily newspapers, would foster in women "une satis-

faction interieure, un bien-etre moral,

19
.

.

Lest his readers hesitated to translate cloister values into their own life routines, Dantier reminded them that "les religi-

euses aimaient le joug salutaire de leur pasteur" and found "le

paix dans

1'

obedience."

The Count de Baillon, writing in 1879,

offered women a model to follow in the saintly Mme. de Montmorency,
- and in that
a 17th-century duchess who lived for God and husband

l8
X

Abbe Houssaye, op. cit., pp. 6l4-6l5.

^A. Dantier,

"Gorrespondantes de Bossuet,

"

Part

I,

p.

987.

between "female"
Part II, p. 108. The relationship
Ibid
choice of one station
and "nun" might 'also be seen as the exclusive
for example, A. de
or the other, marriage or the cloister. See,
Widowhood might
Gourcy, "Philsophia, " III (25 Oct. i860), p.
sequestration, as in Mme.
also pose the question of remarriage or
latter.
de Montmorency's case. She opted for the

20

3^
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ord er.

Mme. de Montmorency, wrote Baillon, was a true

ame d' elite, faite de tous les devouements et de toutes
les abnegations. /ElleJ a traverse le monde sans y souiller
de la moindre atteint la blancheur de ses ailes. . . G'est
la perfection meme de sa vertu qui l'a exposee a l'oubli de
la posterite.
la vertu sans tache n'avait pas sa place
.

,

.

.

dans

1'

.

histoire.21

Baillon s logic was not ironclad.
1

Histoires of saints abounded in

ecclesiastical and popular literature.

They were linked to the fic-

tional heroines (and anti-heroines) of the Correspondant by the sal-

utary yoke of martyrdom.
Archetypal women in the Correspondant
femme libre

.

:

femme chretienne et

The social catechism of female abnegation preached by

the Gorrespondant s writers was no less apparent, though somewhat
1

less doctrinaire, in the journal's short stories and serials than
in

the social commentary present in its book reviews and editorials.

There

were some slight variations of shading in the portraits of

women therein provided, according to the sex of the author, but
the portraits as a whole follow the lead of Houssaye,
Dantier.

Dupanloup and

The ideal type or femme chretienne will be explored in these

stories and contrasted to the antitype of
eral stories and articles.

fenune

libre offered in sev-

In all Gorrespondant writing the moral

line dominates the characters or plot.
rule is "Katia" by Leo Tolstoy.

22

The single exception to this

Katia, the heroine, stands in

21

II (10
Charles de Baillon, "Mme. de Montmorency," Part
September 1879), p. 99^.

22

1878).

Jan.
Leo Tolstoy, "Katia," three parts (10 Dec. 1877-10
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sharp contrast to her fictional
Gorrespondant sisters by dint of her

highly developed,

finely-detailed personality.

In the two-part serial,

"La Chataigne,

"

the male author,

after describing the life of a Russian peasant girl adopted as a
surrogate child by an English family, then demoted after a child
is born and cast off to become a governess and companion, asks:

"Les femmes, sont-elles done fatalement condamnees a n'etre que
23
des victimes?" J

The heroine, Alexandrine Ruddlesley, or "Navah,"

is plain of face but rich in spirit.

She perseveres in

life of

selfless devotion to others, to the point of vowing never to marry.

Navah rejects several arranged marriages and repulses the overtures
of a posit ivist, who, the author informs his readers, lacks the pro-

perly romantic approach to love.

Navah' s employer is faced with the

problem of what to do with his employee after his mother, whose companion Navah had been, dies.

His fiancee, who is beautiful in face

but not in spirit, doesn't like Navah or her future rural residence.
In comparing the two women,

the employer-hero discovers Navah' s ster-

ling qualities and marries her.

Navah is saved by marriage from an

uncertain future.
The author of "La Ghataigne," one Guy de Parsevaj

,

allowed a

catalogue of Navah' s passive virtues stage-center in his tale.
plot merely marks time until the hero's eyes are opened.

23

The

In her care

Oct. 1879), p.
Guy de Parseval, "La Ghataigne," Part II (25
loterie" (25 Feb. -10 March
A. de Gourcy, in "Une jeune fille en
275.
("Maryan"), in "Primavera (25
1879); and Marie d'Heilly Deschard
Desof the Navah type.
Jan. -10 March 1878), provide other examples
devote themselves to teachchard' s "vielles filles" Maude and Janet
"aimer et souffnr.
ing their nieces the great lesson of life,
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of the herds ailing mother, Navah is
the "height of devotion and ab-

negation," the very "abstraction of self."

Navah is presented as

an "exceptional woman," the biblical
"one in a hundred, if not a

thousand."

24

Navah reappeared in the 1880 Corresponds
as the

personification of purity, "Blanche,"

whc>

"always occupied with

others," never took "time to analyse herself." 25

The image of woman as totally self-sacrificing was
not the

monopoly of male contributors to the Correspondant
by female writers, too.

It was used

.

Writing under the pseudonym "Maryan," Mme.

Marie d'Heilly Descard seconded her male colleagues

1

endorsement of

the femme chreti enne a la Dantier. Her unadorned description
of the

female archetype, was, however, atypical in its lack of verbal embellishment, a fact which recalls similar bare-bones statements by

Claire de Remusat:

Donner sans compter, ne point etablir de balance, ne point excuser vos torts par ceux d'un autre,
c'est le role de la
.

.

femme. 26

2 ^Ibid.,

p.

296.

2

^Louis Joubert, "Blanche" (25 Feb. 1880), p. 712
Joubert
makes much of the necessity of correcting female "weakness" with male
strength, echoing Legouve's Law of Differences. His hero, an old
Breton, advises his nephew to resist trying to bring girls into
his active young life, rather he counsels leaving them in their proper sphere, in order that they might remain "respectable." The
Breton asks: "Pourquoi tant changer les moeurs d autrefois?" and
Donnezstates:
"Si les femmes sont faibles, elles sont bonnes.
leur un point d'appui solide /"Le., a noble Catholic husband/, et
vous les verrez faire des miracles, par reconnaissance, fierte et
devouement." Ibid., p. 703.
1

Marie d'Heilly Deschard, "Un Mariage de convenance" (10
July 1879), p 127. Under the Napoleonic Code a wife had to give
0
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Deschard's fictional example of "giving
without counting" was
a fajni^iar one to her audience and
a frequent subject of feminist

ticism

-

c ri-

a husband used his wife's dowry monies
to finance repayment

of his premarital debts.

Genevieve, the heroine in this case, is
en-

couraged by an older, wiser, woman to allow
her husband full use of

her dowry without complaint.

her trust.

Dod, Genevieve is assured, will repay

The marriage was one of convenience, but her
selfless-

ness will lead her husband to her with debt repaid
and arms outstreatched.

Deschard was not, however, willing to rely totally on

prayer 2? to achieve domestic miracles, and introduced a
successful
pregnancy as the deus ex machina

.

Unlike her male colleagues (Tolstoy excepted), Deschard ad-

vanced a step beyond rote preaching of abnegation to acknowledge
the psychological stress inherent in its one-sided practice,

Gen-

evieve reacted negatively to her friend's counsel of silent selflessness, perseverance and prayer.

She was most reluctant to risk

financial security for the mere possibility of her spouses' love
and protested vociferously:

"II est difficile, quoil

Le coeur,

consent to her husband for use of the dowry. However, the husband
had actual powers of management of the dowry in his capacity of
chef de famille
Upper-class women, used to prior management of
affairs by fathers and other male relatives, were so inexperienced
in financial matters that Legouve urged a 5-year period of financial tutelage for them, by their husbands, so that women would be
able to cope financially if widowed, V, Moral History p. 146,
.

,

27

Dupanloup's Roman correspondent as one example of a
woman who tried, unsuccessfully, to follow the Church's teachings
For a more successful - and fictionalon prayerful perseverance.
example of the same, see the model offered by Marie in Paul Perret's
"Demi-mariages" (10 March-25 Apr. 1880).
V.
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no S e revolto-t-il jamais en se prodiguant
ainsi peut-gtre sans re28
tour?"
But Divine Grace acted through the pregnancy
aid Genevieve no longer had to substitute dinner-time
novel reading for her

husband's conversation at the table.

Her conduct as wife and mo-

ther became an inspiration for the entire household.

Her husband

professed love for her, their child, and miracle of
miracles, for
the Holy Catholic Church.

Deschard's setting was totally interior, quite

in

keeping

with the Correspondant's position on the propriety of women's
domestic role.

The problem of women's condition under the Code,

did, however intrude in the form of the dowry.

In the works of

another female publicist, Mme. Henry Greville (Alice Henry), the
question of female independence and arranged marriages intruded
in a similar manner on the basic love story theme.

Mme. Gre-

ville was the spouse of Smile Durand-Greville, and her later con-

nections with the Ferry programs 29 suggest that she was not a

28

Ibld., p. 108.
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Linda L. Clark, "The Molding of the Citoyenne; The Image of
the Female in French Educational Literature, 1880-191^," paper read at
3rd Berkshire Conference (June 1976), pp. 4-6 and 8-10, discusses Greville' s influential Instruction morale et civique dos jeunes filles
first published 1882, as one of the four basic civics manuals used to
launch the final stage of republican primary education reforms. The
reformed curriculum was published in 1882 and is reflected in the priThough geared to lower classes, the manual projected an image
mer.
of women remarkably similar to that forwarded by Greville in the
Correspondant
Greville s life as daughter of a diplomat, wife of a
professor at the Ecole de droit in Saint Petersburg, and fenunt? des
lettreS was clearly not the pattern she used for her heroines, although her years in Petersburg furnished her with some exctic settings.
,

1

.

i

Ill

typical contributor to the Correspondent

.

Durand's fame as an author

was great enough to attract the attention of Elizabeth Gady
Stanton,
who judged her commitment to women's cause wanting.

She was, accor-

ding to Stanton, "a politic rather than an earnest woman of principie."

30

Durand's heroines might not be feminist enough for Stanton,

but they were a bit more assertive than the Gorrespondant ideal, a

fact which may be accounted for by Durand's fifteen-year sojourn in

Russia during the period of the emerging Russian women's movement
or by her own atypical childhood and early adulthood in Russia.
In "Vera," the heroine of that name is attractive to the

narrator, Serge Pavlovich, precisely because she differs from the

passive female norm.

Vera "transgresses the laws of her sex," cau-

sing Serge to observe that
une femme se permet d' avoir une superiorite morale sur
quelqu'un de nous, elle devrait au moins avoir la modestie de
la cacher soigneusement car c'est le seul moyen de se la faire
pardonner. 31
.

.

.

;

Vera is also from a lower social class than Serge, and in the in-

terests of his own future, he cuts off their relationship by informing Vera untruthfully that he is already married.

The indepen-

dent Vera is devastated and succumbs to a cold which turns for the

worse into cerebral fever.

She dies screaming, "marie', marie'." A

Reminiscences, 1 815-1897
^°Stanton, Eighty Years & More;
Schocken Books, 1971 Ti PP- 388-401, recalled meeting^
(New York:
Durand-Greville twice while travelling in France with her son Theodore and his French wife. The first meeting occured in January
1886; the second sometime between April and October 1887.
31

Durand-Greville, "Vera" (10 Feb. 1877),

P-

^92.
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contrite Serge remains a bachelor for life,
his price for thwarting
a marriage made in heaven.

Durand also allowed males to die for

unrequited love, but they chose to die rather
than passively pi-

njng away. 32

The

sajue

principle of male action

-

to success or failure - was incorporated by
Durand

whether it lead

in her manual

for the Instruct ion morale et civique des .ieunes
filles .^
In "Anton Malisoff," Durand offered several
perspectives

on women and marriage.

The hero returns at age forty, still un-

married, to the family estate to put affairs in order after
his

mother's death.

During his 20-year absence all his "pretty" sis-

ters have married, leaving only the uglier ones at home.

none of the sisters ever enter the plot

-

Since

Anton's own marriage

-

the readers are never enlightened on the fate of the uglier sisters,

Malisoff finds himself infatuated with Eugenie, the young

32

"La Niania," four-part serial (25 Aug. -10 Oct.
187? ), contains a heroine who choses to expose herself to chilly
night air and pine away - over a long period of time - rather than
marry the older, richer, man her father favors over her beloved
Fyodor Durnof, to whom she "belongs." Durnof respects her wishes
to honor both him and her father by martyring himself in marriage
The marriage produces a son like himself and
to a flighty girl.
a girl fated to be like her flighty mother. His wife leaves, only
to return repentant to deliver the daughter to her father and leave
again.
Durnof places both children with his father, then commits sui
cide by throwing himself on his first love's grave during a winter
storm.
She took months to die, he hours,
,

On p. 9 Clark
Clark, "Citoyenne," pp. 4-6 and 8-10.
notes women were encourged to support their husbands but ask them
to practice "patient resignation" in the atelier and not to strike
against bosses' wills. Women were to likewise subordinate their own
wills to their husbands'. See Deschard's "Kate" (10 Jan. -10 Feb.
1879) for this theory in fictional action.
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daugnter of a neighboring nobleman.

Eugenie, the reader is informed,

is a constant source of worry to her mother, because she has too
much

"esprit," something acceptable "only in married women."^

Unlike

most of his contemporaries, Malisoff spurns marriage with a younger

woman and sacrifices his own chance at happiness by sponsoring a

younger man as Eugenie's suitor.

He becomes godfather to the two.

Durand's romantic treatment of the sacrifice made by Malisoff is
unique in the Gorrespondant literature from 1&77-1880, as is her

foregoing the consummation of

a possible May-September marriage,

the norm for Gorrespondant stories

35
.

Durand's Russian heroines were followed in Decemoer 1877 and
January 1878 by Tolstoy's Katia, who differed from them in actively

seeking her own life outside the home.

Katia started married life

awed by the enormity of total commitment to another person.

sentis que j'etais tout entiere a lui

et que j'etais heureuse

^Durand-Greville, "Anton Malisoff," Part
p.

"Je

I

(25

l-eb.

1877),

672.

-^Although marriages between young couples were not uncommon in Gorrespondant fiction, the age advantage was always given to
the man, who was generally at least 5 years his bride's senior. Age
differences of 10-15 years were more common, with 20-30 year spans
between bride and groom not at all uncommon. The reverse situation,
in which the woman was the elder, was treated just once and the marriage was not allowed to take place. The heroine, faced by her father's death with choosing marriage to a man 10 years her junior or
becoming an institutrice makes the "correct" decision of entering
the spinster life of a teacher. V. L. Mussat, "Trop Tard'." (10
element
As a rule of thumb, the greater the romantic
May 1880).
of the betrothed;
in Co^espondant stories, the closer the ages
likelihood of an arand the greater the age gap, the greater the
ranged marriage or a marriage of convenience.
,

s
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d'etre en sa puissance," she later recalled. 36

But the novelty of

"belonging" to Serge Mikhailovich wore thin soon after the nuptials,
and Katia found herself longing for something to do, something meaningful beyond her spouse.
style,

she mused:

Contemplating his more comprehensive life-

"Je ne veux pas jouer avec les choses de la vie,

c'est vivre que je veux, tout comme toi."

Katia went even farther,

hinting at the visions that created female revolutionaries in Roma7

nov Russia:

".

.

.

je veux vivre avec toi en parfaite egalite."-^

Katia' s willful insistence on a life of her own, symbolized

by her decision to live at court rather than at the family dacha,

strained her relationship with her husband to the breaking point.

Despite the dutiful production of two male heirs they continued to

live apart in body as well as in spirit until Katia confronted
Serge with his rejection of her for "an unnamed fault," i.e., for

her need for her own identity.

through her
sonal needs.

-

She faulted Serge

-

as did Tolstoy

for lack of supportive understanding of her own perThe couple reached a modus vivendi because of Katia'

baring of her soul.

The plot returned full circle to the original

Katia found meaning in love for her children and

pastoral setting.

for the "father of my children;" rejected the life of

a St. Peters-

burg socialite as frivolous; and reiterated Tolstoy's personal philosophy:

"la realite du bonheur est au foyer et dans les joies pures

de la famille."

38

36

Jan.
Leo Tolstoy, "Katia," three parts (10 Dec. 1877-10
1878), Part II, p. 1049.
37 Ibid.,

38
p.

1056.

Ibid., Ill, p. 130.
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Ratio.' s refusal to bow to

arbitrary authority and her need

to define herself before fulfilling familial roles sets her apart

from the women in the Correspondent fiction.

But, of equal in-

terest in "Katia" is Tolstoy's description of Katia, a woman, in
the same terms as her husband.

Both Katia and Serge are allowed

to retain their essential humanity even though they err.

Katia is

allowed the ambivalence Sullerot detects as central to the human
condition but more frequently permitted manifestation in men than

Tolstoy's Katia could engage in discourse with both

in women.

the femme libre and the femme chretienne and remain herself.

She

did not fit into the world of Gorrespondant women except in her
final homecoming to family.

The anti-type of the femme chretienne in the pages of the
G orrespondant

was the republican woman, variously referred to as

"femme libre," "libre-penseuse, " "citoyenne," and incarnated as
George Sand, Louise Michel, and the female activist Hubertine Au-

clert.-^

The most sustained fictional treatment of the femme libre

appeared in the Gorrespondaits of March- April 1880 in the four-part
serial "Les Demi-mariages" by Paul Perret.
to a lengthy tirade against divorce.

Perret's serial amounted

Its cast of characters re-

also Oh. V, below, for negative portrayals of the
and the
free spirit Sand, the feminist-socialist-communard Michel
philofeminist-suffragist Auclert. Mathurin de Lescure's Femme 3
Gorrespondant
sophes, abbreviated in "Femmes philosophes" in the
readers with an ad(Aug. 1878-March 1879), provided Gorrespondant
precursors. De
verse portrayal of the trio's 18th-century female
Voltaire's circles.
Lescure was particularly horrified by women in

^See

^0

Paul Perret, "Les Demi-mariages"

(10 March-25 April 1880).
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fleeted the upper class and haute bourgeoisie milieu
of Correspon -

dent

readers.

Briefly, Perret depicted the marriages of two daughters,

Marie and Marthe, of a "newly arrived" bourgeois.

Marie and Marthe

both married gentlemen but found their marriages short on love.
Marie, believing in the indissolubility of marriage, practiced

prayerful perseverence and her efforts were rewarded with her

husband's undying devotion.

The free-thinking older sister, Marthe,

took advantage of a new divorce law to leave her noble bat dull Breton spouse and two children for a rich Jew.

Predictably, Marthe

died young, repenting of her sins.
Marthe was depicted as a victim of the"humeur

d'

emanci-

pation" resulting from passage of the Loi Naquet, which didn't become law until 1884.

The real villains of the story are the re-

publican politicians who pass the law and make use of it to rid themselves of faithful wives, thus setting a sorry example for the rest
of the nation.

Opposed to them are those ranked behind Marie, who

believes in the Catholic Church as the "foyer de resistance
franchisement des femmes."^

1

a.

1' af-

Her increasingly steady ally is her

husband Percy, who though made somewhat "effemine" by Parisian life
turns out to be a true blue aristocratic Catholic.

Perret, "Demi-mariages, " II, p. 1050. The intertwining
of female emancipation, divorce and Catholic reaction to both is
also noticeable in Baron Alfred August Ernouf de Verdives' "Le
Divorce et la Revolution" (10 Jan. 1880); and Alfred de Courcy's
"lie deserte." For a negative portrait of a rural republican functionary, the counterpart to Perret' s politicians in Paris, see
Jules Martin in "fipreuve avant la lettre" (10 July 1880) by Courcy.

Marie stays at home tending familial
fires

and Marthe's

children, while Percy roams the demi-monde
in search of social
truth.

What he finds is a hodgepodge of classes and
affairs,

broken marriages and heartsick spouses.

The epitome of the new

marriage, or "demi-mariage, " is the couple Mauclert.

M. Mauclert

is a Republican Deputy, his wife Hubert e is modeled
after the

feminist Hubertine Auclert (1848-1914) whose suffrage
campaigns

made her a cause celebre.

"Hubert e," a former chambermaid, has

abominable manners and emulates the forward ways of American women.
She affects

des allures garconnieres, et cependant assez pedantes,
c'etait un libre penseur en religion et en morale a 18 ans,
en musique une grande wagnerienne.
c'est la precleuse
jacobine.
.

.

^

.

.

Visions of amazons surround Hubert e and her friend, Mme.
Gharbel, whenever Perret allows them on the scene.
is a companion piece to Mme. Mauclert.

Mme. Gharbel

She is the

muse de canton, emancipee de village, longue, csseuse,
pretentieuse, avec une chevelure de saule sur des traits masculins.
le virago .^3
•

•

.

.

.

Perret was preoccupied with the thought that emancipated, "mascu-

linized

11

women and the freedom to divorce would subvert paternal

authority.

A divorced or "half-married" man (married in God's eyes

but not the State s), surmised Perret, could no longer control his
1

own family, even though as in Louis de Lartic's case, the judge

awarded him the children by his marriage to Marthe.

unfit as a mother.

42

He found her

Wrote Perret about de Lartic's pitiful state:

Ibid., p. 1068.

43

Ibid., p. 1069.
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le demi-mari a moins de precautions et mo ins de puissance,
le vrai marl est solidement loge dans son droit et il a la
patience et la foree.
Ge droit, la revoltee le reconnait en depit d'elle-meme et n'ose.
Le demi-mari n'est assis que sur
une breche; sachant le peu qu'il est, il paie tout de suite
.

.

.

.

d*

.

emportement et d'audace.^"

Perret's fears of Hubertine Auclert and other emancipated
women were echoed by Victor Fournel, a frequent contributor to the

Gorrespondant and devote of Paris history.

Writing on the question

of divorse, Fournel dismissed Auclert and her feminist friends as
"ridicules" while opposing them to the "sublime" element in Paris,
that is, to the lectures of Fathers Monsarde and Didon.

Fournel

further implied that the solution to social discontent was to be
found in marrying off social activists to one another:

Les deux sexes rivalisent dans ces assauts de folies malsaine
et l'on ne sait auquel decerner la palme.
Les citoyennes Rouzade et Hubertine Aucler/t/ n'ont vraiment a craindre aucune
concurrence.
Entre ces aimables personnes et les orateurs barbus qui les accompagnent un alieniste se balancerait a s'appliquer sa plus forte douche. Gela ferait des epoux assortis.
,

.

c

Fournel referred to Auclert as the leader of "revendications feminines" in the "guerre contre

1'

usurpation masculine," and suggested

that she and her ilk could be most easily managed if only married to
"real" paterfamilias .

Discussing Auclert, Fournel observed:

Elle declare 1' heroine Louise Michel digne d'occuper le poste
Les femmes applaudissent avec transport; les
de M. Grevy.
hommes sont plus mous, on pourrait meme dire qu'ils sont froids.
.

.

^Perret, "Demi-mariages, " Part III,

p.

78.

La Societe du
et les hommes:
Droit des Femmes et le venere Blanqui" (10 May 1880), p. 504. Didon 's
lectures on the indissolubility of marriage were delivered at SaintFor^a f eminist^criPhilippe du Roule in 1879 and published in 1880.

^Victor Fournel, "Les Oeuvres

tique of Didon' s position on marriage, see "Une Conference du Pere
Didon," Droit (Dec. 1879), PP. 183-185. Didon' s audience is characterized therein as "un auditoire qui n'a pas le droit de replique."
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En general, ils n'ont pas Pair bien convaincu.
On devine que
ses citoyons, au fond, ne sont pas prets a abdiquer et qu'ils
tiennent particulierement au droit de battre leurs femmes. Je
comprends cela.
Si la citoyenne Hubert in e Auclerc/t/ etait mariee, je soupconne quelle inspirerait parfois a. son epoux cette

salutaire envie.^

3

Auclert was pre sump tious in her challenging of established
political, i.e., male order:

such was the social morale to be drawn

from reading Perret and Fournel.

They were joined in such a judgment

by a cleric, Father Douhaire, who likened Auclert'

s

lack of humility

to the rash Joan of Arc in a recently retranslated 17th-century Latin

play.

Douhaire cited as proof of the unacceptable Joan's lack of

feminine timidity and humility, the heroine's promise that her vic-

tory over the English would cause monuments to be raised which would

teach future generations that women as well as men could wear the

victor's palm.

47

Douhaire could as well have likened the "spurious"

Joan to George Sand, whose masculine ways and fame eclipsed those of

Hubert ine Auclert.

tem

-

But, Sand had never challenged the political sys-

a male dominion - as did Auclert.

Sand was identified with

literary dissent, always a bit more acceptable for women than political

46

Ibid., p. 508.

"Jeanne
d'Arc," trans, by Antoine de Latour, Gorres . p. 75^. Similar criticisms of Joan as a poor female model appeared in Ferdinand Colincamp's
review of Mme. Ernest de Laboulaye" s Vie de Jeanne d'Arc "Melanges,"
Gorr (25 Jan. 1877), p. 36l. Wrote Colincamp:
loin de rever une situation exceptionnelle
Dieu a ses vues.
a
dites-vous bien qu'il y a une mission que Dieu nous a confiee
a sautoubes et que chacune, dans son milieu vous etes appelees
du
ver not re chere France et a etre tou jours et partout l'ange
femme.
foyer domestique. . . douce, chaste, charitable.^.
qui vit sous
chretienne, serieuse, au coeur noble, l'ame elevee,

^Douhaire, "Revue Critique" (25 Aug. 1880), Section

VI,

,

,

.

.

.

.

le regard de Dieu.

.

.

e
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activism.

George Sand was dissected as the devil incarnate
in woman by
Agathe Perier Audley in a serialized "Frederic Chopin"
early in 18?8.

Audley's "Chopin" served as a case study in the ruination
of a man of
talent by an "unnatural" or masculinized woman.

Audley portrayed

Sand as a moral monster, ruled by "appetits sensuels" and
"desirs

insatiables,
talent.

"

a woman determined to dominate Chopin and his great

Audley paid a single compliment to Sand when she described

the author as enthralled by Chopin's music on their first meeting.

Sand was depicted leaning on the grand piano, "curieusement atten„

tive et gracieusement subjugee,"

48

properly subordinate to a man

if only for a moment.

Audley's unsympathetic portrait of George Sand, femme libre
and intellectual, was but one aspect of Correspondent criticism of

women who eschewed traditional roles in search of education or emancipation.

In the serial "Un Bas-bleu"

(

25 May-10 July 1878) by Eng-

lish author Annie Edwards, the femme savant

took quite a beating.

The heroine of "Bas-bleu," Clementine Hardcastle, had been led by

her "false" education to devote her life to geology rather than to

„

UP)

Agathe Perier Audley, "Frederic Chopin," in two parts
Part I (25 Jan. 1879), p. ^25. A similar disapproving portrayal of
Sand was contributed by H. de Lacombe, Corr (25 July 1879) in his
"La Libert e de 1* enseignement " Lacombe declared Sand, for all her
intellect, unfit to serve as a model for female instruction. In
her place he suggested the nun, "despite her poor readings, all her
vows of poverty and chastity." Lacombe, p. 219. Douhaire, in his
criticism of Compayre's Histoire des doctrine de 1' education faulted the role women like Sand and the philosophies female circle
played in the secularization of female education. "Revue critique,"
,

.

.

,

'

p.

740.
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the pursuit of a husband.

At story's end both Clementine and her

two younger sisters saw the error of their ways
and Clementine's

resistance to the ways of true womanhood was broken down
castle stormed as it were

-

the

by a young suitor with the prophetic

of "Felix" (Happiness).

najne

-

Edwanls

0

descriptions of Clementinas

pre-Felix mania for knowledge (i.e. instruction rather than
education) amounted to an indictment of women who would be serious
scientists.

Clementine's passion for paleontology occasioned remarks
on the order of:

le coeur de bien des hommes se glacerait a la vision
d'une maitresse vouee a la paleontologie et ayant des opinions arretes sur la toute-puissance de la matiere.^9
.

.

.

The scientific vocabulary of Clementine and her two sisters, to

quote Edwards, "froze one's blood. "^°
Mme. Hardcastle, a widow, was described as a "f emme-homme"

enamoured with the idea that men with little education desired women

with great learning as wives.

Inspired by her mother Clementine

even wished to set up institutions for advancing female learning and
to run "conferences" a la Duruy.

Mme. Hardcastle' s hecrt,

be said, was basically in the right place:

fortuitous marriages for her girls.

it must

she wished to arrange

Not so the spinster tutor,

Mattie Rivers, whom she had engaged to carry out her positivistic

^9

Annie Edwards, "Un Bas-bleu,"

I,

p.

698.

5 °Ibid., Ill,
p. 1068.

The character Madame de la Previere,
1^5.
in Stella Blandy's "Le Charme," Corr. (25 July-10 Aug. 187? ), is a
Mme. Hardcastle undeterred by plot or fate.

^Ibid.,

IV,

p.

s

«
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program of schooling.
stood, hands in pockets

Rivers evoked pictures of George Sand
as she

1

la fa^on d'un jeune

SlSganV

and se-

duced girls' minds with instruction in the
natural sciences. 52

Audley's portrait of George Sand, Perret's
portrayal of

Hubertine Auclert, and Edward's (fettle Rivers were
but three examples of women supposedly desexed by appropriating
masculine
traits.

The type or anti-type was as common as the approved
femme

chretienne, if one is to believe the Correspondant'

pending social anarchy.^

cries of im-

In whatever context it appeared,

sions to the "unnatural" appeared.

allu-

The worst thing Correspondant

writers could say about women was that

they were attempting to

usurp male characteristics, to become male.^

Yet,

so limited was

their vocabulary of praise for females outside the domestic sphere,
that they were forced to employ masculine adjectives in their posi-

tive appraisals of women.

52

Ibid., p. 120.
Paul Perret, "Le Mariage en poste" (10
July 1877), and "La Grande cousine" (25 Oct. I8?8) provides two
more "Mattie Rivers," sinister spinsters seducing innocent young
female minds with promises of the rewards of a career and a single
Marthe Prempain, in the "Mariage en poste," is middle-aged,
life*
ugly* and has stepped into her father's post as a notary public on
She hates all men "sincerely and openly" and has a charhis death.
et
acter as pock-marked as her face by "l'acidite de son sexe.
la rondeur de 1' autre," "Mariage," pp. 116-117
t

•

53

.

In Gorrespondant fiction the two types generally appear

together, especially if the anti-type is mentioned.
women always win out over the "bad."

The "good"

Part I, p. 602. Lescure
indicts women who want to be "honnetes hommes;" and Laprade, "Musique et 1 education " in passim. The reverse fear, feminization of
men, was evident in Laprade' s work in his discussion of Alfred de
Musset, who was called "feminin" because he played the piano well.

^V. Lescure, "Femmes philosophe,"
1

,

•
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Virility as the s ummum bonum

.

Audley might profess horror

at Sand's masculine ways, but she paid Sand a backhanded
compliment

when she agreed with Liszt's appraisal of Sand's effect on
Chopin,
the "il" in the following citation:
G'est qu'il ne s'est pas trouve un coeur d'homme ass^z feminin pour payer a. tes charmes^virils l'hommage d'une ooumission
confiante et aveugle, d'un devouement muet et ardent; pour laisser proteger ses obeissances par ta force d'amazone.55

Other writers praised George Eliot's style for being "viril;" a
Catholic woman's writings for possessing "l'interet, le charme penetrant, la pieuse et virile melancholie;

"

and Mme. de Sevigne's

works for the "qualites viriles" of "raison, droiture,

la loyaute, la fermete, la Constance.""5

1*

elevation,

Yet, only those women who

evidenced masculine qualities within or while endorsing female

spheres were praised for emulating "manly" virtues.

Women could

be made too masculine, believed Correspondant contributors, in

contradistinction to Legouve and Dupanloup's faith in "serious,
masculine" education, especially if they allowed masculine traits
or virtues state center in their lives.

Only the exceptional, i.e.,

the French Catholic, woman could combine male and female virtues with

moral impunity.

57

See also d'Hugues tirade against overly ambitious "modern Amazons"who aspired to the most
lucrative and prestigious professions. Hugues, "Femmes et baccalau-

^Audley, "Chopin," Part

II, p. 43^.

reat," p. 1071.

Eliot's style, see du Quesnoy, "Les Romanciers anglais
on Catholic women ^writers,
contemporains" (10 Nov. 1878), p.
Sevigne, see
see Douhaire, "Revue critique," p. 350; and on Mme. de
Laprade, "Musique et education," p. 5^*8

^0n

W;

^7 This is the thrust of Laprade' s "Musique et education."

He
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If emulation of the male was generally out of reach of

males, production of males was not.

fe-

Correspondant publicists uni-

versally endorsed "monsieur le bebe" as superior to his sister

"Mademoiselle la bebe."

Almost across the board Correspondant

authors allowed their fictional families male first-borns.
"Niana"

In

Durand-Greville presented the prejudice for sons most

dramatically.

Her hero, Fyodor Eburnof

of his first-born.

,

anxiously awaits the birth

Pacing the floor outside the birth chamber

he stops when approached by the doctor and asks "in a strangled

voice" whether the cry he has just heard issued from a male or
a female child.

The fear of disappointment at a girl's birth is

so great that he awaits the news "without daring to approach" his

wife's bedside. Doumof
plies:

1

s

joy knows no bounds when the doctor re-

"Un garcon, un vrai Dournof, car il vous ressemble,"

58

The birth of a girl several years later receives only an impersonal

"...

une fille lui naquit.

In the "Demi-mariages,

"

59

Marthe de Lartic's only moments of

happiness during her first marriage are related to the birth of her
son.

Writing her sister she recalls:

believed, however, that carefully supervised female studies could
produce an ideal state of affairs and adopted Father Gay's motto:
"Faites que vos fils soient veritablement des hommes et vos filles
meant
meme des femmes viriles," p. 621. This is what Xavier Dufresne
critique"
when reviewing Jules Vuy' s Vie de Mme. de Gharmoisy "Revu-3
described as 'une femme
(10 Nov. 1878), p. 533. Mme. de Gharmoisy was
Joan of
d'un tres-bon esprit et du courage male." Laprade praised
of male courage
Arc and Charlotte Gorday as the sole modern examples
moJules DuBern's paeon to the "femmes viriles" who
in females.
in point. DuBern,
thered to-century Gallic warriors was another case
,

p.

4.

'^Durand-Greville, "Mania," Part IV, p. 110.

59 Ibid.,

p.

118.
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Je n'ai trouve qu'une seule fois en six ans M.
de Lartic adorable, aimable.
C'est en cet instant ou, se penchant sur moi
il m'a dit:
"Un garcon'."
Un garcon'. un etre sorti de moi, qui serait mon
image, qui aurait pourtant cette force qui nous manque et cette

dont le reve commenceait deja. a me tourmenter.°°

The first Lartic child was a son.

liberte

No similar recollections fol-

lowed the birth of the second child, a girl.

Marthe's sister

Marie likewise gave birth first to a son and then to a daughter.
Perret didn't allow any of his "femmes emancipiees" and their divorced spouses offspring.
Abbe Houssaye, the Cqrespondant' s chief popularizer of Du-

panloup's thought in the late-1870'

s,

cast Marthe de Lartic' s

sen-

timents in another light when he wrote that woman's oeuvre was the

production of male children, of a
homme capable de fonder lui-meme une famille, d'illustrer son nom par son genie, de sauver sa patrie par son courage, de mourir martyr pour son dieu.
.

.

.

Houssaye' s description of women's maternal mission occured in his

"Femme chretienne" of 1880.

His subordination of female to male

interests was typical of Gorrespondant literature on women,

which

bore eloquent testimony to the difficulties of perceiving women

Perret, "Demi-mariages, " Part II, p. 1049.

^"Houssaye, "Femme chretienne," pp. 620-621. The idea of
a female "oeuvre" expressed here is closely related to the idea that
women are saved by giving birth to sons. Only one rebellion against
this idea was chronicled in the Gorrespondant from 1877-1880, and
In excerpts from Misthat one from an alien culture, the Mormons.
tress Stenhouse's tract, "An Englishwoman in Utah," the author objected to the idea that "la femme. . . ne peut etre sauvee que par
Stenhouse saw in poloygamous marriages
sons or husbands.
1' homme,"
the prostitution most feminists perceived in contemporary monogamy.
327.
V. V. de Chevigny, "Une Anglaise dans l'Utah" (25 July 1880), p.

outside a framework of male interests.

This attitude was no

where more clearly apparent than in Correspondent discussion of
female education within the context of Ferry's proposed reforms.
The Correspondant vs. the lyceenne

.

After deposition of the

Loi Gamille See, Correspondant criticism of proposed republican educational reforms increased and fears of general social disaster

were linked to proposed female lycees. 62
*

The greatest Insult per-

ceived to the social order, however, was not necessarily greater

ed-

ucation for girls but increased inroads on male power, specifically
paternal authority, symbolized most clearly by the laicization of
secondary education.

Wrote the Abbe Sicard:

Les peres de la famille peuvent bien pardonner a la republique
de prendre leur argent, ou leurs places; il ne peuvent pas lui
permettre de prendre leurs enf ants, or c'est la violence qu'ell
est en train de commettre. 3
Sicard was particularly incensed by talk of government spon
sorship of female internats and externats at the primary and secon-

dary levels.

Paul Bert, Sicard claimed, would commit the ultimate

sacrilege of disrupting the family, i.e. paternal authority, by

reaching into its "very sanctuary"
pour assurer que les petites filles de six ans ont des
idees saintes sur nos legislatures, sur le suffrage universel,
sur l'indivisibilite de la nation, nous comprenons que les
.

.

.

V.

chronology in footnote

1,

above.

enseignement d
Abbe Augustin Sicard, "La Politique dans I
article's publica1762 a 1808," Part I, p. 1. At the time of this
Saint-Philippe du
tion (]DJuly-25 Aug. 1880), Sicard was vicar of
electrified the faith
Roule, the church in which Monsarde and Didon
of female piety.
ful with their social commentary and exhortations
63

1
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parents se liguent d'une frontiere a 1'
autre et repcndent a
ces crisde guerre par 1' affirmation
eclatante de leurs
droits.

According to Sicard, Bert's compulsory primary
education

would teach girls "things not made for them,"
like civil administration, finances, military and political
organization, the wor-

kings of the constitution, all subjects contained
under the rubric
".-jnseignement civique."

And, Sicard reiterated, the liberty of opi-

nion and liberty of "peres de famille" would be
"imperilled. 1,65

Sicard elsewhere noted that women shaped men, not just mores,
to what
they wanted.

66

If women were not educated to shape men into loyal

Catholics, but were instead directed to republicanize their sons

and husbands, the Catholic cause would be lost.

Sicard was more worried about the fate of the seat of pa-

ternal power, the Church, than he was about the particular fates of

fathers and future fathers of France.

But the fear of inappropri-

ately educating women to active citizenship in the public sphere,

64

Ibid., p. 2.

^Ibid.,

The eventual collapse of paternal authority
was symbolized for Sicard by a n order of 8 November 1793 which called
for substitution of the title "citoyen-ne" for "monsieur, madame"and
'mademoiselle." Said Sicard, meditating on the contemporary scene and
trend toward democratization, "II n'y a pas de vous dans la Republique,"
Sicard, op. cit., Part II, pp. 201-202.
p. 25.

1

66

Ibid., Part II, p. 205,
February 1798 as reprinted in the
Question du travail des femmes en
(25 Oct. 1877), p. 189, in one of
mentioning lower-class women, drew
that that was why the question of
and 'Important."

citing the Luminals report of 24
Moniteur. Rene Lavollee, "La
France et a. 1 'Stranger," Part I
the few Correspondant articles
the same conclusion and stated
women workers was so "delicate"
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which he evidenced, was picked up as the
chief dagger of female secon-

dary tutelage by the laity.
respondant

,

G.

d'

Writing in the last issue of the 18?8

Cor.

Hugues summed up his peers' anxieties about
the Loi

Cajnille See in "Une Signe des temps:

Les femmes et le baccalaureat ."

His major concern was the threat he saw posed to
male dominance of
public life and the professions, a concern which does
not seem to
have been justified by patterns of female wage-labor
employment ei-

ther before or after the Loi Cajnille See, 6?
but which is best understood in terms of the symbolic threat posed to the conservative
life
style.

Like his peers on the Correspondent

worries of more revolution.

Hugues was beset by

The "classes mixtes" which he feared

would be the norm for the new

lycees (a fear not realized) would,

he surmised, be the
et range,

anormal caracterisique du desordre que nos
dernieres revolutions ont jete dans les esprits et que me"
rite pour cela meme de ne point passer inaper^u.
.

.

.

Girls who had alredy braved the "seuil redoutable" of the

University, Hugues noted, were unnaturally bold.
its hallowed gates with an unseemly

f,

They approached

pas delibere" and once en-

For a more realistic look at actual patterns of female
employment outside the home and at contemporary female aspirations,
see Coirault, op, cit., Lenore O'Boyle, op. cit., and John W. Shaffer "Family, Class and Young Women's Occupational Expectations in
Nineteenth-Century Paris," paper read at ^xd Berkshire Conference
Shaffer concludes that limited career oppoutunities
(June 1976).
for women, sex-role stereotyping, schooling and family resources,
"contributed to render women's work primarily a means to supplement
the incomes of their families, whether of their parents or of their
own. . . financial independence for the average single working woman
and did not even appear to have
.
was very nearly impossible.
been the intention behind most women's decision to enter the labor
f

.

force."

Shaffer, p. 26.
G. d' Hugues,

"Femmes et baccalaureat," p. 10?2.
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sconced in the classroom copied time-honored
male traditions of
rhetoric and competition. 69 Naturally chivalrous
male judges
would, worried Hugues, be taken in by the charms
of their female

students and award them the baccalaureat despite the fact
that

their holding it contradicted Nature's plan.

Hugues seconded

Molierete Ghrysale for censuring femmes savant es

;

".

.

.

il n'est

pas bien honnete et pour beaucoup de causes, Qu'une femme etudie
et sache tant de choses."

70
r

was that girls seemed to be
in receiving degrees.

Yet, what bothered Hugues the most

preceeding "messieurs lurs freres"

If women chose to use their degrees, he

wrote, he feared they would vie not only for academic honors with
men, but also for "le butin des places."^ 1

Hugues made a great to-do about preventive measures.

Ju-

lie Daubie, the first woman to receive the baccalaureat degree
but whom he never mentioned in person, and her sisters could, he

claimed, have been denied the "fruit defendu

7?

of academic de-

grees had she never been allowed to stand for examination in Lyons.

Hugues implied that, like Lady MacBeth, Daubie had been unsexed by
masculine pursuits.

69 Ibid.,

He bemoaned the irreversibility of the assumed

p. 1071.

7 °Ibid.,

p.

1072; Laprade, p. 55^.

Similar fears of girls' achievements in
Ibid., p. 1072.
fringing on prior fraternal privileges were reflected in Laprade, p. 553.
He was concerned that girls' practicing piano would not only bother
neighbors but disrupt domestic tranquillity and disturb brothers'
studies.
'

72

For a feminist view on this topic, see
Ibid., p. 1075.
Leon Richer, "Le Fruit defendu," Avenir (5 March I876), p. 37. Richer' s paper promoted female scholastic competition and carried reports on females receiving the baccalaureat degree.

role reversal.

What

['oyer',

he asked, would receive

Une personne qui sait le grec et qui a penetre les horrifiques
mysteres de la philosophie, pourra-t-elle decemment s'astreindre a de purs travaux manuels ou aux vulgaires soucis du menage?

0

Hugu.es did allow that some few women would follow Dupanloup's coun-

sel and subordinate their studies successfully to maternity and to

housework.

But he still feared that women with degrees might find

themselves somehow "modified" upon matriculation.

So, hs consoled

himself with the thought that such women would not be marriageable
because equality of the sexes was not appropriate in a "menage bien
regie."

74

Hugues did admit that some injustice might be done to women
who were talented and motivated to become scholars if the practice

of granting women degrees were stopped.

And, he considex~ed such

limitation "prejuge," much as had Talleyrand a century earlier.
But Hugues pronounced restriction of female scholarship "scruple,"
an expedient justified if men were not to be pushed out of "voies

exclusivement reservees jusqu'au present a l'activite, au genie, a
7
la vertu du sexe fort." ^

Hugues made exclusionary practices against

women a measure of public and private health, a salutary yoke, as it
were.

Women, he said, would loose their native modesty and become

women of the streets were they to witness dissections in medical
schools.

He foresaw their families dishonored when daughters fre-

quented lecture halls, even if male students and professors took upon

themselves the onerous responsibility of protecting female students'

73 Ibid.,

?/+

p. 1076.

Ibid., p. 1078.

75 Ibid.,

p.

1079.

.
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reputations.

Hugues cast his vears of dishonor in terms of male

affiliates' reputations, just as Rousseau had in the Smile:
G^est uriG prejuge, si I'on veut, mais qui ne sera pas aisemont
deracine.
il n'est pas de plus sfire sauvegarde pour 1' innocence des filles que de vivre a cote de leurs meres, dans la
paix moralisante et douce^du foyer domestique.
leur consideration, leur bonne renommee, sont une partie essentielle du patrimoine moral des families.
L* ombre seul du soup^on, il ne
saurait v avoir de respect ni d'estime pour le pere et pour les
.

.

.

.

All are "d accord,
9

"

.

.

Hugues solemnly stated, that respect for women,

the quality he considered the separating line of Frenchman from

"barbarian,

"

dictated that the female baccalaureat or "demoiselle

libre dans la rue libre

'

be opposed.

77

He entertained no similar

fears for males educated to be doctors or professionals, for men,
he maintained, were more naturally resistant to moral lapses.
Hugues* damnation of female professionals, and of female

doctors in particular, contained a serious judgment on the entire
sex.

"Les femmes ne sont que les femmes,"

he observed in

sum-

7

Earlier in his article
Ibid., pp. 1083-1084.
107&J
Hugues termed the discrimination against female students in favor of
male "prejuge. . transforme en un simple scrupule."
.

Similar statements were made during the
1084.
Loi Camille See debates. V. remarks on chivalry of debators on 19
January i860. See also Victor Fournel, "Revue critique," p. 508.

^Ibid.,

p.

? 8 Ibid.,

p.

Hugues on male moral strengthi "En de1085.
ils ont la force et la prudence
finitive. . . ils sont des hommesi
chez
et si l'equilibre entre la raison et la foi est souvent trouble
."
eux a prejudice du sens Chretien, il n'y parait pas au dehors. .
Hugues was seconded in his judgment of the relative moral strength
Traof the sexes by Mme. Graven, in her example of Honoria in "Le
Graven posited that
vail d'une ame" (25 March 1877), PP- 1029-10^0.
sans rivage
even Bible study might cause women to flounder In "la mer
doctrine, not
de libre examen." Thus she recommended making Church
1087-1086,
the Bible, the core of one's faith. Hugues, op. cit., pp.
were morally
cited Mme. de Remusat to bolster his point that women
we.ok

e
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ming up his theories on the weaker moral fiber of the female
79
sex.
The social lesson Huguos drew from his limited scrutiny of women

in

higher education was that they should not be allowed to leave the
home or the married state, for the good of the nation and the good
of the "pot-au-feu."

80

Any father who permitted his daughter to

pursue the baccalaureat degree, to become a "femme savant
"bacheliere,"

or a "doctoresse,

in his "machine raisonnante."

"

"
f

a

had "quelque chose de detraquie"

A case in point?

Smile Deschanel,

who hoped to destroy church influence over women by urging passage
*

of the Loi Gamille See,

8l

That "quelque chose de detraquie" in the heads of fathers

who would encourage their daughters in secular education was ex-

plicated in terms quite familiar to readers of the Correspondant
it was disregard for the principle of authority.

:

Explained Huguest

"Quand le principe d'autorite est battu en breche sur la place publique, 11 ne se peut faire qu° il ne soit bien malade dans la fa-

mine."

For Hugues the choice was clear:

reject either the "ba-

Hugues solution to troublemakers like
1086.
Daubie resembled Fournel s. By implication he pushed the final solution of marriage and restriction to the foyer of all women. The
tone of his article leaves no doubt that the cloister was an acceptable substitute for matrimony.

^Ibid.,

p.

f

The strongest statement of this thesis may be found in
"Femmes et baccalaureat," p. 10?3.
8l

The term^'bacheliere" was not of
Ibid., pp. 1088-1089o
Hugues own making. It had been used by Leon Richer, "Les Bachelieres," in the Avenir des Femmes of September 1877, pp. 133-13*i to
describe a new group of baccalaureat recipients. The term never
became standard French. Hugues used it as a term of scorn, Richer
as one of praise.
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cheliere" or the femme chretienne

.

Taken out of context, the following

summation of Hugues article might seem pro-feminist, but as part of Cor-

respondant criticism, it must be considered Hugues

1

anti-feminist cre-

do, the final statement of a man who feared women sitting in judgment

as lawyers over men and was horrified by the "roulette sociale" of

democratic intermingling of the classes or sexes.
Ou releguons la femme dans le gynecee.
et ne voyons en elle
.
qu'un instrument de plaisir, un etre uniquement destine a la
reproduction de l'espece; ou si nous la regardons veritablement
comme notre egale, relevons-la de la servitude, de la condition
humiliee que lui ont fait d'iniuqes et sots prejuges; admettonsla au partage de nos devoirs et de nos droits; ouvrons-lui l entree du forum, des magistratures, des charges publiques, et que
son merite soit la seul mesure de ses ambitions. $2
.

f

Better, Hugues was saying in tones heavily laden with sarcasm and

desperation, for women to be sequestered by the Church against the

forces of modernization, than to be allowed the equality (erroneously) promised by Ferry.

Hugues

1

alternate "gyneceum" was the domain of his ideal

woman, a latter-day equivalent of the sturdy Felmish homemaker

portrayed in 17th-century interior scenes.

Such a woman reads a

religious work while working on a child's camisole.

Her face and

manner bear the stamp of "gravite, modestie, travail, piete."

She

professional
never dreauns of going to "conferences, " nor does she seek
(like a
status by opening an office and giving "free consultations"

20th-century women's center?).

She simply "thinks of her duties,

8^
her children and God."

83 Ibid.,

p.

1095.
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In his fervid desire to restrain women
from entering the pub-

lic sphere, Hugues made little mention of women's
patriotic mission,

except to note that resistance to the lure of
becoming femmes sav -

antes was a factor in keeping the national character
from suffering
even more "deviation," a state of affaris he blajned
for France's de-

feat in 18?0.

The Gomte de Chajnpagny was more articulate on the

subject than Hugues and likened Catholic mothers to Esther. 8 ^

Abbe

Houssaye, fbr his part, wrote that Catholic mothers would save France

by leading their families back to the Church.

They would be as faith-

ful to the Church, he promised, as Mary was to Christ. 8 ^

Quesnoy likened French mothers to Dinah, the "true woman
Adam Bede

.

Father
1

in Eliot's

Dinah, wrote Quesnoy, was most praisworthy, for she under-

stood that

...

la mission de la femme, plus humble cjuoique excellente,
doit gagner les ames a la verite par son devouement, sa douceur et sa grace, mais que la faiblesse de son sexe lui interdit de vouloir courber l'orgeuil des forts /"i.e., of men/,
que la modest ie, qui est un de ses plus grands charmes. lui
defend de s' exposer a la curiosite banale de la foule.°?
Dealing with the public, the "crowd," paid employment, professional glory, and public acclaim, were, in short, the spheres of
men.

The Correspondant relegated women entirely to pious domesticity

and good works, for they were "other" than men.

The closer women

Ibid., p. 1089.
8

^Champagny, in "Lettres," p. 1116, wrote that "Une homme
nous proscrit, Esther nous sauvera."
8

^Houssaye, "Femme chretienne," p. 6l6.

87

Quesnoy, "Romanciers anglais," p. ^70.
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came to usurping or infringing on male authority and
privilege, the

nearer they came to treasured "places," the more they were cast
as
destructive aliens rather than angels of the foyer
images of woman in the Correspondant

.

The resulting

are essentially negative, and

the juxtaposition of angel and she-devil results in an extreme ambivalence toward contemporary women.

Women, the social lesson of the

journal reads, must be restricted for their own good and for the
good of society, and the Church plays the critical role in their

management,

Karen Horney speaks in her Feminine Psychology of "suspi-

ciousness between he sexes" and of the disillusionment which befalls persons in daily life when significant others fail to fulfill culturally accepted "secret expectations and longings for

happiness."

88

The not-so-secret longing of Correspondant publi-

cists in the years 1877-1880 was for Prance's return to an order,

predicated on aristocratic, Catholic, male authority, which they
Women played a key role in

associated with pre-Republican times.
that vision of social stability.

They ordered society by their

very resistance to change and through their unquestioning obedience
of the paterfamilias and the Holy Father in Rome.

those who published and read the Correspondant

,

Women, believed

set societal stan-

dards by not questioning the norms posited by men like Dupanloup, or,

Karen Horney, "Distrust Between the Sexes," from her Feminine Psychology (N.Y.I Norton, 196?) reprinted in Betty and Theodore RoszaJ*, Masculine/Feminine: Readings in Sexual Mythology and
Harper/Colophon Books, 19^9), p. 108.
the Liberation of Women (N, Y.
,

;

in Hugues' words,

by not "questioning everything and making the im-

possible possible." 89

Furthermore, in the world of the Correspon -

dent, women allowed men, fathers and sons, to achieve for them

while providing the emotional, spiritual and physical sustenance

necessary to men bowed down by worldly concerns.
Horney notes that this symbiotic relationship, even though
it is mutual (men providing money ans status, women nurturing at

all levels) fosters the "glitter of sexual overestimation" by as-

suming "others" are capable of fulfilling "secret expectations"

-

in the case of the Gorrespondant expectations of domestic bliss

and social peace.

She further suggests that claims on others

which are based on role expectations are by their very nature impossible to realize and thus lead to mounting hostilities and the
projection of personal disappointments at lack of vicarious fulfillment onto others (or one other within the male-female couple).^

0

The massive task of maintaining social and familial order

was made a routine part of women's mission by Gorrespondant publicists, who overlaid success in that mission with a somber judgment

of earthly and heavenly success or damnation.

Given the social

turmoil in early Thiixi Republic France, it is not surprising

that a long history of French misogynism combined with eleventh-hour

89Hugues, op. cit., p. 1092. This is another manifestation
of the idea that the world was being turned upside down. On p. 109^
"Les noHugues linked the ideas of class and sex-role revolution:
choses se
tions du vrai et du faux se confondent; les rapports des
denaturent et se boulversent; tous les lie montent ale surface,
dans l'ordre intellectuel comme dans I'ordre social."
Horney, op, cit., pp. 108-109.
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conservative hopes to project an unstable, negative image
of woman.
The contrasting image of woman in the Droit des Femmes

conscious opposition to that typified by

was drawn in

Correspondent publicists.

s

e
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CHAPTER

IV

LE DROIT PES FMMES

In her highly informative Presse fgministe
en France de 186Q

* 1 ?lZ|

Li Dzeh-Dzen notes that nowehre was the importance
of Ferry s
1

>

educational reforms

-

especially the Loi CaMlle See

-

as fully appre-

ciated by Ferry's contemporaries as in Leon Richer s Droit
des Femmes.
1

The Droit was the only long-lived feminist periodical in 19th-century
France.

2

During its twenty-three year lifespan it read like a Who's

Who of the French woman movement.

Besides its founder Leon Richer,

the Droit attracted feminist luminaries like Hubertine Auclert, Maria

Deraismes (See Appendix B ). Jeanne Doroin and Louise Audebert as

major contributors.

Richer, an intrepid organizer, managed to

attach virtually all persons who were interested in issues vitally

affecting women to the Droit des Femmes as writers, sponsors, or

Li Dzeh-Dzen, La Presse feministe en France de 3 869 a 191^
(Paris:
Librairie L.Rodstein, 193*0 P» 52. Hereafter cited as
Presse feministe
Dzeh-Dzen is listed on the title page as "Licenciee es lettres" from the University of Nanking (n.d.). Her these
doctoral was read and approved for publication by H. Delacroix, Dean
of the Faculty of Letters, Universite de Paris, and by its Rector,
Delacroix dated his signature "26 Fevrier 193^-"
S. Charlety.
*

.

2

closest rival in longevity was Hubertine AuThe Droit'
clert' s La Gitoyenne (13 February 1881 - 15 November 1891 ), which
focussed on woman suffrage. Auclert and Deraismes partially broke
with Leon Richer on the issue of suffrage. While Richer favored
loosening the hold of the Catholic Church on women before considering woman suffrage wise, Auclert and Deraismes demanded immediate
suffrage for their sex. The issue of suffrage, did not, however,
cause the French woman movement in the 19th century the trouble it
caused their American sisters, perhaps because the French movement
lacked enough adherents to make separate platforms for separate
groups a possibility.

or underwriters.-^
The Droit des Femmes first appeared on 10
April I869 as a

weekly.

It continued to be published on that
basis until the out-

break of the Franco-Prussian War (July
18?0), at which time it
ceased publication for thirteen months, resuming
as a weekly on

24 September 18?1.

Richer was forced by lack of funds to go to

a monthly publication schedule in January of
1872.

From that date

the Droit appeared every first Sunday of the month, until
ill health

forced Richer to suspend publication permanently on 20 December
1891

Leon Richer regularly sent copies of his paper gratis to French no-

tables

-

cialites

publicists, politicians, hommes and femmes de lottres
-

.

so-

whom he wished to persuade to come to the aid of female

emancipation.

Such generosity severely strained his limited budget, but it

kept issues like divorce, female education, and female civil rights
alive at a time when post-war pressures to conform to conservative

norms could have totally undermined efforts at feminist reforms.^

J Presse

feministe pp. 53 _ 5^» lists the following persons as
vitally connected with feminist issues and the Droit
Women:
Maria
Deraismes, Hubert ine Auclert, Andre Leo (la Veuve Champseix), Amelie
("Smile") Bosquet, Angel ique Arnaud, Louise Audebert, Nellie Lieutier, Jalie Daubie, Suzanne Voilquin, Jeanne Deroin (la Veuve Desroches.
Men:
Leon Richer, Albert Cim, Smile de Girardin, Adolphe
Guerault, Eugene Garcin, Frederic Passy, S. Morin, Ernest Legouve,
fidouard Laboulaye, John Stuart Mill, Jacob Bright, Rene Viviani, and
Louis Blanc. Blanc suggested in 1872 that the Droit press for divorce reform, an issue which lost it subscribers later in the decade
when the Naquet bill gained momentum. To this list should be added
Victor Hugo, Victor Schoelcher, Naquet and Joseph Gaste. Gaste was
the most feminist of Deputies during this period and underwrote Auclert s Citoyenne
,

.

1

.

Richer* s hard times and opposition to the paper are chronicled in Presse feministe, Gh. IV, "Le Droit des Femmes ."
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Through their personal contacts, regular contributions to the Droit
and special supplemental issues,^ Leon Richer and his small, but

dedicate coterie, kept the French women's movement alive when it
might very well have died out.

Surprisingly little has been written about either the Droit
des Femmes or its major contributors.

Scholars

1

neglect of publi-

cists like Richer, Deraismes and Audebert, to mention only a few
of the Droit* s notables, is puzzling in view of their intimate re-

lation to contemporary women's issues and to the woman movement in
France and abroad.

For example, the Droit was recognized as the

major European feminist publication in 1981 by the International
Federation for the Vindication of the Rights of Women.

Richer was

the moving force behind the First International Congress on the
Rights of Women, a conference held in Paris during the I878 Exposition
and an event which ddi much to give credibility to the feminist cause
in France.

Richer also provided the inspiration for the Second Con-

gress, held in France in 1899.

The Droit

itself yields many provocative leads for historians

interested in various European f eminist/protof eminist groups, as it

regularly carried columns from other countries and commented on con-

ferences of interest to social reformers.

The Droit's continuing re-

buttal of its critics, and they were legion, is fertile ground for

For example, Louise Audebert' s series of eight-page suppleof Alexments (Jan. -March, July-Aug. I876) on women in the theater
Audebert's
andre Dumas, fils, "fitudes sur le theatre contemporain."
sophistiwork is an excellent case study for those interested in
cated feminist criticism.

s

studying anti-feminism in France.

Its pages also contain a running

account of the development of the French women's
movement in the
early Third Republic, a time during which the
issue of suffrage

strained relationships between movement leaders, Richer
being reluctant to grant women the vote because he feared they
wculd vote
as directed by priests, Deraismes and Auclert favoring
suffrage

as the ultimate civil reform.

Biographical information on fem-

inists is scattered throughout the Droit, but for individual bio-

graphies readers do well to consult Dzeh-Dzen's work and use standard reference works published before World War

I.

La Presse feministe remains the best source for material on
the Droit des Femmes and its staff.

It also suggests logical star-

ting points for further work in French women's history; such as Auclert s "Societe des Droits des Femmes," associations of tradeswomen,
1

educational societies, public courses, prosopographical studies of

feminists and fellow-travelers, to name but a few.

More, too, should

be done on those people of note like Victor Hugo, Jules and Mme. Simon,

Madame and Louis Blanc and the legislators who supported the Droit and
its programs.

More particular bits of information, such as Richer*

initial commitment to feminism because of exposure to inequalities
in the law while a notary's clerk,

suggest promising starting points

Evelyne Sullerot's La Presse feminine (Paris: Armand Colin,
As
I963), adds nothing of a theoretical nature to Dzeh-Dzen's work.
her modifier indicates, Sullerot's emphasis is on the entire body of
It provides essential data
periodical literature for and by women.
on the general female press., the French equivalents of Godey's
The 20th century brought
Ladies Book Mc Galls and Mademoiselle
more attention in the female press to social and political issues.
1

,

.

t
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for studies of social movements.
Among the revealing bits of data furnished her readers by

Dzeh-Dzen is the author's notation of the use of pseudonyms by
Droit writers.

Ascription of the noms de plumes "Georges Bath"

and "Jeanne Mercoeur" to Leon Richer is particularly helpful.^

One wishes that she had continued to develop this particular train
of thought, as a clearer picture of the actual state of the Droit
and the number of regular by-lines might have emerged.

The use of

fictititious by-lines does suggest that sleight-of-hand was at times

necessary to convince the Droi

1

s readership

(and the gratis reci-

pients of subscriptions) of the wisdom or viability of French feminism.

Female contributors to the Droit

rarely used pseudonyms,

a fact which may be a tribute to their unusually high degree of per-

sonal assertiveness.

Droit

Similarly, use of husband's first names in the

was less commonplace than custom dictated.
Richer was selective in his use of "Georges Bath" and "Jean-

ne Mercoeur."

When writing as Bath he provided filler for the paper,

short commentary on a variety of issues, routine notices, and reports
on his own work.

"Jeanne Mercoeur," on the other hand, contributed

Richer' s most cutting and impassioned criticisms of women's condition
in France.

Jeanne also reported feminist events as

aji

eyewitness; a

Presse feministe p. 6L Dzeh-Dzen, although supported by stylunfortunately fails to
istic and textual study of the Droit des Femmes
usa^e. The practice of
cite her sources for information on pseudonym
Empire and early
using pen najnes was fairly common during the Second
publicists alThird Republic, especially for women. Droit female
submitted to the
ways used their own najnes, although correspondence
^
Draigu.
ana^rajn
the
used
Giraud
Leon
paper was sometimes unsigned.
social censorship.
Use of pseudonyms also helped avoid official or
7

,

,

most interesting use of the female pseudonym,
as it might possibly

convince women that there were members of the
fairer sex who could
speak out in public and openly agitate for female
betterment.

Mer-

coeur could well have been conceived as a role model
for those women who secretly wished to be more assertive on their own
behalf,
but didn'tknow how to go about demanding more rights.

A brief

sampling of articles bearing the Mercoeur by-line from I676-I&79

illustrates just the type of female activism Richer wish-d to promote.

Richer dropped both pseudonyms for the most part in 1880.
In 1877 Mercoeur stoutly defended the Avenir des Femmes
Q

(the Droit )

against those who would keep the "forbidden fruits"

of self-knowledge, education and social reform it preached from
women.

The following year "she" reported on prizes given to the

graduates of a commercial school for girls by the president of the

Society for Elementary Instruction.

In I878 Mercoeur commented on

speeches delivered by Jules Simon and other celebrants at a banquet

hosted by the "Societe des Dames et Demoiselles du Commerce."

1879

saw Mercoeur discussing topics as varied as the relationship between

breastfeeding and the quality of maternal infant
ingly timely issue of women and education.

care, and the

incres-

During discussion of the

latter topic Mercoeur vented a full measure of anticlericalism and
seconded Ferry' s banning certification of religious teachers in

state-sponsored schools solely on the recommendations of their imme-

from reissuance in 18?1 through I878 the Droit des
Femmes carried the masthead "Avenir des Femmes." The less radical
title reflected Richer' s uncertanty as to the direction of France's
social and political development early in the Third Republic.
N.b.,
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diate ecclesiastical superiors.^
Richer' s decreased use of pseudonyms in 1880
may be explained

by two phenomena.

First,

increasing freedom of the press was condu-

cive to dropping of fictitious by-lines.

Secondly, Richer was able

to draw on outside commentators as the issues
of divorce and female

education became more respectable.

There are indications that 1880

was a good year for Richer financially.

Issues which he had been

raising since the mid-1860's were widely and seriously
discussed
by other Republican journalists.

Furthermore, he attracted to

the Droit commentary by other publicists, notably from

fiaile de

Girardin, who formally welcomed Dumas, fils, to the ranks of the

French woman movement on the eve of passage of the Loi Gamille
See.

Importance of the Droit to women's history.

By dint of its

exclusive critical focus on women's issues, the Droit des Femmes

differs radically from the other sources utilized in this study.

9

"J. Mercoeur,"

"Le Fruit defendu" (5 March 18?6), p. 37;
"Une Distribution des prix" (5 August 1877), p. 135; "Societe des
Dames et Demoiselles du Commerce" (l December 1878), pp. 188-189;
Questions d Enseignement" (4 May 1879), pp. 75~76; "La Lettre d'obedience" (l June 1879), pp. 5-6; and "Gongres libre et laique de
1* education" (2 November 1879), pp. l66-l6?.
"L Allaitement par
les meres" (2 March 1879), pp. 37~3% noted the economic necessities
which forced women to leave their children at home, the easier life
of richer women, and the red herring of "sinful" mothers. Their
solutions were government sponsorship of artificial milk substitutes, equal pay for women, and subsidization of nursing mothers.
1

f

10

Richer s coffers were generally empty. He often used
quick promotions schemes like subscriptions at reduced rates to
attract more funds. He lost subscribers because of his stand on
divorce and his policy of gradual reform before granting women
suffrage.
,

»

Alone of these sources it contains
superabundant data immediately

pertinent to images of woman in Third Republic
France.

Massive,

direct criticism of paternalism, the Code
Napollon, Church dogma
and practice, educational institutions
and economics, i.e., all

manner of discrimination against women, were
presented in the
Droit des Femmes

.

Such commentary serves as a standard against
which

to judge the more limited images of women
presented in the Corres -

PP ;id£mt

^d

in the Gajnille See debates.

Alone among the publica-

tions and sources considered in this study, the Droit
des Femmes

provides sufficient material on the condition of women in
late

19th-century France and on the single topic of female education to
project a well-defined, highly sophisticated, image of woman.
Furthermore, the exceptionally detailed images of women in

the Droit aid in the construction of a feminist version of the noted femme libre

.

whom we shall dub the "liberated woman" in honor

of Richer s positive description of her.^
1

Generally speaking, the Droit, following Richer

1

s lead,

presented the liberated woman in opposition to the highly idealized

In 18?7 Richer published La Femme libre a lengthy discourse on the emancipated woman based on his analysis of the feminine
condition in France. The book horrified the Right and its title disquieted social conservatives like Legouve, but it was credited by others with their conversion to the cause of female emancipation. V.
,

Avenir of March, April, August, September, October, December 1877
and January and June 1878, for a wide selection of responses to the
book.
Opponents agreed with Paul Bellet of the Bonapartist Patrie
Avenir of August 1877, that the femme libre was an "unnatural" creBellet blamed the "mania" for "female instruction" for Riature.
cher* s errors and saw religion as a good controller of women.
Wrote Bellet: "Affranchir ces femmes du joug religieux, c'est faire
des etres sans foi; c'est ouvrir leur imagination a tous les vices,
c'est laisser leur faiblesse desarmee en face des passions."
,
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femme chretienne et forte who existed as the
repressed ideal in

contemporary France and America, in two ways. 12

First, through

direct commentary on projected educational reforms and
current
events as they pertained to women.

Secondly, and perhaps most

valuable to our purposes, through critical an analytical pieces
on female education interspersed with theoretical pieces
on women
in society.

Only rarely did women walk fictional paths in the

Droit des Femmes

.

in marked contrast to the Correspondant

Those

.

few pieces of fiction offered by the Droit from 1877-1880 faithfully

echoed motifs featured in the paper's nonfictional reporxage.
The value of the Droit to historians seeking lead to feminist

personalities, issues, organizations and events, has already
been noted.

In brief,

the Droit served as a late 19th-century

mirror of contemporary images of women as well as the chronicler
of the French women's movement.
Woman educated to freedom:

Touzin

."

the "Discours de Mme, Jenny

The Droit des Femmes selection which best illustrates

the intertwining of feminjst concern for women's condition, hopes for
a better future, and faith in the ameliorative effects of education

all concerns which linked French feminism to republicanism

- is

-

the

Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood," American
Quarterly Vol. XVIII (Summer 1966), pp. 151-174, notes that "piety,
purity, submissiveness and domesticity" were considered the sine
qua non of ideal 19th-century American women. She also suggests that
male guilt feelings for preoccupation with secular things were assuaged
by leaving idealized women "hostage" to traditional religious values
Horney, op. cit., Gh. Ill, discusses transferin the home setting.
ence of hostility for failure to fulfill such a stereotype. Both
theses shed light on male-female stereotypes and relations in
Third Republic France.
,
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"Discours de Mmo. Jenny Touziri."

The "Discours"

war,

delivered on 20

February I877 at the first meeting of Hubertine
Auclert's newly re-

constituted "Societe le Droit des Femmes" and reported
issue of I'Avenir des Femmes. 13

U

the March

It set the tone for subsequent di-

agnoses of the effects of sexual prejudice on female
socialization.
Leon Richer described the speech as "remarkable," a rare
compliment
for the usually restrained publicist, in his introductory
remarks
to it in the March Avenir

.

A master of social psychology, Touzin began her presentation

to a mixed audience by omitting the customary "Mesdames" from the

salutation and addressing only "Messieurs."

Omisaon of women from

the salutation was followed, but not immediately explained, by the
statement that women had to be their own best champions, combatting
not only the obvious forces of oppression, i.e, the Civil Code and

the Catholic Church, but also the more subtle repressions of

bitude prise, aimee, our support ee, du servage, de
de la souff ranee."

Ik

1'

"1' ha-

adulation et

Only after prolonged exposition of male re-

The Society's meeting was chaired by Armand
3^-37.
Duportal, Deputy (Toulouse) and Freemason, lending credence to antifeminists fears of connections between Freemasonry and feminism. Eugene Pelletan was also an outstanding Mason, and Deraismes defied convention and Masonic rules by belonging to a lodge for a time. Auclert's society was the direct descendant of Deraismes' "Association
minpour le Droit des Femmes," founded in 1870 and transformed under
des
isterial pressure into the 'Societe pour 1' Amelioration du sort
in 1875.
Femmes" in 1874, only to be dissolved by the government
Droit
It was officially reconsittuted by decree in August 18?8.
by
feminists bitterly resented stealing of the society's title
anti-feminists in I876. See, "Reaction," Avenir (6 Jan. 1877), PP-_
called their society
9-10, section "Menagere et vassale." The usurpers
and justified
the "Ligue" for the amelioration of women's condition
"raremert vigofemale seclusion in the foyer because women were
."
reuse, malade, presque tou jours, mere et menagere. .
Pp.

1

S?ouzin, "Discours," p. 35.
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sponsabilities for lifting the burden of prejudice
from female shoul

ders did Touzin return to the question of the
deletion of "Mesdajnes"
from her salutation.

In that interim her female listeners
could sit

aside and gradually become involved in the
discussion as "objective"
onlookers,

directly addressed only when Touzin included them
in an

occasional "nous."
Throughout the "Discours" Touzin used "nous" to refer va-

riously to men alone, to both sexes, and to women alone, a
tactic

which promoted her stated aim of lessening the war between
the
sexes by fostering "solidarite" and "union" as well as mutual

recognition of different historical experiences.

Touzin' s approach

and her use of the terms "solidarity" and "union" betray strong

socialist leanings and suggest some knowledge of the work of pio-

neers like Flora Tristan.
Touzin traced estrangement of the sexes to Second Empire
mores, to the cult of the mistress and the continuation of the one-

rous double standard.
sieurs" read:

1 -^

Paraphrased, Touzin s argument to "Mes1

since men are educated and knowledge (truth) is free-

dom, men alone possess true potential for knowing and experiencing

freedom.

Yet, men have also created the unjust tradition and lnsti-

tututions which suppressed and continue to suppresswomen by denying
them equal access to instruction and to the rewards it brings.

Because of males

1

experience with freedom, it follows, according

to Touzin, that educated, truly free, men have been the prime movers

Touzin, "Discours," p. 35-
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of female emancipation in France,

These men have the duty, then, to

teach women to "knotf as>fcll as to simply "believe" in "liberte."
Implicit in Touzin'

s

diagnosis of women's condition was criticism

of Catholic education based on spiritual authoritarianism stressing
obedience, especially for women, and acceptance of truth revealed
in dogma rather than discovered through reason.

Implicit too was

stringent criticism of Rousseau's idalized male-female relationship,

which made man woman's tutor through life and predicated the success
of female tutelage on the amount of pleasure it might ultimately
afford men through increasing their creature comforts and flattering

their egos,
Touzin broke with the French tradition which gave "education"

preeminence over "instruction."

She proclaimed that "!' instruction,

c'est tout*." and anticipated similar remarks by Jules Guesde.

l6

Touzin proposed that free investigation of all subjects was the only
acceptable alternative to existing female curricula, including the
limited offerings which had been or were being proposed by "politicians and scholars," an obvious reference to Duruy and to contem-

porary educational theorists

(v.

Greard, Gompayre, Simon, See) who

could not forsee inclusion of the full scope of preprof ersional and

l6

See the figalite of 21 July 1880 p. 3; and of 28
July 1880, pp. 1-2, for the Congres collectiviste revolutionnaire
Instrucde la Region de l'Est, report of Commission "La Femme et 1'
Speaking for the commission on 28 July, Gitoyenne Labouret
tion."
the
stated that social regeneration was based on reconsideration of
an e"social question" of education. Though the Commission adopted
congalitarian pink on education, as did the earlier 1879 socialist
geneference under the influence of Hubertine Auclert, socialists
educational prinrally failed to endorse and never applied feminist
ciples in the 19th century in France.
Ibid.

f
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professional training in female curricula.
Touzin proposed an ideal educational program for girls:
Non pas ce faux savoir restreint et at ro phi ant <^ui suffit, diton, aux jeunes filles pour en faire de bonnes menageres, mais
le vrai savoir, le savoir sans limite, c' est-a-dire, voulu par
chaque intelligence, profond parce qu'il est vrai, explicite
parce qu'il est sain, qui developpe tout l'etre, I'ame et 1' esprit, et lui permet d'aborder toutes les carrieres ou tous les
moyens honorables de vivre. Si les hommes savent qu'il faut
que les femmes acprennent:
les femmes eclairees, les societes
se consolident.
'

The vision of what the 20th century labelled "career women" may
have shocked her audience, so Touzin softened her body blow to

middle class mores by noting that the changes she recommended would
not in the least affect the "cause of maternity."

Every woman, she

reassured her listeners, was born with "maternal sentiments" which
no amount of instruction could extinguish.

18

Points made for and against tradition, Jenny Touzin zeroed
in on her anti-woman trinity of "indff erence, priests and prejudice."

Those three phenomenon, she claimed, weighed women down with a massive cultural burden of inhibitions, so forming an effective obstacle to female self-betterment through instruction.

19

Touzin pro-

posed that her unholy trinity be the primary object of reform for

17

Touzin, p. 35»

l8

educaIbid., on sex prejudice and its effects on female
females to be "intional opportunities and on the socialization of
article, "La Question
ferior," see the reprint of a Petit Parisien
Jouinaux," Avenir
des Femmes," by Mme. Eugene Garcin, "Revue des

(May 1878), p. 75.

Legouve focussed on prejudice only as the
support of the Droit
obstacle to female advancement, although his
suggests he sympathized with feminist anti-clericalism.

19 Ibid.,

p.

35.
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those interested in women's rights.

She elaborated.

Indiffer-

ence "in matters of thought," of intellectual
apathy, had to be

overcome before women could move to change their
own self-images
and demand correlative changes in personal
opportunities for self

fulfillment.

Somberly, Touzin indicated the awesome dimensions

of "indifference" in her own France:
indifference.
desinteresse la femme des efforts generaux, des grandes oeuvres du progres, de l'interet
general,
du sort de la patrie, et en fait des creatrure enfenrees
dans le cercle mesquin du fait prive, de l'interet personnel et^de la jouissance egoiste; etrangeres, pour le vrai
bien, a la societe ou elles vivent et dont pourtant elles
dependent
L'

.

.

Touzin laid the full responsibility for women's alienation from self, mind and contemporary society on "priest and prejudice."

She indicted

Le pretre, a qui on les livre enfants.
le pretre, qui
timore leurs sentiments d'epouse, denature les devoirs moraux de leur maternite, leur maternite, leur ote tout le
libre examen, la justesse du jugement, la liberte et les
terreurs sans fondement.
.

.

and

Le prejuge, qui les pretend d organization inferieure en posant les limites a l'exercice de leur intelligence, en restreignant leur coeur dont il ridiculise le patriotisme, en
rivant leur vie, de parti-pris, a des devoirs qu'eller ne
sentent pas appelees a remplir, qui sont tou jours plus grands
que leurs droits, et dont elles deviennent les victimes.^l
1

Having challenged the priesthood and male prerogatives as

oppressors of women, Touzin called evolution to witness to female
capabilities.

Darwinian theory, she stated, proved that those who

succeeded in the professions, regardless of their sex, were superior

Ibid.

Ibid., p. 36.
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beings.

She noted that women of all countries were breaking down

hitherto sacrosanct barriers to the liberal professions.

But,

she somewhat defused her challenge to prove females inferior by

endorsing Richer s contention that women were, strictly speaking,
1

"equivalent" rather than "equal" to men.

As men's equivalents,

women, claimed Touzin, would cease to be either slaves or idols.
Men,

for their part, would cease to play the tyrant.
When addressing herself to the fear that the femme libre

would desert her husband, Touzin speculated that women would be
won, not lost, to men is direct proportion as they were included
as full citizens in all worldly affairs.

Furthermore she pre-

dicted that family life, freed of artificial sentiments, dogmas
and prejudice, would cease to be characterized by tension and

Homes where discord reigned because men were the "force

discord.

agissante" and women the "force d'inertie"

- a

reference to some

women's allegiance to traditional religious ideas despite their
spouse's republican loyalties
than misery for men.

-

would become sources of joy rather

22

Touzin took issue with the idea that responsibility for
all the nation's ills or triumphs rested squarely on the shoulders

of women.

Whereas she concluded that the

lack of female education

automatically debased the estates of citizen, mother

22

ajid

child by

See also Eugenie Pierre, "Acces des femmes aux foncone of many sim'ltions medicales," Part III (5 January 1879) for but
between the sexes as
lar expressions of concern about rapprochement
a function of female achievement.
Ibid.
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lowering standards of education in the family, Touzin's
vision of
a united society stressed joint male-female endeavors
and great

variety in individual experiences.

*

If men were to hasten the realization of that vision,

it

was by reading down from the heights of freedom to elevate women
by sharing the knowledge of freedom.

this process by self- education

,

Women were to complement

a concept still at the heart of

the worldwide woman's movement in the 20th century.

Touzin's

image of woman before emancipation was best described by Richer

when he called the sex "inf eriorisee."

Her program for chang-

ing that status was uncompromisingly militant, in stance if not
in practice.

"Mesdames," she exhorted:

en constatant ce que nou ne sommes pas, nous ne nous

faisons pas injure, car nous revel ons ce que nous pouvons
etre.
Gomprenons quel est not re but dans ce monde, croyons
que nous sommes appelees aussi a concourrir au bien-etre de
la famille, de la societe, du pays, par nos travaux et nos
qualites d esprit et de coeur. Sanchons qu'il n'est pas
vrai que nous soyons nees pour souffrir, mais que nous sommes
nees pour etre, c'est-a-dire pour nous servir de tout ce que
la nature a mis en nous de facultes non-seulement affectives
mais effectives, Qu'aucun cercle de demarcation ne nous entoure, qu'aucun e limite ne nous arrete, hors celles posees
par la conscience. Plus haut nous nous eleverons, plus
haut s'elevera l'homme, notre eleve d'abord, et plus tard
notre cher associe dans la vie; plus fortes nous serons,
plus fort et heureux sera l'homme, soutien, au meme titre que
nous, du tout humanite.^
1

-^Touzin,

p.

36.
in introductory remarks
k March 18?7, p. 3^f and also in his "Ca{k July 1880), p. 105, when covering the

^Richer used the word "inf eriorisee"

to Touzin's speech, Droit
pacite civile des femmes"
Camille See proposal to lessen women's civil capacity.
,

2

^Touzin, "Discours," p. 37-
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Throughout her speech Touzin used direct appeals to men
or
to their sense of honor and duty as parentheses enclosing
remarks

to both sexes or to women alone, a practice which graphically
illus-

trates the neophyte standing of the Frenchwomen's movement. 2 ^

She

felt she had to appeal to the powers that be.

Touzin' s belief in

the power of the educated mind

-

-

of either sex

linked her to the

later feminist Emma Goldman, who, when asked what the secret of emancipation was, declared, "It begins in the soul."

Touzin would add

that what the soul felt had to be articulated through the meieutics
of schooling and then applied to social action.
Touzin 's analysis of the development of the theory of

spheres into cultivation of one type of ability

tives ) in males and another
from her felief in

(

(

facultes effec -

facultes affectives ) in females, grew

education on the one hand, and observation of

the positive elements of female life on the other.

Women, she ex-

plained, needed to learn to use native faculte effectives

,

i.e., the

powers of the mind to effect changes directly benefitting self; while
men needed to learn to express latent facultes affectives
to the world through their feelings.

,

to relate

Both processes of education

Jenny d' Hericourt s Femme Affranchie witnessed to the im
portance of male support to development of the French women's moveTheodore Zeldin claims that "feminism as a continuous movement.
France,
."
Zeldin,
ment was really launched by a man, Leon Richer.
participation in feminism and
p. 3^7, in a manner that demeans female
Chrisignores the modest but continuing traditions of bourgeois and
It would be closer to the
tian feminism in the period 1830-1848.
as
truth to see the amount of male participation in French feminism
society, as did
an index of anti-feminist successes in a patriarchal
the quality of
Touzin. Zeldin would have done better to analyze
quantity of
French feminist thought and experience rather than the
maLes and females participating.
*

,

.
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were to lead to humanization of life by destroying
sex-roles.

Le-

gouve groped toward this synthesis, but Touzin
grasped it and unfurled it as the banner of social revolution, calling
at the end
of her speech for reconciliation of the sexes,
for men respecting

women's "human dignity" and sharing everyday responsabilities,
in-

cluding breadwinning, with them. 27

Her vision of conciliation,

with women as the ultimate teachers and inspirers of unity
was,
perhaps, overly influenced by contemporary ideals of women as nurturers,

28

but Touzin took a giant step beyond Legouve's Law of

Dif-

ferences toward equality.
Education to self-esteem, the task of the institutrice

.

Touzin's preoccupation with dignity, that quality she saw most

wanting in women's lives, was

shared with Eugenie Pierre, a

Droit publicist in a nine-part series of articles in 187&-1879. 2 ^

27

Touzin, p. 37 •
Touzin's audience may well have contrasted
her remarks with those of Victor Hugo in his eulogy to Mme. Louis
Blanc, Avenir (7 May 1877 ), pp. 65-66. Hugo portrayed himself and
was generally cast, as a champion of women, but he reinforced traditional sex-role stereotypes more often than challenging them.
In the eulogy he spent most of his energies praising the husband
of the deceased, not the deceased. Comparing the two spouses as
"L'homme s' efface, invente, crie,
ideal role models, he exclaimed:
seme et moissonne, detruit et construit, pense, combat, contemple;
fait la force de I'homme."
.et. .
la femme aime.
.

.

28

See also, Eugenie Pierre, "Le Feminin," Droit (4 May 1879),
"Critique sociale, un reflet
pp. 78-79; and Mme. V. ( J) Griess-Traut
de nos lois," Avenir (7 April 1878), pp. 53-5^.
,

29

"Ce que doit etre une institutrice, " I, Avenir
40(6 Jan. 1878), pp. 5-6; II (3 Feb.), pp. 23-24; III (3 March), pp.
41; IV continued in "L' Institutrice" (7 April 1878), pp. 58-60; V (5
May ), pp. 78-80; VI (7 July), pp. 104-106; VII (4 Aug.), pp. 121-122;
VIII, Droit (2 March 1879), pp. 37~39; and IX (6 April), pp. 52-5^.
The series may have been inspired by Marie Pape-Carpentier, who died
during its composition. See, Pierre, "Mme. Marie Pape-Carpentier,
Droit (2 Feb. 1879), pp. 23-25.
E. Pierre,
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In "Ge que doit etre une institutrice"
and "L« Institutrice,

set forth a revealing list of priorities for
teachers.

"

Pierre

They were

to instill in their students "dignite de
soi-meme, charite, morale"
and "science."^30 It goes without saying that
a teacher who lacked

these qualities or the support system necessary to
promote their
development, could scarcely be expected to foster them in
her students.

chers

1

Hence Pierre's simultaneous call for the creation of teaunions, St-Simonion associations which would upgrade the

profession of teaching and

work for equal pay for men and women.-51

Eugenie Pierre was so struck by the need to see reformation of the
institutrice

1

s

status as part of the broader question of emanci-

pation of all women that she three times broke into publication

°f

"the

institutrice series

to comment at length on women's general

conditon or note similar problems encountered by women

30

Pierre, "Institutrice,"

I,

p.

ir the

medi-

6.

31

Pierre keynoted unionization in Part VII of the "Institutrice," p. 122.
For more of her commentary on equal pay, see her
"Travail et salaire des femmes," Droit (2 Feb. 1879), PP- 25-26.
The questions of women working for pay outside the home and equal
pay were discussed by the First and Second French Congresses of
Workers (Paris, Sept. 18?6, Lyons 1878) in the Droit
N.b., Richer,
"Le Travail des Femmes" (27 Jan. I878), p. 3; and "Mercoeur," "Congres ouvrier"' (3 March I878), pp. 3^-36. Zeldin, op. cit., p. 3^6,
credits the G.G.T. with original socialist endorsement of the principle of equal pay for equal work in I898, noting that the endorsement was limited to widows and single women. The I876 congress upheld this same idea and the second congress approved the principle
of "travail egal, salaire egal" for all irrespective of sex or marital status, if we are to believe Richer. However the report mentioned
no acceptance in the plenary session of any of the commission reports.
Richer was apt to try for maximum mileage the first time an idea was
broached to anything resembling an official body. Guesde, op. cit.,
He was less sanguine than Richer about
noted socialist misogynism.
socialist intentions toward women.
.
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cal profession. 12
"Ge que doit etre une institutrice, " reflected
the contemp-

orary opinion that women's special mission was teaching.

may have been immediately inspired by Eugene Pelletan'
sis of woman's role.

s

The series

prior analy-

Wrote Pelletan in the Avenir des Femmes of

3

June 18?7:

Le role de la femme c'est d'etre maitresse d'ecole dans la
maison, institutrice ensuite, inspiratrice toujours.
To help women's completion of their mission, Pelletan urged that
French, girls be given the "instruction virile" received by their

American counterparts."^

While Pierre stressed the profession, the wage-earning profession of institutrice

evidenced by Pelletan.

.

she did share the quasi-religious view

"Teaching," wrote Pierre, "is a sacrament."

As such, it required the offices of a highly specialized agent, the

career teacher, to be translated into ritual.

The responsibilities

of the teacher, according not only to Pierre but also to her com-

patriots on the Right, were enormous.

Here Pierre again narrowed

her focus, to a small group of "femmes

d'

elite" whose "mission" was

3

Pierre, "La Femme au Xixe siecle" (2 June 18?8). pp. 5253; "Acces des femmes aux fonctions medicales" (Nov. 1678), pp. 165166 and (Jan. 1879), PP» 2-3. On the latter topic see also "Draigu"
In the Touzin novel,
(Leon Giraud), Droit (July 1880), pp. 106-108.
La Devorante reviewed in Droit (2 Nov. 1879), P« 175, a "femmemedecin" candidate died of hunger, illustrating the problems of
women unsupported in non-traditional pursuits. Julie Daubie, the
first woman to receive a baccalaureat degree (1862), died prematurely and destitute. She may have served as the model for Touzin' s hero, "Marthe."

I

,

de la femme," Avenir (3 June 1877), PP
Reprinted from the Masonic Chain e d' Union

^E. Pelletan, "Le Role

87-89.

.
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interpreting reason. " J

Pierre's sisterhood was the secular equi-

valent of those religious teaching orders whose dedication to convent education was so highly praised by Dupanloup and opponents of

the Loi Gamille See.-^

To cite Pierre:

enseignement est une sacerdoce; il demande pour celle qui
s°y consacre:
d'abord une parfaite honorabilite, puis la cul1*
ture ^de
intelligence, la pratique de la vie, 1' indulgence et
le devouement 3°

L'

.

Eugenie Pierre's teachers (of both sexes) were to be dis-

tinguished by their high moral standard.

At times Pierre seemed

to lean over backwards to stress teachers' morality, a fact ex-

plained by those very prejudices against women "free" to be independent that French feminists were determined to overcome.
in comparison with Touzin,

for whom "instruction

11

Indeed,

alone sufficed,

Pierre emphasized that the mission of the inst itutrice was "educa37

tion," y

the instilling of morality based on knowledge, instruction

in the ways of the world as well as well as descriptive tnowledge.

Thus, when detailing her ideal course of studies, Pierre made the

study of history the "pivot of moral education."^

Conversely,

she defined true morality as the experiencing of as much life as

possible, the better to set adequate, realistic, standards for personal conduct.

Experience vs. the "cercle atrophiant ." Eugenie Pierre's be-

^Pierre, "Inst Itutrice," Part

I,

p.

5.

35 V. above, Gh. Ill, p. 105; and J.O.
Senate, 21 Nov., 1880,
praise of the nun, whose main duty,
p. 11037, for examples of opponents
0
and to set an exin contrast to Pierre s teachers, was to teach faith
ample of cloistered life.
,

36^.
J

Pierre,

t
I,

«
p.

>
K

37 Ibid
idiq.

38

Ibid., p> 6.
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lief in the wisdom of providing all children with as wide a range as
possible of experience was essentially feminist, for a major tenet
of feminism is the freedom to live life to its fullest.

Her list of

"etudes qui conviennent aux jeunes filles" included not only history
in

quantity

-

as opposed to the Fenelonian proscription against mix-

ing girls and social studies

-

but also geography, physics, chemistry,

dead (i.e., classical) and living languages, algebra, geometry, as-

tronomy (but not for Legouve's reasons), philosophy, biology and the
new science of sociology, which Pierre defined as the "law of soli39

darity, assistance and mutual indulgence."-^

Pierre s rational was
1

that behind Touzin's apprenticeship in liberty:
L experience et la reflexion seules peuvent apprendre a preparer dignement, pour le combat de 1' existence, ces petites
filles d'Blve que la frivol it e guette au passage, dont on comprend d' ordinaire si mal le role et la nature, et que le respect humain, les convoitises, les prejuges atteindront, si
forte education, une solide instruction, ne les ont pas prem mines d'avance.
1

Predictably, Pierre and her colleagues countenaced no separate cur-

ricula for boys and girls, because "science, truth, wisdom and justice" belonged to both.

And, as did her colleagues, Pierre con-

sidered all trades fair game for women.

39Pierre, "Institutrice,

"

40

IV, p.

60.

^°For one of many other pleas for education according to individual talent, see Louise Audebert, "L'fiducation prof essionelle des
Audebert argues specifically
filles," Avenir (Jan. 1877), pp. 3~5.
against the condept of primogeniture and for^equality of children in
the family, for "egalite devant la fortune, egalite devant I affectoo wealtion," especially in regard to middle class girls who were
against
thy to work but too poor to be married withough some hedge
For
financial disaster. They needed jobs acceptable to their class.
was critical ac
middle and lower class girls, "le travail des femmes,"
cording to Audebert.
1

However, if Eugenie Pierre recommended similar schooling

for the sexes, she also allowed certain unelabo rated differences
in the manner of teaching children in deference to biological dif-

ferences between the sexes.

Pierre skirted the question of sexual

differentiation without using the term "delicate," but she raised
more questions than she answered in this regard by qualifying her

vigorous intellectual regimen with talk of "complementarity."

She

argued, a la Legouve, that the "instincts, aptitudes, passions and

leanings" of the sexes differed as a function of respective male
and female "missions" in life.

Each sex, in addition, had the

secondary mission of "complementing" the other.

41

When explaining

complementarity, Pierre came dangerously close to reinforcing just

those norms of sex-role stereotyping which her curriculum to build

self-esteem was designed to destroy.

Pierre's complementarity went like this:
genius she attributed "tenderness" and "devotion"

to the female
(

to what or to

whom was not specified), attention to details, and that earmark of
the good menagere
et necessaire,"

.

"soucis journalier d'une prevoyance minitieuse

To the male genius she traced "firmness of heart/

a bolder "initiative in exterior (i.e. non-domestic) relations."

Without tracing these characteristics to the effects of sex-role
the
stereotyping on children's socialization, Pierre implied that

duty of the institutrice

was to teach women to be more like the

terms.
male whose genius she described in such traditional

institutrice

41

,

The

serious,
she wrote, should endeavor to turn "tender,

Pierre, "Institutrice," III, p. 40.
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instructed and inquisitive" young girls into women distinguished by

their "merit, reason, valor and beneficence."
On balance, however, most of Pierre's analysis of women's

condition and of the institutrice'

s

particular mission, reinforced

the non-sexist thrust of her original charge to her contemporaries:

prepare both sexes equally for the "combat" of life.

Her analysis

of the history of female education in her own times was grim.
state, she reported, sadly neglected female education.

vied the same charge against the Congres de

1'

The

She le-

education which met

to discuss French schooling in 1879, hut in more devastating terms.

"Not to speak of girls in our century," she warned in the same spirit in which Touzin discussed indifference to women's condition, "is
to exclude them."

And, like Touzin, Pierre blamed neglect of wo-

men's education on prejudice and on the Catholic church.
Eugenie Pierre was caustically critical of Catholic parochial education.

Her invective against the Church and the priestThe Church, ar-

hood made Voltaire's polemic pale in comparison.

gued Pierre, was the majro perpetrator and perpetuator of prejudice
against women.

It degraded women by stifling their intellectual po-

ignoring
tential, training them to perpetual servitude of others, and

their specific talents and needs.
tion and too much self-denial.

It taught too little self-affirma-

On convent education,

she wrote:

dates qui ne
On ecrase la memorie sous des noms, sous des
grajrimaire;
disent rien a 1' esprit. On apprend la lettre de la

42

Pierre, Ibid., p. 40.

Pierre,

^Pierre, "Congres," Droit (Nov. 1880),

p.

I,

p.

180.

38.

"
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V

on manie les premiers elements^de
arithnetique, et comment?
On brasse des verbes, des dictees, des analyses grammatical es,
des pages d'ecriture (pour ces dernieres, on arrive presque a
la perfection; c'est le cote brillant de 1' enseignement scolaire des filles), puis des devoirs de style: quel style .
ajoutez-y de plattes lectures, des lectures dans le programme de la paroisse, et c'est tout; tout, helasl
1

•

.

.

The product of such rote studies, was, according to Pierre,
a girl whose spirit had been crushed under the "yoke" of dogmatic

religion, a being

incapable d' avoir par elle-meme une idee un peu large,
de creer, d approfondir; elle ne connait rien, et son intelligence a perdu sa souplesse primitive, sa premiere elasticite,
son avidite d'apprendre et de comprendre.
.

.

.

1

Pierre concluded:

Catholic schools are "ecoles d'abrutissement,"

wherein diocesan bishops detemiine curriculum from which progressive ideas are methodically expunged and cures and confessors

teach women to "think only on command.

Recoiling in horror at her own picture, Pierre observed
that any departure from such schooling was by its very nature revolutionary, for it took conscious thought, and the very act of rea-

soning in a closed system made one a rebel.

To the highly indivi-

dualized, free-thinking woman, the chef-d'oeuvre of the institutrice,

Pierre opposed the woman whose life had been predetermined by Church
fiat:

elle doit juger d'apres autrui et elle n'aura qu'une
mission: prier, elever ses enfants dans la crainte de la
religion et le respect de ses ministres, veiller sur I'ecomari
nomie de sa maison,^et remettre entre les mains de son
tous ses interets pecuniaires.
.

.

.

Pierre,

"Institutrice,"

I,

p.

59.

^
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The predominance of the Catholic mode of socializing women
resulted
not only in making automatic rebels
so,

out of educated women, but al-

according to Pierre, made women "declassees" in the process.
Pierre's analysis of the effect of Catholicism on women s
1

condition was no more chillingly offered than in her summation of
the effect of convent education on women.
served as the

The convent, she wrote,

Church's "eteignoir," the instrument it used to snuff

out their minds, plunging them into intellectual and spiritual darkness.

Living in seclusion, out of the light of Reason, women in

the convent, learned false ideas about God and
feminist observation

-

-

a most interesting

are isolated from the larger world and from

friendship with other women.

Woman to woman friendship, surmised

Pierre with great insight, is impossible if women regard themselves
negatively, if, in other words, they are prevented from seeing them-

selves as a dignified "part of humanity."

Employing terminology which

calls to mind the tortured spirit of Dupanloup's Roman correspondent,

Pierre accused the Church of shutting women up in the "cercle atrophiant" of the family, from whence they departed (except to Mass?)

only to risk the world's scorn and eternal damnation for abandoning
the foyer

.

While Eugenie Pierre damned the Catholic Church for re-

stricting women to the "cercle atrophiant" of the family, she her-

7

Ibid., I., pp.

59-60.

Pierre used the word "declassees."

^Ibid. Part of Pierre's concern for financial independence
marriage may have stemmed from her own impending nuptials.
she was referred to as Eugenie Pierre Potonie.

By 1880

in

16k

self utilized the rather circumscribed
vocabulary of the female domestic experience to justify extension
of female role perimeters.
Such usage may have been calculated to
lessen her readers' conditioned

resistance to extension of female activity
outside the home, or it

may simply have been the most natural language for Pierre, as
a woman, to use.

It could also be seen as the most appropriate to des-

cribe the teacher-pupil relationship.

Dupanloup,

too*,

that prime

example of the authoritarian, had urged his priests to be as much
"mother" as father to their charges.

Yet,

in the context of her

plea for a wider range of experiences for women, Pierre's sustained
use of domestic imagery weakened her major arguments by once again

bringing cultural stereotypes to the help of emancipation,

A

few examples suffice to demonstrate Pierre's dilemma.
In speaking of the suitability of women for the profession

of gynecologist-obstetrician, Pierre made the telling point that

women were loathe to discuss delicate matters with men and frequently languished to death out of modesty.

But her main point

in regaid to female aptitude for that profession was:

"La femme

est predestinee, par sa nature meme, a soulager et a guerir."^

9Pirrrr,

0

"Aeces," pp. 2-3. She also noted that women, who
She could have menreguJiirlj boheiidod poultry were used to blood.
tioned menstruation, but not in mixed company. However, the thought
must have crossed the minds of even the most "delicate" female readers.
See also, Marie-Elisabeth B.B. Gave, La Femme a ujourd' hui; la femme
though wed to
autrefois (Paris: Plon, I863), pp. 178-182. Gave,
exceedingly traditional ideas about female capabilities, ras also
sensitive to the need of women for an independent "estate," i.e.
financial security not dependent on a man.

^Ibid.,

p.

2.

.

Harkening back to her theory of complementarity,
Pierre also claimed
that women would revolutionize medicine by bringing
"feeling to the
profession.

Pierre had the same theory of predestination in mind when
she spoke of the institutrice as a "second mother,"
"educator,

friend and associate" to the family.

She used the term "second

mother" in conjunction with Michelet's description of the exclusive mother-child relationship:

"II y a des spectateurs autour

du berceau, et cependant la scene est solitaire, tout entr' elle
et lui."

52

The privately employed institutrice

,

despite Pierre's

pleas to the contrary, emerged as a glorified governess and mo-

ther substitute, causing the mother to fade into obscurity even
though Pierre hoped for a full parent- institutrice partnership in
all aspects of a child's schooling.

The

"

frightening" question of female independence

.

Be-

cause she addressed herself to the particulars of women' l condition in 19th-century France, Eugenie Pierre's images of woman

convey a strong sense of time and place.

sider and an engage intellectuel.

Pierre wrote as an in-

In contrast to Pierre, Meline

Cochet Goutanceau, a French woman whose father's and husband's work

took her to live in French North Africa, wrote about women in France

51

Ibid.,

(Nov. 1878), p. 165.

Michelet citation
37-39.
from Part V, p. 52. Legouve's play "Autour du berceau," v. Gh. II
above, almost certainly was titled after this quotation from Mi-

^Pierre, 'Institutrice,"

chel et

IV,

pp.

s
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as a sympathetic exile.

Coutanceau's "La femme dans la famille et

dans la societe" was published posthumously in the
Droit des Femmes
in 1879, the year after Goutanceau died at age
53
38.

Prompted by

observations of the condition of Moslem women, Goutanceau
reflected on the universal condition of women as well as
proffering

standard feminist criticism of the Code Napoleon.

From her dual

perspective of French woman and colonial Meline Goutanceau offered
some of the Droit'

most sweeping indictments of French misogyny.

Writing from a society which placed women in purdah to
one in which women lived in eternal tutelage to fathers and husbands,

Goutanceau set as her task examination of those "questions

which frighten society" because they "attack strong and ancient
prejudices."

She called for "perserverance and moderation" in

studying the issue of female emancipation and noted that neither
the "scandals" of feminist excesses (an allusion to George Sand
and Fourierist free love), nor mockery of emancipation touched

the essential issue, the "logical deduction" that emancipation

of women was socially necessary, "equitable reparation," for in

justices done against the sex.

Stated Goutanceau:

l'egalite de l'homme et de la femme est basee sur l'egalite des devoirs; une responsabilite egale entraine necessairement des droits egaux.-^
.

.

.

-^Meline Goutanceau, "La Femme dans la famille et dans la
societe," Avenir (3 March 1878), pp. 42-43; (4 May 1879), pp. 71-73;
and (l Oct( 1 September), pp. 130-32;
(3 August), pp. 120-122
Following Part I appeared an obituary of Gouober), pp. 146-148.
tanceau. Both the first installment and the obituary appeared under "Un Oeuvre posthume." The Droit selections were taken from a
longer work serialized in the Revus algerienne
;

.

J54 Goutanceau,

I,

p.

71.

»
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Throughout her series on woman in the family and society, Gou-

tanceau reflected the program of the Droit des Femmes

.

a

manifesto

reprinted by Richer in the first issue of each year (v. Appendix
C below).

She was distressed by financial insecurities which re-

sulted from women's legal incompetance under the Code Napoleon and

bitterly cirticial of the utter dependence of wives on husbands

which left many widows unable to cope with their single state.
Treated as a child, she concluded, the adult woman could not be

prepared for any kind of independence.

What Dupanloup had posed

as a question, Goutanceau posited as a general female conditions

her idee clef

was the absorption of female individuality by males.

Like Richer,

^

^

Goutanceau questioned the wisdom of enshrin-

ing the principle of male authority in French civil law.

process she traced most domestic problems.

To that

Male "puissance marital e,"

according to her, forced women for their own physical and psychological survival, to circumvent male tyranny through ruse and cast

women as valets to their "master" husbands.

She termed the idea

that "man commands and woman governs him who commands," a 'Rousseauean and Jesuit compromise," a bill of goods sold women to buy their

^Ibid., pp. 71-73

in passim.

^Richer, "Recherche de la patemite," Ayenir

(7 Oct. 1877)

Droit (l Sept. 1879), pp.
pp. 148-154; and "La Puissance maritale,"
a thesis
136-137, in which Eugenie, reflecting Richer, commented on

Faculte de
by Louis Bridel, "La Puissance maritale," done for the
droit in Lausanne. Principle among her comments were the considerin a republic
ation of equality of the sexes as the "first equality"
and endorsement of Bridel s "II n'y a pas deux morales^. La femme ^
sienne."
a droit a son independence, au meme titre que I'homme a la
1

allegiance to the principle of male authority.

Like Touzin, Cou-

tanceau did not believe such a domestic relationship was
either

natural or justifiable.

It placed the husband,

she wrote, in

a "ridiculous" situation and gave the wife a "hateful"
charac-

ter.

Her formula for social reform was correspondingly drastic:

women must cease to play "women's role" and thereby expose the injustice of culturally sanctioned male supremacy.
said,

There should, she

be a complete break with the past.

Coutanceau concurred with her Droit colleagues in predic-

ting a better future for men were women to cast off traditional
roles.

58

Forced out of artificial positions of power by women's

refusal to submit to their unjust commands, men would, she believed,

break through the "compressed feelings" about them to enjoy truly
human relationships with their families.

59

That is, men would be-

come more human as they became, in Touzin's words, more

"a.ff ectifs.

"

Most interestingly, Coutanceau used the same word, "compression,"
to describe the family environment under paternalism which Dupanloup's

Roman correspondent employed to express her own personal anguish.

Both

women were pointing to the need to let human feelings and needs seek
and find their own levels of fulfillment, unqualified by the acciden-

^7 Coutanceau,

Louise Audebert, "Reaction," p. 9, notes the pervasiveness of women's "mission" to please
men and to have as their supreme^goal "1' asservissement de la femme,
son effacement devant les volontes, les caprices et les plaisirs de
op.

pit.,

II,

pp. 71-?2.
,

1'

homme."

^Ibid.

See also remarks on general improvement of life

for all citizens, Ch. IV, below.
59
^Coutanceau, II,

p. 73-
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tal titles of "male" and "female."

Droit des Femmes fiction.

Goutanceau's call for change

amounting to social revolution was echoed throughout the Droit

.

The data used to put the case for change before the French were not

only social commentary and diagnosis, hut actual case histories of
women who had felt the brutal force of the Code disrupt their lives
and the lives of their families, i.e, women unjustly arr-asted for

prostitution by the everpresent police des moeurs (a regular feature

of the Droit )

;

women who had fled France rather than remain bound in

marriage to husbands they could not love or who, like Flora Tristan's
husband, beat them;

women forced into prostitution by poverty; wo-

men whose children were taken from them as possessions of the fa-

ther by law, etc.

Of the women who left the country and dared to

return to fight for their children, of girls and women who performed
acts of physical heroism, of young women who fought for the baccalau

reat

and braved the jeers and crude jests of their opponents to enter

the professions, of these women the Droit des Femmes staff fashioned
a new woman.

ter was timid.
silence.

This woman was assertive, whereas her traditional sisShe cried out in protest while her sister wept in

and
She marched to the barricades or to the mairie to vote,

carried the tricouleur

rather than the cross. She was Hubertine Au-

Louise Michel.
clert, Maria Deraismes, the "bacheliere, " and
comOccasionally the Droit relaxed the grip of documentary

models of female and
mentary on its pages and allowed some fictional

male behavior to grace its columns.
Droit fiction proLike the Droit des Femmes news coverage,

,

moted non-traditional behavior by criticizing arbitrary
laws and cus-

The major of three works of fiction to appear in the
Droit des

toms.

Femmes between 187? and 1880
of circus life,

was Eugenie Pierre's four-part serial

"Les Bateleurs" (l8?9). 6 °

It was followed by Guy
6l

de Maupassant's two-part story, "Le Papa de Simon," and by "Le

Mouchoir bleu," a short sketch addressing itself to the need for
military and bureaucratic reform. 2
In "Les Bateleurs" Pierre chronicled the lives of circus

people, "declasse(e)s," and the effect of their unorthodox life-

style on a serious young Breton noble, Gaston.

Gaston fell in

love with flora, an acrobat who took herself seriously enough

to

reject his amorous overtures out of friendship for a dying, tuber-

cular rubber-man, Remy.

As the story develops, only after Remy

dies does Flora consider a love relationship.

Gaston is so moved

by Flora's pure friendship for Remy -a person to person relationship

Pierre leads us to think impossible in male-female relationships in
the normal world
cus,

-

that he forsakes his heritage and joins the cir-

content to give up prestige and security for true morality.

Eugenie Pierre, "Les Bateleurs," I (l June 1879), pp. 92and IV
94; II (6 July), pp. 108-109; HI (3 August), pp. 124-125;
(7 September), pp. 140-142.
6l

1880)

t

Guy de Maupassant, "Le Papa de Simon," I (5 September,
Missing from BN microfilm; II (3 October), pp. l60-l6l
62

Etienne Bequet, "Le Mouchoir Bleu," 4 July 1880, pp. 113on "fitienne Bequet."
I could find no biographical material
114.
The
pen-najnes.
The by-line may have been another of Leon Richer' s
it is
story sheds little light on male-female images, although
strong on sentiment.

s
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Within the circus, as described by Pierre,
men and women

live as equals, inhabitants of one sphere in
harmonious association.

Gaston, not Flora, adapts to the other's lifestyle.

Flora

accepts Gaston as a friend before she allows him
to be her betrothed.

Pierre leads her readers to believe Flora and Gaston
were wed, but,
unlike the fiction of the Correspondant

.

it is the union of true

hearts, not two families, which is important.

There is no mention

of childbearing as woman's mission nor a single intimation of fe-

male financial dependency.

As an archetype for the new woman (or

femme libre ) Flora seems to demonstrate than in her France marriage and female independence do not mix. ^
Guy de Maupassant, in the "Papa de Simon," does not treat

his adult figures equally.

The hero of his work is an unnamed

blacksmith who flies in the face of convention and marries a social pariah, Simon's mother.

The "mere de Simon" was misled by

promises of marriage, seduced, became pregnant, and was vanished
as an unwed mother to the fringes of the village in which she grew
up.

De Maupassant's story indirectly illustrates one of Richer'

favorite themes, the search for paternity,

by criticizing a so-

^In 1880 an "ideal" marriage was reported in the figalite
(l May), p. 4, that of Giovanni Defendi and Emilia Tronzi-ZanardelF0 r a literary treatment of difficulli, both Italian socialists.
ties encountered by the non-traditional woman^in 19th-century France,
see Richard Bolster, Stendahl. Balzac et le feminisme romantique No.
12 of the series "Bibliotheque de litterature et d'histoire" (Paris:
Lettres Modernes, 1970), Ch. I, "La Femme nouvelle."
,

See, for example, the Programme du Droit des Femmes (Appendix C);and Leon Richer, "Recherche de la Paternite: Discours
de M. Leon Richer," Avenir (7 October 1877), pp. 146-153. Delivered in Geneva, September 1877, Congress of the British and Conti-

nental Federation.

ciety which would punish woman alone
for indiscretion and force no
accounting by men. Simon's mother is
saved from destitution by

marriage to the stalwart blacksmith.

His second father's honest

affection for mother and child helps erase
the stigma of bastardy
from Simon.

In contrast to the Droit

,

the Correspondant never al-

lowed illegitimacy in its fiction, despite
the fact that in the

mid-l8?0«s one out of every fourteen births in
Paris was recorded
as illegitimate. ^

Pierre and de Maupassant both presented people victimized
by society.

Both recognized the healing power of love unfettered by

artificial social behavioral demands.

Both imbued their rebellious

heroines (and heroes) with great dignity and predicated personal
integrity on spiritual and moral independence

Pierre added economic self-sufficiency.

-

to which Eugenie

Pierre's portraits were

strongly feminist, while de Maupassant revealed himself to be a

fellow-traveler of the women's movement rather than an activist.

De Maupassant's heroine was "saved" by marriage.

She was essen-

tially passive, acted upon rather than acting, a different type
than the energetic Flora.

Simon's new papa was depicted as a para-

gon of authority, physical and moral, as well as a giant with the

soul of a poet.

Gaston was presented simply as a male human being,

caught up by a vision of life lived freely and uncluttered by artifice.

Vicomte d'Haussonville, L'Enfance a Paris (l8?9)i cited by Zeldin in France; 1848-19^5 I, p. 315- Part of this statistic might be accounted for by the non -registration of common law
Such
unions, which were never attended by priests or magistrates.
unions were common among de-christianized urban workers.
-^See

,
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Male publicists on the Droit des Femmes

.

Pierre's egalita-

rianism and de Maupassant's social criticism were both motivated by
a deep concern tor human dignity.

But Pierre, unlike de Maupassant,

provided Droit des Femmes readers with a more assertive female model
than did de Maupassnt.

Indeed, female contributors to the Droit

seem to have been generally more able to zero in on inspirational

polemic than did their male counterparts, although men like Richer
and the old war-horse Smile de Girardin, were undoubtedly more well

known to their contemporaries.

All regular Droit publicists

had

a firm grasp on the particulars of discrimination against women.

Richer' s theorectical works on paternity, puissance maritale

,

and

the Code Napoleon, were cornerstones of contemporary feminist
thought.

Male feminists, or perhaps more correctly, males supporting
female emancipation, championed women's cause with enviable zeal,
but they rarely rose to the heights of emotional and intellectual

fervor

-

especially when dealing with domestic realtions

were comman fare for their sister publicists.

-

which

Nor did they convey

did
the pathos and depths of despair felt by women as effectively as

the women writers.

They routinely evidenced a higher degree of em-

the colors of
pathy with women than did Dupaiiloup at his best, but
as those of
their literary palettes were never quite as intense

the female writers.

While male descriptions of the feminine condi-

images of their own
tion might resemble Gorot's realism, women's
sex

Gogh.
were borrowed from Goya or the tortured Van

-affiliated male pubThe most impressive evidence of Pro it

•

Heists' influence on the prevailing image of women was
the conversion in 1880 of Alexandre Dumas, fils, from outright
misogynist to

feminist fellow traveler.

During October, November and December of

1880, the Droit rejoiced in both Dumas' Les Femmes qui tu ent at

i fiR

femmes qui votent and Girardin's public acceptance of the Dumas

apo-

logy for his earlier masterpiece of misogyny (1872), Homme-Femme
Reponse a M. Henri d'Ideville
wives.

.

a defense of murdering adulterous

Girardin welcome of Dumas to the feminist fold,

de l'homme

,

:

was extensively excerpted by Richer.^

L'figale

So important

did the "conversion" loom for French feminists, that it overshadowed imminent passage of the Loi Gamille See.

Passage of the

law itself seems to have been taken for granted by the Droit by
mid-1880.

The Droit, however, may have been cool toward See

because of See's opposition to extra-domestic careers for women.
Given their legalistic perspective on the plight of women
in France, Droit publicists gave more coverage to the See measure

to reduce women's civil incapacity in 1880 than they did to the

bill on female lycees.

The latter bill had more to immediately

offer women than did the lycees, and would be more widespread in

ft

Richer, "Les Femmes qui tuent et les femmes qui votent,"
Droit (Nov. 1880), pp. 165-168; Richer and Girardin, "1'figale de
l'homme" (Nov. I880), pp. 168-169; and (December 1880), pp. 184Dumas' conversion was first rot ed by Richer in "Une nouvelle
185.
recrue" (October), p. 151. Maria Deraismes had been one of Dumas'
On the
most acid critics in 1872, in her Eve contre Dumas fils
Dumas case, based on the Dubourg Affair, see: Andre Lebois, Le
D ossier "Tue-la'." (Avignon: fidouard Aubanel, 19&9)
L.

.

1881 the Droit gave extensive coverage to implementation of the Loi Camille See.

^In
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effect.

Richer saw the Civil Capacity measure as a small step

the right direction.

iti

See, he said, still wanted "la subordination

de la femme dans le mariage" and respected "l'autorite maritale."
He needed, suggested Richer, to "mieux eclairer sa lanterne" and

reform the law as well as "pose les principes."
Wonuin

and "patrie" in the Droit

.

The primary thrust of

the Droit des l'cmmes was exposition and redress of female grievances against the state.

Woman was thus perceived, as Coutanceau so

aptly put it, as plaintiff before the bar of France.

Simple justice

based on one Natural Law for all persons was the paper' s idee fixe

.

Beyond the paper' s regular readership, those who received the paper
gratis

and the general public, politicians and government needed

to be convinced that what the Droit proposed as fulfillment of the

Revolution of 1789, was indeed good for the bien public and the
pot au feu

.

Droit publicists used traditional language, all they

had at hand, to assuage ingrained misogynist fears.

Like their op-

ponents, they linked the future of France to the fate of women, in-

voking theme and variations of "The hand that rocks the cradle
shakes the world."

Speaking for passage of the Camille See law on lycees,
inhumane,
although she opposed the internat as unduly authoritarian and

68

nom de
Richer, commenting on "Rapport Sommaire fait au
e
charge d' examiner la
la 20 commission d' initiative parlementaire
capacite civile
proposition de loi de M. Camille See, relative a la
On this topic, see
de la femme," Droit (4 July 1880), pp. 105-106.
and L. Giraud,
also 6 June, "Le"~Droit civil des femmes," pp. 92-93;
122-12^.
"Une supreme effort" (l August 1880), pp.
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Mme. Eugene Garcin linked instruction
of girls to Frances future.

She asked:

Sera-t-il donne a notre troisieme Republique de
combler 1' immense lacune^qui^existe, comme on le voit, entre
cette instruction large, elevee, vraiment scientifique, donnee
aux filles
desautres pays, et l'etroite, mesquine et superstitieuse education, que la France a tou jours trouvee assez bonne
pour la
femme, qui, chez nous^ cependant, plus que partout
ailleurs,
exerce sur les destinees nationale une si puissante
influence? 9
Just what influence Garcin had in mind was clear from her
own remarks
and from general consensus among her peers on the Droit .

Those re-

sponsible for child-rearing determined the collective future of
children grown to adulthood, and women by and large raised the nation's children.

On that point there was no disagreement between

feminists and antifeminists.

But feminists went further and diag-

nosed the influences which in turn shaped women, or mothers (the

terms were seen as interchangeable in the Third Republic, discounting female religious).

Their verdict?

Women, children's

first teachers, were themselves educated to perpetual childhood
and living in an unhealthy state of dependency.

Contemporary restatements of the cradle theme by feminists
or their sympathizers whould be read in light of feminist social
diagnosis, but even giving feminists an edge for their sophisticated

developmental theories, they still managed to convey the idea that
the burden of national morality fell on women.
from 1877 to 1880 we find:

Skimming the Droit

"II est temps d'agir, de se grouper, et

Mine Ru/Tcno Garcin, "L* Enseignement secondaire des filles:
Kapport de M. Camille See," Droit (4 January 1880), p^ 3. The same
issue of the Droit pp. 2-3, carried an abstract of See's report.
,

17?

du concours de la

feitune,

jusqu'ici dedaigni, depend le salut de la

Republique," a paraphrasing of Hubertine Auclert by Leon
70
Richer.

Socialist Smile Blemont and arch-Republicain Leon Gambetxa
concurred.

Proclaimed Blemont, "France n'echappera a la decadence que par
le
relevement de la Femme." 71

Gambetta spoke in the same vein:

"La

France a ete dans le passe sauvee par une femme, et refaite aujourd*
Op

hui par les femmes."

Smile Girardin believed that "une nation ne

tarde pas a etre ce que les femmes la font."^

Women, if we are to

take Girardin literally, were being called upon to do
men could not do in 1870

-

ir-

1880 what

save France,

An embittered female compatriot took a more subtle approach

to the question of women and national salvation.

Refused participa-

tion in a public course in Bourges because of her sex, she indicted

France as she evoked remembrances of "la patrie en danger:"
Faire participier a cette vie surtout ceux qui ignoient, surtout la femme, dont 1' action est si puissant e, si vivace au
foyer ou grandit 1* enfant, tel doit etre le but fixe de tout
homme tenant en main une puissance et ayant quelque souci du
0^
France.
avenir
de
la
de
1
c
est-a-dire,
salut de la Republique,
J

f

"J. Mercoeur," "Le Droit des Femmes,
St -Georges," Avenir (4 March 1877), p. 3^.
'

reunion de la Rue

^fimile Blemont of the Rappel reviewing Richer' s La Femme
Avenir (2 September 1877), p. 13,

Libre

,

^2

Richer, "Un Appel aux Femmes par X, Gambetta," Avenir
Gambetta' s speech was dated 26 May 1878. Dzeh(2 June 1878), p. 92.
Dzen, Presse feministe p. 6k, notes that Richer distrusted Gambetta
On the basis of
as an opportunist, citing the Droit of Jan. 1881.
the Blanc eulogy alone, Gambetta' s feminism is suspect.
L.

,

^Girardin, "L'figale de

1'

homme," p. 46.

ProAnonymous, "Une Republcaine de V avant-veille: Une
Droit publicists
testation, Droit (7 December 1879), p. 188.

?4
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The patriot from Bourges reminded those who
determined public

policy that national salvation and life itself had
to be an exercise
in cooperation; that power had to be used for the
good of all, not

simply for the supposed advantage of men.
ly patriotic and profoundly feminist.

The message was profound-

It was also deeply pacifist,

at odds with a tradition which had difficulty reconciling the
ideas

of power, man and woman.

The dominant image of woman in the Droit

mirrored both the hopes of feminists and the realities of female
existence in 19th-century France.

It was complex,

at times ambi-

valent, but always more comprehensively human than that offered by

the Correspondent or projected by the romanticized angel of Legouve.

Moreover, it was activist, at times verging on the militant, the op-

posite of the silent, passive, prayerful

woman praised by Dupanloup.

frequently referred implicitly or explicitly to female emancipation
as the completion of the French Revolution. The sense of alienation
pervading the "Protestation" was succinctly articulated by Auclert,
writing in the Gitoyenne of 17 March 1881. Wrote Auclert: "Excomnuniees de la vie politique par les hommes, excommuniees par les
Papes qui sont des hommes, les femmes ne sont pas responsable de
From Sul1' esprit ni de 1" organisation clericale de la societe."
lerot Presse feminine p. 35,

,

CHAPTER
THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ON WOMAN:

V

THE DEBATES ON THE LOl GAMILLE SEE

Gaston Coirault's Les cinguantes premieres annees de l'en -

seignement secondai re feminin. 1880-1930

.

published as a doctoral

dissertation in Tours in 1940, is the only contemporary study which

deals critically with the image of woman in the Loi Gamille See. 1
It remains the most concise history of the impact of the law on French

female education.
•jcite frangaise

,

Caperan, in his Histoire con tempo rain e de la la -

volume

2,

provides more particulars on the parlia-

mentary history of the bill before its consideration by the full
membership of the National Assembly, but Goirault's treatment of
the impact of sexual prejudice on the actual conception and cons-

truction of the law makes his work the more valuable of the two

for the cultural historian.

2

Goirault clearly sympathizes with the educational and professional goals of French feminists as represented by the Droit des

Femmes

His primary thesis, for which he is indebted to Camille See

.

and French feminists, is that before 1880 secondary education for

Goirault's work focusses on the debates proper, but draws,
as does Gaperan' s, on the full scope of the parliamentary inquiry.
Pre-debate materials have been collected by Louis Bauzon, La Loi
Gamille See. Documents, rapports et discours relatifs a la loi
sur 1' enseignement secondaire des .jeunes filles (Paris: J. Hetzel,
1881).
2

Mona Ozouf, ficole. figlise. et Republique pp. 10?-108, offers a cross-sampling of popular press reactions to the law which
complement Goirault's approach, but they are left to speak for themselves with little critical commentary from Ozouf.
,
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girls lacked legal existence (i.e. official
sanction), in France.
Goirault considers late 19th-century French convent
and pensionnat

tutelage substandard, lacking in well-defined
curricula and distinguished only by inadequate teacher preparation and
poor supervision
of teaching personnel.

He notes, too, the paradox of educational

poverty for girls in a country possessing a long history of
preoccupation with female education. 3

Coirault's

criticism of the law

stems from the same tradition of neglect, a tradition he applied
in turn to Gamille See and the men who designed the law to only

partially eradicate traditional inequities.
Unlike more recent historians of French education, for example Antoine Prost,

4

Goirault zeroed in on prejudicial aspects of

the Loi Gamille See, especially on exclusion of Latin and Greek
from the female lycee curriculum.

Goirault perceived that this

^Goirault, pp. 13-14.
Rousselot, See and proponents of the
female lycee operated on an identical assumption about the discrepancies between theory and fact in the history of French female education. Their self-consciousness about their national record on female education was revealed in defensive or self-deprecatory remarks
about that record.

4

Antoine Prost, Histoire de 1° Enseignement en France
261-264, "L' Enseignement feminin de l'autonomie a 1' unite."
V.

,

pp.

Goirault deals extensively
^Goirault, pp. 19, and 44 ff.
with the period of "illegal Latin," during which student and parent
pressure mounted for courses in the clasics. Rather than responding to increased clientele demand_by adding courses, the government
opted in 1897 to reduce science /Bauzon called science programs
"trop peu feminins7, and limit history. Latin, though discussed
as an aid for mothers' supervision of sons' first classical studies,
was not introduced in 1897. What little Latin that had crept into
From 1909-1909 girls could
the curriculum since 1881 was purged.
take Latin for an extr fee from area scholars. From 1909-1925. the
period of illegal Latin, the classics slipped increasingly into

regular on-campus courses.
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glaring omission

-

which passed undebated through several parlia-

mentary commissions and the National Assembly

-

deprived girls of

the opportunity to matriculate to higher education, thus barring
them from the liberal professions and government careers.

It

is Coirault's eye for the telling details of the law as it was

formulated and debated, not his routine narration of the law's

parliamentary history, which is of value to historians.

He offers

a close look at a piece of legislation born of the union of parlia-

mentary procedure, social politics and sexual prejudice.
In contrast, Antoine Prost's brief treatment of female

secondary education and functionalist dismissal of the effects of
social thought on female education ("II n y avait pas lieu pour la
f

puissance publique de s'occuper d affaire eminemment privee."); and
8

his supposition that "profoundly troubled" 19th-century domestic re-

lations somehow were related to contemporary beliefs in "female specificity," is disappointingly shallow.

Prost shies away from dis-

cussing the implications of greater secondary education for girls,
preferring to reinforce traditional stereotypes of women's place by
spending more time on kindergartens and the development of a female

teaching cadre to service the lower grades, than on the democratization of higher education.
It is this writers contention that Prost* s uneven treatment

of female education in 19th-century France mirrors not only general
"women
academic practice, but also reflects cultural ambivalence on

^rost,

p.

261

questions."

That ambivalence was exemplified by the National Assem-

bly's treatment of female secondary education in 1&78-1880.

The

ease with which the specific issue at hand, lycees for girls, was

sidetracked into general discussions of morality, national destiny,
and women's mission, was symptomatic of this deeply entrenched am-

bivalence.

Inded, one of the most fascinating aspects of the Loi

Gamille See debates was the use of the topic "woman" as a prism to
reveal national preoccupation with other concerns.

Whenever possi-

ble the disputants discarded the central topic to examine what
seemed to be more immediate problems to them, i.e., church-state
relations, national security, paternal rights, morality, the pub-

lic good.

One must therefore look for the French images

cf

in what might seem to be extraneous matter in the debates.

woman
To

find, delineate, and flesh out the various images of woman in the

National Assembly, one must go to the peripheries, walk the jum-

bled paths of ideological forms and read between rhetorical lines,
juxtaposing seemingly ill-related topics like Sedan, Prussian ascendency, family politics, the priesthood and racial health, to

patch together the crazy-quilt of woman which emerged from the
Loi Gamille See debates.
The Loi Gamille See and its author

.

Reforms of secondary

for boys earlier
female education analagous to those carried through

Gamille See in 18?1, but
in the 19th century were first proposed by

proposed reforms until I878.
he was unable to fully articulate his
by the Chamber
The Loi Gamille See was taken under consideration

of Deputies on 28 October I878.

From there it passed to committee

(commissi on parliament aire
Senate.

d'

initiative ) in both the Chamber and the

The Chamber held a public hearing on the law the following

May, the Senate the following August.

Camille See was najned reporter

for the lower house commission, Paul Broca, the noted anthropologist,

for the Senate commission.

Broca died June 31, 1880, ten days after

deposition of the law in the Senate.

He was replaced by historian

and academician (Academie des sciences morales 1871, Academie fran-

chise 1878) Henri Martin, senator from Aisne,

started in the Chamber on 15 December l879
uary 19 and 20, 1880.

f

Debate on the bill

and continued on Jan-

The Senate did not initiate its consideration

of the measure until November 20 and 22, 1880,

Senate deliberations

were concluded on December 10, 1880 and the bill was passed on to
the Deputies for final approval on December 16.

President Jules

Grevy and President of the Council and Minister of Public Instruc-

tion Jules Ferry signed the bill into law on Tuesday, 21 December
As was customary, the debates were reported in the Journal

1880.

Of ficiel on days immediately subsequent to the actual proceedings.
All detailed accounts of the history of the Loi Cajnille See

agree that Camille See not only drafted the legislation but was also

responsible for its passage in essentially the same form as the oriSee was particularly adamant that the internat,

ginal proposition.

to the more
or boarding school, should be included as a complement

common

-

and acceptable

-

externat, or day school, a point he vigo-

as well as the
rously defended against opposition from Republicans

bill s detractors.
1

7

example, were hesitant to
Tjules Simon and Jules Ferry, for
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Part of the reason for See's
insistence on retention of the

lay internal, a stance which was
directly related to his fierce
anti-clericalism, may

be explained by his background. 8

Gamille

See (1827-1919) belonged to a well-known
family of Jewish extraction.

The See family originated in Lorraine, and,
until the 19th

century when most members moved to Paris,
lived in Alsace-Lorraine.

Young See distinguished himself in law at the
University of Strassbourg, became Secretary General to the Minister of
the Interior in

18?0 and Prefect for Saint-Denis in 1872, resigning from that
post
when Thiers fell from office (May, 1873).

In I876 See was elected

Deputy from Saint-Denis and took his seat on the Left.

One of the

363 who voted no confidence in the government in May 18??, he was

reelected to the Chamber of Deputies the following October and

became one of the Chamber's secretaries, a position he made good
use of when placing his propositions on the agenda.

See was a

noted legal expert and lectured widely on the law in France, Europe and the United States.

He sponsored legislation to direct

the institution of the female lycees in 1881 and founded a periodi-

endorse the intemat until convinced of the necessity of following
every possible avenue to secularization of female schooling. Mme,
Eugene Garcin, Droit des Femmes (Feb. 1880), p. 17, termed the intemat system an "oeuvre antisociale" which separated children
from their parents in their formative years. Garcin' s concern for
child welfare was a function of her humanist concern for the total
well-being of individuals. Conservative opponents of the internat,
on the other hand, were more concerned about the appropriateness of
the internat to female socialization.
Q

especially See's, "L* internat est dans nos moeurs et
s'il n'est pas cree par nous, il le sera contre nous." J.O.
20 Jan. 1880, p. 566.
V.

,
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,

to help implement

his educational reforms.
The Loi Gamille See was passed essentially
as drafted by
See,

although, as previously noted, inclusion
of the internat pro-

vision posed great problems for See.

The original curriculum, no-

tably the life sciences and mathematics, was pared
down in committee,

and these emendations met with surprisingly
lackluster resis-

tance from the bill's supporters, a fact of particular
importance
for interpretation of woman's proper sphere.

Generally speaking, there were no major differences between

Senate and Chamber considerations of the Loi Gamille See.

However,

Senate deliberations were much more heated as the question of lay

morale instruction was broached during Senate consideration of the

measure on 22 November 1880,

Within each house, however, proponents

and opponents could generally be grouped as "republican" and "conser-

vative (or Royalist and pro-Catholic) respective.

This grouping by

no means excluded Republicans from the opposition, especially in
regard to the troublesom internat, but the reverse did not hold true.
No pro -Catholic or royalist representatives supported the bill.

Vo-

ting on the separate articles of the bill, except again for the internat, followed partisan lines, with those who approved of the Ferry

reforms as a whole supporting reform of female secondary institutions,
and proponents of Catholic education opposing the bill as anti-reli-

gious and anti-libertarian.

Legislators from those areas strongly

identified with the Counter-Revolution

with clericalism and titled nobility

-

(

Brit t ay, the Vendee, etc.),

causes and persons also iden-
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tified with the Correspondent
tion. 9

-

were in the forefront of the opposi-

No titled nobility voted for the bill in either house.

Knights o f the National Assembly:
challenge,

challenge and counter -

Gamille See's bill was not really debated in December

1879, but the lines of battle were then drawn.

Vicomte de Perro-

chel (Sarthe) warned that the proposition was a work against "God

and religion."

10

Smile Keller, shoiMering the burden for the oppo-

sition on January 19, added "women" to Perrochel's list of parlia-

mentary victims, when he assumed the mantle of chilvry in defense
of the fairer sex.

"C'est qu'au fond, on n'est pas content des

femmes francaises!" he charged, indicting those whe wished to change
the female educational status quo

11
.

In his exposition of the history

of French female education Gamille See agreed in part with Keller,

although he identifiec education as much as women as the source
of Republican dissatisfaction.

Keller accused the Republicans of

wanting to change French women, but See made it clear in his original
report and in the debates themselves that he merely wanted to adjust

women to Republican ways by divesting their socialization of clerical
influences.

^In the Senate, Count Alexandre de Richemont (French Indies),
whose najne was long-associated with Brittany, spearheaded the opposiAlbert, Due de Broglie (Eure); and Marie-Raytion in concert with:
countermond-Gustave de la Croix, Baron de Ravignan (Landes). Their
Perrochel (Sarparts in the lower house were: Ferdinand, Vicomte de
Vicomte Emile de la
the)j La Rochefoucauld, Due de Bissacia ; and
to come
Bassetiere (Vendee). Non-noble opponents of the bill tended

from the same areas.
10

J.O., Chambre (l6 Dec), p. 11159

U IMd.

(20 Jan), p.

517.

18?

Goirault noted that even before 1880
Republican attempts at

secondary education for girls resulted in
instruction that was "legere, frivole et superf icielle, quand
elle n'etait pas fausse." 12

Solid education, for See, was instruction
of women to their "natural
vocation, which is to raise their children,
keep their homes, and

becoma proper intellectual companions of Republican
husbands. 13

Speaking directly to Keller on January 19 during the
Chamber debates, See affirmed:

"on n' est pas content des femmes en France,"

and called for better instruction, outside convent walls.

Pre-

dictably, See was rebuked by the Right, who chorused that they
at least "honored and respected" French women.

^

See persisted.

He indicted convents for turning out girls so habituated to the
"vie mystique"

that they became "incapable" of fulfilling more

mundane obligations toward self, family and society as married
women.

Smile de la Bassetiere (Vendee) picked up See's ideo-

logical gauntlet, and "in the name of our women and our girls"

12

Goirault, p. l6. Goirault' s use of the term "fausse represents his republican partisanship and mirror's See's thought. The
term "false" and its corollary "true" were used frequently during the
debates. Both sides agreed that "true" female education entailed
careful surveillance. See records of 19 January, p. 13 (Camille
See); 21 January, p. 571 (Bardoux); 21 November, p. 11313 (Ravignan); 10 December, p. 12132 (Col. Meinardier), for use of both
terms.

13

See repeated his
J.Q. Ghambre (20 Jan. 1880), p. 523«
concern about women's vocation by specifically mentioning female
domestic duties, maternity, sollicitude to husbands, etc. in va-

rious contexts.

Ik

Ibid.

,

p.

521.
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protested See's an1i-Catholicism.

It would be best for the nation,

stated, if the National Assembly emulated
18th-century schooling

for girls, leaving them in Church-supervised convents. 17
The rhetoric of battle was not unique to the Gamille
See

debates:

it was commonplace in the National Assembly and
part of

the Republican vs anti-Republican, and Church vs State, legacy
of

the French.

But,

in conjunction with sustained chivalric posturing

by both sides and the absence of the third party and subject of
the law

-

woman

-

from the Assembly proper, the rhetoric of chivalry

lent a curious ambience to the proceedings.
The fair lady, i.e. French women, was not present to be

impressed by charges and countercharges, so the shouting was done
for effect on those who actually heard the debates or followed

them in the press or the Journal officiel

.

The scenario was pre-

ordained and recapitulated in all the debates dealing with Ferry's
educational reforms.

Those

-

of either sex

-

who read reports of

the debates knew what to expect in ideological verbiage.

The forces

of 1789 vs the Catholic Church, the latter symbolizing a hierarchy

of authorities which spanned heaven and earty, were fighting for

control of the French soul.

impending loss
attack.

-

or gain

-

True to the battle motif, a sense of
stiffened opposition and sharpened the

But the loss was not simply ideological.

It hit home.

The

ideological war was personalized by fimile Keller when he tied male

power to defense of the Catholic schoolgirl.

Ibid., p. 52^.

Keller used "A man's

home is his castle," as the rallying point for opposition to
the
See proposal, claiming peres de la famille

were it to become

would be dishonored

law."*"

As a man wedded to aristocratic ideals granting him

droits du pere

.

les

Keller spoke out to defend Christian women whom

he feared might be turned into
convents for lycees.

"monstrosities" if they left

Keller also feared for the integrity of

the nation, which, he stated, had been made "the first nation in

the world" by French Christian women, reiterating implicitly the
idea that France was what its women made it.

18

+

Camille See did

not disagree with Keller's analysis of the female cultural mission.

Indeed, he picked up Keller's chivalric imagery and implied

that women were the cultural "knights" in whose hands rested the

very salvation of Prance.

Concluding the government's case for

the bill in the Chamber of Deputies on 19 January 1880, See suggested adoption of Joan of Arc and Saint Genevieve as models for

contemporary female gallantry:
C'est dans cette loi, messieurs, ne l'oubliez pas, que se
car la grantrouvent l'avenir, le salut de la France. ^
deur aussi que la decadence des peuples, dependent, messieurs, de la fernine.-^
.

1

^Ibid., p. 521. Keller's fear of embarrassment because of
V. Boucher, "Quinfemale lycees was echoed in the Correspondant
of Duke
zaine politique" (25 Feb. 1880), pp. 809-810. Boucher told
Rousd'Audiffret-Pasquier's accusation to Ferry that he worshipped
the families
seau and that following the^See policy would shajne
.

whose girls attended the lycees.
17

l8
lbid., p. 520.

lbid., p. 518.

19

Ibid., p. 535.
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Keller and See, opponent and proponent of female
lycees,
thus converged on a particular image of woman, woman
as savior of
France, even though they set that woman in different
milieux;

Keller in pre-1789, pre-Republican France, See in the France
of
"Liberte, figalite, Fraternite. "

concurred,

20

Their colleagues in the Senate

though they continued the ideological division which

pitted Dupanloup against Duruy in 186? and prompted Jules Ferry
to proclaim:
to the Church"

"Woman must belong to Science or she will belong
in 1870.

21

Gajnille See and the partial rights of woman

.

The "either-

or" image of woman as saint or sinner melded nicely with ideolo-

gical imperatives during the Gamille See debates.

Indeed, See

had forced identification of "woman" with Catholic France or the
Republic by repharasing Sieyes* stirring call to revolution at

the beginning of 1880.

"Qu'etait la femme en 1789?" asked See,

answering himself with a terse "Rien'."

From the Right came an
#

«•

equally dogmatic rejoinder:

"Elle etait la moitie de l'homme!"

20

See, for example, Ferouillat, J.O
p. 11311; and Richemont, ibid., p. 11303.

21

.

22

Senat (21 Nov. 1880),

Ferry, "Discours sur l'egalite d' education," delivered
From Prost, op. cit.,
in Paris at the Salle Moliere, 10 April 1870.
At the same time Ferry raised the issue of war between
p. 269.
the sexes along ideological lines. He concluded that women could
not be neutral in the struggle between remnants of the Old Regime
and "modern" democracy because upon them depended the future of
J.

France.
22

The phrase "moitie de
J.Q. Chambre (20 Jan), p. 521.
l'homme" can be traced to Fenelon's Education des filles where
rather ambiguous context as justification for feit appears in
family
male instruction. Chapter XII of the Education makes women
,

Sieyes'

remarks, paraphrased to suit See's
Republican intentions,

were the closest the Deputy from
Saint-Denis came to linking women
to the Great Revolution.
justice,

He contented himself with arguing
from

in good Enlightenment style,

for women's rights to edu-

cation only.
Woman, said See, was a human being,
responsible for her

own acts, a person with unique talents.

She therefore had the

right to develop her faculties through education. 23

In the

course of his presentation See rephrased Christine de
Pisan
and Legouve both, giving a secular version of the immorality

of wasting God-given talents.

But what See conceded indi-

vidual women as a right, i.e., the right to instruction, he so

qualified as to recast as a generic patriotic duty and ended by

subordinating individual or generic female rights to national
need, to the bon public

.

Furthermore, he transmuted female

educational rights into a matter of national prestige, compl aining:

police as well as family maintainers and hints at terrestrial implications of instruction for spiritual equality: "Voila done les occupations des femmes, qui ne sont guere moins importantes au public
que celles des hommes, puisqu'elles ont une maison a regler, un maAjoutez que la vertu
ri a rendre heureux, des enfants a el ever.
n'est pas moins pour less femmes que pour les hommes: sans parler
du bien ou du mal qu'elles peuvent faire au public, elles sont la
moitie du genre humain, rachete du sang de Jesus-Christ, et destine^) a la vie eternelle." From Rousselot, I, p. 398. Use of the
term "homme" in the Chamber of Deputies suggests "genre humain" was
subsumed in "homme" and also could be read as a statement of female
inferiority to male. Joseph de Gaste, the feminist deputy, probably
chose the latter version when reflecting on woman's status under the
Code.
'J.O.

Chambre (20 Jan. 1880), p. 525.
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La France, que l'on s'est plu si souvent a comparer
a la femme
dont le sentiment dans tout ce qu'il a de bon, de
loyal, de genereux, const itue en effet la base du caractere national,
la
France, qui, par sa situation et morale et intellectuelle
et
politique, devrait etre a la tete de ce grand et salutaire
mouvement /female secondary education/, est a. peu pres le
seul pays qui ne possede pas d'ecoles secondaires de
ieunes
filles. 2/+

Opponents of the law evidenced similar proclivities to
subsume the topic of woman in national welfare and to confuse ques-

tions of female honor with challenges to national integrity.
And, being on the parliamentary as well as on the ideological de-

fensive, they tended to resort to verbal overkill, using military

metaphors whenever possible.
Keller and See's tiff over who best defended the honor of
French women was replicated in the Senate in a manner which betrayed the Assembly's discomfort at dealing with the woman question
in any form.

women.

Reporter Martin protested that Republicans did honor

Senator Gavardie (Landes) interrupted Martin to complain

that "contemporary politics got mixed up with everything," and

went on to himself add to the parliamentary potpourri by charging

the Left with saying, "We want women," and adding
amusement of the Left

-

25

great

"Woman doesn't give herself so lightly,

especially to Jules Ferry"
to the Church).

- to the

(i.e., to the University rather than

Phallic imagery of combat surfaced here most

2

On p. 523. See argues for male and female
Ibid., p. 522.
the right t.
education from morality, claiming all moral beings have
Pisan.
knowledge. This is a deistic version of Christine de

25

J.O. Senat (23 Nov. 1880), p. 11362.

crudely as raw sexual conquest.
The battle metaphor, with its implications of total
victory

or catastrophic defeat, total loss of control by the vanquished and
all spoils to the victor, could be applied equally to fair ladies
and
to ideologies.

Thus, Arthur Ghalamet (Ardeche) dismissed the idea

that fellow Republicans were conspiring against Catholicism with
the intent to attack religion and drive God from schools and society.
Rather, he blamed the Church itself for "ousting God from religion. 26

Chalamet was one with See on the question of responsibility

for France

0

s

moral decay.

But See narrowed the blame for France's

recent time of troubles to particular Church functionaries.

He

pitted priests, as the agents provocateurs of the Catholic Church
against hapless Republican husbands and opposed the convent and the

confessional to the struggling lay internat.

The internat became

the first line of defense against a clergy eager to control husband

and children through its hold on women.

See then returned to the

theme of female honor, skirting the subject of prostitution as he
accused the opposition of shamelessly putting a price tag on a price-

less object, female education.

ponents

0

He compounded the insult to his op-

manliness by next lashing out at those who, he claimed,

failed to see a direct causal relationship between Prussian victories

like Sadowa, capitulation at Sedan, and the investment Prussia had

earlier ploughed into training a cadre of lay primary teachers of

both sexes.

France, See implied, to vigorous denials from the Right,

J.O. Chambre (20 Jan. 1880), p. 526.

had been sold down the river for a pittance.

She had been educa-

ted to defeat by outmoded Catholic schools. 27

Throughout the debates the opposition replied to
See's

accusations by revearsing the blame, saying France had
been punished as a result of national (i.e. Republican) apostasy
from

Catholic morality. 28

Who placed what blame where during pre-

occupation with revanchism in the course of the Camille See de-

bates is less important to the definition of French images of
women than the fact that all parties to the debate agreed on the
role of woman in definition of the national character and national
morality.

Consequently, examination of disputants' ideas on just

how women, morality and the educational system interact eo to

affect France yields the riches ore from which to fashion con-

temporary images of woman.

But, given the doctrinaire stance of

the disputants, no shining examples of sophisticated logic were

forthcoming in their respective arguments.
Guardians of the keepers of morality;

Church vs. State .

There is general consensus on the importance of the internat and the

laicisation of morality to the Loi Camille See debates.

The question

of boarding schools for either sex was also a constant in discussions

27

28

Ibid., p. 567 (21 Jan.).

especially the remarks of Richemont, JjO. 20 November
Conservative fears of class struggle, obvious
and 10 December 1880.
in remarks on women and the lower classes, were translated into worries
abQut female ability to maintain racial purity and national strength.
For a study of the varied roots of theories of French defeat in 18?0Ch.
1871, see Roger L. Williams, The French Revoluti on of 1870-1871.
W.W.
VI, "The Intellectual Reaction to Defeat and Violence" (N.Y.:
Norton & Company, Inc., 1969).
See,

.
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of 19th-century Frenc educators. 29

Teaching of morality by lay in-

structors was broached for the first
time in the history of the

Ferry laws during the Loi Cajnille See
debates.

Along with the

question of morality were raised the issues
of whether or not

non-religious personnel could adequately
instruct students in
ethics and morality, and more importantly,
whether religious
education should even be offered in the lycees.

As finally ac-

cepted, the law provided for religious instruction
for internat

students after regular school hours, at the request of
parents
and from approved representatives of different sects. 30

But, be-

yond the specific questions of religious or moral instruction,
there

remained the frank goal of Republicanization, i.e, secularization,
of French women.

It was this goal to which the Right objected most

strenuously.

Alexandre Desbassayns, Gomte de Richemont and Senator from

29

for example, Mme. Eugene Garcin, op. cit., and the influential Quelques mot sur 1' instruction publique en France (Paris:
1872), by Michel Breal. Breal was cited by Richemont on 20 November,
when Richemont made his theories of moral desolation in the lycees
the crux of his remarks on morality. Goirault, p. 28, notes Breal s
considerable impact on conservative thought, but Garcin also cited
Breal
See,

1

30

The final version of Article 5» the internat provision,
closely resembled the original and read: "L' enseignement religieux
sera donne, sur la demande des parents, par les ministres des different cultes, dans l'interieur des etablissements, en dehors des heures
des classes.
"Les ministres des differents cultes serotn agrees par le ministre
de 1' instruction publique.
"lis ne resideront pas dans 1* etablissement ." For the full version
of the Loi Camille See, as passed in December 1880, refer to Appendix
B, below.

the French Indies, led the Senate attack on the lycees. 31

Richemont

charged the bill's advocates with wishing to "create a feminine wing

of the University," a bulwark of positivism which would deliberately
foster "dangerous innovations in moral teachings." 32

That is, which

would teach morality within a curriculum independent of routine re-

ligious instruction, a curriculum which would ignore "God and the
33
Gospels. " JJ

It would be best,

advised Richemont, to allow the "na-

tional genius" to prevail and retain traditional convent education
as the norm for female instruction.

Les his listeners remain un-

moved by principle, Richemont reminded them of some practical ad-

vantages of retaining the educational status quo

.

He indicated that

women who had been convent-educated would be trained to submit to
male authority when they married.

A woman raised on the lap of

the Church would, he stated be "au-dessus de son mari, moins par la

tete que par le coeur."

That is, she would not compete with her

spouse, or any other men, for extra-domestic rewards.

Furthermore,

he continued, the "modestie" which Church teachings inculcated in

women's hearts would give wives the ability to inspire affection
while simultaneously being capable of "voiler, en la dominant,
-

1'

.

intelligence et meme le genie.

„3^

Beyond selfish concerns for husbands, Richemont claimed
great benefits to the nation which clung to convent education

.

own time
Richemont, a devout Catholic, ga^ heavily of his
and wrote several
and money to Catholic charities and female religious
biographies of noble Catholic women and nuns.
31

32

J.O. Senat (21 Nov. 1880), p. 113<*.

33 Ibid.

f

p.

11305.

^Ibid.,

p.

11307.

He promised that married women would bear male children who
would

fight France's wars; and that female religious

(

vierges ) would

be missionaries to the world, ambassadors of "le nom de la France:*'

Gette education, je veu l'ameliorer toujours, la transformer
jamais.
car c'est elle qui conserve au milieu de nous ce
type a la fois fort et doux, de la femme chretienne et franaise, qui epouse et mere, donne a la patrie les heros de
ravelotte et de Patay, et qui, vierge, affrontant tous les
champs de bataille de la charite, va faire honorer et benir
le nom de la France sur toutes les plages de l'univers (Tres
Men', et applaudissements a droite). -*
.

.

Richemont's intransigeance, his desire never to "transform" women's status as pious housewives or religious, and his

fiercely possessive stance toward women were raided to higher
reaches of dogmatism and rhetoric by his colleague
Ravignan of Landes.

,

Baron

Ravignan broadened Gavardie's declaration

that "Ferry" would not "have" French women into a discussion

of women's roles.

To the lover's triangle of Republican- Fair

Lady-Anti-Republican he added the specter of a fourth party,
the femme libre
alluded.

.

or "monstrosity" to which Keller had earlier

In order of appearance,

Ravignan 's themes were:

fe-

male character, woman's role (and by implication that which should
be forbidden to her); and female piety.

He deserves to be directly

Gravelotte and Patay were battles of the Francond
Prussian War. Gassell's History of the War between France a
fell
Germany notes that 19,000 French and almost as many Germans
French resistance
at Gravelotte, near Metz, on 18 August 1870.
and the way
was heroic, but German reinforcements turned the tide
mitrailleuse or mato Verdun was opened for German troops. The
the first time
chine-gun, was tried, with devastating results for
Patay, waged the 2 and h of Deat Gravelotte by French forces.
by the Germans.
cember 1870, saw defeat of the Army of the Loire
Arc and the Conn etable
It was also the site of victory of Joan of
over the English.
de Richemont (a relative of the Count's?)
^ Ibid

.

quoted on those topics, all raised in the
Senate debates on 20

November 1880.

Ravignan on female character:

Gar,

enfin, la femme, on l'a dit avec raison, a
besoin
d'absolu; sa^nature imprssionnable, sensible,
delicate,
cherche 1' ideal; et c'est dans la morale
independante

/i.e., secular positiviste morality/ qu'elle
le trouvera?
On woman's role:

Vous etes jreoccupes de la liberte de 1' esprit de
la
femme^a l'egal de la liberte de 1' esprit de celui qui
doit etre un futur citoyen admis a prendre sa part des
charges, des devoirs, de responsabilites de la vie pu^
blique?
Eh,

bien, je vous le dis, cette sollicitude n'est pas a
sa place. La femme, 1* enfant appartiennent a la famille;
j'ajoute que la femme lui appartient tout entiere, elle
n'appartient pas a Pfitat, elle ne peut lui appartenir
a aucun titre ni a aucun degre
(Tres bien I tres bier!
a droite).

On female allegiance to the Church

-

and to Catholic husbands:

Ce sont done les femmes que vous pretendez avoir ainsi
pour alliees? Eh bien, monsieur le ministre, - permettez-moi
de vous le dire avec tous les egards qui sont dus lorsque l'on
parle a cette tribune et que l'on s'adresse au Gouvernement vous n'y reussirez pas', (interruptions a gauche. - Tres bien!
tres bien'. a droite). . . Vous ne I'aurez pas
0

.

Le coeur de la femme est fait de foi et de devouement. Vous
ne le changerez pas. Nos meres, nos femmes, nos filles, nos
soeurs sont la pour vous repondre, et quant a ces femmes,
admirable entre toutes, qui sont fait une maternite de leur
charite et de leur abnegation, leurs oeuvres parlent pour
Vous ne les changerez pas, celles-la surtout.
elles.
Elles vont chercher la force qui les guide a une source que^/vous ne dirigerez pas et que vous ne tarirez pas davantage.
.

.

As before, huzzahs from the Right followed Ravignan s asser1

tion of the Church's rights (and the rights of Catholic men) to

control women, to keep them from those who would stop ("tarir,"

^ 6 J.O. Senat (21 November), p. 11313-

.

as to cause to dry up,

the old faith.

exhaust) female devotion to the old ways and

Senator Armand Fbresneau (Morbihan) seconded Ravig-

nan's "Vous ne l'aurez pas!" with,

"Non,

vous n'aurez pas les meres'."

after being moved by Ravign'as conclusion that if passed
the Loi
Gamille See was "destinee, ou a n'etre qu'une tentative sterile
ou a produire de consequences funestes."^

Conservatives

1

pleas for shoring up Catholic education as

a necessary defense of the public interest, were answered in kind

by the Republican Left, who also championed the cause of morality.
But, the Republicans added a new element to the debate:

following

See's lead they held that female lycees were necessary to effect
an ideological rapprochement between spouses and end the battle of
OQ

the sexes in France.

The Right disagreed that such warfare ex-

isted, preferring to cast Catholic wives of anti-clerical husbands
t

as model (^martyred?

\
;

spouses.

39

They could find some justification

for their praise of the Catholic wife in the remarks of
sponsor,

the bill's

whose anxiety about domestic tranquillity betrayed fears

about female allegiances, about wifely submission to a husband's

politics as well as to the puissance maritale

^J.O. Senat (10 December),
^ 8 V.,

p.

.

11216.

especially, Camille See, Ferouillat, Martin and Cha-

lamet (Privas)

^Opposition claims of contentment with "their" women can
be interpreted as satisfaction with familial relations. Keller
noted that he was delighted to have a daughter "serving the poor"
Chesnelong said that the unity of families was
in a convent.
not as broken as some claimed, citing the fact that lots of fathers
gave their children religious instruction as the basis for his claim.
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See's concern with uppity women emerged as the most important rationale for the bill.

"La femme," he declared, "malgre ses

instincts de soumission et de tendresse, vit a Fetat d'adversaire

dans la famille, de rebellion dans la societe."^ 0
ily,

Within the fam-

he went on to elaborate, mothers ought to be educated so they

would not pass "opinions, habits or traditions" contrary to those
held by their husbands on to children.

Men should control cul-

tural content, women maintain the culture.

Despite the fact that See stringently upheld the idea of
separate spheres, i.e., public and private, for men and women respectively, he was in tune enough with his times to agree in prin-

ciple with Droit des Femmes feminists on the salutary effects of im-

proving communication between the sexes.

"It is important that each

sex doesn't have its own language, ideas, prejudices, and life apart,"

he explained.

4l

But See retracted the last phrase and spent a good

deal of his presentation allaying fears of females leaving the ly-

cees to literally share men's extra-domestic lives.

What he pro-

posed first as a domestic ideal of togetherness he later pared
down to vicarious existence for women, who were to leave extra-

domestic achievements to the men in their lives.
The only career Camille See envisioned for women as the social

rule of thumb was marriage.

He reasoned that the middle and upper-class

or 18 would
women who were to matriculate from lycees at the age of 17

immediately enter their pre-chosen 'bareers."

^°J.O. Ghambre (20 Jan. i860), p.

5^.

If he opened the doors

htid.
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of secondary education to females, he slammed those guarding the

higher levels of the University rudely in theif faces.
fused to examine "la these de

1*

See re-

introduction des femmes dans les

carrieres dites liberales et dans les les carrieres administratives." To interruptions of "tres blent" from the Left, See

echoed Talleyrand's views on the necessity of restricting women
to the foyer for the common good, citing a cruelly restrictive

"natural" law to support his position:
Ce n'est pas un prejuge, c'est la nature elle-meme qui
renferme les femmes dans le cercle de la famille. II est
de leur interet, du notre, de l interet de la societe entiere, qu elles demeurent au foyer domestique. Les ecoles que nous voulons fonder ont pour but, non de les
arracher a leur vocation naturelle, mais de les rendre plus
capable de remplir les devoirs d'epouse, de mere et de maiC'est dans cette mesure que nous rentresse de maison.
fermons nos esperances et nos volontes, mais la nous pouvons invoquer a la fois la justice et 1' interet social.
1

9

.

.

If male lycees were to produce men who were to make

France great, See designed female lycees to produce those men

by providing them fit homes to mature in or to retire to upon

daily leave-taking of their worldly duties.

These were the

"great duties of life," and women, who were not, according to

See's line of thought, naturally great, would be educated to
compensate "by superior culture" for what they lacked in

"phy-

sical strength."
version
One would think See had quite finished with his
education, but at this
of implementing the Law of Differences in

See Ferouillat, below for another verIbid., p. 523.
sion of compensatory female education.

^2
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juncture in his presentation he launched into a
discussion of what
women were not to be educated for, underscoring
his prevention theory of female instruction.

Women were not, he repeated, to be en-

couraged to be lawyers or doctors, nor were they to be
given the
vote.

Since voting was a condition of citizenship and not a ca-

reer, one can only conclude that Gamille See feared his call
for

more female schooling would evoke the specter of the full scope
of "droits des femmes."

And it did.

Joseph de Gaste (Finistere),

Auclert's promoter and soon -to-be underwriter of the Gitoyenne

.

interjected a succinct "Pourquoi?" after See protested:

.

".

.

je

ne suis pas porte, je l'avoue, a reclamer les droits politiques

des femmes."

See replied to Gaste

that he, like his conserva-

tive colleagues, was disquieted by the idea that "woman" and "order" were somehow negatively linked.

He didn't want to interject

still another "element of discord" into governmental bodies and

the state's administration and condemned women (and their male
supporters?) who sought to leave their proper sphere for "poussant
un peu loin cette ambition" and losing their femininity in the pro-

cess, "sans arriver jamais a etre des hommes."^

Both Gaste and Smile de Girardin, men who were
close to feminist circles, failed to participate significantly in
the Loi Gamille See debates. Such silence could be interpreted as
resignation in face of overwhelmingly prejudicial odds. They even
failed to attempt amendments to the bill so as to give women who
attended lycees the opportunity to become breadwinners. ^Although
the assembly touched on the necessity of providing ouvrieres with
trades, they refused to countenance anything in the lycee curriculum which would fit women from the middle and upper classes for
economic self-sufficiency or more modest contributions to the
family income.
-^Ibid.

If See called for order by proselytizing
Republicanism ajnong

women, Martin in the Senate distilled the Republican
credo and trans^

formed it into a call for a new order which horrified
the Right,

Plead Martin:
apres les malheurs que nous avons subis, il faut a
tout les frantgais^ une direction morale
mv emphasis/ qui
tende avant^tout a la grandeur de la patrie. II ne s'agit
point par la de substituer la patrie a Dieu, comme d'autres y substituent 1' humanite. La patrie est Ibeuvre de
Dieu.
II y a done une religion de la patrie.^
•

.

.

f

.

,

Martin inverted the conservative world order, subsuming God in
the State.

On this disruptive note, the first Senate proceedings

ground to a halt, to be resumed with Martin's presentation on No-

vember 22.

On that day he widened the split between clerical and

anti-clerical forces by positing that the State, like the Church,

was a moral entity, a "personne" and thus could be entrusted with
imparting morality to its citizens through the school system.
The State had the right to suppress, albeit selectively some

teachers of religion and establish qualifications for all, under
the new law.

Martin drew the obvious conclusion that it could

also teach morality, even as the Church could.

Talk of the state's rights to define and teach morality led
to a clash with the proponents of Catholic morality which was so in-

tense that Martin tried to duck the issue of religion by claiming
that one over-axching morality underlay all religious beliefs, so
that morality, when taught in the girls' lycees, would be more than

44

J.O. Senat (21 Nov.), p. 1131^.
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than adequate to all sect's needs. D

But the issue of lay vs. Cath-

olic morality had been joined, not simply raised as it was in the

lower house,

46

and Richemont took the bait and ran with it.

right back to the issue of female honor.

.

.

On 9 December, in a last

ditch effort to foreclose final voting on the question of the internat,

Richemont implored his fellow legislators:
Messieurs, depuis bien longtemps, sous 1* empire de sentiments
sincere, mais ardents, et trop hostiles, nous avons lutte sur
tous les terrains et nous avons fait arme de tout pour vous
combattre. Puisse l'avenir ne pas nous montre que nous avons
engage dans nos luttes jusqu'au bonheur de nos fils'. Mais
aujourd'hui, je vous en conjure, faisons une treve d'une
heure - ce sera la treve de Dieu - et ne nous battons pas avec
la vertu de nos filles. ?
The internat seems to have had particularly distressing im-

plications for its opponents,

48

*

despite the fact that, as See cor-

rectly pointed out, boarding schools were part of French customs,
and despite the fact that steps would be taken immediately upon

passage of the parent bill which would provide for training fe-

4

5j.Q. senat (23 November), pp. 11360-11361.

46

0n 15 December by Perrochel and by Keller the preceeding
19 January especially.
,

tyj..O.

(10 December 1880), p. 12133-

It may be that
op. cit.
was in part tied to the
female reluctance to see children leave home

^Including feminists, see Garcin,

fact that women s chief
status women gained by child care and the
removing children from
source of power was domestic relations. By
reinforcements to their
the home women would be deprived of daily
status with others.
They would have to share their supervisory
egos
the empty-nest syndrome comIn short, they might very well suffer
century. Too, women were not
mon to home-centered women in the 20th
anti-Republican or
immune to partisan politics and would reflect
Republican positions on schooling.

male secondary teachers to serve
in the new lycees.^

Attenda, ce at

the new schools would not be
compulsory, another fact which should
have somewhat allayed conservative
fears of the institution.
Yet,
the internat passed in the Senate
by a slender 10-vote margin,

while the entire bill was voted in
with much greater support,
161 to 121. 50
The Internat and woman as ^unknown."

What seemed to bother

both proponents and opponents of the internat
the most was the

sheer novelty of the concept, especially as it
pertained to explicit articulatkon of a female Republican morality.

It was all

well and good for Gamille See, with his lawyer's
logic, to point
out that the internat was an honored French tradition.

But it was

quite another thing to actually separate female tutelage from su-

perintendance by the Church, that institution which specialized
in teaching the prime female virtues of submission, obedience,

service, and abnegation

sponsored system.

-

and institutionalize it in a government-

Republicans, one of the Senators reminded his

peers, frequently sent their daughters to convent schools and

'On 26 July 1881, a law was promulgated which set up an
ficole normale for women at Sevres.
The school opened the following
12 December.
See had deposed the bill on 3 March 1881.
Sevres was
modeled on Fontenay-aux-Roses, which had been legislated in 1879 and

set up in the fall of 1880 to provide institutrices for primary
schools.

5°The item vote in the Chamber of Deputies was 1^3-117;
while the final vote on the entire proposition was 3^7-123. The
vote to include religious instruction (Article 4) was closer in
The final vote
the Chamber, 138-127, than was the internat vote.
on the whole bill was verified by a 2-1 "Aye" voice vote in the
lower house.
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married convent graduates. 51

The plethora of reasons put forth

by persons like Jules Ferry and Paul
Bert against the internat

points to existence of a sexual double
standard which led good

Republicans to wed good Catholic girls and
send their daughters
to convents.

Republicans who opposed the internat had to
be con-

vinced that the State's need to control
female education at all

levels outweighed all other considerations.
Former Minister of Public Instruction Agenor Bardoux
(Puy-de-Dome) most clearly articulated the fears of those
who

were reluctant to back the internat, although his distress
at
the novelty of the institution did not match that of his col-

leagues further to the Right.
impractical.

The internat, said Bardoux, was

Not only was its construction and maintainance

a burden to the national budget, but the barracks-life of the

lycee

-

here he drew on the male experience

-

would be unhealthy

for girls and might adversely affect the "future of the race."
To his practical objections Bardoux added the "theoretical" ob-

jection that internats would be too heavy a moral responsibility

for the state to bear

without the risk of scandal, i.e., state

policing of nubile young girls might prove embarrassing.

Like

See, Bardoux invoked the public good as cause for restrictive

policies.

Who, he asked, could possibly staff internats in such

a manner as to avoid all hint of scandal?

51

Paul Bourgeois (Vendee), J.O . Ghambre (20 Jan.), p. 524.

Z07

Lorsqu il s'agit de creer ce personnel si delicat,
permettezmoi cette expression, de proviseurs-f emmes, de
censeurs-f emmes
pour les internats^de jeunes filles, de waitresses
d' etude,
voyez-vous jusqu'ou va la responsabilite de l'fitat?
From the "delicate" question of female staff for a
female

institution, Bardoux slipped into near collision with the woman

question when he dealt briefly with women's need for "more culLike other debaters, J he disavowed wanting to discuss

ture."

the "difficult and frail (as in weak in virtue) thesis of woman's
role in contemporary society;"^ and like See, he ended his argu-

ment by falling back on traditional social-sex stereotypes.

The

rough life of the lycee was regrettably necessary to prepare
men for careers, according to Bardoux, but preparation for the

"higher" mission of woman, ie., the creation of a "child and a
man," could only be achieved by education within the family.

In-

voking the classic distinction between "education" and "instruction," Bardoux reminded the National Assembly that the lycee could

only "instruct."

It could not "educate."

It was therefore super-

fluous, as professors, he claimed could not raise women and form

2

Ibid.(21 Jan.), p. 570. Like Dupanloup, the members of the
National Assembly showed a marked tendency to approach any topic construed as "female" on tip-toes. The use of the term delicate and its
variants "feeble," and "weak," occurred regularly. E.e.g. Ferry,
who saw the intemat as imposing "delicate" responsibilities on the
Richemont, Ferouillat, Ferry, Simon, the Due de Broglie,
University;
among others used the term to discuss female morality or officialdom
dealing with things female.
-^

,

Gaste, who undoubtedly wanted to discuss the full range of woman questions; and Charles-Paul
Poriquet (Orne). On Poriquet, v. p. 508, below.

2%ith the exepetions of Deputy Joseph de

5 Ibid.,
p.

570.

^

their characters.

They could not teach the virtues of "delicatesse

tacte," and "polit esse,

quality

"

which Fenelon recommended for ladies of

.

Bardoux's claim that the internat was superfluous was im-

proved on by Senator Poriquet (Orne), who argued that women educated themselves "naturally," i.e., in the course of the day's do-

mestic routine, learning all they needed to know from other females.

Poriquet, unlike Bardoux, attacked the woman question

with gusto, countering Republican claims that existing inequities
in male and female education were shocking, with the proposition

that such inequities "naturally" developed as functions of wo-

men's "specific duties" qua future mothers and wives.

Nature,

said Poriquet, "wished" such inequality and compensated girls in

their earlier years by making them quicker than boys at learning
all subjects except "Latin, Greek, and mathematics."

The very

subjects which See excluded from his program entirely or watered
down as inappropriate to female domesticity!

Having called Nature to the bar to testify on female learning patterns, Poriquet revealed the "natural" woman in all her simplicity:

La jeune fille, devenue femme, me parait avoir d'autres devoirs
de
a remplir que de suivre des cours, et, quant a moi, il ne me
plait pas de la voir surtout assidue aupres de ses enfants et
soucieuse du foyer domestique.

^Ibid.,
5 6 J,Q.

p.

570.

Senat (10 December 1880 )

,

p.

12128.
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He immediately

juxtaposed Louise Michel to his highly domesticated

ideal woman, claiming sarcastically that she had
been "amelioree"

by the Third Republic

-

a reference to the Societe pour 1' Amelio-

ration du Sort des Femmes. 57

Michel (I83O-I905), the "Red Virgin"

of the Commune, had returned with the amnestied of
1880, arriving
in Paris on 9 November, within a fortnight of Senate consideration

of the Loi Gamille See.

With her returned visions of the petrol -

euses of the Commune, socialist femmes libres

.

and remembrances

of past and current feminist crusadew for equal education and
equal pay.

The tumultuous welcome accorded Michel by workers,

socialists, feminists and former communards, could only have dis-

quieted social conservatives.
Poriquet continued his grievances against the Louise Michels of France, complaining that "too many moralities" already
existed and damning Ferry and his cabinet for authorizing so many

public conferences (i.e., socialist and feminist).

Poriquet claimed

the meetings "scandalized the citizenry and threatened to divide

^Ibid. Louise Michel had been exiled in 1873 for her part
Approximately 20,000 people welcomed her to Paris
Among those with whom Michel worked on workers'
on her return.
problems and education were Mme. Jules Simon, Maria Deraismes,
and Andre Leo (la Veuve Champseix). Decaux, Vol. H, pp. 905-911
gives a good account of Michel's impact.
in the Commune.

.

5^The petroleuses were women who fought at the barricades
during the Commune. They got their name from helping to manufacture
and fire gasoline bombs or "Molotov coctails." For a group study
Ediof the communardes see Edith Thomas, Les Petroleuses (Paris:
Thomas faults historians for considering
tions Gallimard, 1963).
social history in general and women's history in particular as outShe also criticizes
side or beneath their proper sphere of study.
work done to that date on the Commune women as permeated by "naive
,

manicheism."
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France into "Frances."

Just what "Frances" Poriquet meant was

clarified by his call for a return to the "unity
of 18?C"

when

men, women, and all classes joined in a
common battle. 59

The theme of social discord, alluded to by
Gamille See in

his initial remarks and everpresent during the discussions
of morality, was elaborated on by another of the bill's
opponents, De

Voisins-Laverniere (Tarn), who asked the Senate to recognize convent education as the only althernative to maternal or domestic

instruction for females.

"Instruction" in the French sense he

was more or less willing to leave to externats or day schools.
But "education," or moral upbringing, he would allow only in the

closely guarded home or the convent.
line between the mode

DeVoisins drew a straight

of female tutelage and family welfare.

Not

only would domestic education serve as 11 the career preparation
girls needed, he argued, but mothers would be forced to spend more

time at home caring for daughters and they would be less attracted
to morally harmful "mundane pursuits."

Fathers, on the other hand,

he foresaw attracted again to the foyer by doting daughters, for-

saking the wicked cafe for domestic contentment.

Above all he

stressed that girls who were home-educated would be well initiated
into the "duties, demands and sacrifices of family life."

DeVoisins

repeated his colleagues' warnings of the impossibility of contravening
Nature.

He labeled "strange and vain" the idea that "women could be

59J.O. Senat (10 December 1880 ), p. 12130.
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raised to be men," and solemnly reiterated
that woman outside the

home would lose her faith and destroy any
hope of domestic tran-

n
quillity.
...

60

DeVoisins and his fellow conservatives, with their
talk

of denaturing women, dangerous moralities, impending
social disaster,

and nostalgia for things past, all pointed up
their reluc-

tance to countenance changes in that element of society

-

women

-

whose prime cultural duty was seen as the transmission, unchanged,
of what they considered unalterable truths.

Armand Fresneau (Mor-

bihan) best summarized conservative fears when he noted that the

internat (and female lycees generally) would amount to what fami-

lies feared the "most in the world, the unknown'."^ 1
To those who had been unable to think of women in other than

purely domestic and religious terms, as childbearers, maintainers
of creature comforts, keepers of life's amenities, and the bulwark
of piety, the proposed educational reform represented a serious

breach in the protective moat around each paterfamilias

'

castle.

Richemont gave substance to vague premonitions of apocalyptic

change when evoking LePlay'

s

theories he labeled female lycee grad-

uates a "nouvelle couche and forsaw them plotting revolution in urban garrets when they couldn't find jobs and wouldn't return to their
The "proletariat lettre et frise," he warned, represented

homes.

noting less than total destruction of society, for
.

.

.

dans l'ame de la femme se posera tou jours effrayant-

Ibid., p. 12135
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les echoes de 1' Europe orientale resonnent encorel
Inevitable: christianisme ou nihilisme.

-

ce dilemme

But Richemont's bottom line was that "la decadence des qualites menageres" would be the result of too much female booklearning and too

little domestic education.

62

Gamille See and his backers did not take rightist pro-

phecies of toom too seriously.

On the contrary, they assured the

nation that lettered women (but not femmes savantes

who were dis-

.

63
trusted as much by Republicans as by their opponents) were to be
raised to higher levels of obedience and domestic competance, a la
Legouve, not to revolution by secondary schooling.

Noted an op-

timistic Senator Joannis Ferouillat (Var), cultured women were

more apt, because of "finesse de leur intelligence.

•

•

souplesse

de leur esprit," and "delicatesse de leur coeur" to teach love

of obedience than were their unlettered sisters.

Ferouillat was

not discomforted by increased female job-seeking, and suggested
that in addition to teaching, women were admirably suited to serve
in post offices and as telegraphers.

Like the opposition Ferouillat argued from practicality.

62

The Loi Cajnille
(20 November), pp. 11309-11310.
which
See debates frequently devolved to the "pot-au-feu" argument,
was used to
generally floated into the most idealistic tirades or
example, See's
give comic relief to the proceedings. See, for
comments on femmes
remarks on women's roles; Bourgeois* January 19
babies; Ponquet
savantes Lorois' of the sajne day on cooking and
Voisin-Laverniere on the sajne day; and assorted
on 9 December;
interjections on home economics on 10 December
Ibid.

;

Camille
see:
^For Republican aspersions on learned women,
in the professions ArSee, remarks of 19 January on women working
on 20 November 1880.
thur Chalamet, the sajne date; and Ferouillat
6

He posited that for the wife and mother a lycee education was most
6^
necessary.
He theorized that since women were traditionally past-

oriented and men future-oriented, problems of communication in the

family had reached crisis point, amounting to a "divorce intime,
profound"

which had fostered an "enervating scepticism" about

all matters.

Such scepticism Ferouillat considered the "worst

intellectual malady" of the time.

Well-educated women, he hoped,

would raise generations of children so well-prepared for life in
the modern world that there would be no need for internats, which

were only good for undoing poor family education.

^

Like See and

those who supported the internat, Ferouillat considered it a necessary, albeit temporary evil, a bridge to total Republicanization of

France.

But even the optimistic Ferouillat showed some fear of
woTien who weren't totally predictable or controllable.

Since wo-

men were responsible for morals, and morals made the nation, he

urged that women be protected

from their own shortcomings and

tendencies to undercut Republican morality by lycee tutelage.

Ac-

cording to the Senator from Var, women needed to be taught to rein
i.e., anti
in their impressionable natures and resist "prejudices,"

Right
Republican thought, or they would be unknowing adversaries of

and Reason.

66

Jenny Touzin
If the liberal Senator Ferouillat, who, like
terms of "liberty,"
couched his remarks on female instruction in

6

Vo.

Senat (20 Nov.), p. 11310.

65

67

Ibid., p. 11311.

"substantial
Ferouillat, like LegouvS, called for
Ibid.
food, not "mousse" for women's minds.
66

evidenced such ambivalence toward women that he approached
their

schooling as an exercise in spiritual orthopedics, it is difficult
to see how any less charitable a view of women could have
prevailed

67
as the National Assembly norm.

Indeed, Jules Ferry, speaking for the

government on the internat November 22, 1880, seems to have distilled

consensus on females and female education most concisely.

Explaining his change of position on the internat to the
Senate that day, Ferry dispensed with rhetorical flourishes and
revealed that he backed inclusion of the internat as a "necessary
evil," although he remained troubled by the "delicate" question of
«»

state-sponsored girls' lycees.

68

Ferry, as Minister of Public In-

struction, defended the lycee concept.

He disputed Richemont's

contention that the "barracks" atmosphere which threatened male

"purity of spirit" was certain to destroy females more fragile innocence.

69

Ferry flatly stated that Richemont's call for a Truce

of God for the sake of female virtue ignored harsh realities:

the

internat filled a real need for girls unable to get to an externat
on a daily basis.
However, his points made for practicality, Ferry returned
to his original theoretical objections to the internat.

He claimed

See, 19 January, tied the topic to the
Ibid., p. 11312.
revolutionary trinity by saying the Revolution of 1789 gave the "signal for the intellectual and moral resurrection of woman." See also
spoke of free will and personal rights.
7

68

Ferry,
Ibid.

Senat (23 November 1880), p. II36I.
(9 December 1880),

p.

12133.

they would constitute a "heavy burden"

for the State, which would

have to guarantee "the virtue of our daughters." 70

Jules Ferry

and his supporters had more in common with their
parliamentary

opponents

-

at least in respect to views on women - than they

were willing to conced.

Parties to the debate might argue about

whether or not the Church or Republicans made women "vassals." 71
They might fight to gain women's adherence to their respective
ideologies.

But,

ideologies aside, they agreed across the board

that woman's place was in the home and that her domestic and marital duties took precedence over any rights.

quoi?"

Gaste's lone "Pour-

fell on deaf ears.

Ferry,
71

ibid.

The term "vassal" was used by See on 19 January 1880.
Ferouillat concluded, on 20 November 1880, that the church had
always abased woman and placed her under its yoke. Variations
on ecclesiastical authoritarianism were common in anti-clerical
proponents remarks as well as in the Droit des Femmes.

CHAPTER

VI

COMPARISON AND CONTRAST

Study of publications and public debates on female
education
in early Third Republic France reveals that contemporary
images of

women were closely tied to prevailing social and socio-political
ideologies.

Such images were expressed in terms familiar to readers

as Republican or anti-Republican (Catholic -Royalist rhetoric.
)

The

cultural historian, must, then delve into comparative examination

of political verbiage if basic assumptions about women are to be

defined and translated into images of women which serve as cultural
lowest denominators.
Rene Remond, in the preface to his La Droit e en France

,

posits that despite the vagaries of French politics and continuous
shifts in relative meanings of political terms like "Left" and "Right,"
it is possible to detect and define philosophical constants for the

two major polarities of French political philosophy.

Remond' s des-

cription of the main body of Rightist thought dovetails precisely
with the social and political philosophy of Loi Camille See opponents
and their colleagues on the Correspondant .

Those politicians, notably

Felix Dupanloup, Albert de Broglie, and Charles Chesnelong, whom Re-

mond singles out as major leaders of the Right in the first decades
of the Third Republic, were vitally connected with the Loi Camille

Rene Remond, La Droit e en France de la premiere restaura
Aubier-Editions
tion a la V e republique second edition (Paris:
Montagine, 1963), PP. 13~l8.
1

,

-
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See opposition. 2

Conversely, the bills principal
supporters read

like an honor foil of the post-1880
French Center

Jules Ferry, Leon Gambetta and Octave
Greard

^itj^s_i^m^

coterie.

-

-

Jules Simon,

not to mention the

All called for the kind of educational

reform represented by the Loi Camille See.

Simon and Ferry, along

with See, figured prominently in the debates.

A brief summary of

basic tenets of the opposition's thought and
its quarells with

Leftisth philosophy should therefore be most useful
in sifting out
their respective positions on "woman."
Natural

o rder vs.

natural rights

.

Remond considers the

concept of natural order the keystone of Rightist thought.

Theo-

cracy, a static, hierarchical social and political world, are
re-

lated corollaries. J

Terms like 'God's will," "providence," and the

"good of mankind," figure prominently in the speeches and writings

of the French Right.

4

The French Right, according to Remond, has

generally been suspicious of any change in basic societal institutions, a trait it shares with conservatives of all nations.

Respect

for the Catholic Church, the aristocracy and the family as tradition

2

Ibid., pp. 144-147, contains an interesting overview of the
Right in the National Assembly during the 1870' s.
Remond notes that
only "interets superieurs de la France, de la monarchie et de l'ordre
social" prompted the normally factionalized Right to vote in a solid
block.
Ferry's educational mearsures, of which the Loi Camille See
could be considered a trial balloon, fit Remond' s description.

Leon Say jzz November 1880, J.O
^Ibid., p. 146.
p. 11368_7
criticized Chesnelong for promoting the subordination of the University to "theocracy."
.

.

for example, Richemont's speech of 20 November 1880,
for the use of "providential." Talleyrand's use of the common good
as justification for limiting female education falls within the rubric "the good of mankind" as used by Remond.
^See,

ally defined have been earmarks of French social
conservativism.

As

historians and social thinkers, Rightists have tended to be
fatalists
a la Joseph de Maistre.^
If Natural Order has been, as Remond suggests, the philo-

sophical touchstone for the French Right, the French Left (and Center) has tended to place its ideological stock in the concept of Na-

tural Rights, the Enlightenment version of Natural Order.

Thus, the

French Revolution, with credo of the "Declaration of Rights of Man
and the Citizen," was the seminal event for Republicans of all per-

suasions, and as Karl Mannheim has noted,
in conservative self-definition.

marked a critical point

While anti-Republican descendants

of the Right tended to stress the supra-rational in history, i.e.,
God's will, their peers on the Left have been drawn to the role of
Reason, human or vaguely divine, in history.

Static continuity has

characterized Rightist thought, evolutionary change Leftist philosophy.

The works of Michelet, the lives and thought of French soci-

alists, and above all the philosophy of Positivism

7

attest to the

^De Maistre (l? 53-1851) was the theorist par excellence of the
V. especially the Principe generateur des Constitutions
French Right.
written 1808-1809.

^Karl Mannheim, Essays on Sociology and Social Psychology
Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1953), Ch. II, "Conservative
(London:
Thought," p. 79.

^Positivism is understood as the application of scientific
possiprinciples, or reason, to society. Positivists believed in the
legislation.
bility and necessity of engineering social change through
For an
They could entertain the idea of a new religion, v. Martin.
Cprreanti-Positivist critique, see Alfred de Courcy, "Philosophia, "
sppndant (25 September - 10 November 1880). Courcy presents the
Franco-Prussian War as punishment for French apostasy, for flirtation with Positivism.

,

s

Left's faith in Progress.

Cajnille See,

Jules Ferry, and Jules Simon

were inspired by belief in the redemptive power
of Reason and sought
to embody their belief in the Republican
educational reforms of the

1880'

Individual differences of temperament, social origins, schooling and the degree of participation in the post-Sedan
phenomenon of

heightened, sometimes paranoid, patriotism, might blur the clearcut

differences of philosophy which separated Republicans from their opponents, and from time to time from eacho other.

But, on the whole

opponents and supporters of the Loi Gamille See can be designated
as members of either the "Right" or the "Left" in their respective

socio-political thought.

Both sides to the debate perceived them-

selves to be in a philosophical tug-of-war disputing competing

moralities and life-styles.
Devoir vs. Droit
olic

—

.

Since the issue of morality -lay or Cath-

dominated the debates, it is not surprising that all parties

to the discussion frequently invoked what they each construed as

"right" or "duty."

Yet, to a degree, both sets of disputants con-

curred on core definitions of the two terms as they related to national responsibilities toward education in general and female education specifically.

For example, there was general agreement on

the right of all to primary education of some sort, if education be

understood in the French sense of moral instruction.

All, too,

agreed

on the necessity of raising up citizens to serve and to save France,

8

See, for example, the remarks Ferouillat and Martin on 20 November 1880; of Gamille See on 19 January; and of Richemont on 9 December.
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especially after Sedan,

Most certaily all concurred on the
central

role women were to play in shaping the
national destiny:

they were

to bear and raise sons to fight for
France and daughters to bear

children, especially sons.

The Correspondant here agreed with the

National Assembly majority.

Only the Droit des Femmes of the sources

studied disputed this emphasis.
Droit

Heavily pacifist and pro-woman, the

fought both rights of the State and rights of peres de
la

famille over females.

Q

Opponents of the legislation cautioned that the State had
the duty to avoid any involvement in post -primary female education,

while proponents held the opposite point of view.

The opposition

cried out that its right to the "delicate and precious" freedom
of instruction would be seriously eroded should the Loi Gajnille
See pass into statute.

^

What did not occur with any consistency

or frequency in the debates or the Correspondant

theme in the Droit des Femmes

thing with "woman."

,

.

though a major

was the linking of "rights" to any-

Though Republicans approached the granting of

state -sponsored secondary instruction to young women as a matter of
justice, they never intended to act as women s rights advocates.
0

o
7

Duvaux interjection of 19 January; Keller and Ghalamet
E.e.g.
Supporters of the law hid
ibid, pp. 520 and 525, J.O 20 Jan. 1880.
arguments for paternal and husbands rights in the bien public natural law and criticism of priests' rights to confidentiality in the confessional. Abbe Houssaye exposited on paternal rights in the Gorrespon
V. Gh. Ill above.
dant.
,

.

1

,

10

Richemont keynoted his initial presenation on 20 November with
this thought. See J^O. (21 November 1880), ff 11303 f. This had been
the rallying cry for the forces of Catholic education throughout the
century.
.

Rather, they chose to call for that
instruction as a human right and

national necessity, citing revolutionary
precedent on the need to ed
ucate women as citoyennes. 11

See expressly excluded serious discus-

sion of political, career or employment
rights of women from consid-

eration during the debates, and almost without
exception his peers

followed suit.

1

2

Backers of the Loi Gamille See joined its detractors
in

spending a great amount of their rhetorical energies
reaffirming

women's traditional duties.
and Legouve.

So too, did Correspondant publicists

The amount of time Republicans devoted to discussing

women's duties was disproportionate to the demands of practical
politics:

the law's proponents far outnumbered its opponents and

passage of the measure was a foregone conclusion.
licans'

Thus, the Repub-

constant hammering away at the need to "eduquer" women to

proper submission, the better that they would help their sons and
husbands to become successful and gain status vicariously.

Repub-

lican insistence on the behavioral implications of female secondary
instruction may be interpreted in several ways.

First,

it could re-

veal subconcious masculine reservations at allowing women greater

proximity to the upper reaches of the University while at the same
time satisfying an impulse toward Enlightenment-inspired equity.
Secondly, and in view of the recent political activism of Hubertine

Auclert and the return of Louise Michel, it could be interpreted as

Gamille See's presentation of 19th January 1880;
Ferouillat's remarks of November 20. Both cited the Loi Lakanal.
B.g.

12

,

Camille See, J^O.

January 1880), pp. 522-523-

^
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a limited measure of feminist
success:

Republicans were reacting,

in classic backlash fashion, to
pressures to change.

Joseph de

Gaste, Auclert's sponsor, was after
all, physically present in

the Assembly.

So was fimile de Girardin, who had
just made a media

event of Alexandre Dumas fils' "conversion."
On the whole legislators endorsed the
Gorrespondant image

of woman and agreed that women should not
be educated for careers

outside the home. 13

They also mirrored Hugues' and Richemont's

angst at the spectacle of emancipated women usurping
"men's"

places and strewing social wreckage in their wake:

again Droit

de Femmes publicists were exceptions to this rule of thumb.

Lenore

0' Boyle,

in

her "The Problem of an Excess of Educated Men

in Western Europe, 1800-1850," concludes that Frenchmen's worries

about unfair preferment for female professionals ware to a great
1
extent unwarranted. ^

She notes that the situation in Paris was

exceptional, a corollary of the massing of professionals and civil

servants in the area following national centralization.
0'

Boyle also notes that privileged classes in France

and men were a legally privileged class

-

—

tended to fear, distrust

1?

Paul Bert and Johannis Ferouillat seem to have countenanced
modest expansion of female work opportunities in the lower ranges of
government service. On the history of women in tte French civil serWomen and
vice, see Catherine Bodard Silver, "Salon, Foyer, Bureau:
the Professions in France," in Changing Women in a Changing Society
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1973).
(Chicago:
1

Ch.

V,

See Ch. Ill, above; Keller, Ravignan, See and Richemont in
above.
1

^0'Boyle, Journal of Modern History

,

kZ:

4(Dec. 1970), p. 491

f.
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and resent "social inferiors."

She notes too that these negative

feelings toward the "lower" classes may
have operated

of education throughout the 19th century.

ii

discussions

Study of the question of

lay female secondary education in the early
Third Republic supports
O'Boyie's thesis and, furthurmore, indicates
that women were regarded, in company with the working class and
social radicals, as
a dangerous segment of the population.

The word "dangerous" was

used by both sides to the debate in conjunction with
proposed dis-

position of the female education question. 1 ^
The strongest evidence for extending Boyle's analysis of

privileged classes'

attitudes toward "inferiors" to male atti-

tudes toward women, was offered by the opposition when Richemont
referred to women as a "nouvelle couche sociale," and raised the

specter of female nihilists overruning France.

Poriquet'.s image

of women as a "proletariate lettre et frise" meshed with Hugues'

fear of women as "deracinees" and Richemont* s (and Eugenie Pierre's) description of educated women as "declassees,

"

to conjure

up a female apocalypse - a cavalry of Amazons riding roughshod over

treasured male prerogatives.

Bardoux's refusal to discuss the "del-

icate thesis" of women's role in contemporary society, coupled with

Republican tiptoeing around "delicate" questions of safeguarding
female morality strikes one as a classic case of denial, especi-

See acknowledged
See Gamille See. J.O. (20 January), p. 520.
that for the opposition the law's institution would be "dangerous,"
and presented non -passage as equally as destructive to proponents'
hopes for society and for females. See also Chalamet, Ibid., p. 527;
and Richemont, J.O. (21 November), p„ 11304.
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ally when opposed to the actual aspirations and achievements of women
as chornicled in the Droit des Femmes

.

The simplest way to deal with

the woman question in the National Assembly, with those of the "other
sex," as Senator Henri Martin so revealingly classified non-males, 17

was to deny that a problem existed
bit more sophisitication

of a good education.

,

- as

did the opposition.

With a

proponents endorsed the curative properties

Fenelon had done as much.

Duty as control

.

Repeated reiteration of the pot-au-f eu

theme by those disputing the Loi Gamille See can be used as an
index of legislators* anxieties about women leaving home duties to
seek personal fulfillment away from the foyer

.

By continually point-

ing out that women's duties were in the home, proponents of the bill

could reassure themselves that increased educational opportunities

for women would lead to a "rational" appreciation by women that

their duties to home, family, and country took precedence over any
incidental personal desires.

By designing the female lycee curri-

culum to preclude all female career preparation except gentile domesticity, the legislators in fact instituted a fail-safe mechanism
to avoid the social upheaval they feared would result from female

secondary and higher education.
If Leftists depended on a carefully engineered curriculum
to control
and educating women to a keener sense of Republican duty

17 Martin, J^O. (21 November), p. 11313- Martin could have used
our sisters," or even
a more inclusive term, such as "our daughters,
citizens of men in any
"our women." He did not group women as fellow
female and male minds was his
of his remarks, even though union of
stated goal.
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female ambitions,

institutions

-

Rightists leaned heavily on religion and Catholic

including the family

ous female conduct.

-

to inhibit unseemly or danger-

Their fierce defense of the convent and female

religious as the ideal milieu and model for female education continued the the tradition of control of women by piety which pervaded

Dupanloup's tracts on female tutelage.
Translated by Richemont and Gorrespondant writers into sec-

ular terms, the nun became

the strong, Christian wife, paragon

of self-abnegation, long-suffering and submission.

18

Richemont

made a special point of noting that Christian wives were granted
some measure of superiority over their husbands

ritual but not intellectual

-

-

in all things spi-

going so far as to advise women to

conceal their intelligence and "even their genius" from their

husbands by substituting increased affection toward their spouses
for possible intellectual aspirations.

Both pro-clerical and anti-

clerical legislators agreed that female career aspirations were best

deflected into teaching children, an emphasis which implied spatial
removal of women from adult male fields of endeavor, especially from
the high prestige fields.

l8

for example, the Senate debates of 20 November 1880.
another
Dantier's selction of the nun as the female prototype is
If
prime example of this tradition. V. Chapter III, above, p. 105.
Christ, that of
the nun's goal was service of her spiritual groom,
Keller was reasher more mundane sister was service of a husband.
marriage, which Keller
usred of this by a Republican who asked whether
girls, would be taught
considered the most important moral question for
statement institut rices would
in the new schools, responded with the
Duvaux,
"enseigneront les devoirs de la mere de la famille."
(20 January 1880), p. 520.
See,

In view of Republican quarrels with convent
education it is

interesting

to

note Republican acceptance of the convent, minus its

Catholic ties, as the keystone of the new lycee system.

Strict super-

vision of women and narrow role socialization pervaded Ferry's inter-

nats just as they did the model convents.

Although some Republicans,

including Ferry, were reluctant to adopt the internat because the
preferred more constant parental supervision of girls, they were more
concerned about secular control of the entire lycee system than about
the internat per se

.

Within the internat the State could act in

ecclesiae as well as in loco parentis

.

loco

Pragmatic reasons existed for

the internat as well as ideological arguments:

many mothers were un-

qualified to assume the instruction of their children and externats
were not universally available.
Droit des Femmes vs. National Assembly

.

Feminists affiliated

with the Droit des Femmes inverted the National Assembly's approach to
female education.

They spoke, as we have already noted, primarily of

rights, and not of duties.

Paternal despotism rather than the rights

of the pere de la famille absorbed their attentions when they talked
of family affairs.

Like fellow Republicans, they inveighed mightily

against priest and Pope.

power

-

But they did not substitute secular male

legislative power in this instance

-

for religious paternalism.

celiRicher and his staff made no fine theoretical distinction between

bate and non-celibate abuse of power.

1

19

^That is, the regular contributors. Occasional columnists
tended to
like Emile Deschanel, Eugene Pelletan and Ernest Legouve,
be more traditional in their views of male authority.
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Yet, while Droit des Femmes regulars held views of women's

rights widely divergent from the majority of their contemporaries,
they ironically agreed with their times on at least one point:
en were "natural" teachers.

wo-

To the extent that they stressed what

was presented as a genetic predisposition rather than an outgrowth
of female socialization as a nurturer, they undermined their own

egalitarianism.

Eugenie Pierre's "Institutrice" series illustrated

how compelling prevailing notions of female talents were.

Mme.

Griess-Traut talked of females' "qualites affectives" but never
resolved the question of their origin. Was it biological or social?

French feminists may have been making the most out of what society

allowed women to do, but they ended up adding to what Senator Ferouillat (20 November 1880) termed undue romanticization of the role of

mere de la famille

.

On balance, however, French feminists differed markedly

from their contemporaries on the Gorrespondant and in the Assembly
the
when it came to assessing the role of women within the family and

condition of women within its "cercle atrophiant."

They might share

- although they tended
in patriotic fervor with both Right and Left

echo the sentitoward internationalism and pacifism; and they might

ment that women held the key to French destiny.
in the crucial importance of education.

They, too, believed

But Droit feminists did not

French destiny on women's
place the awesom burden of determining

idea that woman was the
shoulders alone; nor did they second the

secular and Christian traditions.
"other," an inheritance from both
"equivalency" bordered on allotRicher' s theory of female and male
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ment of specific human characteristics to one sex
or the other, but

Richer never crossed the line into mutual alienation
or necessary

complementarity because he lay such stress on common humanity
and
individual talents.

Feminists agreed with proponents of the Loi Gamille See that
"Two Frances," one male and one female, existed.

But they lay the

blame for domestic and social discord at the feet of legislators
and the Church.

Like non-feminists or anti-feminists, feminists

believed rapprochement of the sexes was possible.

But they did

not hold to the idea that it could be affected by educating women

to more sophisticated subordination to men.

Rather than educate

women to understand their husbands* politics and professions, feminists wanted women to themselves be educated to full employment

outside the home.

They saw economic independence as a necessary

complement to legal emancipation, although on the whole those feminists assoicated with the Droit des Femmes

considered abrogation of

the Code Napoleon their first priority and equal salaries took the

back seat to legal reforms.
The Droit des Femmes both allayed and fanned the fears of

those who dreaded female acquisition of political rights.

Leon

Richer would wait for a marked diminution of Catholic influence over
women before granting women the suffrage.

Auclert and her more radi-

Feminists would have re-

cal friends demanded the vote at once.

phrased Rousseau to proclaim "women are born free, but grow up to
be in chains."

They sought to loose

the chains of domesticity and

forge independent indentities for women.

Dependency was the ideal

t

for their contemporaries.
Class bias. Publicists writing for the Droit des Femmes

differed from their opposites on the Correspondent and from members
of the National Assembly in expressing general, concern and interest in

women of all classes and in their willingness to openly discuss problems pertaining to the feminine condition.

Prostitutes, factory la-

borers, shopkeepers, artisans, aristocratic divorcees, harrassment
by the police de moeurs

,

all manner of wage labor as well as domes-

tic life and child-rearing, were regular features of the Droi

.

The

feminist paper contained, in short, every topic which appeared in

feminist papers and works across the Channel and in the United States.

Most of its contributors were from the middle and upper middle classes
and their breadth of approach was proportionate to thier degree of ed-

ucation and feminist activism.

Education consonant with one's na-

tive abilities was seen by Droit writers as a right as well as the

means to self-improvement.
By way of contrast with the Droit

,

writers associated with the

Correspondent and legislators generally ignored day-to-day problems
of women, rarely concerned themselves with female wage labor, and

chose to minimize all discussion of women outside the context of
family and foyer

.

Since the domestic attainments of wives and

talk
daughters of the legislators and their class peers dominated

women of
of female education during the Loi Cajnille See debates,

other classes were discussed little if at all.

Or, women outside

forms, as
the home were discussed in their supposed archetypal

and anarchists.
Louise Michels and Hubertine Auclerts, as foreigners
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The same approach to women and the same
narrow class focus applied to

journalists on the Correspondent

as it did to Dupanloup and to a les-

ser degree to Legouve.
Female sexuality.

male sexuality per se

There was little or no discussion of fe-

in the three major sources utilized for the

main body of this thesis.

Legislative preoccupation with the mater-

nal role and wifely duties, prevailing etiquette, and the nature of
the legislation itself kept talk of sexual "duties" out of the Loi

Gamille See debates.

Chivalric concern for the honor of women kept

the lid on all but occasional allusions to sexuality.

The issue of

morality and the "delicate" task of policing females hinted at
legislators' uneasiness with female sexuality and introduced the

topic through the back door.

The general topic of female sexuality

was largely ignored by the Droit des Femmes in the period 1877-1880,
although discussion of prostitution and of Josephine Butler's conti-

nent-wide campaign to eliminate it was routinely offered.

20

Correspondant contributors presented a dismal picture of
the consequences of unleashing ajnbitions Republican femmes savantes

or citoyennes on France.

Their Marthe de Lartics and Hubertine Mau-

clerts were generalized images of uncontrolled, i.e., non-Catholic,
females giving full rein to naturally passionate and immoderate natures.

Their targets were supposedly that most sacred of societal

20

for example, the lead article, "Discours de Mme. J.
Butler," Droit (February 18?7); "La Police des moeurs," in the same
issue; "Tou jours la police des moeurs," Droit (July 1879) and "Les
Femmes esclaves," Droit (November 1880).
See,

I
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bulwardks, the foyer

,

plus the femme chretienne et fran hise
c

presumptuous of all, the Church Itself.
challenged God.

In short,

,

and most

the femme llbrc

As a counterweight to the femme llbre

.

the Corres -

pond ant offered their ideal, variously portrayed as Navah, Marie
and the nun.

The complete woman, according to the Correspondanl,

was content to complete a man's life by offering him the perfect
supportive milieu, love, understanding, the pot au feu
In addition,

ideal,

and sons.

or more accurately, as a pre-condition to the above

she would incarnate the most self-effacing and other-serving

of Crhistian virtues.
Yet,

,

And,

she would be the perfect home economist.

she was still the "other."

Only by complete identification

with a husband through the auspices of the Church, could that socially destructive "otherness" be subdued and harmony reign in
France.
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CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSION

Study of images of woman in Prance during the years 1877-

1880 reveals the preeminence of a disquieting picture of woman as
destroyer, despite the simultaneous presence of a contrary image

which presented woman as the bedrock of social stability.

An al-

ternate image of woman as simply human, an admixture of magnificent
potential and frequent fallibility, more like than unlike man, was
forwarded by feminists and their supporters.

But, proposed as it

was in direct response to the dominant tradition, the feminist image
only served to throw the contrasiting dualistic image into high relief.
As developed by the National Assembly during the course of the Loi Ca-

mille See debates, the more common prejudicial image was symptomatic of
a national preoccupation with order, a preoccupation shared by both

opponents and proponents of the law and addressed by feminists in
their alternate synthesis of people perceived through the humanist and
egalitarian traditions.
Yet, while legislators'

and publicists

0

concern for educating

France to greater unity contributes substantially to historians

1

under-

educational restanding of the intensity of all the debates on Ferry's

does not in and of
forms, of which the Loi Camille See was but one, it

attitudes toward woitself satisfactorily explain contemporary French
1

in Europe and America,
men, attitudes which while widely shared

were

to female education
0n the relationship of social prejudices
Higher Schools: The Hisoutside France, see Jaines E. Russell, German
1
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not tied so closely outside France to sweeping reforms imposed on a

nationwide basis by a central government.

The disorder and conflict

which non-feminist French commentators feared the most was that which
they perceived as the result of loosening links in the domestic chain
of command, as loss of powers of the paterfamilias, be he humble

lower class pere de la famille

,

aspiring bourgeois, nouveau arrive

grand bourgeois or scion of the old nobility.

In a society which,

with its heritage of Gomte, de Maistre, Bonald, LePlay, and Rousseau,

worshipped stability even as its latter-day philosophes

,

like Michelet

and the positivists, cried for full fruitiion of the Revolution, con-

tinuity of the domestic monarchy was more often than not accepted as
a sociological given. 2

The family itself was seen as the necessary

bastion of male authority, an authority which could only be validated
(outside the Code Napoleon) by submission of the mere de la famille
and other female kin to the husband.

Thus Gamille See's insistence

on educating women to obedience to the personal will of their spouses

tory, Organization and Methods of Secondary Education in Germany (New
York
Longman's, Green, and Co., 1899); and 0. Boelitz, translated by
I.L. Kandel and Thomas Alexander, The Reorganization of Education in
Prussia (New York: Columbia University Teachers' College Bureau of
Publications, 1927), pp. 9^-106 and 5^0 ff. See also, Martha Vicinus,
"The Perfect Victorian Lady," and Kate Millett, "The Debate Over Women:
Ruskin vs. Mill," in Vicinus, Suffer and Be Still: Women in the Victo Indiana University Press, 1972).
rian Age (Bloomington and London"!
:

Gunter W. Remmling, in his Road to Suspicion: A Study of Mo dem Mentality and the Sociology of Knowledge Chapter 13, "The French
Encyclopedists," discusses the Enlightenment roots of later French
preoccupation with theories of order. Similarly, Irving L. Zeitlin,
in his Ideology and the Development of Sociological Theory (Englewood
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), "Auguste Comte" notes the
Cliffs, N.J.
continuation of hierarchical concepts of social order in Comte' s theories of inequality of the sexes. Both owe a great deal to Mannheim.
,

:
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could accompany protestations that he was freeing women from the tyranny
of priests.
See exposited the same relationship between government, go-

vernmental forms and the sexes that John Adams did when the latter
termed Abigail Adams
tution "laughable."

1

proposals that women be included in the Consti-

Writing on the question of the extension of the

suffrage, and with his wife's protests against husbands

1

tyranny fresh

in mind, John vigorously disagreed with a colleague's proposal to broa-

den the franchise to include all males over the age of 21.

Admas ex-

pressed the fear that too literal application of democratic theory, i.e.,

bringing all persons under one Natural Law, would wreck social havoc
(and tarnish the glitter of special privilege) by tending to "confound

and destroy all distinctions, and prostrate all ranks to one common

level."
Adams'

The ultimate distinction in Gamille See's France as in John
America, was seen as sex, or more precisely, an assumed natural

superior (male)

-

inferior (female) relationship between the sexes.

Richemont, Dupanloup, See and Ferry concurred as a sexual

peer group when they agreed that education should maintain that distinction as the cornerstone of social order.

Their discussions of mo-

rality, invocations of various versions of the "patrie en danger" theme,

and allustions to rebellion (of women/lower classes) against constituted

secular or ecclesiastical authority masked an ideology which sought to

correspondence of John Adams and Abigail Adajns, 31 March
Suland 14 April 1776; and John Adams' letter of 26 May 1776 to John
Sullivan did not broach
livan, Rossi, Feminist Papers pp. 10-14.
extension
the question of woman suffrage, limiting his pleas only to
of the vote to all free males.
^V.

,
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guarantee continuation of the male-female status quo

Gunter

W.

.

Remmling, in his Road to Suspicion;

A Study of

Modern Mentality and the Sociology of Knowledge (1967), points out
that the term •ideologies* denotes "complexes of ideas that channel

behavior toward the maintainance of the existing social order,"
while the term

'

Utopias' refers to "complexes of ideas which in-

spire desires and activities that aim at changes of the existing
social order."

Remmling' s definition of ideology, borrowed in

great part from Karl Mannheim, describes Third Republic French anti-

feminist thought quite precisely, be it manifest in policies of pro-

ponents or opponents of the Loi Gamille See, the Gorrespondant s
1

fiction and non-fiction, or the work of Dupanloup and Legouve.
commit antly, the French feminist Droit des Femmes

'

Con-

vision of the future

fits just as easily into the Utopian style of thought, for

it

was pre-

dicated on changing the societal norm for male-female relations from

superior-inferior model to essential egalitarian ism.

It was comitted

to destroying the concept of social sex to a degree hitherto unprece-

dented in the French experience.
Images of woman in the Gorrespondant

,

the National Assembly,

ideoland the Droit des Femmes reflected the social philosophies, or
case of
ogies if you will, of their respective proponents, and in the

around the
non-feminist legislators, united otherwise bitter enemies
as it were, of
common goal, or lowest common ideological denominator

the extent of
Remmling, Road to Suspicion p. 110. For
Ideology and Utopia: An
Remmling' s debt to Mannheim, see Mannheim,
Harcourt,
York:
Introduction to the Sociology of Knowledge (New
II, "Ideology and Utopia.
Brace -and Company, 1936), especially Ch.

4

G.

,

subordination of women to men in both the public and private spheres.
In the case of Republican legislators adherence to a conservative
so-

cial-sex ideology led to some philosophical distortions

of their more

liberal heritage, distoritions upon which feminists capitalized and
built their own case for completing the French Revolution.^

For

example, Republicans claimed "Liberty, Fraternity and Equality" for
all the French and See was fond of pointing out that the Revolution

was the cornerstone of female emancipation.

Yet,

he was one with the

opposition in claiming that the first condition of social order was
the greater liberty of males, their right to female submission within the bonds of matrimony and their exclusive claim to professional

"places."

Women, then, were seen by Republican powers that be as

social saboteurs if they disputed that image.

It was a perception

but degrees removed from the Rightist portrait of women as anarchists,

nihilists and man-hating Amazons.
Opposed to the image of woman as social saboteur, the most

dangerous of the new "couches sociales" spawned by modern industrial
society, was the image of woman as builders, or rather, maintainers

and defenders of society as constituted.

Politicials of all persua-

sions urged early Third Republic Frenchwomen variously, to recapture
and help
the conservative Catholic past, consolidate Republican gains

to secularize France:

they never suggested "their" women change their

own socially subordinate status.

Worespecially, Leon Richer s comments on the Socialist
Congress in Marseilles, Droit (December 1879). p.. 178.
5 See,

kers'

Catherine Bodard Silver's comment

1

that "public administration and
education have played central roles
as stabilizing and conservatizing
forces" in French life, seems most

appropriate to the maintainance of a
restrictive image of woman in the

early decades of the Third Republic.

Both passage of the Loi Gamille

See and its subsequent enforcement testify
to the close relationship

between governmental policy and social conservatism: 6
if woman was
seen as

guardian angel of the foyer

,

it followed that her education

should make certain she so believed.
If a condition of domesticity served as the milieu for
dom-

inant Third Republic images of woman, marriage and economic
dependency

framed that milieu

-

a fact French feminists perceived and deplored.

Not only was marriage seen by the vast majority of middle and upper-

class French as desirable for women and society, it (or life as a nun)

was also considered a necessary precondition for controlling female
moral and physical frailty.

Within marriage woman woudl be protected

from mundane temptations and afforded the physical necessities of life.
That she should willingly accept the estate of dependent for her own
good and for the bien public was a given in the Loi Gamille See de-

bates as well as in Gorrespondant writings.

Any thought system, person

or instrument which could be perceived as loosing the bonds of such de-

pendency was suspect.

Thus Gamille See and fimile Keller sparred over

whose ideology more effectively found females to the home and the home
to the public good.

Thus their partisans infused personal politics into

Catherine B. Silver, "Salon, Foyer, Bureau," p. 79. Silver
notes the persistance of prejudicial attitudes among working women.
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ideological discussions on the form and content of French
instruction.

Proponents of the law, speaking form a strong offensive
position,

were less hysterical about the social consequences of female
rebellion
than were their ante-bellum adversaries, but they were equally
con-

cerned with

using women as ideological shock troops, to be controlled

by enlistment in their commanders'

tical battles.

(heads of the family) partisan poli-

Women, who were generally seen by both sides to the

debate as essentially passive creatures (unless, heaven forbid, aroused
by rampant sexuality, false sentiment or misguided individualism), were

ironically perceived as highly politicized, despite consensus among the

disputants that politics and women didn't mix.
In her Grise de 1'humanisme:

Le conflit de l'individu et de la

societe dans la litterature franchise moderne (1958), Micheline Tison-

Braun singles out deracinement

,

the fact and fear of rootlessness, as

the major cultural concern of post-1870 French intellectuals.

Braun

notes also that between 1890 and 1914 fear of deracinement was so pervasive in France that it fostered adoption of authoritarian traditions
7
over more liberal French traditions of individual freedom.

Adolphe

Thiers, early in the Third Republic, had remarked that the Republic

would be conservative, or it wouldn't be at all.

Q

Both Thiers and

Tison-Braun could have singled out contemporary attitudes toward women

?For Tison-Braun' s discussion of deracinement and authoritariLibrai(Paris:
anism in post -1870 France, see her Grise de 1'humanisme
rie Nizet, 1958), Vol. I, pp. 25"39 and 62-758

Times;
Thiers, as cited by Gordon Wright, France in M odern
Ch. XVIII.
1760 to the Present (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., I960),

as their major case in point when discussing their
nation's post-1870

struggle to define its particular unity, its particular social
order.
Certainly, to the staff of the Gorrespondant and legislators

in

the

National Assembly the continuation of the female status quo was
the sine qua non of social cohesion, no matter what ideology was as-

sociated with the articulation of societal norms.

Thus, Republican

and anti-Republican alike resorted to descriptions of female rebel-

lion when searching for metaphors to convey disunity or anarchy,
Although both sides to the Loi Gamille See debate agreed on

the necessity to control women within the home, to in See's colorful
phrase, "shut them up"

(

renf ermer ) within the domestic circle, on

balance Republicans seem to have been more worried about the imme-

diate prospects of wifely insubordination.

It was the Republicans

who kept raising the question of ideological divorce between spouses,

not their opposition.

Catholic legislators and their sympathizers en-

visioned hordes of Hubertine Auclerts and Louise Michels descending on
society in fury, but were relatively unperturbed about the theoretical
rebellion of their own wives.

To Republicans, not to their detractors,

fell the task of explaining to Republican women (and feminists of both

sexes) just why the "figalite" of the Revolutionary trinity did not apply
to women.

Loyalist Catholics, who believed in the monarchy and had no

least condifficulty applying that theory to home polity, were not the

cerned with justifying the divine right of husbands.
ward the femme chretienne et forte

.

Heaven would re-

Secular belief in the equality of

accounting.
souls, on the other hand, demanded a temporal

Thus Republi-

insure their own ideological
cans who sought to Republicanize women to

2^0

interests were forced back to a dualistic interpretation of Natural Law
to justify their illiberal actions toward women.

The theory of male-fe-

male equivalency, explicated by Legouve and all but abandoned by Leon
Richer, who kept the formula but saturated

it

with egalitarianism,

admirably served See and his peers when they sought to integrate women into the Republic, but not into the Revolution.
Thus, the heavier emphasis on female duties and greater stress
on the sanctity of male rights, which dominated Republican arguments

for female education:

women were to be educated so they could raise

more and better Republican sons; equivalent female education would assure peres de la famille a good measure of domestic tranquility along

with the evening's poulet au pot

.

Thus, too, the worrisome debate

over the morality of the state's assuming responsibility for an instruction which most wished could be achieved at home.

The "delicate"

question involved in the Loi Camille See debates was not so much the
issue of female conduct outside the home, but public assumption of

instruction for that part of the population which, as Dupanloup had
so aptly stated, was destined for a life that was "eminnement privee."

French feminists took issue with the National Assembly's overview of

women's destiny.
question

-

While they agreed that France's answer to the woman

9the ultimate social question to Richer' s way of thinking

refused to
would determine the future path of French destiny, they
and a few low status
limit women's experiential sphere to domesticity

"La Regublique ne sera reellement
cit., p. 178.
seront proteges, et
la Republique, que le jour ou tous les interets
de sexe comme sans distouts les droits sauve gardes sans distinction
sociale.
tinction de caste. G'est la toute la question
9 Richer,

op.

2*a

jobs.

They insisted that the sexes were more
like than unlike and

expressed disbelief at anii-f eminisL assertions
that change of social role definitions would somehow denature
both sexes.

Joseph N. Moody's belief that the process of image
formation
affords important insights into the social experience,
is upheld by
the study of images of woman in early Third Republic France.

Adhe-

rence to a prescriptive image of woman by members of the National

Assembly resulted in passage of a law
dary education

-

-

the Loi Gamille See on secon-

which was designed to train women not to rebel against

narrowly defined domestic roles.

Images of women which fed into the

legislative mill and emerged as the Loi Gamille See in turn revealed
a high degree of abstraction of "woman" herself, a phenomenon which

was manifested in legislators' inability to grant to wmen as human
beings the same broad experiential rights they assumed were men's
birthrights, at least for men in their own socio-economic ranks.

The

legislators who dealt with the question of women's secondary education
in 18?8-1880 did so as persons defensively defining their own self-

interest along lines not only of partisan, but of sexual politics.
There could be no more telling an argument for their fears of dera cinement

,

or dethronement from their positions of domestic monarchs,

than the fitful policing of the "others," i.e., of the women who were
charged, with neither direct politicalnor economic power, with the mis-

sion of saving France.
battle.
pot

.

Joan of Arc prayed and led her forces into

Her 19th century sisters prayed and watched the poulet au

The difference was not lost on feminists.

versaries, both Catholic and Republican.

.

.

nor on their ad-

.
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APPENDIX

A

TEXT OF THE LOI GAMILLE SEE

Paris, 21 decembre 1880

LOI sur

1'

enseignement secondalre des .jeunes filles

Le Senat et la Ghambre des deputes ont adopte,
Le President de la Republique promulgue la loi dont la teneur suit:
er

Art. l
II sera fonde par l'fitat, avec le concours des departements
:
et des communes, des etablissements destines a l enseignement secondes jeunes filles.
f

Art. 2

:

Ges etablissements seront des externats.

Des internats pourront y etre annexes sur la demande des
conseils municipaux et apres entente entre eux et l'fitat. lis seront soumis au meme regime que les colleges communaux.
Art. 3
II sera fonde par I'fitat, les departements et les communes,
au profit des internes et des demi-pensionnaires, tant eleves qu'eleves maitresses, des bourses dont le nombre sera determine dans le
traite constitutif qui interviendra entre le ministre, le departement et la commune ou sera cree I etablissement
:

1

Art. 4

L enseignement comprend:
f

:

enseignement moral;
2. La langue franchise, la lecture a haute voix et au moins une
langue vivante;
3. Les litteratures anciennes et modernes;
4. La geographie et la cosmographies
5. L'histoire nationale et un aper§u de l histoire generale;
de
6. L'arithmetique, les elements de la geometrie, de la chimie,
la physique et de 1' histoire naturelle;
7. L hygiene'
8. L'economie domestique;
9. Les travaux a l aiguille;
10. Des notions de droit usuel;
11. Le dessin;
12. La musique;
13. La gymnastique.
1. L 1

1

1

1

Journal officiel (Wednesday, 22 December 1880),

p.

518.

.
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Art. 5
L enseignement religieux sera donne, sur la demande des parents, par les ministres des differents cultes, dans l'interieur des
etablissements, en dehors des heures des classes.
f

:

Les ministres des differents cultes seront agrees par le ministre
de 1* instruction publique.
lis ne resideront pas dans
Art. 6

1*

etablissement

II pourra etre annexe aux etablissements d enseignement
1

:

secondaire un cours de pedagogie.
Art. 7
Aucune eleve ne pourra etre admise dans les etablissements
d enseignement secondaire sans avoir subi un examen constatant qu'
elle est en etat de suivre les cours.
s

1

Art. 8

:

II sera,

a la suite d'un examen, delivre un diplome aux

jeunes filles qui auront suivi les cours des etablissement publics
d enseignement secondaire.
1

Ghacque etablissement est place sous I'autorite d'une directrice.

Art. 9

:

L enseignement est donne par des professeurs hommes ou femmes
munis de diplomes reguliers.
1

La presente loi, deliberee et adoptee par le Senat et par la Ghambre
des deputes, sera executee comme loi de I'Etat.
Fait a Paris, le 21 decembre 1880.
JULES GREVY.

Par le President de la Republique:
Le president du conseil, ministre de
beaux-arts,

1'

instruction publique et des

JULES FERRY.

'
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APPENDIX

G

SELECTED BIOGRAPHIES OF DROIT PES FEMMES PUBLICISTS
Hubertine Auclert (1848-1914). Auclert was orphaned
as a child and
at age 24, as Dzeh-Dzen puts it, "ran" 20 miles
from her hometown
of Bourbonnais to Paris to join Leon Richer and Maria
Deraismes
and work for the Droit des Femmes
Auclert referred to her conversion to feminism and subsequent homeleaving as her "coup de
foudre." She devoted her life to women's rights, especially
to
suffrage.
Auclert impressed both her opponents and her admirers
with her devotion to feminist causes. Theodore Stanton, for one,
called her "radical, earnest, indefatigable."
.

As a
Auclert
by dint
rights,

delegate to the Socialist Congress in Marseilles (l8?9),
managed to get female suffrage on the party platform, and,
of her initial speech on women's political and social
was picked as the head of the Marseilles' congress Commission^sur la question des femmes." In 1880 Auclert became a
cause celebre for refusing to pay her taxes unless she were
granted the municipal suffrage. She led other feminists, ineluding Eugenie Pierre, to mairies in January and February 1880
to register to vote in Paris.
Women in Lyon, Ponthieu and Marseilles followed her example. Alexandre Dumas, fils, was quite
impressed with her actions, and they influenced his conversion
to the ranks of pro-women celebrities.
Victor Fournel of the
Correspondant on the other hand, called her "la Glorinde des
revendications feminines" — an allusion to a female Amazon leader in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered who was baptised by her Christian lover after he unwittingly wounded her fatally. Fournel
wished upon her a husband who would exercise his rights, including the right to beat her, to their fullest ( Gorrespondant 10
May 1880).
,

,

Auclert, impatient at Richer' s gradualistic approach
La
to woman suffrage, formed her own women's rights journal
The
backed, among others, by Deputy Joseph Gaste.
Gitoyenne
paper remained in publication until 1891. Leon Giraud, "Draigu,"
Despite
was also instrumental in helping her found the Gitoyenne
moving to Algeria with her husband Antonin Levrier in the late 1880'
Auclert continued to direct the paper. The Gitoyenne folded when
her editor and she disagreed late in 1891. On the death of her
husband Auclert returned to Paris, where she contributed articles
on women's rights to Le Radical under the rubric "Le Feminisme"
Auclert also wrote for Durand's La Fronde
(1896-1909).
In 1881,

,

.

.

In 192^ when dedicating a plaque to the site where Auclert
lived and died in Paris, Marguerite Durand credited Hubertine Au1
herself,
clert with "un sens rare de l actualite." Auclert involved

s,

24?

through frequent and sometimes successful
petition drives, in
public policy-making. Her efforts led
to inclusion of women an
local government and to some alleviation
of working conditions
lor factory employees. She, was widely
known as an organizer and
orator. Her motto was:
"Etre toujours a la luttej"

Maria Deraismes (1825-1894). Deraismes was
born and died in Paris
Raised during the heyday of Saint-Simonianism,
she was guided by
its principles throughout her life and transmitted
her socialist
views to those on the Droit des Femmes
Deraismes was a bourgeois intellectual, known in her time as savant, artist,
philosopher, orater and writer.
Her modest wealth allowed her and
her sister, the widow Feresse-Deraismes, to fund their
own and
others' feminist activities.
Although possessed of great beauty,
some income and outstanding intellectual ability, she
resisted the
puU of conventional fame and opted to devote her life to women's
.

rights.

Maria Deraismes made her debut as a feminist in 1866 when, encouraged by Richer, she broke with tradition and spoke at a public
conference
The aim of her attack was Barbey d' Aurevilly' s Bas
bleus.
Deraismes at first limited her criticism to literary"
moral and philosophical topics, but between the winter of 1868-69
and early 1870, she switched all her attentions to dealing with
the woman question.
.

Deraismes was associated with the"Societe pour 1' amelioration
du sort de la femme"
(as president for a time) and participated
in several anti-clerical groups.
In 1881 she chaired an anticlerical congress in Paris. Deraismes' anti-clericalism led her
to become the first, and only, female member of a French Masonic
Lodge - Loge des Libres penseurs du Pecq - in her time. She
joined the lodge on 14 January 1882 and was later ejected.

Maria Deraismes was associated with the Droit des Femmes from
its inception, but disagreed with Richer on suffrage, a disagreement which strained her friendship with Richer after 1880. Deraismes was a key figure in the organization of international feminist events from I878, when she helped organize the first international women's congress in Paris, until her death. She believed
that women, freed from clerical influence and educated to their full
potential, would be "moral, educating, economic and pacifist" agents.
More radical politically than Richer, less so than Hubertine Auclert,
she was the towering fiture in 19th-century French feminism. Her
Oeuvres were published in 1895-1896. In honor of her work and in
tribute to her popularity nationwide, a statue of her was erected
in Paris in 1898.
Leon Richer (1824-1911 ). Leon Richer, pro-feminist and Mason, was born
Educated for the profession of
and raised in Paris and its environs.
notary, but unable to secure a "place" as notary because of family

»

financial problems, Richer worked for fifteen years as a notary
clerk.
Sensitized in that position to the hardships experienced
by women under the Code Napoleon, Richer became interested in
women's rights. What began as occasional involvement in public
conferences turned in 1869 into fulltime commitment to women's
rights.
Underwritten by support from one M. Pains - which in
time amounted to a capital fund of 20,000 francs - and personally
supported by a small inheritance, Richer gradually accrued the human capital he needed to assure the Droit* s survival. Sullerot
singles out the Droit as the only feminist paper born in France
during one of Prance's "grandes periodes conservatrices," i.e.,
the beginning of the Third Republic.
,

Ill health forced Richer to suspend publication of the Droit
in 1891, just one month after Auclert's Gitoyenne ceased publication (15 November l89l). He was never able to return to work,
although he remained in constant touch with the French and international woman movement until his death. Richer considered education and divorce prime goals of reform and, like his colleagues,
was an outspoken anti-clerical. His Lettres d'un libre-penseur
A. LeChevallier, I868-I869)
a un cure de village 2 vols. (Paris:
earned him a certain amount of well-deserved notoriety and helped
forge the alliance between feminism and anti-clericalism which
anti-feminists so feared. In I883 Richer put together his writings on the Code Napoleon and proposed a reform which eliminated all inequalities between the sexes ( Code des Fcmmes ).
,

,
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